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The early Christians were quite unanimous in their view that the Gospel should be 

proclaimed to the Gentiles, and not only to the Jews. This is surprising because Jesus 

had driven his mission almost exclusively among the Jews. This study emphasizes 

the context of Jesus’ mission as revealed by archaeological excavations and literal 

sources. Galilee, the main arena of Jesus’ mission, was populated by its vast majority 

of Jews, and thus in Galilee Jesus would certainly not have met Gentiles very fre-

quently. Understandably the references to Jesus helping Gentiles in the Gospels are 

exceptional and few. The author converses on these accounts in detail.

The Christian movement sprang from its Jewish beginnings to its Gentile future. 

Sankamo sheds light to this development by paying close attention to the Jewish 

eschatological hopes of the second temple period. Most often these hopes con-

tained some kind of a reference to universal questions. Israel’s eschatological restora-

tion would not aff ect solely the Jews, but also – in some way – the Gentiles as well. 

If Jesus and his message are seen in the context of eschatological fulfi llment, then 

occasionally a more or less implicit positive reference to the Gentiles is attainable 

in Jesus’ visions (Matt. 8:11–12). This in itself would partly explain the readiness of 

the early Christians to extend their mission beyond the Jews into the Gentile world.
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1  Introduction 
1.1 Jesus and the Gentiles: What are the issues? 
The aim of this study is to contribute to our understanding of Jesus’ 
attitude towards the non-Jews i.e. the Gentiles.1 I will not only survey 
the sayings and the deeds which connect Jesus to the Gentiles, but I will 
also emphasize the first century context of Jesus. By the aid of archaeo-
logical results and enlightened by the ancient written sources as Jose-
phus’ works, we will survey the sociological, historical, religious and 
ethnic world of Jesus. Crucial questions concern Galilee: how Jewish or 
Gentile was it? What was the general attitude of the Galilean and Judean 
Jews towards the Gentiles? Would Jesus have met Gentiles on a daily 
basis when driving his mission in the towns and villages of Galilee? 

A face-value glance at the four Gospels produces a picture of 
Jesus whose mission was geographically centered in Galilee and targe-
ted especially at the Jewish people living there. The Gentiles had only a 
marginal place in Jesus’ mission.2 Sanders lists as one of the eight 
“almost indisputable facts” that “Jesus confined his activity to Israel.”3 
According to Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24 Jesus restricted his and his dis-
ciples’ activity to the Jews. Jesus’ mission, so the Gospel of Matthew 
claims, was for the lost sheep of the house of Israel. Luke emphasized 
that Jesus searched and healed the sick Jews because they were sons and 
daughters of Abraham (Luke 13:16; 19:9). Also Paul, the apostle of the 
Gentiles, admits that Jesus “came to serve the circumcised,” Rom 15:8. 
These notions suggest that Jesus’ mission was Jew-centered, but we 

                                                           
 
1 In this study I will use the words Gentile and nation. The word nations refers to all the 
nations, including Israel. According to the canonical Gospels Jesus was in contact with 
individual Gentiles, not with the nations as such. However, when we study Jesus’ eschato-
logical views it becomes relevant to use the term nations.  In Greek the word ev,qnoj refers 
to a Gentile nation, people or to a non-Jewish person. In the LXX and in the NT the holy 
and chosen people, Israel and/or the Church, is not usually called ev,qnoj, but lao,j. In the 
Hebrew language there are different words for a Gentile-person, for Gentile-people and for 
nations: ywg/~ywg, rg, rz and yrkn. For a discussion concerning the terms used for non-Jews see 
chapter 1.8. See Feldman, 1993, 53.  
2 Fredriksen, 1999, 94. 
3 Sanders, 1985, 11. 
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shall further inquire whether Jesus intentionally excluded Gentiles from 
the sphere of his mission, and if so, for what reason. Moreover, the Gos-
pel of John does not recall Jesus healing a single Gentile, while the Syn-
optics credit Jesus with occasionally helping also certain Gentile indivi-
duals. At the same time we are to note that all the Gospels seem to 
support the Gentile mission. In the resurrection accounts the disciples 
are commissioned with a mission for all nations and the whole world 
(Matt 28:16–20; Luke 24:46–49). 

The Synoptics indicate that Jesus helped the Syrophoenician 
woman’s daughter (Mark 7:24–30; Matt 15:21–28) and the centurion’s 
servant-boy (Matt 8:5–10; Luke 7:1–10). Also the story of the Gerasine 
demoniac is most probably to be understood as concerning a Gentile 
man (Mark 5:1–20; Matt 8:28–34; Luke 8:26–39). These three stories 
are valid evidence for the claim that from time to time Jesus actually, al-
though seldom, helped certain Gentiles who requested his help. Despite 
these concrete occasions, it is to be noted that according to the Synoptics 
Jesus never took the initiative to help the Gentiles. He never visited 
Gentile areas in order to practice Gentile mission. All the relevant narra-
tives in the Synoptics indicate that certain Gentiles occasionally took the 
initiative to request Jesus for help. Jesus, according to the Gospels, hesi-
tantly answered positively to their need. It is to be emphasized that in 
the case of the Syrophoenician woman and the centurion from Caper-
naum Jesus is said to have performed the healing from a distance. Jesus 
did not go and meet the Gentile patient, he did not enter into his/her 
house. Reading the Gospels at their face-value it becomes obvious that 
Jesus remained distant from the Gentiles and he drove his mission 
among the Jews. 

Mark 3:8, Matt 4:25 and Luke 6:17 tell that multitudes came to 
hear Jesus and to be healed by him. These multitudes, as the previously 
listed verses state, included people from the east side of Jordan, from 
Idumea, from the Decapolis, from the districts of Tyre and Sidon. How-
ever, it is not to be taken for granted that the many coming from the fo-
reign lands were Gentiles. Of course Mark can have implied that among 
the ones coming from foreign regions as Tyre and Sidon, some were 
Gentiles. The editor’s interpretative note in Matt 12:17–18, 21 support 
such a conclusion. The saying-material of the Synoptics, which are attri-
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buted to Jesus, does contain some positive words regarding the Gentiles. 
In the scholarship the saying about the great banquet has been regarded 
as essential because scholars have often interpreted it as containing a re-
ference to the Gentiles who are to enter into the kingdom of 
God/Heaven in the eschatological future. In the eschatological banquet 
of the kingdom of God the Gentiles will dine in the company of Abra-
ham, Isaac and Jacob (Matt 8:11–12/ Luke 13:28–29). Jesus is recalled 
to have compared “this generation” and the inhabitants of Capernaum, 
Bethsaida and Chorazin with Gentiles of Israel’s biblical past. These 
comparisons are always done for the advantage of the Gentiles – Tyre, 
Sidon, Sodom, the people of Nineveh and queen of Sheba (Matt 11:20–
24; Luke 10:13–15; Matt 12:39–42; Luke 11:29–32). In the light of 
these sayings, the worst of the Gentiles, the Sodomites, will have it more 
tolerable during the judgement day than the towns of Galilee, in which 
Jesus is said to have centered his mission. 

On the basis of the Gospels’ stories, sayings and parables we 
might receive the impression that Jesus restricted his mission to the 
Jews, but that he expected that in the eschatological future, during the 
day of Judgement and when the banquet in the kingdom of heaven 
would be served, an eschatological reversal would take place. In this re-
versal the worst of the Gentiles, such as the Sodomites, and the many 
peoples coming from around the compass (Matt 8:11–12), would have it 
more tolerable than Jesus’ Jewish contemporaries, the members of “this 
generation” and the residents of Capernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida. 
Despite these positive hints for the Gentiles, we are to recognize that the 
saying-material, attributed to Jesus, contains only few and minimal refe-
rences to Jesus urging, hoping or predicting that his disciples would 
practice a Gentile mission – i.e. to preach for the Gentiles – in the escha-
tological future (Mark 13:10; 14:9). Moreover there are no clear hints of 
Jesus giving advice to his disciples regarding how they should relate to 
the Gentiles who would eventually become believers in Christ: should 
Christ-believing Gentiles be accepted as Jesus’ disciples and as Chris-
tians? And if so, should they be circumcised and obligated to follow the 
Torah? Such questions, which became urgent and central for the early 
Christians during the 40s (Acts 15; Gal 2), are not addressed in the 
Gospels. 
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When studying Jesus’ attitudes towards the Gentiles we are not 
solely to restrict ourselves to the concrete sayings and practices which 
directly deal with the Gentiles. In accordance with second temple Juda-
ism the eschatological restoration and consummation always influenced 
the Gentiles and the nations in some manner. Due to this fact, Jesus the 
Jew, if his mission is to be seen in a context of eschatological restora-
tion, most probably had some kind of a view of the Gentiles per se. In 
accordance with this vein of reasoning, Jesus’ actions and words, which 
ought to be seen as eschatological in some sense, can imply a message 
for the Gentiles. Certainly it is difficult to explain the early Christians’ 
Gentile mission in the 40s by referring to the few occasions where Jesus 
hesitantly healed individual Gentiles. It can be argued, perhaps more 
credibly, that the eschatological role in Jesus’ mission gave rise for the 
early Jewish-Christians’ conviction that the Christ-message ought to be 
proclaimed for non-Jews too. 
 

1.2 Clarifying the possible reasons for the early 
Church’s Gentile mission 

The Gentile mission of the early Church demands historical expla-
nations. How can it be explained that a movement, which was centered 
on a Jewish man who had a mission for the Palestinian Jews, came to 
result in a strong Gentile mission? All of Jesus’ disciples were Jewish. 
According to the Gospels, Jesus, did not explicitly commission or pre-
dict the Gentile mission of the early Church during his earthly mission. 
The Gospels relate that Jesus drove his mission on the soil of ancient Is-
rael. He is not told of travelling around the Diaspora where de facto 
most of the Jews lived during the first century CE.4 From these factors, 
found in the Gospels, it is highly surprising that the early Church felt 

                                                           
 
4 Schnabel, 2004, 122–123. Schnabel states the following on p. 122: “It is estimated that 
the small, pre-exilic Jewish population of perhaps 150,000 grew to around 8 million in the 
first century AD. Of these, only 700,000 to 2.5 million lived in Palestine. This means that 
between 2 million and 7 million Jews lived outside Palestine in the Diaspora.” We are on 
speculative grounds when trying to estimate the size of first century Jewish population in 
Palestine and in the Diaspora, despite this; we can assuredly claim that the vast majority of 
Jews lived in the Diaspora already during the first half of the first century. See Räisänen, 
2010, 36. The most important centers for Jews in the Diaspora were Rome and Alexandria. 
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that crossing the ethical lines over to the Gentiles was a “natural exten-
sion” of its mission.5 How did Jesus, with his Jewish roots, come to 
launch a movement, which grew into its Gentile future? Did the Church, 
as it went over to the Gentiles, deny and forsake its Jewish roots in 
Jesus? Whether or not the early Christians’ Gentile mission was a “natu-
ral extension” in line with Jesus’ visions has remained a matter of dis-
pute among the scholars. 

For example J. P. Meier claims that the Gentile mission divided 
the ranks of the early Christians because Gentile outreach and preaching 
the Gospel for the Gentiles was something that could not be associated 
with the mission or will of the historical Jesus. Meier insists that the  

 
“programmatic mission to the Gentiles during the course of this 
present world was a wrenching departure for the early church 
and caused so much controversy in the first Christian generation. 
Neither the actions nor the words of the historical Jesus had 
given precise and detailed instructions for such an initiative.”6 
 

Sanders and several other scholars such as Fredriksen, Bird and Theis-
sen, argue that there is no support for the claim that any Christian group 
opposed Gentile mission as such.7 Paul, as Bird notes, had great disputes 
concerning his Law-free Gospel (Gal 1:6–12; 2:1–15), which he prea-
ched for the Gentiles, but from his letters we do not know of any dis-
putes concerning the legitimacy of the Gentile mission as such.8 Paul’s 
letter to the Galatians reveals that there were disputes regarding by 
which means the Gentiles could turn towards Christ and God. In sum, 
what was at stake were the questions as to whether the Gentiles, who 
had turned to Christ, should be circumcised and obligated to follow the 
Torah (Acts 15:1, 5; Gal 5:2) or not. Should they become Jews in order 
that they might turn to Jesus Christ? Evidently, as far as we are aware on 
the basis of our sources, no one opposed the idea that Gentiles should 

                                                           
 
5 Fredriksen, 1999, 94. Fredriksen states that the early Christians regarded the Gentile mis-
sion as a “natural extension” for the early Church’s mission. 
6 Meier, 1994, 315. 
7 Sanders, 1985, 220. Fredriksen, 1999, 94. Bird, 2010, 134. Bird, 2006, 53. 
8 Bird, 2006, 4–5. 
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become part of the Christ-movement. But during the 40s and 50s some 
conservative Jewish-Christians insisted that the Gentiles who became 
Christians should be circumcised and obligated to follow the Torah. In 
view of this, the question becomes even more pressing: on what basis 
did the early Church so unanimously and seemingly so naturally extend 
its mission also to the Gentiles? 

Several answers have emerged to explain the early Christians’ 
Gentile mission. It could be argued that the Jewish-Christians began 
with the Gentile mission because their message was not accepted by the 
Jews (Acts 13:46). This explanation proposes that the shift to Gentiles 
was motivated by a practical reason: the Gentiles were open to accept 
the Gospel, while the Jews as a people were not. Could it be that the 
early Church simply adopted the assumed missionary practice and uni-
versal vision of the Jews of the second temple period? This explanation 
is not convincing because the evidence does not support the claim that 
Judaism was a missionary religion during the first century CE. There are 
no convincing signs of the Jews practising an organized outreach for the 
Gentiles, which could be credibly compared with the early Christians’ 
Gentile mission driven by Paul and others.9 We shall deal with the 
complex question of whether Judaism was a missionary religion in chap-
ter 2.4. In its Gentile mission the early Christians were quite unique – 
they were part of the formation of the first real missionary religion in the 
ancient world. 

There is the possibility that the eschatological and Christological 
views of the early Church led the Christians to the conviction that the 
salvation of the Gentiles had arrived. As we have noted, according to the 
Jewish eschatological visions the salvation or damnation of the Gentiles 
belonged clearly to the eschatological era. Sanders, as well as Fredrik-
sen, explain the Gentile mission of the early Christians by emphasizing 
both Jesus’ and the early Christians’ eschatological awareness and their 
belief that the end times had arrived. Sanders states that 

 

                                                           
 
9 Bird, 2010, 12. Bird, 2006, 2. 
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“one of the surest proofs that Jesus’ career is to be seen within 
the general context of Jewish eschatological expectations is that 
the movement which he initiated spawned a Gentile mission.”10 
 

Jesus’ mission was understood by the early Church as fulfilling eschato-
logical hopes – the end of days had arrived (Rom 13:11–12; 1 Cor 7:29). 
The fact that the early Church was centered in Jerusalem supports its 
eschatological self-understanding. Fredriksen underlines the fact that the 
early Christians had their leading position in Jerusalem and that the city 
was considered important (Gal 1:17; Acts 1–8; 11:22; 15:4; Rom 15:25–
27). As Paul writes, the “pillars” (stu/loi), namely Jacob, Kepha and 
John (Gal 2:9), were stationed in Jerusalem at least during the early his-
tory of the Christian movement. It would not have been obvious that the 
original twelve disciples of Jesus would have chosen Jerusalem as their 
center. After all Jesus’ mission was centered in the Galilean rural towns 
such as Capernaum and none of the Twelve disciples were from Jerusa-
lem. In service of the Gentile mission and for the advantage of the Dia-
spora community we could expect that the center for “the pillars” would 
have been for example Caesarea Maritima, which was the Roman capital 
of the Judean procuratorship. Moreover Caesarea Maritima had a great 
harbour and due to its location was at the center of international traffic 
crossroads and thus a cosmopolitan and international polis with a size-
able Gentile population. Fredriksen argues credibly that the apostles 
such as Peter chose Jerusalem as the leading center for the early Church 
because of the city’s mythical role in the fulfillment of the eschatolo-
gical expectations. The word of God would go forth from Zion as Isa 
2:2–4 foretells.11 Admittedly the early Christians’ beliefs in a realized 
eschatology could have resulted in their interest in the salvation of the 
Gentiles and the city of Jerusalem. The salvation of the Gentiles would 
be a sign that the eschatological era had arrived. In his recent studies 
Michael F. Bird has come to the following conclusion: “The primitive 
Christian mission arose principally out of a concoction of eschatology 

                                                           
 
10 Sanders, 1985, 212. 
11 Fredriksen, 1999, 94–96. 
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and Christology and reading the Jewish Scriptures in light of new per-
spectives in these areas.”12 

One possible reason and explanation for the Christians’ Gentile 
mission is that Jesus had actually, in some way, intended it for his follo-
wers. Scholars have traditionally and also quite recently argued against 
this explanation. It is widely held that Jesus did not launch a Gentile 
mission and that he did not predict or hope that his disciples would be 
engaged in preaching the Gospel for the Gentiles. For example Meier 
states that Jesus “did not view either himself or his disciples as charged 
with the task of undertaking a mission to the Gentiles while this present 
world ran its course.”13 According to my stance Meier fails to offer a 
credible historical explanation for the early Christians’ Gentile mission. 
Martin Hengel, on the other hand, is more realistic in his claim. Hengel 
states the following:  

 
“It is worth noting that the Jewish-Messianic movement in the 
early church was able to go beyond the geographic borders of 
Eretz Israel and the religious borders of strict Judaism so 
quickly, in relatively few years. This chain of events is without 
parallel in the history of Palestinian Judaism and must have its 
roots, finally, in the actions of Jesus himself. The promises utte-
red by the prophets concerning the end times that were to come 
with the appearance of the Messiah included the fact that mem-
bership in the people of God would be opened to the Gentiles.”14   

 

1.3 A glance at previous research from Joachim 
Jeremias to the present 

Joachim Jeremias published his Jesu Verheissung für die Völker in 1956. 
Jeremias’ book stands as the most influential scholarly work regarding 
Jesus’ attitudes towards the Gentiles. According to Jeremias Jesus did 
not intend that he himself or his disciples would practice Gentile mis-
sion. Despite this Jeremias claimed that Jesus anticipated the fulfillment 
of the eschatological pilgrimage of the Gentiles into Mount Zion or the 

                                                           
 
12 Bird, 2010, 12. 
13 Meier, 1994, 315. Sanders, 1985, 218-221. Dunn, 2003, 539. 
14 Hengel, 2010, 53. 
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kingdom of God in accordance to passages such as Isa 2:2–4 and Tob 
13–14. Jeremias’ main theses are followed by several current scholars. 
In 2006, Michael Bird wrote his monograph Jesus and the Origins of the 
Gentile Mission. Bird maintained that Jesus’ mission concerned fore-
most Israel and the Jews in the context of the fulfillment of Israel’s 
eschatological restoration. Bird concluded that since the eschatological 
fulfillment was already in a state of partial realization, the eschatological 
climax, the salvation of the Gentiles, was also becoming a reality. Bird 
claims that the few Gentiles who were healed by Jesus foreshadowed the 
coming salvation for the Gentiles.15 In contrast with Jeremias, Bird 
allows that Jesus would have foreseen his disciples proclaiming the Gos-
pel for the Gentiles, because God, although working sovereignly, often 
acts through agents – Israel and individuals – in order to fulfil his 
plans.16 In Bird’s view the zeal of the early Jesus-movement to convert 
Gentiles finds its explanation in Jesus’ eschatological mission to restore 
Israel and from the Christological implications attributed to Jesus.17 

Between Jeremias and Bird there are no other as extensive mono-
graphs on this topic. In the so called Third Quest for the historical Jesus 
the Jewishness of Jesus and his mission has been emphasized. Especially 
in the Third Quest some scholars have proposed that Jesus restricted his 
and his disciples’ mission solely for the Jews and that he did not address 
the question of the salvation of the Gentiles in any clear manner. Con-
cerning the Synoptics and the Jesus traditions Allison states that “they 
fail to address the issue of circumcision and have next to nothing – 
perhaps nothing at all – to say about Gentiles and their place in the com-
munity of salvation.”18 Several scholars of the Third Quest maintain that 
Jesus most probably expected – in line with the majority of early first 
century Palestinian Jews – that in the eschaton some Gentiles would be 
saved and they would make pilgrimage to the restored Zion.19 This idea 
differs from Jeremias’ stance in the sense that Jeremias claimed that 
Jesus had quite a clear vision of the salvation of the Gentiles. This vision 

                                                           
 
15 Bird, 2006, 173–177. 
16 Bird, 2006, 16–17, 172, 177. 
17 Bird, 2010, 12. Bird, 2006, 173–177. 
18 Allison, 1997, 112–113. See also Catchpole, 2006, 171–178. 
19 For references see Bird, 2006, 18, n. 100. Levine, 2006, 62, 64–72. 
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was loyal to a salvation historical pattern: first the Jews, then the Gen-
tiles. Moreover according to Jeremias Jesus expected the salvation of the 
Gentiles to follow a five-stage pilgrimage of the Gentiles, and that the 
disciples would be totally passive in this process. The view that Jesus 
would have neither thought nor talked about the universal implications 
of his message is somewhat implausible because the Jewish eschatolo-
gical visions – although they would be centered on Zion and on Israel – 
always dealt with the question concerning the Gentiles and the world. 
For example we may note that in the strictly particularistic and nationa-
listic Qumran community the eschatological hopes contained visions of 
the Kittim and the nations.20 If Jesus is regarded as an eschatological fi-
gure – a prophet or the Messiah – in the context of Israel’s eschatolo-
gical restoration, then it is presumable that he addressed the question of 
the Gentiles in some way. 
 

1.4 Methodological considerations and the ques-
tion of sources 

In order to reach the historical Jesus we will make use of the criteria of 
historicity: i.e. criterion of embarrassment (or contradiction), disconti-
nuity, multiple attestation, plausibility, coherence, and the criterion of 
rejection and execution. We shall also emphasize the Palestinian envi-
ronment and context.21 With good reasons Allison doubts that the crite-
ria of historicity will lead the scholars to an objective truth regarding 
particular sayings and deeds of Jesus. The criteria are to be understood 
as tools which are to be used cautiously, because, often times the criteria 
do not form the scholar’s view of Jesus, but rather the criteria are used 
by the scholar to support their view of Jesus. Allison states that the crite-
ria of “dissimilarity, multiple attestation, coherence, and embarrassment 
have been used to concoct many different sorts of figures.” I agree with 
Allison on the point that no refined criteria have led or will lead scholars 
to an authentic consensus regarding particular aspects of Jesus’ deeds 
                                                           
 
20 See Bird, 2006, 14. 
21 See Meier, 1991, 167–184. Dunn, 2003, 330–336. Pitre, 2005, 26–29. For a severe 
criticism of these criteria, which have been widely in use during several decades, see, 
Allison, 2011, 3–30. 
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and sayings.22 The scholar’s will is evidently stronger than the criteria, 
and thus the criteria do not overcome our subjectivity.23 Although admit-
ting that we are forever biased, scholarly discussion is not flawed and 
useless. Every criterion is to be criticised and we are to strive for object-
tivity by using scholarly reasoning. The criteria of historicity are to be 
used, but we are to acknowledge that they do not automatically lead the 
scholar into a correct discerning of the authenticity of individual sayings 
and deeds.24 

Jesus studies are not exact sciences, and therefore exact results 
concerning the authenticity of particular sayings and deeds are not the 
most crucial when aiming at reaching Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus’ sayings 
and deeds, his person, left impressions on the memory of his disciples, 
and these impressions and memories, many are found from the Gospels, 
are transmitted into the Jesus tradition. That a certain saying and deed 
coheres with a great bulk of material supports the conclusion that Jesus 
quite possibly said and did something like that.25 Certainty in individual 
and specific sayings is difficult to gain, but nonetheless we can achieve 
reasonable certainty in the greater motifs and themes of Jesus’ mission – 
i.e. he proclaimed the kingdom of God, he called God the father, he was 
known from his healings and excorcisms.26 After his death Jesus 
remained in the memories of his disciples. Naturally, for a short time the 
short-term memory guarded the details, but the long-term memory held 
fast in the impressions and in the big picture of Jesus mission. We can 
assume that the Gospels’ Jesus traditions reflect more or less correctly 

                                                           
 
22 Allison, 2011, 12. On p. 9 Allison states the following: “Our criteria have not led us into 
the promised land of scholarly consensus, so if they were designed to overcome subjecti-
vity and bring order to our discipline, then they have failed: the hopelessly confusing 
parade of different Jesuses goes on.” 
23 Allison, 2011, 9, 19. 
24 Allison demonstrates how, when applied to a certain biblical passage, different criteria 
can lead to totally contradictory results. Some criteria can support the passage's authenti-
city, while other criteria support its inauthenticity. See Allison, 2011, 9, 14–22. 
25 See Theissen & Winter, 2002, 197–199. Theissen & Winter note that recently scholars 
have not aimed at resolving the authentic words of Jesus (ipsissima verba) but rather the 
authentic voice of Jesus (ipsissima vox).  
26 Allison, 2011, 24–25. Dunn, 2011, 202–204. Dunn proposes credibly that the characte-
ristic themes and motifs of Jesus’ mission are reflected in the Jesus traditions. The memory 
of what Jesus did and said was kept alive in the “living tradition” of the disciples, see 
Dunn, 2011, 204–205.   
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the impressions which Jesus left on the disciples’ long time memory – 
certain details might be wrong, i.e. the sentence, but that does not mean 
that the big picture is wrong. Allison states that 

 
“we should proceed not by looking at individual units microsco-
pically but by gathering what may be called macro samples of 
material. We might even find that colletives display features or a 
Gestalt not discernible in their individual components.”27 
 

In this study I will concentrate on Jesus’ Palestinian Jewish con-
text. Concerning accurate passages an important question will be whe-
ther they have a plausible Sitz im Leben in the Palestinian context of 
Jesus’ mission, or if they suit better the context and reality of the early 
Church. Despite the fact that the early Church had its base in Palestine, 
it is clear that the historical Jesus and the early Christians had a differing 
mission especially when it comes to the Gentiles. Several scholars have 
suggested that the positive statements and actions regarding the Gentiles 
attributed to Jesus in the Gospels, are actually reflections of the 
Church’s views and practices. The connection between Jesus and the 
Gospels is complicated especially at this point. If a saying or action attri-
buted to Jesus contradicts with the practice and beliefs of the early 
Church, then, with the aid of the criteria discontinuity, its authenticity 
can be supported. Of course we are to be cautious in drawing conclu-
sions too quickly when applying the criteria to Jesus studies. Jesus’ 
deeds and sayings are more credible if they are plausible in his Palesti-
nian Jewish context of the first half of the first century.28 But Jesus left 
an impact on his disciples, and thus the tradition, his living memory cer-
tainly shaped the beliefs, practises and convictions of his disciples. In 
this study we shall concentrate mostly on the context of Jesus in first 

                                                           
 
27 Allison, 2011, 22–25. The citation is from p. 23. On p. 21 and 22 Allison states the fol-
lowing: “After our short-term memories have become long-term memories they suffer 
progressive abbreviation.” “The early Jesus tradition is not a collection of totally disparate 
and wholly unrelated materials. On the contrary, certain themes and motifs and rhetorical 
strategies are consistently attested over a wide range of material. Surely it is in these 
themes and motifs and rhetorical strategies, if it is anywhere, that we are likely to have 
some good memories.” 
28 Theissen & Winter, 2002, 210–212, 246. 
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century Palestine. This context is revealed in textual sources from the 
second temple period as well in archaeological excavations. 

The term “Palestinian environment” is vague and can include a 
vast number of meanings. I understand it as referring to the Palestinian 
context, which is formed of physical and cultural, religious and political, 
historical and economic factors. The Palestinian context is partly revea-
led by the Jewish writings of the second temple period and also partly by 
the Tannaitic literature, which of course has to be used cautiously since 
the Mishnah was composed only about 200 CE. I will critically make 
use of the Pseudepigrapha – including the Testaments of the Twelve Pat-
riarchs – because this work arguably contains some Jewish material 
from the second temple period. From among the Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS) 
Aramaic texts of 1 Enoch and Tobit, and Hebrew texts of Jubilees and 
Sirach have been discovered, as well as other works counted among the 
Pseudepigrahpa and the OT Apocrypha. Consequently the discovery of 
the DSS has given the Pseudepigrapha more credibility as Jewish wri-
tings from the second temple period.29 Josephus’ works are, strictly 
speaking, not writings of the second temple period, but they are of pri-
mary importance when studying the history of that period. Of course the 
OT as such, as it largely forms the basis for the writings and religious 
ideas of the second temple Judaism, is not to be overlooked. The Palesti-
nian context cannot be revealed only with the written sources, and so in 
addition to the written sources I will make considerable use of the 
archaeological results from first century Galilee. 

The particular sayings, aphorisms and parables are to be seen and 
evaluated in the historical context of Jesus’ mission, and thus the Pales-
tinian context is crucially important for understanding Jesus. The con-
text often gives important clues for the meaning of the particular 
sayings. I maintain with Horsley: “Jesus cannot possibly be understood 

                                                           
 
29 See Harrington, 2001, 28–30. Vermes, 2004, 15–17, 24. Ware, 2005, 147–148. Ware 
states that “in the present form the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs is a Christian 
document, composed in Greek probably in the late second century. However, while the 
origins of these Testaments are perplexing, it is certain that they incorporate older Jewish 
traditional materials. In the Testament of Levi in particular, the author apparently utilized a 
Jewish Levi document very similar to that underlying the various Aramaic Levi fragments 
found at Qumran and elsewhere.” 
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except as embedded in both the movement he catalysed and the broader 
context of Roman imperial Palestine.”30 
 

1.5 The Gospel sources 
Traditionally Jesus scholars have found their sources in the Synoptics: 
Mark, Matthew and Luke. The two-source hypothesis predominates in 
current studies: Mark and Q are the foremost sources.31 These sources 
are used by Matthew and Luke. The dating of the composition of the 
Gospels is a difficult task, but scholars have usually concluded that 
Mark was written around the year 70, Matthew ca. 80 CE, Luke ca. 90 
CE and John ca. 100 CE.32 Mark, the earliest Gospel, is written and 
composed from the basis of oral or/and written sources. Luke and Mat-
thew had their own special traditions.33 The question regarding Q is 
complicated, and we are to remind ourselves that Q is hypothetical. De-
spite the hypothetical nature of Q, it seems most likely that a written 
source of Jesus’ sayings, which we call Q, existed.34 Meier claims that in 
the study of the historical Jesus we deal with three main sources – Q, 
Mark and John. In addition to these main sources he mentions “two 
minor and problematic sources”: M and L. The question whether John’s 
Gospel occasionally draws from an independent source is a disputed and 
live question.35 When needed, I shall take all these possible sources in 
consideration in my analysis. 

                                                           
 
30 Horsley, 2006, 38. 
31 Meadors, 1995, 1–2. 
32 Chilton, 1999, 15. 
33 Meier, 1991, 43–44. Evans, 1999, 4. Thus we would have four synoptic sources: Q, 
Mark, Matthew and Luke.  
34 Kloppenborg Verbin, 2000, 11. “Modern scholarship on the Saying Gospel Q is founded 
on a hypothesis. It is a venerable one… Yet the hypothesis has withstood criticism. Becau-
se it offers the most economical and plausible accounting of the form and content of the 
Synoptic Gospels, it continues to be by far the most widely accepted solution to the Syn-
optic Problem.” See also Meadors, 1995, 1–2. 
35 Meier, 1991, 44–45. Evans, 1999, 3–4. Whether or not John is to be considered an inde-
pendent source is a matter of scholarly debate. For the recent discussion see Charlesworth, 
2010, 4–10. Dunn, 2003, 40–41. During the last century John’s Gospel has been held as a 
foremost theological Gospel but without any historical validity. Charlesworth (Charles-
worth, 2010, 4–10) mentions several respected scholars who bypass the Gospel of John in 
their study of Jesus: G. Bornkamm (Jesus of Nazareth, 1960, 13–14), E. P. Sanders (1985, 
62; 1993, 128, 57), J. D. Crossan (Historical Jesus, 234, 427–432), N. T. Wright (1996, p. 
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The Synoptic Gospels constitute the most important historical 
basis for studying Jesus. Our use of the Gospel of John and the Gospel 
of Thomas (GThom) is scarce, since they are clearly later than the Syn-
optics,36 and additionally, they often depend and build on the traditions 
which are used already by the Synoptics. The claim that the Gospel of 
Thomas knew an independent source, from which he drew his material, 
is highly disputed. GThom most plausibly used the canonical Gospels as 
his sources but in an indirect manner. The claim that the writer of the 
GThom had an actual canonical Gospel or the Synoptics in front of him 
is unlikely and naive. It seems, however, that the writer of GThom used 
the canonical Gospels indirectly: he knew the same sources used by the 
canonical Gospels in a written or oral form and possibly he wrote at 
least partly from his/her memory.37 Notably, the Gospels of John and 
Thomas do not contain crucial material regarding our main interest. Evi-
dently all the Gospels have their own theological tendencies, and thus 
we are to evaluate every passage individually in order to decide whether 
it contains historical tradition that can be traced back to Jesus. 
 

1.6 The Dead Sea Scrolls 
Use of the Dead Sea Scrolls (DDS) for the historical Jesus studies has 
been a subject of long discussions, and I see it worthwhile to clarify at 
this stage my own views regarding the matter. I will occasionally make 
use of the DSS since I support the view that they are central for clari-
fying an important part of Jesus’ Palestinian context. According to 
Evans the non-Jewish and non-Palestinian features of the Gospels have 
been exaggerated in the scholarly studies throughout the 20th century. 

                                                                                                                     
 
xvi), J. Klausner (Jesus of Nazareth, 1944, 125), D. Flusser (Jesus, 1969, pp. 7–8, p. 58) 
and G. Vermes. Recently, however, several some leading scholars have taken John’s Gos-
pel into account in their studies of Jesus, see Charlesworth, 2010, 38–39. Some of the ar-
chaeological results have raised interest in John’s Gospel because occasionally John intro-
duces information about the Palestinian context and especially about Jerusalem which has 
been ratified by recent archaeological investigations. See Charlesworth, 2010, 32, 40–43. 
36 Chilton, 1999, 15. Chilton clarifies that that Gospel of John is generally thought to have 
been written ca. 100 CE in Ephesus and the Gospel of Thomas in Edessa sometime during 
the middle of the second century. 
37 For the discussion concerning the relation between the GThom and the canonical Gos-
pels see Uro, 1998, 8–32. 
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Evans claims that the plausible context for the Gospels is mainly to be 
found in the Jewish Palestinian context and not in the Greco-Roman 
world among the pagans and Diaspora Jews. Evans further insists that 
“all of the major themes or emphases in the Synoptics have close paral-
lels in the scrolls, thereby underscoring once again the Palestinian and 
Jewish provenance of these Gospels.”38 I maintain with Evans in his 
claim that the main ideas represented in the “core” scrolls – which re-
semble with central themes in the Gospels – were not as sectarian as has 
often been assumed. As several subjects from the DSS have clear paral-
lels in the Gospels, it seems that these ideas were not so far from main-
stream Judaism of the time.39  

It is true that scholars of the historical Jesus have not paid enough 
attention to the DSS, as Horsley claims. The New Quest certainly did 
not emphasize the DSS for understanding the historical Jesus.40 Horsley 
regards the Dead Sea community as a comparable community to the Je-
sus-movement. The community behind the DSS and the “Jesus-and-mo-
vement”, as Horsley calls it, are the only Jewish sects from whom we 
have notable sources.41 The movements certainly considered several 
similar themes as central for themselves: divine revelation, eschatolo-
gical fulfillment, the Holy Spirit and communal dining. Both movements 

                                                           
 
38 Evans, 2006, 75–76, 95. The citation is from p. 75. On p. 95 Evans concludes as fol-
lows: “It is important to consider that in the case of almost every principal topic in the 
Synoptic Gospels, there is significant overlap with distinctive emphases in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, especially with regard to the “core” scrolls. At the very least this recognition un-
derscores the Palestinian, as well as Jewish, dimension of the Gospels. This is not to say 
that they give no evidence of Greco-Roman or Diaspora ideas.”  
39 Evans, 2006, 95. As paralleling ideas between the DSS and the Gospels Evans recounts 
the following: 1) the motif of secrecy, 2) the motifs of righteousness and fulfillment, and 
3) the motifs of election and community. 
40 Horsley, 2006, 37–38. Horsley claims that in the recent several books on the historical 
Jesus, written by leading scholars of the subject, few discuss the historical context of Jesus 
in depth and even fever discuss the relevance of the DSS. Horsley refers to the works of J. 
D. Crossan, E. P. Sanders and J. P. Meier as he claims that they, the leading scholars, have 
not made enough use of the DSS in studying the historical Jesus. Horsley seems to be 
somewhat overstating his claim. Jesus’ Jewish context has been a point of focus for the 
scholars of the third quest, and scholars as Charlesworth and Collins (Collins, John J., 
1995), in particular, have richly used the DSS in historical Jesus studies. 
41 Horsley, 2006, 38–41.   
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were also critical towards the temple of Jerusalem and its priesthood.42 
Horsley states the following: 

 
“In the central way of expressing the fulfillment of (Israel’s) his-
tory now happening, both Qumran and Jesus-and-movement 
thought of themselves as engaged in a new exodus and renewed 
Mosaic covenant. In somewhat different ways the two move-
ments saw Isaiah’s prophecy as now being fulfilled.”43  
 

Basically, as Horsley notes, the Qumran community consisted of scribal-
priestly circles, while the “Jesus-and-movement”, as he calls it, consis-
ted of Galilean rural population. Unlike the Qumran sect did, Jesus for-
med a popular movement, not a scribal and priestly movement. The Tea-
cher of Righteousness revealed the mysteries of God to the scribes and 
priests of Qumran, while Jesus thanked the Lord for hiding the mysteries 
of the Kingdom of God from the wise and intelligent, and for revealing 
them to the infants.44  
 

1.7 Archaeology in the study of Jesus 
The Palestinian context of Jesus is revealed not only by the Jewish 
written sources of the second temple and Roman periods, but also by the 
archaeological results. If the DSS have sometimes been too scarcely 
used in the studies of the historical Jesus, then we might insist that the 
use of the archaeological results in our field of study have also been 
poorly represented.45 However several scholars of the historical Jesus 
have, in recent years, acknowledged the importance of archaeological 
results for the Jesus studies. Since the 1980s more and more archaeolo-

                                                           
 
42 Horsley, 2006, 45–50. On p. 49 Horsley states the following: “Jesus’ popular-prophetic 
condemnation of the temple and high priesthood thus parallels the scribal-priestly condem-
nation found in the Dead Sea Scrolls…” On p. 50 Horsley continues by writing that “It 
would appear that both the Qumran community (evident in the DSS) and Jesus and the 
Jesus movement(s) (evident in the Synoptic Gospel tradition) were movements dedicated 
to the renewal of Israel over against the temple and high priesthood. They had rejected the 
temple at different points in Second Temple history and from different social locations. 
Neither movement needed the temple and its sacrificial cult for expiation and forgiveness 
of sins.” 
43 Horsley, 2006, 43. 
44 Horsley, 2006, 59–60. 
45 Freyne, 2006, 64–68. 
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gical and historical investigations of the Roman period Galilee have 
shown up, and nowadays plenty of monographs, doctoral dissertations 
and articles are being published on these issues. Freyne is correct that 
the “quest for the historical Jesus” has partly inspired and influenced the 
archaeological and historical studies of Roman period Galilee.46  

The archaeological results cannot be ignored when we are stu-
dying the historical Jesus. Reed asserts that “archaeology’s contributions 
to the study of the Gospels and the historical Jesus cannot be overesti-
mated.”47 These contributions are, however, most often not made of con-
crete finds of artifacts and cities which can be associated with Jesus and 
with the Gospels. More to the point, modern and scientifically respon-
sible archaeologists of the late second temple period Palestine are not in 
the fashion of Indiana-Jones-style searching for items and sites mentio-
ned in the NT. Archaeology serves the historical Jesus studies by revea-
ling the social and cultural world of first century Palestine. This task is 
accomplished partly by the archaeologists’ spade who intend to analyse 
patterns among the sites – villages, towns and cities – and the unearthed 
artifacts. Thanks to serious archaeological excavations in Palestine we 
gain information regarding the context of Jesus – be it politics, culture, 
demographics, religion or economics.48 All our texts from the second 
temple period are always biased in some direction, and thus present a 
particular point of view. Somewhat in contrast with the textual points of 
view, the archaeological excavations have, more often, revealed conti-
nuity of material culture in the Levant generally. The archaeological ex-
cavations reveal coins, pottery, building styles, patterns of living etc. 
and often these results shed light on the connections between Jews and 
Gentiles. 

The contribution of archaeology to our subject is especially im-
portant because we are interested in the ethnic consistence of the first 
century Palestine. Ancient artifacts, buildings, coins, statues and inscrip-
tions can be used as markers which reveal the ethnic reality of the first 
century Galilee. As clear markers of Jewish residence at least four indi-

                                                           
 
46 Freyne, 2007, 13. 
47 Reed, 2006, 40. Charlesworth, 2010, 32, 40. 
48 Reed, 2006, 40–41, 54. 
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cators: pools for ritual immersion (miqvaot), stone vessels, secondary 
burial in shaft tombs and the absence of pork in the diet, can be coun-
ted.49 Pagan temples and statues of the Emperor can, on the other hand, 
be seen as markers of Gentile residence. The archaeological contribu-
tions will be important especially in chapter three, in which we deal with 
the Galilean context of Jesus’ mission.  
 

1.8 Defining the Gentiles: The terms used for the 
non-Jews 

By the end of the second temple period the Hebrew expression ywg/~ywg 
had become a technical term for a non-Jew. In the LXX ywg is almost al-
ways translated as ev,qnoj, while the singular ~[ is translated as lao,j. 

Schnabel states that in the LXX the term ev,qnoj is found 1003 times, and 
that it is stereotypically translated from ywg, which typically designates 
“the other,” the counter group to the chosen people. By the time of the 
translation of the Hebrew Bible into Greek the epithet lao,j/~[ came to 
denote the holy people, Israel, in contrast to the ~ywg/ev,qnoj, which referred 

to the Gentiles.50 In the NT ev,qnoj corresponds most often with the Heb-
rew word ~ywg, and thus on these occasions ev,qnoj clearly denotes the non-
Jews/Gentiles.51 In Hebrew ~ywg often had a negative tone. In the Hebrew 
Bible there are also other epithets for foreigners. The epithets rg, rz and 
yrkn are used for the non-Israelites in the Mosaic Law. The term rg means 
a non-Israelite resident alien or a sojourner who is living in the land of 
Israel. In the LXX rg is translated 77 times as prosh,lutoj. Notably in 

the Pentateuch of the LXX rg is almost always translated as a proselyte 
(prosh,lutoj).52 The rg usually took part in the religious life of the Heb-
rews, i.e. the Israelis.53 The terms rz and yrkn and its equivalent rknh nb 
designates people who are “aliens” in a more clearly ethnic or political 
sense. In contrast to the rg, the rz and yrkn are not permanent residents in 

                                                           
 
49 See Reed, 2006, 52–54. 
50 Schnabel, 2004, 134. See Kittel, 1964, 365. 
51 Kittel, 1964, 370. 
52 Schnabel, 2004, 134. 
53 Schnabel, 2004, 67–69. See also Bird, 2010, 35, 65. Morton, 1999/2008, 192–193. 
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the land of Israel. The prophets often use rz and yrkn when they address 

foreign nations. Schnabel notes that the yrkn are portrayed in the OT in a 
negative manner and their fate in Israel is worst among the different 
kinds of foreigners.54 In this study I understand the epithet Gentile as re-
ferring to a non-Jew. The word Gentile, ev,qnoj, is to be understood as re-
ferring to the non-Jewish ethnic background of the person. Moreover the 
Gentiles in first century Galilee were most often also religiously alien to 
the Jews – i.e. they did not practice the religion of Judaism. If Gentiles 
were interested in Judaism and if they believed in the God of Israel, they 
would have been either Godfearers or full proselytes. The Gospels do 
not explicitly mention of Jesus as ever being in contact with a Godfearer 
or with a proselyte. 

My intention is not to survey Jesus’ attitudes towards foreign 
political entities and towards foreign nations or towards the Roman Em-
pire. Jesus, according to the Gospels, was occasionally in contact with 
individual Gentiles (Matt 8:5–13; Mark 7:24–30). Several passages Matt 
5:47; 6:7. 32 and Mark 10:42 claim that Jesus criticized the Gentiles 
(ev,qnoj). In these instances the Gentiles are seen as a group consisting of 
non-Jews. They, the Gentiles, are the ~ywg, they might live in Palestine or 
in any other part of the world, but what is emphasised is that they are not 
ethnically and religiously Jewish. They are people who are not members 
of the Jewish people ethnically, culturally or religiously. They are out-
side of the covenant between Israel and her God (Eph 2:11–12). 

                                                           
 
54 Schnabel, 2004, 70. See Isa 1:7; 2:6; 60:10; 61:5; 62:8; Jer 2:25; 3:13; 5:19; Lam 5:2; 
Hos 7:9; 8:7; Obad 11; Ezek 7:21; 11:9; 44:7. 
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2 Jews and Gentiles in the late second 
temple period: Theology of mission 

2.1 Introductory remarks 
The vast majority of scholars are convinced, on good grounds, that Jesus 
did not practice a mission to reach the Gentiles with his Gospel about 
the kingdom of God. This leads us to the question, did the other Jews of 
Jesus’ time practice Gentile mission? Was there an idea of universal 
mission in early Judaism? Some scholars have insisted that Judaism, as a 
religion, was indeed eager to drive a Gentile mission. In this chapter we 
are mainly clarifying part of Jesus’ ideological and religious context. 
Our two principal questions in this chapter are the following. First, was 
late second temple Judaism, or some faction of it, a missionary religion? 
Secondly, in what manner would the fate of the nations be realized ac-
cording to the eschatological hopes of Judaism? We will also evaluate 
how the Jews of the second temple period regarded their mission, task 
and ultimate meaning in the world, among the Gentiles. 

Some earlier scholars have claimed that the missionary practices 
of the early Christians were adopted from Judaism. Thus they under-
stood Judaism as a strongly missionary religion which aimed converting 
Gentiles into Judaism. According to this view, the rapid spreading of the 
Christian Gospel becomes understandable because the early Christians, 
Paul in particular, had adopted the missionary practice and manners of 
the Jews of their time.55 Recently several scholars have claimed that Ju-
daism did not intend to convert Gentiles, and therefore it cannot have 
functioned as a model for the early Christians’ eager Gentile mission. 
Goodman and Bird explicitly claim that Judaism, due to its lack of pro-
selytizing movements, does not explain the strong and unparalleled mis-
sionary zeal apparent in the early Church.56 

 

                                                           
 
55 For a discussion concerning these arguments see Schnabel, 2004, 92–93. Ware, 2005, 
23–55. 
56 Goodman, 1992, 53, 74–75. 
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2.2 Israel and its universal task 
Bird, Ware and Wright have correctly emphasized that in our sources, 
i.e. in the OT and in the writings of the second temple period, Israel has 
a unique purpose and task for all the nations.57 This universal purpose 
arouse from the belief that there is only one God, YHWH, who has crea-
ted the world and chosen Israel to be his servant. Monotheism in itself 
leads naturally to the idea that the one and only true God is to be wor-
shipped by all humankind.58 The Gentiles served idols and did not have 
the Torah of God, which was given to Israel on Sinai. Israel’s ultimate 
purpose was to transmit God’s blessing to the world, to be a “light to the 
nations” and to bring forth God’s glory to the world. Admitting this, we 
are to recognize that Israel’s universal task did not mean that Israel 
should be active in proselytism – in the OT the conversion of the Gen-
tiles is an eschatological event and God is most often its sole subject. 
Quite recently Ware has emphasized that Paul thought that the Gentile 
mission was actually the mission of God.59 

Several scholars have emphasized that in the OT Israel does not 
have a mission to preach to the Gentiles. The only “missionary journey” 
to reach the Gentiles can be attributed to the prophet Jonah who delive-
red the message of God’s doom to the Ninevites (Jonah 1:2; 3:2, 4–7). 
Otherwise there are very few passages which speak of a futuristic mis-
sionary duty of God’s servants to preach God’s word to the Gentiles.60 
The passage of Isa 66:19 and the Isaianic Servant Songs constitute the 

                                                           
 
57 Bird, 2006, 126–130. Wright, 1992, 267–268. Ware, 2005, 57–159. 
58 See Schnabel, 2004, 58–60. On p. 59 Schnabel states correctly that “Israel’s confession 
of the uniqueness of YHWH is the foundation for missionary concepts.” 
59 Ware, 2005, 291–292. 
60 Despite the fact that Jonah is sent to Nineveh, to the Gentiles, it is obvious that his mis-
sion can barely be seen as supporting a Gentile mission. The Ninevites repent, but there is 
no hint of them being circumcised and there is no indication that Jonah would have been 
compelled to convert the Ninevites into the religion of the Hebrews. Moreover in the rab-
binic writings Jonah is not considered as a missionary to the Gentiles. The Ninevites’ re-
pentance is regarded as exemplary for the Jews: m. Taan. 2:1; b. Taan. 16A; b. Ros. Has. 
16B; Mek. R. Yishm. Piska 1; y. Sanh. 11:7 (30b); Gen. Rab. 44:12. In the tradition attri-
buted with Jesus, the sign of Jonah and the repentance of the Ninevites poses a challenge 
of repentance to Israel. So to say, the Ninevites are seen as exemplary in their willingness 
to repent: Matt 12:39–41/Luke 11:29–32; Matt 16:4. See Schnabel, 2004, 87. Wilson, 
1973, 1–3. 
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only passages of the OT anticipating human emissaries to preach the 
word of God to the Gentiles.61 Ware emphasizes the role of the book of 
Isaiah for Jewish universalism: “The relationship of God of Israel to the 
nations is in Isaiah, to a greater degree than in any other book of the Old 
Testament, a prominent and consistent theme.” According to Ware in 
Isaiah a conversion of the Gentiles in the eschaton is envisioned, but this 
conversion will be solely realized by God.62 In the OT in general, 
Israel’s universal reason of existence is not connected with its need to 
proclaim God’s message to the Gentiles and actively reach out to them. 
On the contrary, the universal mission of Israel becomes fulfilled when 
she acts obediently to her covenant with the one and only God (Jer 4:1–
2). Schnabel states that 

 
“the mission of Israel, focused on following joyously and obedi-
ently the injunctions of the covenant that YHWH had granted Is-
rael, was local. What is universal, is the future consequences of 
this obedience.”63 
 

This principal idea is stated in various ways in the OT.64 In the Psalms 
the conversion of the Gentiles in the eschaton is eagerly anticipated. Nu-
merous Psalms envision the universal reign of God or the king of Zion.65 

                                                           
 
61 Schnabel, 2004, 85.  
62 Ware, 2005, 59–60, 106–107. See Isa 2:2–5; 11:9–10; 25:6–9; 60:1–16; 66:18–24. On p. 
61 Ware notes that “Israel has no part in the conversion of the nations; it is God who will 
turn the nations to himself and bring them to Mount Zion (Isa 2:2; Hag 2:7; Zech 9:7; 
Zeph 2:11; Ps 22:27). 
63 Schnabel, 2004, 77–78. The citation is from p. 78. 
64 As a clear representative of this Deut 26:18-19 can be mentioned: “Today the Lord has 
obtained your agreement: to be his treasured people, as he promised you, and to keep his 
commandments; for him to set you high above all nations that he has made, in praise and 
in fame and in honour; and for you to be a people holy to the Lord your God, as he promi-
sed. ” Deut 26:18–19 bears the principal claim which is also apparent in Matt 5:13–16: 
The disciples/the holy people of the Lord are shining for the glory of God because of their 
good works and faithfulness. 
65 Ware, 2005, 68–70. For the universal reign of God or his anointed king, see Pss 2:8–12; 
22:27–28; 46:8–10; 66:1–4; 72:8–11; 96:10–13; 97:1, 9; 98:1–9; 110:1–2. The nations are 
summoned to praise God: Pss 47:1-2; 66:1–8; 68:32–33; 96:1–2, 7–10; 97:1; 98:4–6; 
100:1–2; 117:1. In the Psalms the conversion of the nations is an eschatological expec-
tation: Pss 22:27; 66:4; 67:4–6; 86:9; 102:15–17, 19, 21–23. In certain Psalms the hearer is 
called to proclaim God’s wonderful deeds among the nations, but there is no clear com-
mand to engage in missionary preaching: Pss 9:12; 96:3; 105:1–3. 
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The salvation of the Gentiles was part of the eschatological vi-
sion, it belonged to the expectations regarding the messianic age. During 
the time of eschatological fulfillment the blessed Zion would in a centri-
petal fashion gather Gentiles to herself (Isa 2:2–4; 11:1–10). According 
to Isaiah, the Servant of the Lord (Isa 42:1, 4, 6; 49:1, 6; 52:15) and 
some human emissaries (66:19) would be active in proclaiming the word 
of God to the Gentiles and in gathering them to Zion. Despite these futu-
ristic visions it is quite clear that according to the OT the Hebrews did 
not practice Gentile mission. In the OT only some individuals, such as 
Ruth, are mentioned as having joined the people of God as converts.66 In 
Isaiah and in the OT in general the conversion of the Gentiles was ex-
pected in the eschaton. In the context of the eschatological gathering of 
the exiled Jews and the restoration of Zion the Gentiles would make pil-
grimage to Jerusalem. This explains why the Jews did not practice Gen-
tile mission although they anticipated the hope of the Gentiles conver-
sion.67 

The OT and the second temple Jewish writings certainly associ-
ate Israel with both particularistic and universalistic terms. Lundgren 
emphasizes correctly that the self-conception and mission of the Jews 
and Israel, from the times of the OT to the period of formative and clas-
sical Judaism, was stamped with the idea of both particularism and uni-
versalism. Lundgren states that 

 
“the concept that unites the particularistic and the universalistic 
feature is the concept of the mission of Israel. Israel is the wit-
ness and servant of God for all mankind, ‘a light for the Gen-
tiles’… Thus God acts for the benefit of all but uses Israel as his 
agent.”68 
 

Israel is the chosen people (Deut 7:6-9; 32:8–9), the kingdom of priests 
(Exod 19:5–6), and its destiny and calling is to be a blessing for all the 
families of the earth (Gen 12:2–3). The fact that the Jews of the second 
temple period agreed that Israel was God’s chosen people is attested 

                                                           
 
66 See Schnabel, 2004, 78–86, 90–91. 
67 Ware, 2005, 60–61. 
68 Lundgren, 2001, 19–31. The citation is from p. 24. See, Blenkinsopp, 2002, 115-117. 
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throughout our sources. This idea of being God’s chosen people formed 
the core of the Jews’ self-conception.69 Israel was to keep itself se-
parated from the Gentiles and their pagan beliefs and practices. In 1 
Macc 1:11 the “wicked men” of Israel encourage the other Palestinian 
Jews to abandon this Jewish separateness, which was an emblematic fea-
ture of the Jewish people: “Let us go and make a covenant with the Gen-
tiles around us, for since we separated from them many disasters have 
come upon us.”70 Israel is, as Num 23:9 states, “a people living alone, 
and not reckoning itself among the nations.” At the same time the uni-
versal calling for Israel is apparent in the OT and in the writings of the 
second temple period. 

 

2.3 The universal hopes concerning Israel’s escha-
tological restoration 

2.3.1 Restoration eschatology 
What is meant by the hope of Israel’s eschatological restoration differs 
from text to text, but basically Jews shared hopes of a time of blessed-
ness, fruitfulness, peace and prosperity (Deut 30:1–10). These eschatolo-
gical hopes were often connected with visions of an exodus and ideas 
according to which one or two messianic figures would appear. Accor-
ding to some sources the temple would be restored or rebuilt and a pil-
grimage of Gentiles and nations would flow into the House of God. Sa-
tan and the demons would be annihilated and doomed, and Zion would 
be transformed into a paradise. Wright has emphasized that several Jews 
expected foremost that the God of Israel would return to Zion.71 Regar-
ding the eschatological hopes it is to be emphasized that during the se-

                                                           
 
69 See Bird, 2006, 126. Wright, 1992, 259-268. Lundgren, 2001, 19–22, 25–28. Dunn, 
2003, 289–290. The following passages state the fact that Israel was considered to be 
chosen by God: Deut 7:6–16; 14:2; Exod 19:5; Ps 33:12; 135:4; Isa 41:8–9; 44:1–2; 45:4; 
Sir 46:1; Wis 3:9; 4:15; 4 Ezra 2:15–17; 5:23–29; 6:54; Spec. 1:303; Vit. Mos. 1:278; Jub. 
15:31–32; Ps. Sol. 9:9–10 etc.  
70 See Catchpole, 2006, 172. 
71 For clarifications of restoration eschatology and eschatological beliefs of the Jews du-
ring the second temple period see the following references: Bird, 2006, 27. Donaldson, 
1997, 70. Sanders, 1985, 77–119. Sanders, 1992, 289–298. Wright, 1992, 299–338. Dunn, 
2003, 393–396. Dunn, 2003B, 4–7. Levine, 2006, 56–57, 62, 68–69. 
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cond temple period Jews did not share a “single complete narrative 
wholly agreed as to its details”. I concur with Dunn’s statement: 

 
“What we have in Israel’s eschatology is a common basic outline 
of trust and hope elaborated and suplemented only by flashes of 
insight and inspiration.”72 
 

In this work restoration eschatology is used as a concept that describes 
the wide spread eschatological beliefs of the Jews of the second temple 
period according to which God was expected to redeem his people, re-
store Israel, and bring forth a time of blessedness. This would be a time 
during which the prophecies of salvation would be fulfilled – apparently 
fulfillment would mean damnation to some who were regarded as 
sinners. Despite the various complex visions of Israel’s eschatological 
restoration, the restoration would always strongly affect the world and 
the Gentiles in some manner. Thus the eschatological restoration of 
Israel and the messianic age would concern not only Israel and the Jews 
but also the Gentiles.73 
 

2.3.2 Jeremias and the pilgrimage of the nations 
Jeremias formulated a neat five-stage eschatological model of the pilgri-
mage of the nations from the OT.74 He claimed that Jesus shared the 
main lines of this five-stage model of eschatological pilgrimage. Jere-
mias has, for understandable reasons, been criticized for simplifying the 
eschatological visions of the OT and second temple Jewish thought. The 
Jews of the late second temple period were certainly not united in a 
strictly formulated dogma of the pilgrimage of the nations. There were 
various scenarios of the fate of the Gentiles in the eschatological era. 
The OT itself contains several eschatological scenarios which are occa-
sionally in contradiction with each other. 

                                                           
 
72 Dunn, 2003B, 34–36. The citations are from p. 34. 
73 The eschatological fulfillment of Israel’s narrative would be incomplete if the Gentiles 
and the whole world were not addressed in some manner. Bird, 2006, 27, 29. See also 
Vermes, 1983, 35. Sanders, 1992, 265–270. 
74 Jeremias, 1971, 247. Jeremias, 1981, 57–60. 
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Jeremias’ model of the eschatological pilgrimage consists of the 
following five stages: 

1. God’s glory is revealed to the nations (Zech 2:17; 
Isa 40:5; 51:4; 52:10; 60:3). 

2. The calling of God (Isa 45:20, 22; 55:5; 66:19-
20; Ps 96:3, 10). 

3. The actual pilgrimage of the nations to Zion (Isa 
2:3; 19:23; 60:11; 66:18; Ps 47:10; Jer 3:17; 
Mich 7:12; Zech 8:21, 23; 14:16). 

4. The destination of the pilgrimage is the world 
sanctuary (Isa 45:14, 23; 56:7; 66:18; Pss 22:28; 
96:7–8; Zeph 3:9). 

5. In the world sanctuary the nations are 
incorporated into the people of God. They take 
part in the banquet at the world mountain (Isa 
25:6–9). 

 
Jeremias emphasizes the universal hopes of the OT, and claims that the 
negative remarks of the fate of the Gentiles represent a later and margi-
nal view in the OT. Moreover, Jeremias states that “the attitude of late 
Judaism towards non-Jews was uncompromisingly severe” and that “the 
dominant popular expectation eagerly awaited the day of divine venge-
ance, especially on Rome, and the final destruction of the Gentiles.” 
Jeremias insists that these negative eschatological expectations regar-
ding the Gentiles were popular among the Jews, and that these expecta-
tions were part of Jesus’ religious environment.75 However, on p. 61 of 
Jesus’ Promise to the Nations Jeremias admits that 

 
“the pilgrimage of the Gentiles is also to be found in the extra-
canonical literature. It has repeatedly been inserted into the text 
of the Septuagint (LXX Isa 54:15; Amos 9:12 = Acts 15:17).” 
 

Jeremias lists passages such as Tob 13:13; Sib. Or. 3:716–717, 725–726, 
772–775; T. Ben. 9:2; 1 En. 10:21; 48:5 and 90:33 as representatives of 
the fact that extra-canonical writings of the second temple period also 
contained the hope of the Gentiles entering into the world sanctuary in 
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the eschaton. Jeremias further claims that some Jewish groups of the late 
second temple period clearly believed that part of the Gentiles would 
benefit from the coming of the Messiah in the eschaton (Pss. Sol. 17:31; 
4 Ezra 13:12–13; T. Ben. 11:2; T. Levi 18:9). For Jeremias the “late 
Judaism” turns out to refer mainly to the rabbinic Judaism of the post-70 
period. In the rabbinic literature, so Jeremias insists, 

 
“the exclusively nationalistic conception of the Messianic age 
which envisaged the destruction of the Gentiles had completely 
prevailed after the destruction of the temple in AD 70.”76 
 

In my view, Jeremias does not address clearly enough the question how, 
according to his understanding, the Jewish religious environment of 
Jesus’ time could be negative and positive towards the Gentiles.77 Jere-
mias claims that the Jews of the first century were driven with a great 
zeal to convert the Gentiles into Judaism.78 He argues that the cultural 
and religious environment of Jesus was strongly anti-Gentile in its 
eschatological expectations. Despite this, Jeremias acknowledges the se-
veral extra-canonical passages which testify for more positive hopes re-
garding the fate of the Gentiles in the eschaton. Additionally, the pas-
sages which bear proof for anti-Gentile eschatological visions, are 
mostly from the rabbinic literature, and thus they are later and they do 
not necessary portray the common beliefs of the late second temple pe-
riod. In light of the writings of the second temple period it is plausible to 
maintain that prior to the destruction of the temple the Palestinian Jews 
quite widely shared positive hopes regarding the fate of the Gentiles in 
the eschaton. The “final destruction of the Gentiles” was not, according 
to our sources, a commonly shared hope, although this hope also existed 
among certain circles. Certainly the eschatological hopes were complex 
and various. At the popular level there quite certainly existed widely 
supported eschatological hopes of the Messiah, a new king David, ruling 
                                                           
 
76 Jeremias, 1981, 61–62. 
77 Jeremias, 1981, 40–41, 61–63. 
78 Jeremias, 1981, 11–19. In an article I have clarified the Jewish hopes regarding the role 
of the Messiah. According to my view a great many Jews of the first century anticipated 
the next world ruler would rise from Judea (Bell. 6:312). This ruler-gestalt was certainly 
associated with messianic beliefs in some Jewish circles. See Sankamo, 2012, 293–308. 
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over the Gentiles and the nations (See Bell. 6:312; 2 Bar. 39:7; 40:1 and 
4 Ezra 12:31–32; Pss. Sol. 17–18).79  
 

2.3.3 Sanders and the fate of the Gentiles 
According to Sanders the pilgrimage of the Gentiles is only one of the 
several visions which can be found in the OT. Sanders introduces six 
different predictions from the OT which deal with the fate of the Gen-
tiles.80 Evidently all of these predictions are mentioned with varying 
degrees of frequency in the OT and also in the writings of the second 
temple period: 

1. The wealth of the nations flow into Jerusalem 
(Isa 45:14; 60:5–16; 61:6; Mic 4:13; Zeph 2:9; 
Tob 13:11; 1QM 12:13–14).  

2. The kings of the Gentiles and the Gentile nations 
bow and serve Israel (Isa 49:23; 45:14, 23; Mic 
7:17; 1 En. 90:30; 1QM 12:13). 

3. Israel will be a light for the world. Her salvation 
shall shine to the ends of the earth (Isa 49:6; 
51:4; 2:2; Mic 4:1). Gentiles may be added to 
Israel and thus be saved (Isa 56:6–8; Zech 2:11; 
8:20–23; Tob 14:6–7; 1 En. 90:30–33) 

4. The Gentiles and their cities are destroyed and 
conquered (Isa 54:3; Sir 36:7, 9; 1 En. 91:9; Bar 
4:25, 31, 35; 1QM 12:10). 

5. The Gentiles face the revenge of Israel (Mic 
5:10–14; Zeph 2:10–11; T. Mos. 10:7; Jub. 
23:30; Pss. Sol. 17:25–27). 

6. The Gentiles survive but they will live outside 
the land of Israel (Pss. Sol. 17:31).  

 

                                                           
 
79 Collins, 1995, 68. Collins states the following: “This concept of the Davidic messiah as 
the warrior king who would destroy the enemies of Israel and institute an era of unending 
peace constitutes the common core of Jewish messianism around the turn of the era.” Hor-
sley & Hanson, 1985, 109–110. In an article I have clarified the Jewish hopes regarding 
the role of the Messiah. According to my view a great many Jews of the first century anti-
cipated the next world ruler to rise from Judea (Bell. 6:312). This ruler-gestalt was certain-
ly associated with messianic beliefs in some Jewish circles. See Sankamo, 2012, 293–308. 
80 Sanders, 1985, 214–215. 
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Out of this more or less contradictory list of eschatological ex-
pectations it is impossible to form one dogmatic and unifying expecta-
tion which would be shared in detail by the Jews in general. It is, how-
ever, clear that the pilgrimage of the nations was a widely supported vi-
sion among the Jews of the first century. It is to be noted that despite the 
complicity of the vision attested in the OT and in the later writings of 
the second temple period, Sanders still claims that during the time of Je-
sus Judaism was quite united in its conviction that the eschatological 
restoration of Israel would launch the pilgrimage of the nations to Mount 
Zion.81 Regarding the Jews’ eschatological hopes about the Gentiles 
Dunn states that “more commonly the expectation was for the Gentiles 
to come in pilgrimage to Zion to pay tribute or to worship God there.”82 
The popularity of the vision of the eschatological pilgrimage of the Gen-
tiles is also emphasized by Ware. According to him the expectation of 
the Gentile pilgrimage to the restored Zion is a “widespread, fundamen-
tal and characteristic feature of Jewish thinking regarding gentiles in the 
second temple period.” This fervent hope and longing finds its expres-
sions in the works of LXX Isaiah, Sibylline Oracles 3, Wisdom, Parab-
les of Enoch (1 En. 48; 62), Philo, Tobit and Testament of Levi. Al-
though claiming this, Ware admits that there were some Jewish groups – 
especially the Qumran sect – in which the idea of the eschatological pil-
grimage of the Gentiles was marginalized, but not totally abandoned 
(1QIsa-a, Targum of Isaiah, Qumran).83 I maintain with the view that the 
eschatological pilgrimage of the Gentiles into Zion to worship God was 
a popular vision.  

In the light of our sources the Jews of the late second temple pe-
riod were considerably united in one belief: Israel’s eschatological resto-
ration would affect the Gentiles. Eschatological beliefs of the restoration 
of Israel concern, almost without exception, the question of the fate of 
                                                           
 
81 See Sanders, 1993, 191–193. Sanders states that “many Jews” held eschatological hopes 
according to which the Gentiles would be converted and that they would make pilgrimage 
to Mount Zion in order to praise the Lord in His temple. All this would result from the 
Gentiles’ future turning to God. According to Sanders “a good number of Jews” shared 
such beliefs, and that these visions/beliefs were “long-standing and deeply held hopes 
among the Jews.” 
82 Dunn, 2003B, 5. 
83 Ware, 2005, 111–112, 153–154. See Bird, 2006, 28. 
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the Gentiles.84 According to a minority view the Gentiles would be doo-
med and totally destroyed.85 Despite the destructive vision it is impor-
tant to note that the vision of destruction and salvation is not to be seen 
in too absolute terms. Scholars have recognized that in our sources the 
predictions of doom and salvation for the Gentiles can be found insepa-
rably close to each other. Thus, the predictions of doom for the Gentiles 
do not necessarily mean that they were in an absolute sense doomed to 
damnation. This is evident in texts such as Isa 66:15–21; 2 Bar. 72:2–6 
and Pss. Sol. 17:22–25, 30–31, in which the predictions concerning the 
destruction and salvation of the Gentiles is separated by only a couple of 
verses.86  
 

2.3.4 The pilgrimage of the nations 
The pilgrimage of the nations is influentially introduced by Isaiah, and 
the vision has spread to various books and passages of the Hebrew 
Bible. The pilgrimage, as expressed in Isa 2:2–3, appears in passages 
such as Mic 4:1–3; Jer 3:17 and Zech 8:20–23. In these passages the 
Gentiles make pilgrimage into Zion in order to worship the Lord, hear 

                                                           
 
84 See Dunn, 2003, 394–395. In some occasions the Gentiles are foreseen as making an es-
chatological pilgrimage to Mount Zion in order to pray to the Lord, and in another vision 
the Gentiles are flowing to Zion in a negative manner in order to pay tributes to the Israelis 
and in order to serve them as slaves. Eschatological pilgrimage in which the Gentiles will 
come to Zion in order to serve the God of Israel: Ps 22:27–28; 47:6–9; 68:30–32; 86:9; Isa 
2:2–4/Mic 4:1–3; Isa 45:20–23; 56:6–8; 66:19–20, 23; Jer 3:17; Zeph 3:9–10; 8:20–23; 
14:16–19; Tob 13:11; 14:6–7; 1 En. 10:21; 48:5 (=in this verse pilgrimage is not explicitly 
mentioned despite the fact that “all who dwell on earth shall fall down and worship before 
him” – i.e. the Son of Man); 90:30–36; Sib. Or. 3:702–719, 772–775; T. Ben. 9:2; 2 Bar. 
68:5–8;. The eschatological pilgrimage according to which the Gentiles will bring gifts 
and tributes to the Israelites: Isa 18:7; 45:14; 60:3–16; 61:5–6; Hag. 2:7–9; 1QM 12:13–
14; 19:3–9; Ps. Sol. 17:30–34; Sib. Or. 3:772–776. The following passages concern the es-
chatological conversion of the Gentiles or the fact that the divine truth will become evident 
to the whole world during the end times: 1 En. 10:21; 50:2–6; 90:30–36; 91:14; T. Sim. 
7:2; T. Lev. 4:4; 8:14–15; T. Napht. 8:3; T. Asher 7:3; T. Dan. 6:7. 
85 Ps 2:8–9; Zeph 2:9–11; Sir 36:1–9; Jub. 15:26; Isa 34:2; Mic 5:15; Zech 12:9; T. Mos. 
10:7; Jub. 15:26–32; 1 En. 48:7–10; 63:1–12; 91:9; 1QM 1:9–10; 4:12; 6:5–6; 9:5–9; 
11:13–17; 12:10–16; 15:1–16:15; 1QpHab 5:4; 1QSa 1:21. A pessimistic vision concer-
ning the Gentiles could be argued to be in accordance to the destructive stories of the 
Egyptians drowning into the Red Sea and the troops of Sennacherib being miraculously 
put to death outside the walls of Jerusalem. See Bird, 2006, 27. See 1 Macc 4:9; 7:39–42; 
2 Macc 8:19–24; 15:20–27; Sir 48:17–22; Bell. 5:375–419; 2 Bar. 63:3; 1QM 11:9–10. 
86 Bird, 2006, 28. 
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his Torah and serve him. In the writings of the second temple period this 
view is presented for example in Tob 13:11, 14:6–7 and Sib. Or. 3:715–
723, 767–775. In other instances the Gentiles do not arrive solely for 
cultic and religious reasons, but in order to bring tributes and the 
“wealth of the nations” to Jerusalem (Isa 60:3–7, 9, 11, 13; 61:6; 66:12). 
Due to these gifts of the Gentiles the formerly poor Zion will become 
rich at the expense of the formerly rich Gentiles who then become poor. 
The kings of the Gentiles come to Zion and bring the children of Zion 
with them, and consequently the eschatological exodus and the pilgri-
mage of the nations are realized simultaneously. These royal Gentiles 
will then humbly give child care for the newborns of Israel and serve 
them (Isa 49:22–23; 60:16; 66:12). As this overview shows, the book of 
Isaiah contains two different visions of the Gentiles arriving in Zion 
during the eschatological time. According to the first view they will 
make pilgrimage in order to serve the Lord, see his glory and hear and 
obey his Torah (Isa 2:2–4; 66:18–21, 23). According to the second view 
the Gentiles arrive in Jerusalem in order to serve the Israelites and in 
order to bring the “wealth of the nations”, which means gold and silver, 
camels and flocks of sheep, into the city (Isa 60:3–16).87 

In the Gospels we do not find any evidence that Jesus would have 
shared the vision of Gentiles flowing to the kingdom of God or to Zion 
in order to serve as slaves for the Jesus-group or for some other in-
group. The Jesus tradition does not even contain explicit sayings accor-
ding to which the Gentiles or outsiders would make pilgrimage to God’s 
kingdom in order to pray to God and listen to his Torah. It is possible to 
find evidence according to which Jesus expected many Jews and Genti-
les to make “pilgrimage” or simply to travel into the kingdom of God 
where a great banquet would be served (Matt 8:11–12/par.). The Jesus 
traditions do not connect the destination of the pilgrimage to Zion, the 
House of the Lord or Jerusalem, but only as the kingdom of God, where 
a banquet is served in company of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. A diffe-
rence between the classical views of the pilgrimage of the nations and 
the Jesus-traditions is the notion that the pilgrimage of the Gentiles was 
not clearly associated with a meal or banquet at Mount Zion. In Matt 
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8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29 the destination of the many is geographically 
unclear, but what is emphasized is that at the destination, in the kingdom 
of God, a meal will be served. It is certainly correct to note that our writ-
ten sources from the OT and from the second temple period do not indi-
cate that there was to be a banquet at the final destination of the eschato-
logical pilgrimage. The most outstanding passages of the eschatological 
pilgrimage, namely Isa 2:2–3 and later Tob 13–14, do not, in any way, 
refer to a banquet. However it is quite likely that the reader/hearer of Isa 
2:2–3 would have understood these verses in connection with Isa 25:6–
10.88 From the point of view of the first century Jews, it is difficult to 
imagine any other eschatological context for Isa 25:6–10 other than Isa 
2:2–3.89 
 

2.4 Did Jews practice proselytism? 
So far we have clarified the varying beliefs of Jews from the second 
temple period concerning the fate of the Gentiles in the eschaton. Now 
we shall highlight the concrete practices of the Jews towards the Gen-
tiles. Scholars have intensively discussed whether or not the Jews of the 
second temple period were driven with zeal for Gentile mission. In other 
words, was Judaism a “missionary religion”? If Judaism was embraced 
with a missionary zeal to convert the Gentiles, then Jesus, who accor-
ding to the Gospels did not partake in driving his mission among the 
Gentiles, was strikingly different from many of his contemporaries. This 
is what Jeremias insisted. According to him, during the time of Jesus, 
Judaism was driven with an unparalleled zeal for mission in its history. 
He states that “Judaism was the first great missionary religion to make 
its appearance in the Mediterranean world.”90 Looking at the history of 

                                                           
 
88 Bird, 2006, 88–89. 
89 It is credible to claim that from the first century readers’ or hearers’ point of view “this 
mountain” of Isa 25:6 would have been understood as Mount Zion at least due to the fact 
that Mount Zion is mentioned previously in Isa 24:23. It has been argued that the eschato-
logical vision of a banquet (Isa 25:6–10) did not belong together with the vision of the es-
chatological pilgrimage. For the related discussion see Beasley-Murray, 1986, 170. Bird, 
2006, 88. Allison, 1997, 186. 
90 Jeremias, 1981, 11–12. On p. 12 Jeremias states that “Jesus thus came upon the scene in 
the midst of what was par excellence the missionary age of Jewish history.” He also claims 
that the gradual decline of Jewish missionary activity began in the post-70 period, and that 
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scholarship it is obvious that around the turn of the twentieth century 
most scholars claimed that Judaism was a missionary religion. Jeremias’ 
conclusion about the missionary zeal of Judaism was a view which was 
still widely supported in scholarly circles during his time.91 The problem 
seems to be that our sources reveal a fervent expectation and hope of 
conversion of the Gentiles in the eschaton. Despite this hope of the Gen-
tiles’ conversion there are only a few vague references to Jews actively 
converting Gentiles to Judaism, but confusingly, our sources reveal that 
in the ancient world there were considerably many converts, as well as 
God-fearers who had partially converted to Judaism.92 
 

2.4.1 What is mission? 
Among scholars the concept of Gentile mission is often understood in 
different ways and this naturally impacts the results of the scholars’ 
view of the question. To begin with, we can note that mission in general 
is to be understood as intentions and actions motivated by the aim of 
reaching, achieving something and of getting somewhere. Jeremias un-

                                                                                                                     
 
the Jewish missionary efforts gradually died away as Christianity emerged as the state reli-
gion of the Roman Empire and conversion to Judaism became illegal. Jeremias, 1981, 11–
12, 17. On p. 17 Jeremias states that “conversion to the Jewish religion meant nothing less 
than naturalization, becoming a Jew: the Jewish mission was at the same time national pro-
paganda.” He is convinced of the popularity of the Gentile mission among the Jews of the 
late second temple period: “Jesus grew up in the midst of a people actively engaged, both 
by the spoken and written word, in a Gentile mission, whose impelling motive was a pro-
found sense of their obligation to glorify their God in the Gentile world.” 
91 Bird, 2010, 8–9. Bird refers to notable scholars as Adolf von Harnack, Emil Schürer, 
Julius Wellhausen, T. Mommsen, G. F. Moore and S. Sandmel who regarded Judaism as a 
missionary religion during the end of the second temple period. See Schürer, 1986, 158–
176. 
92 Ware, 2005, 47–55. On p. 54–55 Ware concludes that “Jews in antiquity did not, as far 
as our evidence indicates, engage in planned or public missionary preaching to gentiles. 
The only Jewish missionaries we know of in antiquity are the Jewish Christians we meet in 
Paul’s letters, the book of Acts, and other early Christian documents.” For the evaluation 
of the number of partial converts in antiquity, see Ware, 2005, 44–47. Our sources suggest 
that there were gentiles who had partially converted to Judaism, but at the same time we 
are to note that conversion to the nascent Christianity became more popular at an early 
stage. As Ware states on p. 47 “these conversions to Judaism were not comparable in 
scope to the missionary gains of the early church… By the middle of the second century at 
least, Christians simply took for granted that their numbers far exceeded those of the entire 
Jewish population worldwide” – see, 2 Clem. 2:3; Justin Martyr, Dial. 117; Irenaeus, Dem. 
94; Eusebius, Hist. Ecc. 1.4.2. 
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derstood Gentile mission as “national propaganda,” because the Jewish 
religion cannot be separated from the Jewish nation and people. More-
over he claims that the Gentile mission was intended to fulfil the hope of 
glorifying God in the midst of the Gentile world, to spread the light of 
the Torah to the Gentiles and to convert Gentiles to Judaism. Surpri-
singly for Jeremias, Jesus, as he claims, strongly opposed this Gentile 
mission, which was widely supported and practiced among the Jews of 
his time (Matt 23:15).93 According to Jeremias this mission was initiated 
and practised by certain individuals (John 7:35) who felt compelled to 
practice Gentile mission – i.e. to realize the universal ends of Judaism. 

It is important to note that not even Jeremias, who claims that Ju-
daism at the time of Jesus was a religion strongly engaged in Gentile 
mission, insisted that the initiative to practice the mission was made by 
the official institutions of Judaism.94 From the times of the OT through-
out the second temple period the only period when we can talk about an 
organized mission-campaign intending to convert the Gentiles occurred 
during the reign of the Hasmoneans at the end of the second century 
BCE. Josephus informs us that during the reign of John Hurcanos I 
(134–104 BCE) the Judeans forcefully converted the Idumeans, and 
later during the reign of Aristobulos I (104–103 BCE), the Itureans were 
converted by force to Judaism. Josephus states that if the Idumeans 
wished to stay on the recently invaded lands, which were now annexed 
into the kingdom of the Hasmoneans (Ant. 13:257–258, 319), they were 
to be circumcised. It has been noted by Goodman and Bird that this 
great and organized campaign cannot be regarded as evidence for the 
Jews’ readiness to spread Judaism around the world. Rather, these cam-
paigns were motivated by the Jews’ willingness to keep the land of Is-
rael pure and Jewish. The ideological and religious motivation behind 
the campaign of the Hasmoneans was certainly similar to the motivation 
which urged the Maccabeans to circumcise all the uncircumcised boys 
by force – both Jews and Gentiles – whom they found “in the confines 

                                                           
 
93 Jeremias, 1981, 17, 17–39. 
94 Jeremias, 1981, 16–17. Jeremias admits that we do not have any documents which 
would contain an official sending of the Jewish missionaries to the Gentiles. There are 
only scattered references here and there about certain individuals teaching the Torah for 
the Gentiles – or as we might put it – bringing the Light to the Gentiles. 
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of Israel” (1 Macc 2:46). The Maccabeans fulfilled this duty at the be-
ginning of their revolts, which suggests the high importance of the act. 
Josephus mentions that in 67 CE two great men, who were under the ju-
risdiction of the king Agrippa II, came to Galilee. The Galileans were 
about to force these two Gentiles to be circumcised if they would stay 
among them (Vita 113). Here it is to be noted that in the case of the con-
version of the Idumeans and these two courtiers of Agrippa II, it is em-
phasized that they were allowed to stay in the Land only if they got cir-
cumcised (Ant. 13:257–258, 319, 394–397; Vita 113, 149–154). If they 
left the Land, there would be no compelling reason for them to be cir-
cumcised. This of course suggests that the Jews’ motivation to circum-
cise the Gentiles residing on their land was part of their will to keep the 
holy land Jewish and religiously pure. These incidents cannot be 
counted as evidence for the Jews’ willingness to practice Gentile mis-
sion. It is clear that the social pressure to be circumcised was great in 
Galilee and Judea. Bird’s statement is correct: “The circumcision of 
Gentiles here (in Israel) is not a matter of mission or conversion but of 
maintaining the holiness of the land and protecting it against defile-
ment.”95 The need to keep the holy land purified and undefiled is appa-
rent in various passages in the second temple writings. During the Mac-
cabean revolts the pagan cult objects were erased, torn down and several 
Gentiles were driven out from the land: 1 Macc 4:42–45; 5:68; 13:47–
48, 50; 14:36.96 The theological motivation for these cultic reforms 
came no doubt from Deut 12:2–4. 

Since the 1990s Jeremias’ claim that Gentile mission was highly 
practised during the time of Jesus has been criticized and abandoned by 
Goodman and McKnight. We can certainly state that the consensus ac-
cording to which Judaism was a missionary religion has been abandoned 
among current scholars. However it is clear that Goodman and 
McKnight’s negative conclusion about the missionary zeal of Judaism is 
partly dependent on their narrow definition of Gentile mission. In his de-
finition of Gentile mission Goodman states that the conscious moti-
vation behind the mission is of high importance. According to him the 

                                                           
 
95 Bird, 2010, 35, 59–60. Goodman, 1992, 64–65. Ware, 2005, 49. 
96 See Schnabel, 2004, 96–97. Bauckham, 2005, 94–102. 
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direct motivation behind Gentile mission is to proselytize, and not solely 
to inform, educate or justify a view of faith with an apologetic inten-
tion.97 Due to this apparently strict definition Goodman neglects several 
passages containing mentions of apologetics and education when he 
judges whether Judaism was a missionary religion or not. In a similar 
manner McKnight understands a missionary religion as a religion which 
self-consciously intends to evangelize non-members so that they will 
convert to the religion.98 Dickson criticizes McKnight and Goodman’s 
minimalistic definition of Gentile mission because they tend to regard 
mission too narrowly as an activity which can directly be connected with 
aims of converting the non-member. According to this narrow definition 
mission is understood practically as evangelizing/preaching to non-
members in order that they would convert. However mission, which 
aims at the conversion of non-members, can be seen in broader terms. 
Prayer, apologetic teaching, and good works on behalf of the non-mem-
bers is often to be seen as being indirectly motivated by a missional 
commitment – i.e. a desire that the non-members would, in some man-
ner, become members or associates. 

Dickson is certainly right in his claim that a missionary religion 
is not solely recognized by its practical acts of preaching, evangelizing 
and winning over non-members, but also by several other activities, 
which are not directly to be seen in serving the conversion of the non-
member. The mission commitment of a religion is also seen in its reli-
gious beliefs and visions.99 We may state that the question of Judaism as 
a “missionary religion” is too simplistic. It presupposes that Judaism 
was united in these great intentional questions – i.e. that Jews in general 
wished for the conversion of the Gentiles, and that they acted in accor-
dance to this hope.100 To such a question an easy and correct answer 
must be “no,” because in the presupposed sense Judaism was not a mis-
sionary religion. However Judaism certainly contained universal hopes, 

                                                           
 
97 Goodman, 1994, 4–5. 
98 McKnight, 1991, 4–5.  
99 Dickson, 2003, 10. Dickson defines mission as “the range of activities by which mem-
bers of a religious community desirous of the conversion of outsiders seek to promote their 
religion to non-adherents.” 
100 Dickson, 2003, 11–13. 
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which I think, were shared by the majority of the Jews. These universal 
hopes contained the vision that Israel would be a source of blessing and 
light to the nations (Gen 12:2–3; Isa 49:6), and that the Gentiles would 
make pilgrimage to the glorified Mount Zion in the eschaton because of 
God’s miracle.101 Among the Jews there certainly were some teachers 
who sought to teach and reach the Gentiles in order that they would 
come to salvation, under the “wings of the Shekinah.”102  

 

2.4.2 Evidence of Jewish proselytizing practices  
Our purpose is not to go too deep into the discussion of the missionary 
activity of certain Jews during the second temple period. Here I will in-
troduce the main passages important for the question of Jewish Gentile 
mission only in passing. To begin with, both the Roman and the Jewish 
written sources suggest that some individual Jews practised Gentile mis-
sion during the second temple period. There are two more or less expli-
cit references to individual Jews proselytizing Gentiles in Rome. The 
first dates to 139 BCE and the second to 19 CE. According to Valerius 
Maximus, who was a writer in the early first century, the Jews were ex-
pelled from Rome in 139 BCE due to their spreading of their religion 
(Factorvm et Dictorvm Memorabilivm, 1.3.3).103 The second reference 
to possible proselytizing activity in Rome concerns year 19 CE when, 
according to Josephus (Ant. 18:81–84), Tacitus (Ann. 2:85), Suetonius 
(Tib. 36) and Cassius (Dio, 57.18.5a) a great multitude of Jews were de-
ported from Rome. It is noteworthy, that only Cassius clearly states that 
the reason for the expulsion was the proselytizing activities of the 
Jews.104 According to Josephus the expulsion of four thousand Roman 
Jews to the island of Sardinia was due to one Jewish swindler who “had 
been driven away from his own country by an accusation laid against 

                                                           
 
101 Ware, 2005, 90, 93–94, 107, 116–117, 143, 153–154. 
102 Donaldson, 1997, 59. Dickson, 2003, 12–13, 49–50. 
103 Valerius Maximus, 13. 3–4. Dickson, 2003, 24–25. Valerius compiled his work during 
the reign of Emperor Tiberius (14–37 CE). McKnight, who is, as we have seen, skeptical 
about the claim that Jews would have been engaged in Gentile mission, states on the basis 
of Valerius Maximus’texts that during this time Jews indeed practiced proselytism to some 
degree. Further he states that this activity seems to have been so powerful that the Romans 
needed to take some contra-actions against it. McKnight, 1991, 73. 
104 Dickson, 2003, 26–27.  
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him for transgressing their laws”, Ant. 18:81. This unnamed Jewish 
swindler, who was “in all respects a wicked man”, had escaped his pe-
nalty to Rome where he now “professed to instruct men in wisdom of 
the laws of Moses”, 18:81. Working with three other Jews, who were 
“entirely of the same character” as himself, they “persuaded Fulvia, a 
woman of great dignity, and one that had embraced the Jewish religion, 
to send purple and gold to the temple at Jerusalem”, 18:82. Fulvia gave 
them the money to be sent to Jerusalem, the men used the money them-
selves. The deception became however known to the husband of Fulvia, 
who told it to the Emperor Tiberius, 18:83. Consequently Tiberius bani-
shed the whole Jewish community of Rome, altogether four thousand 
Jews, if Josephus is to be relied on, from the city to the island of Sardi-
nia, 18:84. From Josephus’ account it is possible to read an implicit refe-
rence to Gentile mission as these men were teaching the Torah to the 
people, and as they were in contact with a convert to Judaism. Moreover 
the idea of sending gifts to the temple in Jerusalem can be understood in 
the light of the wider visions of the pilgrimage of the nations to Zion, 
which is often accompanied with the hope of the wealth of the nations 
flowing into the city (Tob 13:11; Isa 60:5–13; Hag 2:7; Ps 72:10). Other 
foreign converts also sent money to Jerusalem: Ant. 20:50–53. 

Dickson interprets these two stories in Rome as support for the 
claim that some individual Jews spread the teachings of Judaism in 
Rome, and no doubt also in other cities in the Empire, in order to con-
vert Romans to Judaism.105 McKnight hesitantly admits that there is evi-
dence which suggests that in Rome, at the two periods mentioned, there 
were Jews who attempted to convert Romans to Judaism. McKnight 
stresses that the evidence from Rome is exceptional and deals only with 
Rome.106 It is however more likely that it would have been more dange-
rous and difficult to practice proselytism in Rome than in other cities or 
towns in the Empire. As Dickson remarks, the official restrictions for 
promoting other religious beliefs were stricter in Rome than elsewhere 
in the Roman Empire. Consequently, it can be assumed that proselytism 
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was also practiced by other individuals elsewhere in the Empire.107 It is 
possible that Paul knew about the infamous incident in 19 CE in Rome 
as is suggested by verses Rom 2:17–24, which might refer to the inci-
dent. If this is the case then Paul (Rom 2:17–24) was criticizing the Je-
wish missionary activities on the basis of these individuals who decei-
ved the Romans despite the fact that they had taught the Torah to them. 
The passage of Rom 2:17–24 refers to the Jews as guides to the blind, 
while in Sib. Or. 3:194–195 “the nation of the Mighty God... shall be to 
all mortals the guide of life.” Moreover in Sib. Or. 3–4 the Gentiles are 
encouraged to abandon their idols and to serve God.108 These passages 
from the Sib. Or. 3–4 supports the view attested in Rom 2:17–24 accor-
ding to which some religious Jews saw it as their duty to proclaim some 
kind of ethical monotheism to the Gentiles. According to my view there 
is a weak possibility that Rom 2:17–24 actually refers to the incident 
mentioned by Josephus (Ant. 18:81–84) and the three other sources, but 
even if it does not refer to that incident it still stands as evidence of Je-
wish missionary practice.109 

In addition to these two references to missionary activity in Ro-
me, Josephus mentions by length (Ant. 20:17–96) the conversion of He-
lena, the queen of Adiabene and his son Izates. Their conversion in Nor-
thern Mesopotamia would have occurred ca. 30 CE. Queen Helena is 
mentioned also in the rabbinic sources: m. Naz. 3:6. Josephus states that 
Ananias, a Jewish merchant, got among the women in the royal house-
hold, and “taught them to worship God according to the Jewish reli-
gion.” Additionally, he also urged Izates to embrace Judaism, 20:34–35. 
Izates became a convert, but he felt that he “could not be thoroughly a 
Jew unless he was circumcised,” 20:38. Helena, his mother, and the Je-
wish merchant Ananias tried to convince him that it would be too dange-
rous for him to be circumcised because he was the king, and his subjects 
would never allow themselves to be led by a Jew, 20:39–40. For the mo-
ment Izates was convinced that he could serve God even if not circum-
cised, 20:41–42. Afterwards, however, Eleazar, a Jew from Galilee, 
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came to meet the king. He persuaded Izates that in order to serve God as 
a Jew, he would have to be circumcised. Therefore Izates was circum-
cised, 20:43–46.110 

In this respect it is interesting that when Philo writes about the 
converts, as he quite often does, he never mentions that they would have 
been circumcised.111 Notably in Sib. Or. 4 the message for the Gentiles 
does not mention circumcision but is a message of monotheism and the 
future judgement. Circumcision is not required or even mentioned, but 
what is required from the Gentiles is a purification bath (Sib. Or. 4:162–
177). It seems that the Jews had various opinions concerning what laws 
the converts, the God-fearers and the Jew-sympathizers should keep. 
Circumcision was not required of the God-fearers or of the Gentiles who 

                                                           
 
110 See Dickson, 2003, 33–37. The question whether the Gentiles who converted to Ju-
daism were obligated to be circumcised, is certainly complicated. Borgen (Borgen, 1987, 
220, 223) states the following: “According to b. Sabb 31a, Hillel gave the status of prose-
lyte to a heathen who came to him and accepted the Golden Rule as summary of the Torah. 
Philo and Hillel’s understanding has thus been that bodily circumcision was not the requi-
rement for entering the Jewish community, but was one of the commandments which they 
had to obey upon receiving status as a Jew.” On p. 223 Borgen states: “Although Philo, ac-
cording to QE 2:2, gave heathens the status of proselytes on the basis of ethical circumci-
sion of the pagan pleasures, he meant that the observance of bodily circumcision was to 
follow.” In QE 2:2 Philo interprets Exod 22:21 and states that “the sojourner (= 
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his or her ethical behaviour (Virt. 102–104). According to Borgen’s reading of Philo “con-
version meant that the proselytes made a social, judicial and ethnic break with pagan soci-
ety and joined another ethnic group, the Jewish nation.” In line with Virt. 102–104 they 
abandoned their family, their country and their customs in order to join a new “common-
wealth” (politei,a). Borgen, 1987, 212–213. Bird, 2010, 106–107. Ware, 2005, 140–143. 
See: Virt. 180, 219, 214. Spec. 1:51–153. On pp. 210–211 Borgen (Borgen, 1987, 210–
211) claims that Philo’s passage concerning conversion in Virt. 178–179 works as a “mo-
del for the instruction of pagans in Philo’s own time.” The whole section of Virt 175–186 
pictures the virtue of conversion. We may note the curious passage of Tacitus in Hist. 5:5, 
which concerns Gentiles who have joined with the Jews in some way – perhaps as prose-
lytes: “Those who come over to their religion adopt the practice, and have this lesson first 
instilled into them, to despise all gods, to disown their country, and set at nought parents, 
children, and brethren.” In the texts of Philo we get the impression that conversion was 
marked by following some ethical virtues (Virt. 102–104, 180–182), but Philo does not 
mention that the converts would have been physically circumcised. 
111 Donaldson, 1997, 64. Philo introduces certain Gentiles as righteous and pious despite 
the fact that they did not live in accordance to the Torah: Spec. 2:42–48. Philo wrote about 
the Gentiles’ conversion in Virt. 178–179. 
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had loosely joined with the Jewish community and observed some of the 
Jews’ religious practices such as the Sabbath and the lightning of 
lamps.112 Fredriksen is right in insisting that during the ancient times the 
Gentiles’ joining with the Jews in their worship of the God of Israel 
must be understood in the context of the “religious ecumenicalism that 
marked pagan culture generally.” Some Gentiles adopted many practices 
and views from the Jews, some joined their worship, but at the same 
time these “sympathizers” of the Jewish religion and nation still remai-
ned Gentiles.113 They did not usually convert to Judaism because that 
would have required circumcision and a whole transformation of one’s 
identity at its core. A full conversion, marked by circumcision, would 
have meant that the convert was to obey the whole of the Torah as Paul 
claims in Gal 5:3.114 Fredriksen is worth citing in length: 

 
“Conversion accordingly meant ceasing traditional pagan wor-
ship altogether, thus cutting oneself out of the social and reli-
gious fabric of the ancient city. This was a serious and conse-
quential step. Virtually all civic activities involved sacrifices. 
Failure to participate in the cults of the city and of the empire 
(which mandated homage to the emperor and to the genius of 
Rome) could easily result in at least resentment, if not actual cri-
minal charge.”115  

                                                           
 
112 Schürer, 1986, 165–176. See especially pages 165, 173–175. On the edited version of 
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Schürer, 1986, 164. On p. 164 it is stated the following: “The possible forms of the union 
of gentiles to Judaism, and the extent of their observation of the Jewish Law, were clearly 
very varied. Tertullian speaks of gentiles who worshipped their pagan gods as well as ob-
serving individual Jewish precepts. On the other hand, those who underwent circumcision 
presumably undertook thereby the obligation to observe the entire Law to its full extent 
(cf. Gal 5:3).” See Bird, 2004, 124, 129. 
114 Schürer, 1986, 165–176. 
115 Fredriksen, 1999, 129–132. The citation is from p. 130. See also Bird, 2010, 22–23. 
Bird notes correctly, in line with Fredriksen, that conversion to Judaism meant that the per-
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According to my view there is no reason to doubt the basic histo-

ricity of Josephus clarification of the conversion of the queen of Adia-
bene and her son Izates. The circumcision of Izates was an exceptional 
matter, which, as the story claims roused fears and deemed serious con-
sideration, and the persuasion of the Galilean teacher, Elieazar. Good-
man is correct in stating that 

 
“circumcision is a painful business and cases are recor-

ded from the ancient world of this being the sticking point for 
would-be converts: Izates of Adiabene hesitated to undertake an 
act which might prove disastrously unpopular with his subjects 
(Ant. 20:38–39).”116 
 

The requirement of circumcision was not something which was ne-
cessarily connected with the activity of the Jewish “missionaries”.117 
This again proves that Judaism of the second temple period did not prac-
tice a wide-ranging and intentional Gentile mission in order to convert 

                                                                                                                     
 
son had to renounce his or her former pagan religious practices and beliefs. A pagan could 
be devoted to Isis or Dionysious and add to his or her pre-existing religious convictions the 
devotion to some other pagan deity. Such syncretism was theoretically impossible for a 
convert to Judaism because Judaism was a monotheistic faith, which excluded all other 
deities. On p. 33 Bird states that “circumcision was the end point or the final bridge to be 
crossed in the movement towards the Jewish way of life. The implication is that Judaizing 
by Gentiles was a broad concept, but circumcision was the terminus of conversion.” See 
Bird, 2010, 24, 30–31, 33–34. Circumcision as a proof for full conversion is apparent in 
the following passages: Ant. 20:38; 13:257–258, 319; Bell. 2:454; Jdt 14:10. See Bird, 
2010, 24–40. 
116 Goodman, 1994, 81. 
117 See McKnight, 1991, 79–82. There are references to Gentiles becoming Jews and being 
circumcised, but these are not always connected with any kind of a mission to reach the 
Gentiles: Jdt 14:10; Bell. 2:454; Ant. 11:285. During the Hasmonean Judaizing campaigns 
the Itureans and the Idumeans were forced to be circumcised and to become Jews if they 
wished to stay in their lands, which were now in the hands of the Jews: Ant. 13:257–258, 
318–319, 397; 15:253–254. If a Gentile was married to a Jew, there is evidence that the 
Gentile converted to Judaism and was thus circumcised: Ant. 16:225; 20:139, 145–146. 
These passages clearly indicate that circumcision was an act of conversion and through it 
the person became a member of the Jewish people. It seems to be that those who wished to 
live among the Jews in Galilee and Judea were somewhat persuaded to convert and to be 
circumcised (Vita 113). But I do not find convincing reasons to suppose that the Jewish 
“missionaries” would have, not at least in general, compelled or persuaded the Gentiles 
and “sympathizers” of Judaism in the Diaspora to be circumcised. 
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(by circumcision) Gentiles into Judaism.118 Admittedly certain indivi-
dual Jews took the initiative to spread “ethical monotheism” and to 
“evangelize” about the God of Israel to Gentiles. The Jews did not as a 
rule, however, demand or wish that the Gentiles would become Jews – 
i.e. full members of the Jewish people.119  

Philo certainly had the view that the religion of Judaism was to 
serve the whole world. Philo hoped that the Gentiles would abandon 
their weird laws and adopt the Torah, Vit. Mos. 2:44: “I think that in that 
case every nation, abandoning all their own individual customs, and ut-
terly disregarding their national laws, would change and come over to 
the honour of such a people only; for their laws shining in connection 
with, and simultaneously with, the prosperity of the nation, will obscure 
all others, just as the rising sun obscures the stars.” Philo also mentions 
that unlike the adherents of the mystery religions of Alexandria, the 
Jews practiced their religion openly, Spec. 1:320–323. Philo claims that 
the teaching of Judaism was for the benefit of all and thus it was and 
ought to have been taught in the market places, 1:321. The fact that Phi-
lo does not mention the synagogue but the market places of Alexandria 
strongly suggests that he hoped that the glories of Judaism would be 
taught for all.120 Philo states that the Hebrew Bible was translated into 
Greek because some Jews thought that it would be “a scandalous thing 
that these laws should only be known among one half portion of the hu-
man race” and consequently, due to the Greek translation, the Bible was 
made available for the barbarians and the Greeks (Vita Mos. 2:27). As 
further evidence for certain Jews being willing to spread the teaching of 
Judaism to the Gentiles we can refer to Gal 5:11, Rom 2:19–24 and Matt 
23:15.The passage from Galatians most probably indicates that Paul had 

                                                           
 
118 Bird, 2010, 12–13, 40. See also: Schürer, 1986, 164–165. 
119 See Bauckham, 2005, 99. Rabbinic writings from the Talmudic period state that the 
Gentiles are encouraged and obligated to keep the laws of the sons of Noah, i.e. the Noa-
chide Laws (b. Sanh. 58b–59a). The writings concerning the Noachide Laws are too late to 
be applied as sources to our study. Despite this the Noachide Laws of the Talmud reveal 
that the Jews wanted to spread ethical monotheism to Gentiles, although they did not wish 
the Gentiles to convert fully to Judaism. A list of laws given to the sons of Noah is found 
in Jub. 7:20–21. See Neusner, 2005, 288–290. Lundgren, 2001, 29–31. B. Sanh. 56a; t. 
ʿAbod. Zar. 8:4; Gen. R. 34:8 and Seder Olam R. 4. 
120 Dickson, 2003, 38–39. McKnight, 1991, 55–56. 
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been involved in preaching “circumcision” to the Gentiles during the pe-
riod prior to his revelation of Christ. 

The saying of Matt 23:15 has been interpreted in several ways. 
Does it imply that some Pharisees travelled to foreign lands in order to 
convert Gentiles?121 Or does it reflect some Pharisees’ willingness to 
convert other Jews into their party or sect?122 Both of these 
interpretations are unlikely because they cannot be supported by clear 
writings from the second temple period. I concur with Ware in his 
conclusion that Matt 23:15 relates the eagerness of some Jews to convert 
the God-fearers and Jewish sympathizers through circumcision into 
Judaism. This explanation gains support from the story of Eleazar, the 
Galilean Jewish teacher, who travelled to foreign lands in order to com-
plete the conversion of gentile Izates (Ant. 20:43–46). Eleazar compelled 
Izates to be circumcised in order to convert to Judaims – following 
Jewish ethical monotheism as such was not enough for him.123 

Although there is not enough evidence to claim that Judaism was 
a “missionary religion,” it is clear that quite many of the Jews felt and 
believed that their mission was to spread the teachings of Judaism – 
ethical monotheism – to the Gentiles. In this respect the idea that Israel 
is the kingdom of priests is especially important: Exod 19:6; Isa 61:6. In 
accordance to these verses Israel fulfils its priestly duty as a people 
when she obeys the Torah, the voice of God. In T. Levi 14:1–4 it is poin-
ted out that the Levites are to obey the Torah in order to shine in front of 
the nations, and so the light would enlighten every man: “For what will 

                                                           
 
121 Jeremias, 1981, 18–19. Feldman, 1993, 298. 
122 Goodman, 1994, 69–74. 
123 Ware, 2005, 53–54. See Gal 1:7; 2:4, 11–13; Acts 15:1. This view is also held by 
McKnight and Bird. McKnight, 1991, 106–108. Bird, 2004, 127–137. Bird (Bird, 2004, 
120–122, 136–137), McKnight (McKnight, 1991, 106–107), Goodman (Goodman, 1994, 
69), Davies and Allison (Davies & Allison, 1997, 287–288) argue that Matt 23:15 has its 
core in the tradition but that the saying has been framed by Matthew into its present form. 
Concerning the meaning of Matt 23:15 Bird (Bird, 2004, 136) states the following: “In 
sum, I have suggested that Jesus criticizes the Pharisees for Judaizing a God-fearer with a 
view to indoctrinating him with nationalistic propaganda where, if he accedes and enacts 
such a perilous programme, the proselyte will share the fate of his mentor and burn like 
Jerusalem in the ashes of geheena in the aftermath of the terror wrought by the Roman le-
gions.” Interestingly, Josephus informs us that several foreigners and Idumaeans, who had 
been converted to Judaism, eagerly took part in the Jewish war against the Romans (Bell. 
4:224–355; 5:15, 248–250, 358; 7:191): see Bird, 2004, 130–131. 
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all the nations do if you become darkened with impiety? You will bring 
down a curse on our nation because you want to destroy the light of the 
Law which was granted to you for the enlightenment of every man.” 
Parts of the Testament of Levi can be dated to the second or first century 
BCE because a copy of this work was found in Qumran.124  The Wisdom 
of Solomon (Wis 18:4) states that “They (i.e. the Egyptians) had kept in 
captivity your children, by whom the indestructible light of the Law was 
to be given to the world.” This passage, too, indicates that Israel’s mis-
sion is to bring forth the Light for the world. In Judaism the light, in 
such connotations, is usually understood as referring to the Torah and to 
the knowledge of God: Isa 51:4.125 This idea is apparent also in Paul 
(Rom 2:19; 2 Cor 3:7–18). 

Josephus (Bell. 7:45) mentions that in Antiochia the Jews “also 
made proselytes of a great many of the Greeks perpetually, and thereby, 
after a sort, brought them to be a portion of their own body.” Josephus 
also states in Bell. 2:560–561 that a great multitude of the women of Da-
mascus were “addicted to the Jewish religion” (ùphgme,naj th/| VIoudai?kh/| 

qrhskei,a|).126 Finally we are to notice that according to Philo the doors of 
the Synagogues were open in every city during every Sabbath (Spec. 
2:62–63). Josephus also boasts (C. Ap. 2:282) that 

 
“the masses have long since shown a keen desire to adopt our re-
ligious observances; and there is not one city, Greek or barba-
rian, nor a single nation, to which our custom of abstaining from 
work on the seventh day has not spread, and where the fasts and 

                                                           
 
124 Feldman, 1993, 294–295. Ware, 2005, 147–151. Especially regarding T. Levi 14:3–4 
Ware states the following on p. 149: “the largely pre-Christian origin of this passage is 
indeed remarkably confirmed by the Qumran fragment 4QLevi-a ar 3–5 (=4Q213 3–5), for 
these highly mutilated fragments, where their text is preserved, correspond quite strikingly 
to the text of Testament of Levi 14:3–4.This fragment shows that the Jewish traditions un-
derlying Testament of Levi 14:3–4 are probably Palestinian in origin.” 
125 See Prov 6:23; Apoc. Bar. 59:2; 77:16; 4 Esra. 14:20–21; Dtn. R. 7:3 ja Sifr. Num.6:25. 
For the dating of the Wisdom of Solomon, see Ware, 2005, 117. Ware states that the Wis-
dom of Solomon “was composed in Greek anywhere from around 120 BCE to around 45 
CE. The widespread assumption that the work was composed at least partly for gentiles in 
order to promote their conversion has little evidence to support it… The book was appa-
rently addressed to a Jewish audience.”  
126 See Bird, 2010, 96–97.  
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the lighting of lamps and many of our prohibitions in the matter 
of food are not observed.”127 
 

This suggests that several non-Jews who were interested in the Torah, 
the Jewish religion, philosophy or the Jewish people, occasionally joined 
the Synagogue service and adopted certain matters from the Jews. These 
notions suit with the references in Acts 13:42–48 and 15:21 according to 
which God-fearers were present in the Synagogues around the Dia-
spora.128 Although Judaism obviously tended to be an attractive religion 
and way of life for many Gentiles and pagans, this does not imply that 
these individuals were converted into Judaism by means of circumci-
sion.129 

Finally, several scholars have noted that the Jewish population 
had increased manifold during the second temple period.130 Feldman sta-
tes that 

 
“only proselytism can account for this vast increase, though ad-
mittedly aggressive proselytism is only one possible explanation 
for the numerous conversions.”131 
 

Bird rightly criticizes scholars for relying too much on the demographic 
estimations of ancient times. Surely these figures and estimations are 
vague. Bird is of course right in noting that proselytism is not the most 
possible explanation for the population increase. There were also other 
reasons which resulted in the growth of the Jewish people.132 However, 

                                                           
 
127 See also: C. Ap. 1:167–171.  
128 Dickson, 2003, 78–79. Hengel, 2010, 56. The synagogues attracted God-fearers as Bell. 
2:560–561, Acts 9:19–22 and 11:19–30 testify. 
129 See Bird, 2010, 101–103. 
130 See Bird, 2010, 52–53, n 153–154.  It has been argued that the Judean/Jewish people in-
creased from about 150 000 at the end of the pre-exilic period from 4 to 8 million Jews in 
the middle of the first century CE. 
131 Feldman, 1993, 293. Stern, 1974, 117–118. Concerning the Diaspora Stern states on p. 
117 that the “rapid population increase of the various Jewish communities has been remar-
ked upon by Jews and Gentiles alike. Another major source of population increase was 
proselytism, which reached its peak in the first century C.E.” 
132 Bird, 2010, 52–54. As other reasons for the Jewish population's growth Bird mentions 
“superior Jewish hygiene, Jewish refusal to engage in infanticide and abortion (Tacitus, 
Hist. 5.5.3), immigration, intermarriage, forced conversions in Ituraea and Idumaea by the 
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the ancient references to the growth of the Jewish people, lays forth 
considerable evidence that some Jews were active and successful in 
proselytism. 

We are to abandon Jeremias’ claim according to which Jesus 
lived among Jews who were eagerly practicing Gentile mission. The 
Jew-centered mission of Jesus, which excluded the practice of reaching 
out and evangelizing the Gentiles, did not, as such, distinguish him from 
his contemporaries. Despite the fact that Jews in general did not practice 
Gentile mission, it is clear that some Jewish individuals took the initia-
tive to spread the teachings of Judaism, especially ethical monotheism, 
to the Gentiles. It seems that Jews were mostly passively open to Genti-
les, but they seldom took the active part in reaching out to them – not at 
least in an organized missionary campaign in the Diaspora. Judaism in 
itself was apparently an attracting religion and lifestyle to several Gen-
tiles. It is often stated that according to the Jews of the second temple 
period the possible salvation of the Gentiles was thought to belong to the 
eschatological future. This is true, and it explains why the Jews of the 
first century were not engaged in aggressive proselytizing. The eschato-
logical hopes, which would offer salvation also to the Gentiles, did not 
include any explicit imperative for the Jews to reach out for the Gentiles. 
Our textual sources suggest that Jews in general were positively related 
towards converts and to the fact that Gentiles would live according to 
the principles of ethical monotheism. One interesting question is how 
the Jews of the late second temple period understood the relationship of 
the current converts and the hope of the eschatological conversion of the 
Gentiles. On the base of our sources Ware insists that at least certain 
Jews – Philo for example – regarded these present-day converts as fore-
shadowing the eschatological conversion and pilgrimage of the Gen-
tiles.133 

 

                                                                                                                     
 
Hasmoneans, assimilation of the Phoenicians into Israel, and an increase in the agricultural 
output of Ptolemaic Egypt that could sustain larger populations.” 
133 Ware, 2005, 142–143, 147, 90. 
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3 “Galilee of the Gentiles” and Jesus 
3.1 Introduction 
In recent decades Galilee has increasingly attracted scholars involved in 
Jesus studies. Sean Freyne, one of the leading experts of Galilean early 
Roman history, sums up the state of current research by arguing that it 
is, in the present climate of research, unthinkable to claim for any kind 
of a calling or mission for Jesus without taking into account the Galilean 
context. This is understandable in the sense that the aims of Jesus’ mis-
sion must be plausible in his religious, historical and cultural context. At 
the same time Freyne states that the Third Quest for the historical Jesus 
“is rapidly in danger of becoming the quest for the historical Galilee.”134 
Freyne’s comments are particularly true for our subject. In this chapter 
we will take an overview of the historical, cultural, ethnographical and 
sociological reality of Galilee during the first half of the first century, or 
more precisely during Herod Antipas’ reign (4 BCE – 39 CE). Due at-
tention will be paid to the archaeological results, which have been some-
what neglected by scholars of the historical Jesus.135 
 

3.2 Galilean Judaism 
On the basis of scribal evidence from the pre-70 period, the Gospels 
(Mark 14:70), Josephus (Bell. 2:237) and the rabbinic writings (y. 
Shabb. 16:8, 15d)136, quite a negative picture of the Galileans emerges. 
The suspicious attitude towards the Galileans was arguably most posed 
by the Jerusalem orthodoxy. The Galileans were seen as flax in their 
Torah observance (m. Ned. 2:4). This is evident in the Gospel of John 
(John 7:45–52; 8:48).137 These negative remarks pertaining to the Gali-
                                                           
 
134 Freyne, 1994, 75–76. The quote is from p. 76. Freyne, 2007, 13. Witherington, Ben III, 
1995, 14–15. 
135 Freyne, 2006, 64–66. 
136 Johannan ben Zakkai the leading sage of the emerging rabbinic Judaism is reported to 
have said “Galilee, Galilee, you hate the torah; your end will be destruction.” Y. Shabb 
16:8. 
137 Freyne, 1988, 1–2. Freyne states that in the rabbinic writings after the second century 
the Galileans are described as “quarrelsome, dubious in their knowledge and observance of 
halachah, and generally not very trustworthy.” 
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leans are mostly from later periods and not from the first century. Even 
though the Galileans are often portrayed in less flattering ways, they are 
never considered half-Jews or Gentiles.138 In scholarly discussion the 
Galileans have been stamped with various stereotypes. They have been 
considered as hotheaded Zealots, non-Jews, lax in Torah-observance, 
miracle-working Hasidim, and interested in apocalyptic beliefs.139 The 
Synoptics and the work of Josephus picture the Galileans of the first 
century as religiously and culturally Jewish. Josephus, as the most detai-
led describer of Galilee and the Galileans, does not note anything excep-
tional in their way of Judaism. Josephus does not describe the Galileans 
as assimilated to Gentile customs. 

Goodman claims that the Galileans were in a general sense simi-
lar to the Judeans. The Galileans, like the Judeans, held the Torah as a 
sacred God-given instruction to Israel. The Galileans kept the Sabbath 
(Vita 159) and the kosher regulations (Bell. 2:591–592; Vita 74–76). The 
Galileans made pilgrimage to Jerusalem (Vita 348; Luke 13:1).140 The 
Galileans’ concern for purity issues is supported by the findings of nu-
merous miqvaot in Galilee. When Antipas in 17 CE built Tiberias on a 
gravesite, he had trouble getting the locals to move to the newly built 
city (Ant. 18:36–38). These notions support the view according to which 
the Galileans considered themselves as Jews. Our sources do not discern 
any local differences between Galilean and Judean Judaism.141 Fredrik-
                                                           
 
138 Freyne, 1988, 1–3. 
139 Freyne, 1988, 5–6. On pages 1–30 Freyne goes through the history of the characteriza-
tions of the first century Galileans. See also Goodman’s article: Goodman, 1999, 596–617. 
Levine, 2006, 162–165. 
140 Josephus indicates that the Romans benefited militarily from the loyalty of the Galilean 
Jews concerning the Sabbath. Because of the Hasmonean king (103–76 BCE), Alexander 
Jannaeus’, assault of Ptolemais and Strato’s Tower, Cleopatra’s son Ptolemy Lathyrus at-
tacked at least two Galilean sites: Asochis and Sepphoris. Josephus writes that Ptolemy in-
vaded Asochis on the Sabbath, without notable resistance, Ant. 13:337–338. Such an ob-
servation indicates that Asochis was primarily inhabited by Jews, who kept the Sabbath. 
Later during the Jewish War the Jews in Tarichaeae, led by Josephus, felt obligated not to 
raise arms on the Sabbath, Bell. 2:634, Vita 1:159. 
141 Goodman, 1999, 601–602, 607, 617. Charlesworth, 2010, 23. Concerning the material 
culture which unites Judea and Lower Galilee during the first century BCE and CE Char-
lesworth states: “Thus, the assumption that one should differentiate between Galilean and 
Judean Judaisms (as reflected in the works by Horsley, Oakman, and Kloppenborg Verbin) 
and that Lower Galilee was far removed culturally from Judea need to be replaced with 
precise information obtained by the present excavations at Jotapata, Khirbet Kana, Beth-
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sen leans on C. Ap. 1:34–42; 2:179 and Ant. 16:162–166, as well as on 
the attestations of non-Jews to the Jews’ practices, for her solid conclu-
sion that the Jews of antiquity were united in the principal views concer-
ning the Torah, temple, Sabbath, circumcision and dietary laws. There is 
no need to doubt the conclusion that during the first century CE, the 
Jews of Palestine and Diaspora in general expressed a great consensus 
concerning the fundamental elements of their religion and people. These 
elements were the Torah, the people, the temple, Jerusalem and the land 
of Israel.142 Apparently the Jews of Galilee and Judea can be seen as 
sharing the main indicators of the Jewish religion, “common Judaism,” 
as Sanders states.143 These main indicators, i.e. circumcision, Sabbath 
observance, purity concerns and loyalty towards the temple, manifested 
the covenantal relationship between God and Israel.144 There are no rea-
sons for drawing a clear religious and cultural boundary between Judea 
and Galilee.145 Goodman argues credibly that the cultural and religious 

                                                                                                                     
 
saida, Midgal, Tiberias, and elsewhere. The pre-70 archaeological evidence now unites 
Upper Galilee with Tyre and Sidon but Lower Galilee with Judea.” 
142

 Fredriksen, 1999, 61–62, 177–179. Josephus, C. Ap. 1:38–42 “For we have not an in-
numerable multitude of books among us, disagreeing from, and contradicting one another, 
[as the Greeks have], but only twenty-two books, {g} which contain the records of all the 
past times; which are justly believed to be divine; 39 and of them five belong to Moses, 
which contain his laws and the traditions of the origin of mankind till his death. This inter-
val of time was little short of three thousand years; 40 but as to the time from the death of 
Moses till the reign of Artaxerxes, king of Persia, who reigned after Xerxes, the prophets, 
who were after Moses, wrote down what was done in their times in thirteen books. The re-
maining four books contain hymns to God, and precepts for the conduct of human life. 41 It 
is true, our history has been written since Artaxerxes very particularly, but has not been es-
teemed of the like authority with the former by our forefathers, because there has not been 
an exact succession of prophets since that time; and how firmly we have given credit to 
these books of our own nation, is evident by what we do; for, during so many ages as have 
already passed, no one has been so bold as either to add anything to them, to take any-
thing from them, or to make any change in them; but it is becomes natural to all Jews, im-
mediately and from their very birth, to esteem these books to contain divine doctrines, and 
to persist in them, and, if occasion be, willingly to die for them.” 
143 Dunn, 2006, 212. Dunn rightly argues in this recent article that the Galilean Jews can be 
seen under the umbrella of “common Judaism”. See also Kazen, 2002, 280–285. Räisänen, 
2010, 26–27. 
144 Chancey, 2002, 4–5. Wong, 2009, 12–14, 20–21. 
145 Dunn, 2006, 207–212. Dunn gives convincing support for the statement that the Gali-
leans are to be regarded as Jewish.  
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gulf separating the Jewish people from the Gentiles is not comparable to 
the cultural gap between Galilee and Judea.146  

In his works Josephus clarifies the geographical features of Gali-
lee, while he does not describe the inhabitants from there. The Gospels 
on the other hand give only scarce information of the Galilean geogra-
phical and administrative context. According to the Gospels, Galilee was 
a rural area with plenty of villages. The ethos of Galilee was Jewish and 
religious, which is indicated by the references to the Galileans attending 
synagogues, keeping the Sabbath, making pilgrimages to Jerusalem, and 
on the whole, observing the Torah. According to the Synoptics, Galilee 
was no stranger to the sick, poor and needy, nor to the Herodians, the 
toll-collectors, the rich, or to the Pharisees or to the publicly acclaimed 
sinners and social outcasts. In the light of such a comprehensive sociolo-
gical picture of Galilee, the absence of Gentiles and the God-fearers is 
worth noting. 
 

3.3 Galilee of the nations 
The composer of Matthew declares that Jesus moved to Galilee, which 
he calls “Galilee of the Gentiles” (Matt 4:13, 15). Matthew also knows 
the account according to which Jesus instructed his disciples to “go no-
where among the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Samaritans, but go 
rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel” (Matt 10:5b–6). These 
verses show the complicity of our issue. Does Matt 4:15 indicate that 
Galilee was populated by Gentiles, ringed by Gentiles or governed by 
Gentiles, or something else? In light of Matt 10:5b–6 it is obvious that 
according to Matthew the “Galilee of the Gentiles” was not populated by 
Gentiles. The Synoptics mention only one possible occasion located in 
Galilee where Jesus helping a Gentile is recorded – i.e. the centurion of 
Capernaum (Matt 8:5–13, Luke 7:1–10). 

From the time of Herod Antipas and Jesus we find almost no re-
ferences to Galilean Gentiles in Josephus’ works or in the Synoptics. 

                                                           
 
146 Goodman, 1999, 596, 602. Reed, 2006, 49–54. On the basis of archaeological evidence 
Reed states that the Galileans are to be seen under the umbrella of “common Judaism.” Ar-
chaeological evidence reveals Jewish features in the early Roman Galilee: miqvaot 
(twawwqm), stone jars, very few pork bones and no statues of pagan deities and emperors. 
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The literal Gentile-references in Galilee deal with Tiberias (Ant. 18:37; 
and later Vita 67) and Capernaum (Matt 8:5–13). Regarding the time 
phrase from Late Hellenistic to Early Roman periods, only once does Jo-
sephus mention the presence of Gentiles in Galilee. This reference is to 
the massacred Greeks of Tiberias (Vita 67). The lack of references to 
Galilean Gentiles in Josephus’ works is important since Josephus cer-
tainly was familiar with Galilee at this time period.147 The archaeologi-
cal evidence is congruent with these few literal references. No archaeo-
logical remains of pagan temples or buildings, which can be related to 
paganism in Galilee during the time of Antipas, have been found. It is 
worth remembering that several Jewish writings from the second temple 
period, not to mention the passages of the OT, denounce idol-worship 
and paganism: Wis. 13–15; Let. Aris. 134–139. Hellenistic remains do 
not necessary refer to Gentile residence. Remains related to paganism, 
on the other hand, can most likely be taken as evidence of Gentile inha-
bitance. Chancey writes in a somewhat overstating manner that Herod 
the Great “ringed Galilee with temples to the imperial cult and other 
construction projects.” Galilee and Judea noticeably lacked pagan temp-
les – presuming that Banias of Caesarea Philippi did not belong to Gali-
lee.148 It is clear that pagan influences came from outside Galilee, from 
its surroundings, i.e. from pagan cities and centers as Banias, Caesarea 
Maritima, Sebaste, Tyre and Sidon. 

There are no references to God-fearing Gentiles being drawn into 
the synagogues of Galilee as in Antiochia of Syria (Bell. 7:45). More-
over there are basically no accounts of clashes and revolts between the 
Jewish and the Gentile population in the Galilean cities, when compared 
with the violent revolts, which occurred in the 60s in other cities outside 

                                                           
 
147 Chancey, 2002, 168. Sanders, 2002, 35. “The only references to Gentiles in Jewish Pa-
lestine place them in the cities, and there are few such references (above we noted that 
there was a small population of Gentiles in Tiberias). In short, there were not many Genti-
les in Jewish Palestine.” Sanders refers to the verses Ant. 18:37 and Vita 67 on p. 28–29. 
On p. 168 Chancey states: “Josephus, whose intimate familiarity with Galilee is evident in 
both War and Life, also refers to non-Jewish Galileans in this period only once, in his dis-
cussion of the massacre of Tiberias’ Greeks by Jews.” 
148 Chancey, 2002, 50. See Ant. 15:266–276, 328–341 and 16:136–149; Bell. 1:401–428. 
We know with certainty that Herod the Great had built a temple to Roma and Augustus 
near Banias.  
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of Galilee (Bell. 2:477–483). Josephus writes that the Jews of Tiberias, 
who arguably made up the majority of the city’s population, massacred 
Tiberias’ Greek population during the Jewish War (Vita 65–67). 
Josephus also states that in Damascus almost all the wives of the local 
Greek inhabitants of the city had been “addicted to the Jewish religion” 
(Bell. 2:560). Nothing in this vein has been preserved to us concerning 
the Galilean cities and their synagogues. 

Even if the evidence supports the notion of a Jewish Galilee there 
are scholars who propose that Galilee indeed had a notable Gentile po-
pulation. For example Borg claims that Jesus lived in a reasonably cos-
mopolitan environment, and that Galilee was certainly not “a bucolic ru-
ral backwater.” According to him Galilee contained “a considerable 
number of Gentiles.”149 Funk insists on the semi-pagan atmosphere of 
Galilee even more strongly. According to him Jesus was brought up in 
the 

 
“semi-Pagan Galilee, whose inhabitants, because they were often 
of mixed blood and open to foreign influence, were despised by 
the ethnically pure Judeans.” 
 

Moreover Funk assumes that Jesus had learned Greek from his surroun-
ding “pagan environment” in Galilee. Both Funk and Borg regard 
Sepphoris as a great Hellenistic city.150 Mack insists that it is not cre-
dible that the Galileans would have “converted to a Jewish loyalty and 
culture” suddenly in 100 BCE when Galilee was annexed into Judea. 
Thus for Mack the “common Jewish culture” uniting Galilee and Judea 
at the time of Jesus is a myth.151 Mack emphasizes that for 300 years 
prior to Jesus, Galilee had been influenced by Hellenism, and thus it is 
not plausible to claim that Jesus would have been surrounded by a 
strongly Jewish culture in Galilee. Mack further states that Galilee was, 
during the first century, largely Greek-speaking but also bilingual.152 
Crossan claims that Sepphoris as well as Tiberias had a great cultural 

                                                           
 
149 Borg, 1994, 26. 
150 Funk, 1996, 33–34, 79. The quotation is from p. 33. 
151 Mack, 1993, 59–60. 
152 Mack, 1993, 57–58. 
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impact on Galilee. These cities were, according to Crossan, situated by 
the main road crossing Galilee in an east-west direction. Crossan claims 
that the road of Via Maris, coming through the great Mediterranean city 
of Ptolemais, passed via Galilee from Sepphoris to Tiberias. Crossan 
puts much weight on this economic traffic and claims that it brought a 
great Mediterranean cultural influence into the whole of Galilee. 
According to Crossan the Greco-Roman polis of Sepphoris embraced 
the pan-Mediterranean culture over all of Galilee.153 Crossan’s claims 
concerning the Via Maris are debatable since there is no clear evidence 
that, in the first century, the Roman road would have gone through 
Sepphoris. However, traces of a Roman road between Sepphoris and 
Ptolemais from the second century on have been found. 

The silence of the Synoptics and John on Jesus’ Gentile contacts 
in Galilee can be explained in at least two ways. We can claim that Jesus 
did not have contact with the Gentiles in Galilee because there were so 
few Gentiles in Galilee. In this case Jesus’ lack of Gentile-contacts does 
not reveal anything about his attitudes towards them. On the other hand, 
if we come to the conclusion that Galilee had at least a noticeable Gen-
tile minority, we can claim that Jesus intentionally avoided contact with 
them. Both solutions, even if they are not necessarily mutually exclu-
sive, have found scholarly support. Our conclusions concerning the eth-
nic consistence of Galilee and Palestine as a whole naturally affect our 
interpretation of Jesus’ stance against the Gentiles. Jeremias for example 
is convinced that Jesus could not have avoided Gentiles within the boun-
daries of Palestine, and thus he must have considered whether he should 
drive his mission among the Gentiles too.154   

The writers of Matthew, 1 Maccabees and Isaiah called Galilee 
the “Galilee of the Gentiles” (Matt 4:15; 1 Macc 5:15; Isa 8:23). The 
name of Galilee, as referred in verses Isa 9:1; 8:23, literally means 
“circle of the peoples” (Galilai,a tw/n evqnw/n/~ywgh lylg). Galilee was lar-
gely in the biblical area of the tribe of Naphtali, and it touched the areas 
                                                           
 
153 Crossan, 1991, 18–19. For a contrasting view, see Kazen, 2002, 285–286. 
154 Jeremias, 1981, 26. Jeremias claims that Jesus must have come into contact with Gen-
tiles even within the boundaries of Palestine. He states that despite the probability that 
“Gentiles may have been comparatively scarce in the hill-country of Galilee, they were 
much more numerous about the Lake of Gennesaret, and still more so in Jerusalem.” 
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of Asher, Zebulon and Issachar.155 It is debated whether the Isaianic 
epithet “of the Gentiles” refers to Galilee as being populated by Gen-
tiles, surrounded by Gentiles or under the control of the Gentiles. The 
epithet originated from verse Isa 8:23 (9:1), which attests to the early Is-
raelites’ experience of the difficulty of living surrounded by hostile Ca-
naanite city states.156 Of course the epithet might also refer to the non-
Jewish population of Galilee in the late eight century BCE. The epithet 
clearly stayed in tradition as Matt 4:15 and 1 Macc 5:15 indicate. The 
epithet gained different meanings under different time-epochs. From the 
Early Roman period to the Jewish revolt, 66–73 CE, the old epithet of 
Galilee, became descriptive for Galilee’s situation surrounded by hostile 
Gentiles. Freyne points this out by noting that the cities, mentioned by 
Josephus (Bell. 2:477–483), in which Jews suffered from the Greeks 
hostilities in the beginning of the Jewish war, were all surrounding Gali-
lee: “Scythopolis, Ptolemais, Tyre, Hippos, Gadara, and the territory of 
Agrippa II, i.e. Batanea, Hauran, and Trachonitis.”157 

During the first half of the first century the epithet “Galilee of the 
Gentiles” can most naturally be seen as referring to Galilee’s geopoliti-
cal situation. It was encircled by the Gentile tribes as Josephus recalls 
(Bell. 3:41). On the west and north side of Galilee were the areas of 
Phoenicia and Syria. The great cities of Tyre and Sidon were situated on 
the coast of the Mediterranean. Decapolis with its Greco-Roman cities 
like Hippos, a city just 15 km from Capernaum by sea, was found on the 
eastside of Galilee. While from Capernaum one could see the city lights 
of Hippos, Gergesa and Tiberias. Hippos and Gergesa were on the east-
side of the Galilean sea, and Tiberias was on the westside of the sea. On 
the south of Galilee lay Samaria, as well as Scythopolis, the greatest 
Greco-Roman polis of Palestine. 
 

                                                           
 
155 Josh 20:7; 21:32; 1 Kgs 9:11. 
156 Freyne, 2001, 195. 
157 Freyne, 2001, 195. Josephus states that the Caesareans slaughtered 20 000 Jews in one 
hour, which  was all of their Jewish population, Bell. 2:457–458. This event led to revolts 
and further bloodsheds in surrounding cities. Josephus states in numbers that the inhabi-
tants of Aschalon killed 2500 Jews, and the inhabitants of Ptolemais killed 2000 Jews, 
Bell. 2:477–480.  
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3.4 Three influential phases and individuals in Ga-
lilean history: Aristobulus I, Pompey and An-
tipas 

During the first century the ethnicity of Galilee was greatly shaped by 
three historical phases which Galilee had faced. First, the Hasmoneans 
connected Galilee to the temple state of Judea in 104 BCE. Secondly, 
after the Roman takeover of Judea in 63 BCE, Pompey reduced the Je-
wish state to the areas that were inhabited by Jews (Bell. 1:154–156). 
Therefore the great Jewish state of the Hasmoneans reached its end, 
though Galilee remained within the Jewish state. Thirdly, the Romans 
gave Herod the Great control of the ‘kingdom’ in 40 BCE. At the begin-
ning of his reign, Herod had to stand persistently against the resistance 
that he faced among the Galileans (Ant. 14:432–433, 450). After the 
death of Herod the Great, the client king of Palestine, (4 BCE), the king-
dom was divided among his three sons: Archelaus, Philip and Antipas. 
Herod Antipas was appointed as the tetrarch of Galilee and Perea. He 
reigned from 4 BCE to 39 CE. We will now shortly survey these histo-
rical phases.  
 

3.4.1 The Hasmoneans: The military invasion of the Land 
It is well known that the Maccabees dreamed of reclaiming the Great Is-
rael by military force.158 The Hasmoneans, not surprisingly, justified 
their conquest of land by referring to Israel’s ancestral right to the land. 
This religious and nationalistic justification is clearly stated in 1 Macc 
15:33 through the mouth of Simeon the Maccabeen in year 142/3 BCE – 
i.e. at the time of declaring the independence of the Jewish state.159  
 

“We have neither taken any other man’s land, nor do we hold dominion 
over other people’s territory, but only over the inheritance of our fathers. 
On the contrary, for a certain time it was unjustly held by our enemies; 
but we, seizing the opportunity, hold fast the inheritance of our fathers.” 
 

                                                           
 
158 Freyne, 2004, 74–75, 77–80. 
159 Mendels, 1992, 83. See Freyne, 2001B, 292–293. The book of 1 Macc is generally 
dated to about 100 BCE. 
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This statement reflects the Maccabeen ideology. The Hasmonean realm 
did conquest foreign territory, but according to their reasoning the land 
belonged to them due to the promises of God. 1 Macc 14:16 states that 
Simeon “broadened the borders of his nation, and ruled over the land.” 
During the reign of John Hyrcanus I (134–104 BCE) this nationalistic 
ideology, backed up by biblical justification, resulted in forcefully con-
verting the inhabitants of conquered territories in Idumaea, Shechem, in 
parts of Transjordan, and Samaria (Ant. 13:254–258). During the reign 
of Alexander Jannaeus (103–76 BCE) the borders of the Hasmonean 
kingdom reached out to their widest since King Solomon (Ant. 13:395–
397).160 The ancestral right, emphasized in the second temple writings, 
recalls the Hebrew conquests of Canaan in the book of Joshua (Sir 46:1–
10) in particular.161 

The Maccabeen war was followed by the Hasmonean dynasty, 
which prospered during the reign of John Hyrcanus, 134–105 BCE 
(Bell. 1:68–69). It was first during Hyrcanus’ reign that active ideas 
about the invasion of Galilee seem to have appeared amongst the Has-
moneans. But before the Hasmoneans could reach Galilee, they had to 
invade the gentile territories which ringed Galilee, or more specifically, 
which separated Galilee from Judea.162 From point of view of Judea, Ga-
lilee was isolated by Straton’s Tower (later Caesarea Maritima) on the 
Mediterranean coast, Samaria in the hill country and Scythopolis in the 
valley. Therefore Hyrcanus started an invasion campaign, which some 
scholars think, was regarded as “the holy war” in the contemporary po-
pular imagination.163  

The Hasmoneans took over the Mediterranean coast and they in-
vaded Transjordan in the east (Ant. 13:255–256). After this they destro-
yed the temple on Mount Gerizim in Samaria most likely in 107 BCE 
(Ant. 13:254–256, 281). Hyrcanus forced the Idumeans, who lived in the 
south of Judea, to convert to Judaism by circumcision (Ant. 13:256–258; 

                                                           
 
160 Mendels, 1992, 84. Nickelsburg, 2005, 93. 
161 Freyne, 2004, 60–91. 
162 Freyne, 1980, 41–42. 
163 Freyne, 1980, 42. This idea of “the holy war” can be supported by the fact that accor-
ding to Megillat Ta’anith the conquest of the Great Plain was celebrated as a Jewish natio-
nal holiday. 
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15:254–255). During the time of Samaria’s invasion Scythopolis came 
into Jewish hands (Ant. 13:280). Until the end of Hyrcanus’ reign the Je-
wish state of the Hasmoneans included almost thirty Hellenized cities 
from the Mediterranean coast to Galilee, Transjordan and Idumea.164 

Hyrcanus’ invasions cleared the way for Aristobulus I (104–103 
BCE) to connect Galilee into the Hasmonean kingdom. How this anne-
xation of Galilee into Judea was worked out is a matter of dispute. Jose-
phus has not written about a Hasmonean military campaign driven to 
Galilee in order to invade the land and/or convert its inhabitants. The 
idea of a Hasmonean Judaizing campaign to Galilee is based on Schü-
rer’s identification of the Iturean territory, or at least a sizeable part of it, 
with Galilee.165 Josephus states that Aristobulus I 

 
“made war against Iturea, and added a great part of it to Judea, 
and compelled the inhabitants, if they would continue in that 
country, to be circumcised, and to live according to the Jewish 
laws” (Ant. 13:318–319). 
 

It is noteworthy that unlike the Idumeans, the Galileans and Itu-
reans are never being accused of being half-Jewish (Ant. 14:403). The 
Ituraeans were an Arab tribe, and they lived primarily in the north and 
northeast of Galilee, on and around Mount Lebanon and Anti-Leba-
non.166 Freyne states that the precise localization of the Ituraeans is diffi-
cult because of our few sources, and because of the “semi-nomadic life-
style” led at least by some of their members.167 Freyne further concludes 
that perhaps the closest connection between Itureans and Galilee is to be 
found in the Itureans’ brigandage-lifestyle, which can be seen as having 
some resemblance with the brigands of Galilee which spurred up bet-

                                                           
 
164 Mantel, 1975, 268–269. 
165 Schürer, 1973, 217–218. Chancey, 2002, 42; Freyne, 1980, 43. Chancey and Freyne 
attest that most scholars have followed Schürer on his identification of Iturea with Galilee. 
Freyne (1980, 42) gives Ant. 13:304 and Bell. 1:76 as possible evidence of a Galilean cam-
paign during Aristobulus’ reign. 
166 Chancey, 2002, 44. Freyne, 2001, 189. 
167 Freyne, 2001, 188–189. See: Strabo, Geog. 16:755f. and Ant. 15:344–348. 
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ween 47 and 4 BCE.168 This of course is speculative and impossible to 
prove with any certainly. While the Jews were in some extent jealous of 
the Phoenicians’ seafaring activities, Josephus does not distinguish the 
Itureans from the anonymity of other Arab tribes, other than by negative 
remarks. Some of their members are highlighted for leading a precarious 
lifestyle, and by the fact that the Itureans caused frustrations for Rome’s 
ambitions in the East.169 

From Josephus we know that the circumcised Idumeans remai-
ned, in some forms, separated from the Jews. According to Josephus’ 
portrayal several of these half-Jewish Idumeans joined the zealous Jews 
during the Jewish war, and some of them continued worshiping their na-
tive god Qos (Bell. 4:345–353; Ant. 15:253–258). Freyne points out that 
in later Jewish history the Itureans, unlike the Idumeans, are not pictured 
with such an information or profile.170 Along with Freyne, I see this as a 
strong suggestion that Schürer’s conclusion highly overestimated his 
claim that during the early Hellenistic era, most of Galilee was inhabited 
by Itureans.171 More correctly, the Galilee of the time of the Hasmonean 
“invasion” seems to have been scarcely inhabited. The claim that the in-
habitants of Galilee were, for the great part, Itureans is not convincing. 

In addition to the Idumeans, the Samarians were also considered 
to be half-Jewish (Ant. 9:277–291, b.Qidd.75a–6a). According to Matt 
10:5b Jesus especially forbids his disciples to go over to the Gentiles: 
“Go nowhere among the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Samaritans.” 
The reference to the Samaritans works as a clarification. Arguably Mat-
thew’s Jesus did not regard the Samaritans as real Jews. It seems that the 
reference to the Samarians might have been necessary. Otherwise the 
disciples might have preached to them, as the prohibition not to go over 
to the Gentiles would not necessary have excluded the Samaritans in the 
eyes of all first century Jews. The ethnic identity of the Samaritans was 
                                                           
 
168 Freyne, 2001, 206–207. Freyne refers to the following texts: Bell. 1:204–206; Ant. 
14:158–160; Strabo Geog. 16:755. See also Freyne, 2001B, 298–299. Freyne writes 
(2001B, 298) that “little or no evidence of Iturean material remains has so far come to light 
in Galilee.” 
169 Freyne, 2001, 194. 
170 Freyne, 2001, 205–206. Freyne refers to the following texts: Bell. 4:345–353; 6:378; 
Ant. 15:253–258. 
171 Freyne, 2001, 205. Schürer, 1973, 217–218. 
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not quite clear (m. Qidd. 4:3; Ant. 9:288–291; 12:257–260). Josephus 
bitterly states that the Samaritans identified themselves occasionally 
with the Jews if it brought some positive consequences for them, but on 
the other hand, when the Jews had difficulties they bluntly denied ha-
ving any kinship with them (Ant. 9:291; 11:340).172  
 

3.4.2 The ethnic roots of the Galileans: Who were they? 
Horsley has argued that the Galileans consisted mostly of former Nor-
thern Israelites, but also of converted Itureans.173 Reed on the other hand 
has offered a solution according to which the Galileans were Judeans 
who had colonized Galilee during the Hasmonean period. Reed main-
tains that Galilee was scarcely populated and mainly non-Jewish before 
the Hasmonean annexation. Reed claims that there was a population gap 
in Galilee from 700 to 200 BCE.174 The possible population peek in Ga-
lilee during the Hasmonean annexation is suggested by the sudden incre-
ase of sites and the overall material culture in the Late Hellenistic Gali-
lee (200–100 BCE). It is noteworthy that the Galilean material culture, 
beginning with the annexation of Galilee into Judea, matches the mate-

                                                           
 
172 Davies & Allison, 1991, 166. Catchpole, 2006, 178–179. Meier, 2001, 533–534. In m. 
Qidd. 4:3 it is stated that the Samaritans are of “doubtful status”. The uncertainty of their 
ethnic origin is also referred to in Ant. 9:288–291; 12:257–260. (b. Qidd. 75a–6a). Accor-
ding to Josephus’ attestations the Samaritans claimed, depending on their occasional ad-
vantage, that their ethnical origin was among the descendants of Joseph (Ant. 9:291) and 
among the Sidonians (Ant. 12:257–291). According to Ant. 9:288–291; 10:184 and 2 Kgs 
17 the Samaritans were descendants of the Persian Cutheans. They had been settled on the 
area by the Assyrians. It is apparent from the sources that there was a fierce tension bet-
ween the Jews and the Samaritans: Sir 50:25–26; Luke 10:29–37; John 4:9; Ant. 11:114; 
18:30; 20:118–136; T. Levi 5–7; Jdt 9:2–4 (=commenting Gen 34). In 1 Macc 3:10 the 
Gentiles and the Samaritans are seen together as fighting against the Jews, and therefore, 
according to 1 Macc, some nationalistic Jews were certainly skeptical and critical towards 
the Samaritans. See Binder, 1999, 471–475. Bryan, 2002, 172–177, 182–185. 
173 Horsley, 1996, 22, 25–26. Horsley, 1995, 32–33, 39–40.  Horsley states (Horsley, 1995, 
40) on p. 40 that “during the second-temple times most inhabitants of Galilee were descen-
dants of the northern Israelite peasantry.” For a short but insightful general presentation of 
the scholars’ views of the Galileans’ ethnic background, see Freyne, 2001B, 297–303. 
174 Reed, 1999, 102. Kazen, 2002, 277–278. Freyne, 2004, 62–63. Freyne, 2001, 197. 
Freyne criticizes Horsley’s argument by stating that if the Israelite tribes had continued 
their existence in and around the Galilean area, we would expect to find some cultic places 
for the worship of JHWH during the period between 700–200 BCE. Freyne is certainly 
right in questioning whether it could be possible for such a specific ethnic identity to be 
maintained without any cultic center as Mount Gerizim or Jerusalem.  
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rial culture of Judea, as Reed states. This shared material culture of Ju-
dea and Galilee consists of stone vessels, miqvaot, and secondary burials 
with ossuaries in kokhim and the lack of pork.175 Reed explains convin-
cingly that the increase of archaeological findings coinciding with the 
Hasmonean annexation can easily be explained by the fact that during 
that time Galilee was colonized by Judeans.176 According to Bauckham 
the early first century Galilee consisted of a population made up from 
remnants of the Israelite population, a great many Judean immigrants 
and some converted Gentiles.177 It is true that during the second temple 
period, and sometime after this period, the Israelite tribes were not con-
sidered to be “lost”. They are mentioned on several occasions and their 
location is often referred to,178 although they are seldom located in 
Galilee. 

It seems reasonable to assume that in 104 BCE the Hasmoneans 
colonized Galilee, which was quite a desolate area. Further in the north 
of Galilee, Aristobulus I invaded areas of the Itureans and forced them 
to make a decision between leaving the country or being circumcised 
and converting to Judaism (Ant. 13:318). Earlier, as we have seen, Hyr-
canus had given the same options to the Idumeans (Ant. 13:257). The 
poor conditions in Galilee, its scanty population during the second cen-
tury BCE, can explain Josephus’ silence about the Galilean campaign. 
After Hyrcanus had invaded the surrounding cities and territories bet-
ween Judea and Galilee, Galilee could peacefully be joined to the Has-
monean kingdom. Ituraea contained only some of the Northern parts of 
Galilee. It would be hard to prove why Josephus would have called Gali-
lee Ituraea, when he could have used its proper name or “Galilee of the 
Gentiles”. I maintain with Chancey’s statement: “Perhaps no event is as 
significant for understanding the subsequent population of Galilee as 

                                                           
 
175 Reed, 1999, 102. 
176 Reed, 1999, 89, 97–99. Reed, 2000, 52–53. Charlesworth, 2010, 23, 24–26. In agree-
ment with Reed Charlesworth writes on p. 23 that “it is now becoming clear that a large 
majority of Galilean Jews had been moved (or migrated) from Judea by one of the Hasmo-
neans.” See Charlesworth’s representation of the scholarly discussion concerning the eth-
nic background of the Galileans: Charlesworth, 2003, 39. 
177 Bauckham, 1997, 165. Willitts, 2007, 195–196, 202. 
178 Bauckham, 1997, 163–164. See: Ant. 11:113; T. Mos. 3:4, 6; 4:9; Sib. Or. 2:171; m. 
Sanh. 10:3; 2 Bar. 62:5; 77:17; 78:1. 
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Aristobulus’ conquest.”179 Judea, Perea, Idumea and Galilee were tradi-
tionally Jewish at least since the time of the Hasmoneans.180 After Aris-
tobulus’ reign, in the first century BCE, Galilee belonged to the Jewish 
nation, and the inhabitants of Galilee considered themselves as Jews.181 
 

3.4.3 The Romans 
At the beginning of the Roman rule, 63 BCE, Pompey reduced the Je-
wish state to the areas populated by Jews. Thus Judea proper, the villa-
ges of eastern Idumaea, Jewish Peraea east of the Jordan and Galilee re-
mained within the Jewish state. What the Hasmonean dynasty had con-
quered from Syria during the reigns of Hyrcanus and Aristobulus, were 
now lost. These areas became part of the Syrian province of the Roman 
Empire. The reduced Jewish state lost the inland cities of Marisa, Se-
baste and Scythopolis. Beyond the Jordan the Jews lost the great Greek 
cities of Pella, Hippos, Dios, Gadara and Gerasa. These cities were now 
joined to the Roman province of Syria given back to their former inhabi-
tants – i.e. to non-Jews. This was also the case with maritime cities such 
as Gaza, Joppa, Dora and Caesarea (Ant. 14:74–78, 88; Bell 1:156–166, 
169–170).182 It is important to note that at the time of Pompey Galilee 
was considered to be Jewish and thus it remained within the Jewish sta-

                                                           
 
179 Chancey, 2002, 42. 
180 Sanders, 2002, 16. This can be further backed by archaeological evidence in the case of 
Galilee. Chancey (2002, 46–47) clarifies that Galilee’s numismatic evidence indicates that 
already during Alexander Jannaeus’ reign Galilee was both politically and economically 
integrated into the Hasmonean kingdom. Numismatic evidence of Hasmonean presence in 
Galilee has also already been found from Hyrcanus’ reign, though not as much as from 
Jannaeus’ reign. 
181 Chancey, 2002, 45. This is clearly seen in the reign of Alexander Jannaeus (103–76 
BCE). Freyne, 1980, 44: “The Jewishness of Lower Galilee seems secure even at that early 
state of its incorporation into the Hasmonean kingdom.” 
182 See Schürer, 1973, 233–242. Josephus informs us that later in history, immediately pre-
ceding the Jewish Revolt (66–73 CE) there was a massacre in Caesarea in which the inha-
bitants of Caesarea killed more than 20 000 Jews. This led to the uprising of the Galileans. 
They came from villages and burned cities of the Syrian province as Philadelphia, Gerasa, 
Pella, Scythopolis, Gadara and Hippos. Bell. 2:459. These stories reveal that a Jewish 
minority resided in these Hellenistic cities and villages in Syria. In these cities the Gentiles 
and the Jews lived together under a certain pressure and fear. Bell. 2:457; Vita 44. Freyne, 
2000, 48. 
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te. This crucial stage of history, once again, strengthened the Jewish 
identity of Galilee. 
 

3.4.4 Herod Antipas’ Galilee 
During the time of Jesus’ mission Herod Antipas was the tetrarch of Ga-
lilee and Perea (4 BCE–39 CE). Politically Antipas’ Galilee was not an 
Imperial province of Rome. Galilee was a tetrarchy, which was allied to 
Rome. As a procuratorship, Judea was ruled by a Roman procurator. It is 
to be pointed out that the Roman procurators did not govern Judea and 
Jerusalem on a day-to-day basis. The procurators had their administra-
tive centers and homes in Caesarea. They visited Jerusalem during the 
great Jewish feasts. In domestic affairs the High Priest was the de facto 
ruler of Jerusalem. The Sanhedrin was the highest juridical organ in 
Jerusalem and Judea.183 

The questions as to whether Galilee was Jewish, Hellenistic, rural 
or urban, are too restrictive. Hellenism and Judaism were not mutually 
exclusive. The idea that they were, led the earlier scholarly discussion to 
the conclusion that Greek influences prove that the population of Judea 
and Galilee consisted of a reasonable number of non-Jews, and that the 
ethos throughout was pagan.184 Galilee is not to be seen as a monolithic 
entity. There are no reasons to suppose that Galilee would not have been 
as diverse as Judea. Of course Judea and Galilee were different in many 
respects. Jerusalem was, because of Judea’s political situation, more 
strongly influenced by Rome. The religious importance of Jerusalem 
and its temple also influenced Judea and especially Jerusalem. The city 
with its temple was the worldwide spiritual and political center of Ju-
daism. It gathered Jewish pilgrims during the great feasts from all over 
the Diaspora. Because of this Jerusalem felt the influence of Diaspora 
Judaism strongly, and contacts with Hellenism would have been unavoi-
dable. In the light of Jerusalem’s political and religious situation it is 
reasonable to claim that the city was more open to Greco-Roman culture 
and politics than the villages and towns of the less significant Galilee. 
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This does not necessarily mean that the Judeans would have been reli-
giously flexible Jews. 

The Jews’ loyalty towards the Torah can be supported by both ar-
chaeological and literal evidence. The many miqvaot, pools for ritual ba-
thing, which have been excavated in the Galilean villages, the lack of 
pagan temples dedicated to Augustus or to other pagan gods, mark the 
land of Galilee during the first half of the first century. It is also to be 
noted that Herod Antipas did not have his own image stamped on the 
coins used in Galilee. In contrast, Antipas’ brother Herod Philip, who 
ruled the northeasterly region of Trachonitis, Gaulanitis and Batanaea, 
stamped his own image on his coins. The majority of Philip’s subjects 
were non-Jews.185 Even though Antipas was a great builder-king, he did 
not feel free to build pagan temples or statues in Galilee. The most natu-
ral reason for this is that he was compelled to consider his subjects’ reli-
gious convictions. He governed under the social pressure posed by the 
Jewish religion, and at the same time, he also felt the pressure of Rome. 
He named the new capital city of Galilee for the honor of the new empe-
ror – Tiberias. In sum, we can conclude that during the long reign of An-
tipas Galilee had a clear Jewish identity. We can broadly follow San-
ders’ argument according to which the Galileans’ religious identity can 
be described by the beliefs of “common Judaism”. 
 

3.5 Galilean geography and archaeology 
3.5.1 Lower and Upper Galilee 
Josephus divides Galilee into two regions: Upper and Lower Galilee 
(Bell. 3:38–40). In the Mishnah Galilee is divided into three sections: 
Upper and Lower Galilee and the Valley. The village Kefar Hananiah, 
which was located about 20 km west from Capernaum, was the dividing 
point between Upper and Lower Galilee. Tiberias was in the valley (m. 
Seb. 9.2). Galilee covered an area of about 2,000 km².186 The Gospels in-
dicate that Jesus was mainly active in the villages of Lower Galilee: Na-
zareth, Nain, Cain, Capernaum, Bethsaida and Chorazin. Josephus de-
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186 Schnabel, 2004, 180. 
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scribes Galilee as a densely populated rural land of villages and towns, 
with a strong Jewish ethos. According to him Galilee “is all cultivated 
by its inhabitants, and no part of it lies idle” (Bell. 3:42–44). The majo-
rity of Galilee’s inhabitants were rural farmers (C. Ap. 1:60),187 and we 
can securely state that Galilee, as well as Judea, were agrarian societies. 
In Galilee perhaps 90 % of the population lived in the countryside and 
were engaged in agriculture.188 Besides the rural villages, Galilee had 
also an urban population, which lived in Tiberias and Sepphoris.189 
These two cities were Galilee’s administrative and economic strong-
holds. Josephus also states, in line with the Synoptics, that Galilee had 
many synagogues (Vita 277; Mark 1:39; Matt 4:23; Luke 4:15). Accor-
ding to Josephus there was a synagogue in Tiberias (Vita 277, 279), Dor 
(Ant. 19:300–311) and in Caesarea (Bell. 2:266–270, 284–292, Ant. 
20:173–178, 182–184). 
 

3.5.2 The size of the Galilean population 
Josephus claims that Galilee consisted of 204 villages (Vita 235). Else-
where he states that the population of the smallest village was 15 000 
people (Bell. 3:43). Josephus is clearly overestimating these numbers be-
cause if we take him literally the population of Galilee would have rea-
ched up to over 3 million people in 67 CE. It is very difficult to estimate 
the number of the Galilean population and its ethnic consistence. This is 
due to the fact that we do not have enough reliable statistic material. The 
Jewish sources, Josephus and the Midrash, grossly exaggerate their 
numbers. The Midrash Rabba insists that the coastal plain had 600 000 
towns, Shir. R. I:16. Avi-Yonah concludes, on the basis of archaeologi-
cal and scribal evidence, that at the time of Jesus the whole of Palestine 
had about two and a half million residents.190 This estimation of Avi-Yo-

                                                           
 
187 Schnabel, 2004, 187–188. In the works of Josephus and in the rabbinic texts Galilee is 
portrayed as a fertile land producing several kinds of fruits, vegetables, legumes and spi-
ces. Agriculture was the most important work-sector in both Galilee and Judea. Galileans 
also practiced fishing. 
188 Stegemann, 2011, 2302. 
189 Horsley, 1996, 89. 
190 Avi-Yonah, 1974, 108–109. According to Nehemiah 50 000 adult males returned to 
Judea from the Babylonian captivity. This would suggest that the whole number of retur-
nees would have risen to about 250 000 people (Neh 7:66; Ezra 2:64). 1 Macc 12:41 states 
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nah is most probably too high. Horsley estimates that the population of 
Galilee would have been about 150 000 during the reign of Antipas. He 
also estimates that the combined population of Sepphoris and Tiberias 
would have been about 15 000 inhabitants.191 Stegemann claims that it is 
estimated that the population of Galilee at the time of our concern rea-
ched 150 000 – 200 000 people.192 Both the Synoptics and Josephus give 
the impression that Galilee was crowded: Mark 2:2; 3:7–8; Bell. 3:2–3, 
42–43 etc. Edwards proposes that Galilee was densely populated with 
significant urban centers and numerous large villages.193 The textual 
proof clearly speaks for the assumption that Galilee was densely popu-
lated. Galilee most probably had a Jewish population rising up to about 
200 000 inhabitants. We may conclude that a densely populated village 
or town was at the heart of Jewish Galilee. The vast majority of first 
century Israeli Jews lived in villages.194 

Josephus implies that as in Alexandria (Bell. 2:495; 7:191–192; 
2:488), and other cities in the Diaspora, so also in the border areas of 
Galilee (Bell. 2:503), the Jewish people lived in areas and villages sepa-
rated from the Gentiles. This suggests that the Galilean villages were not 
to a notable degree ethnically mixed. Sanders notes that the only rare re-
ferences to Gentiles in Jewish Palestine occur in cities, not in the villa-
ges. In Galilee the Gentiles are only noted to have resided in Tiberias. 
According to Sanders there were only a few Gentiles in Jewish Palestine 
and these were concentrated to cities such as Tiberias, which according 
to him had a Gentile minority.195 
 

3.5.3 Evaluating the evidence of archaeology 
Scholars have held that Upper Galilee and the Golan were more conser-
vative than Lower Galilee. This is mainly because more Jewish inscrip-

                                                                                                                     
 
that during the Hasmonean times Jonathan mobilized 40 000 men. This would indicate that 
the whole Jewish population would have reached about 500 000. Josephus insists to have 
recruited 60 000 men from Galilee in 66 CE, Bell. 2:583. This would suggest that the Gali-
lee consisted of about three quarters of a million inhabitants. 
191 Horsley, 1996, 45. 
192 Stegemann, 2011, 2302–2303. 
193 Edwards, 1992, 55. 
194 Talmon, 1991, 39. Safrai, 1976, 728. Stegemann, 2011, 2302. Horsley, 2010, 120–121. 
195 Sanders, 2002, 35–36 
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tions, artworks, synagogues and miqvaot have been found in Upper Ga-
lilee and Golan than in the villages of Lower Galilee.196 Horsley states 
that this judgment is misleading because the archaeological evidence re-
ferred to derives mostly from the third and fourth century CE.197 The ti-
ming of the findings is a principal problem and challenges the archaeo-
logical research. The timing of the discoveries, whether it is pre- or post-
70, determines much of our interpretation of the Galilean ethos, culture 
and ethnical consistence. The persistent idea, that Galilee was Helle-
nistic and urban, has mostly arisen out of archaeological proof that has 
to be re-evaluated. Horsley rightly argues that based on archaeological 
findings of mostly the Middle (135–250 CE) and Late Roman (250–363 
CE) era, Galilee seems to have been politically, economically, and even 
to some extent culturally, integrated into the Roman Empire. When Je-
sus is seen as living in a Galilean context created erroneously by the ar-
chaeological findings that are based on the second and third centuries, 
he is easily seen as an uncontroversial urban citizen of a pan-Mediterra-
nean culture.198  

It is apparent that most of the found Jewish landmarks are from 
the middle Roman to the early Arab period. It is however important to 
note that in the pre-70 discoveries the emerging cultural differences bet-
ween Upper and Lower Galilee seem to be quite small.199 It is clear, as 
several scholars insist, that the cultural differences between Upper and 
Lower Galilee can be explained by geographical differences. Upper Ga-
lilee, so to say the north of Galilee, dominated by Mount Hermon and 
the other mountains and hills, created challenges for communication, 
traffic and transportation. The geography of Upper Galilee can be seen 
as the main reason for its considerable isolation. Upper Galilee was less 
                                                           
 
196 Freyne, 2000, 166–7, 174, 179, 191, 198, 217. On p. 217 Freyne writes the following: 
“Undoubtedly, Lower Galilee, especially around the lake does present a more mixed cultu-
ral aspect than Upper Galilee/Golan, as has been shown by various archaeological surveys. 
This difference is, no doubt, attributable to the trading and other links that were possible in 
the Valley region as a result of the ease of communications between the various city terri-
tories and across the lake. These provided a natural outlet for any surplus production as 
well as markets for the pottery and fish industries which we know were developed in Lo-
wer Galilee.” 
197 Horsley, 1996, 91–92. 
198 Horsley, 1999, 59–60. 
199 See Freyne, 2000, 174, 179, 191. 
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urban and more separated from foreign influences than Lower Galilee. 
The cultural changes did not have such great effect on Upper Galilee as 
they had on Lower Galilee. The archaeological remains suggest that du-
ring the Late Hellenistic period and the Hasmonean period, as Reed ar-
gued, Galilee was colonized by Judeans who spread their Jewish religion 
to Galilee. Leaning on archaeological evidence we can argue that Ga-
lilee as a whole was Jewish during the first century.200 We will now have 
a closer look at the Galilean earthly remains from the pre-70 period. 

Reed has shown that in the Late Hellenistic Galilee, during the 
Hasmonean period, there was a sudden rise of sites and overall material 
culture. This coincides with the Hasmonean annexation, and as Reed 
suggests, it has its likeliest explanation in the fact that during that time 
many Judeans colonized the scarcely populated Galilee. The archaeolo-
gical remains of this period show that Judea and Galilee had shared indi-
cators of the Jewish religion: stone vessels, miqvaot in houses, burial 
practices with ossuaries in kokhim, and a diet without pork-bone left-
overs.201 It is noteworthy that from Sepphoris, originating between 100 
BCE–70 CE, over one hundred stone vessel fragments and over twenty 
miqvaot have been unearthed, and both in Sepphoris and Nazareth stone 
vessels, miqvaot and Jewish-style tombs have been found. It is interes-
ting that the zoo-archaeological profile of Sepphoris shows no signs of 
pork-bones during the first century. Stone vessels and miqvaot origina-
ting from the first century has also been found in Tiberias, Jotapata 
(Yodefat) and Gamla. Miqvaot, originating from the first century, have 
been excavated in Chorazin, Beit Yinam, Beth Shearim, Khirbet Shema 
and Sasa. We may note that stone vessels have been found in the first 
century Capernaum.202 In comparison with the other areas outside of Ga-
lilee, Reed claims the following:  

 

                                                           
 
200 Leaning on archaeological evidence we can argue that Galilee as a whole was Jewish 
during the first century. The following scholars claim that Galilee was Jewish during the 
first century. Freyne, 2000, 198. Horsley, 1996, 90–92. Dunn, 2003, 299. Sanders, 2002, 
21. It is however to be noted that these scholars present quite different views regarding the 
origin of the Galilean Jews: Cf. Chapter 3.4.2. 
201 Reed, 1999, 89–90, 97–99. 
202 Reed, 1999, 100–103. 
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“This archaeological profile of Galilean sites contrasts with 
those of the surrounding regions, accentuating its distinct Jewish 
character. The lack of stone vessels and miqvaot, the presence of 
pork, and the differences in burial practices characterize the ma-
terial culture of the regions surrounding Galilee at this time.”203 
 

The archaeological finds of Galilee during the first century indi-
cate that Galilee and Judea shared the religious material culture and 
practices during the first century. This material culture reflects the Je-
wish ethos of the residents in Galilee. The argument of a considerably 
urbanized and Hellenized Galilee is based on emphasizing the role of 
Tiberias and Sepphoris, and the role of the economic traffic via the east-
west road leading from Damascus through Tiberias and Sepphoris and 
reaching the Mediterranean polis of Ptolemais (Akko). To be sure, the 
centers of Galilee – Tiberias and Sepphoris – were more Hellenized, 
more pro-Roman and more ethnically mixed than rural Galilee. How-
ever, it is not plausible to claim that Tiberias and Sepphoris embraced a 
cosmopolitan culture over the rest of Galilee. On the contrary, it seems 
that these Galilean centers were not admired but often despised by the 
Galilean villagers. The Hellenistic and cosmopolitan features of Tiberias 
and Sepphoris certainly portray the elite, but these features cannot be 
attributed to the whole of Galilee, which consisted mostly of village 
communities.204 
 

3.6 Jesus’ heartlands: Capernaum, Bethsaida and 
Chorazin 

Capernaum and its closest villages, Chorazin and Bethsaida, formed the 
heartland of Jesus’ ministry (Matt 11:20–24). Chorazin was “up to the 
hill” behind Capernaum, about three or four kilometers from Caper-
naum. Bethsaida was about 13 kilometers from Capernaum. According 
to Q these villages rejected Jesus’ message and therefore Jesus proclai-
med his harsh words of doom and woes against them (Luke 10:13–15; 
Matt 11:20–24). 
                                                           
 
203 Reed, 2001, 117. 
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3.6.1 Capernaum 
Recently the calculations of the inhabitants of Capernaum and other Ga-
lilean villages have been revised downwards. Horsley for example esti-
mates that in Capernaum there were about 1000 inhabitants, and not 
“between 12 000 and 15 000” as sometimes thought. High estimations 
of the population in the Galilean villages have of course supported the 
arguments of an urban Galilean environment. According to Horsley’s 
calculations, if Capernaum had reached those high expectations of the 
number of its population, it would be one third of the size of Jerusa-
lem.205 This statement of Horsley is of course dependent on the estima-
ted size of Jerusalem’s population. According to Reed, Capernaum’s po-
pulation during the first century was between 600 and 1500 inhabitants. 
Despite the seemingly low figure, Reed claims that the village was re-
garded as one of the larger villages of Galilee.206 The estimations con-
cerning Capernaum or the whole of Galilee’s population are not sol-
ved.207 As Stegemann notes the radical differences in the scholars’ views 
concerning the size of the population of Capernaum are dependent on 
their views of the size of the area occupied by Capernaum and by the as-
sumed number of people living per hectare.208 The greatly differing figu-
res of Capernaum’s population, presented by different scholars, are not 
factual, but rather assumptions backed with more or less solid archaeolo-
gical evidence. Basically the estimations suggested by Reed, Meyers and 
Strange are based on their view of the size of the ancient village and the 
density of its population per hectare.209 

                                                           
 
205 Horsley, 1996, 114. 
206 Reed, 2000, 152. 
207 Davies, Allison, Meyers and Strange argue for a relatively high population of Caper-
naum. According to Davies and Allison Capernaum’s population might rise up to 12 000 
(Davies & Allison, 1988, 378) and according to Meyers and Strange the population of Ca-
pernaum would have been between 12 000 and 15 000 inhabitants (Meyers & Strange, 
1983, 58). 
208 Stegemann, 2011, 2296. Reed, 2000, 149. 
209 Meyers & Strange, 1983, 58, 52. According to Meyers and Strange Capernaum occu-
pied a land area of 300 000 square meters (30 hectares). They estimate that about 400 to 
500 people inhabited 10 000 square meters (one hectare), and thus the size of Capernaum’s 
population rises up to 12 000 – 15 000 inhabitants. Reed on the other hand assumes that 
Capernaum occupied a much smaller land area (100 000 square meters/10 hectares) and he 
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Arguably Capernaum was compartively big among the small vil-
lages of Galilee. The Synoptics describe Capernaum as a village where 
there was a centurion (Matt 8:5–10), a toll-collector (Mark 2:14; see also 
Matt 17:24) and a synagogue (Mark 1:21). The confusing fact is that 
outside the Gospels the village or town is mentioned only once or twice 
(Bell. 3:519–521; Vita 403–404). The OT lacks any mention of it. The 
inhabitants are portrayed as quite observant Jews because, as Mark indi-
rectly suggests, they brought their sick to be healed by Jesus only after 
the Sabbath was over (Mark 1:21, 29, 32–34). Capernaum seems to have 
had some strategic importance because it was the last village on the road 
leading from Antipas’ territory to Philip’s territory and further to Da-
mascus.210 According to Rousseau and Arav this highway ‘Via Maris’ 
passing by Capernaum went from Damascus to Ptolemais and Caesarea 
Maritima.211 Capernaum’s assumed location by the highway could have 
given Jesus the possibility to spread his message wider than to the locals 
in the town. Capernaum also gave Jesus a somewhat safe position. Be-
cause Capernaum was located in the border area, and as it was by the 
seashore and close to the trade route leading across the border, Jesus had 
an easy possibility to flee over to Philip’s territory if Antipas had threa-
tened him too seriously (Luke 9:9; 13:31). It is important to notice that 
Antipas had executed John the Baptist (Mark 6:14–29). The Gospels do 
not mention Jesus criticizing Herod Philip. It might be that Philip, the 
“person of moderation and quietness in the conduct of his life and go-
vernment” (Ant. 18:106–107), offered Jesus safer grounds than the Gali-
lee ruled by his brother Antipas, who had not hesitated to execute a po-
pular prophet. 

Archeological investigations have shown that Capernaum had the 
narrow and irregular streets of a little village. Only one public building 
has been found – if we accept that the fourth century synagogue was 
                                                                                                                     
 
also estimates the number of inhabitants per hectare to be much lower (100–150 persons/ 
hectare). This explains why he insists that only 600–1500 populated Capernaum during the 
first century. Reed explains his low estimation of the number of population density by in-
sisting that the houses of Capernaum were made of mud-packed basalt fieldstones, which 
would not have supported, according to him, second floors. Therefore the village did not 
have multiple-storied houses. See Reed, 2000, 149–152. 
210 Dunn, 2003, 319. 
211 Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 39–40. 
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built on top of a first century synagogue. No theater or gymnasium has 
been unearthed. There is no evidence of special wealth: elite houses, fine 
glass, any marble, mosaics, frescoes, or expensive pottery.212 Based on 
the archaeological excavations, Binder states that Capernaum was “only 
a small village occupying about fifteen acres and consisting primarily of 
private insulae.”213 If the village was this small it would not have had 
space for several public buildings, in addition to the one found. It might 
also be worth noting that Capernaum, as most villages and towns in Ga-
lilee, had no walls.214 The list of walled cities of Israel according to the 
Mishnah (m. Arak. 9:6) does not mention Capernaum. 

The synagogue of Capernaum has raised questions amongst scho-
lars. The synagogue is of importance for our subject because according 
to Luke 7:1–10 it was built by the centurion of Capernaum whose ser-
vant-boy Jesus is reported to have healed. The ruins of the synagogue 
date from the fourth or fifth centuries CE. Recent archaeological excava-
tions, however, supported by the strong textual proof from the Gospels, 
suggest that this synagogue was built on the foundations of an earlier sy-
nagogue from the first century. Sacred buildings such as synagogues 
were often built on earlier holy sites. The synagogue is constructed of 
white limestone and its size is great: 24.5 x 18.7 meters. On the southern 
wall of the synagogue are three entrances which face towards Jerusalem. 
The older layer of the walls was made of basalt stone, and this older wall 
surrounded a floor paved with cobblestones. The argument that the earli-
er building was a private house can be excluded on several grounds. All 
the excavated private houses in Capernaum had walls of unhewn stone, 
and most of the private houses had only beaten-earth floors. None of the 
private houses were as big as the synagogue (24.5 x 18.7 meters).215 Ar-

                                                           
 
212 See Reed, 2000, 156–157. 
213 Binder, 1999, 191. Reed, 2001,124. Reed’s statement on p. 124 gives a picture of the 
modesty of the Galilean villages: “At Capernaum, for example, most walls were made of 
unhewn stones, packed with mud, were covered with thatched roofs, and had beaten earth 
floors.” 
214 Schnabel, 2004, 188. A walled city might have been dangerous for Jesus and his fol-
lowers. Perhaps they would have been trapped within the city walls, as later happened to 
Paul (Acts 9 and 2 Cor 11). 
215 Binder, 1999, 186–189. It must be noted that the size of the building was 24.5 x 18.7 
meters outside the walls, and inside the wall measured 22 x 16.5 meters, p. 192. 
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chitectural forms of the building – as much as can be compared with the 
older building – resemble the main structures of other first century syna-
gogues: Gamla, Masada and Herodium.216 In light of the archaeological 
and textual evidence, we can securely state that the basalt stone walls 
surrounding the stone paved floor, constituted the first century synago-
gue of Capernaum.217 Consequently, the main city of Jesus’ mission was 
rather a sizeable village, which embraced a clearly Jewish ethos. The po-
pulation of Capernaum consisted of Jews. 
 

3.6.2 Bethsaida-Julias 
Herod Philip’s reign was long and successful (4 BCE – 34 CE). It lasted 
for 37 years (Ant. 18:106). In the areas ruled by Philip the majority of 
the population consisted of Gentiles. In the border district, close to Gali-
lee, lived numerous Jews, who as we have argued earlier, felt connected 
to their Jewish motherland by a thousand ties. They spoke the same lan-
guage and dialect as the Galilean Jews.218 They led a similar way of life, 
and the Sea of Galilee was for many of them their source of livelihood. 
Chorazin and Capernaum were on Herod Antipas’ side of the border, 
while Bethsaida was on Herod Philip’s side of the border (Ant. 18:28; 
Bell. 2:168). Theissen points out that the border separating Antipas’ and 
Philip’s areas was political and artificial. Jews lived on both sides of the 
border in these border areas. The vanished borderline was marked by the 
river Jordan. Certainly Jews living on both sides of the border conside-
red themselves united with each other. This argument can be supported 
by the fact that during the Jewish war, 66–73 CE, Jews in both districts 
adopted the same rebellious ethos.219 In the Gospel of John Bethsaida is 

                                                           
 
216 Binder, 1999, 192. 
217 Binder, 1999, 192. If this conclusion is correct, then we are faced with the odd fact that 
the synagogue of Capernaum was the biggest synagogue of the second temple period, or at 
least the biggest that has been found so far. Despite this it is not mentioned in the works of 
Josephus or in the Mishnah. The synagogue of Capernaum is slightly bigger than the syna-
gogue of Gamla. 
218 See Bockmuehl, 2005, 63–64. Galileans were, as Bockmuehl notes, recognizable for 
their careless pronunciation. See b. ʿErub. 53b, Mark 14:70; Matt 26:73. The Galilean 
Jews spoke Aramaic with a Galilean Jewish accent. 
219 Theissen, 1991, 50. Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 20.  
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simply called “Bethsaida in Galilee” (John 12:21).220 Archaeological 
finds suggest that Bethsaida was destroyed probably right before or 
shortly after the fall of Gamla in November 67 CE. Josephus states that 
when the general rebellion against the puppet king Agrippa II started in 
66 CE, the people around and in the city of Bethsaida gave their sympa-
thies to the Jews fighting against Agrippa II, who was supported by the 
Romans (Vita 398–406).221 These notions support the claim of a Jewish 
ethos in Bethsaida. 

Herod Philip developed Bethsaida and renamed it Bethsaida-
Julias either in honor of Augustus’ wife and Tiberius’ mother, Livia-Ju-
lia, or as Josephus states, in honor of Augustus’ daughter Julia (Ant. 
18:28).222 Herod Philip’s renaming and transformation of the village 
(kw,mh) Bethsaida into a Greek polis (po,lij) Bethsaida-Julias occurred in 
30 CE.223 In Mark Bethsaida is called a ‘village’ (kw,mh, Mark. 8:23, 26), 
but in Matthew, Luke and John (Matt 11:20–21, Luke 9:10, John 1:44), 
it is called a city (po,lij).224 The centrality of Bethsaida-Julias is pointed 
out by the fact that Herod Philip was buried in the city in 33 CE.225 

Several houses, city walls and a large public building, which ori-
ginate from the Hellenistic and Roman era, have been discovered in 
Bethsaida. Excavators have also found implements for agriculture and 
fishing. This is not surprising due to the city’s location. Due to the fact 
that Bethsaida is in the border area and in the territory of Philip, the 

                                                           
 
220 See Bockmuehl, 2005, 62–63. Bockmuehl clarifies the ways in which scholars have ex-
plained the fact that John 12:21 calls Bethsaida a Galilean town. Bockmuehl states that 
“most scholars now recognize, however, that Jewish settlements in the Jordan valley and 
around what is known in the Gospels as the Sea of Galilee were sometimes described as 
part of Galilee. Both Josephus and Luke refer to Judas of Gamla as a Galilean, and the 
geographer Ptolemy also viewed Julias as belonging to Galilee.” The citation is from p. 63. 
See Acts 5:37; Ant. 18:4, 23; 20:102; Bell. 2:118, 433. Josephus occasionally gives an am-
biguous description of the location of Bethsaida: Bell. 3:57, 515; Ant. 18:28; Vita 403, 406.  
221 Chancey, 2002, 106–107. Theissen, 1991, 50. Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 20, 100. 
222 Chancey, 2002, 106. See the discussion in Chancey’s note 239.  
223 Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 20.  
224 We can speculate that Mark called Bethsaida a village because Jesus was active in 
Bethsaida before its elevation to a city. This would presuppose a very early source for 
Mark, deriving from the 30s. Matthew and Luke, which are usually dated to the 80s and 
90s, use the term city, because that was Bethsaida’s title from the 30s. See Rousseau & 
Arav, 1995, 67–68. Chancey, 2002, 106. 
225 Stern, 1975, 135–136. Chancey, 2002, 106. See Ant. 18:108. 
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question emerges as to whether the population of Bethsaida consisted of 
Jews or Gentiles or of an ethnically mixed population. This question is 
important for our concern and scholars are not unanimous in answering 
it. Chancey states that “for the most part” the archaeological remains 
cannot, in the case of Bethsaida, reveal whether its first century inhabi-
tants were Jewish or Gentile.226 Quite recently Savage, who works as an 
assistant director of the excavations at Bethsaida, concluded firmly that 
the population of the first century Bethsaida consisted of Jews. He also 
states that if some Gentiles or pagans lived in the town, they have remai-
ned invisible in the archaeological stratum. On the base of archaeologi-
cal remains Savage claims that “the portrait from Bethsaida indicates 
that there was no eclectic mix of Greek and Jew, pagan and monotheist 
in this part of the Galilee in the first century CE.”227 Savage supports 
this claim by noting that five types of archaeological objects have been 
found from first century Bethsaida which indicate that the city had a Je-
wish population: Hasmonean coins, stone vessels, Galilean Coarse 
Ware, Kefar Hannanian ware and a possible secret highway. It is true 
that the city most probably lacked a synagogue, miqvaot and ossuaries, 
which are also clear markers of Jewish presence. Nonetheless, the five 
objects certify the claim of a Jewish Bethsaida in the first century.228 

According to Mishnah Abodah Zarah 3:7 the people of Sidon/ 
Saidan (Bethsaida is called Saidan in the Mishnah) worshipped a tree 
over a pile of stones. Under the stone pile lay idols. This strange refe-
rence in the Mishnah is interesting when compared with the claims of 
Rami Arav. The excavator Rami Arav has argued that the archaeological 
evidence suggests that Bethsaida had a first-century CE temple of the 
imperial cult. He supports this argument by insisting that the large pub-
lic building follows the architectural lay-out of a Roman temple with a 

                                                           
 
226 Chancey, 2002, 108. In contrast with Arav (Arav, 2006, 161) who proposes that during 
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pronaos, a naos and an opisthodomus, i.e. back room. The size of the 
building is not huge, only 20 x 6 meters. Outside this public building an 
incense shovel and a clay figure of a female with red curled hair has 
been found. It is however important to note, as Savage emphasizes, that 
these items, interpreted as cultic, were not in the building but on its west 
and southeast sides.229 Arav identifies the female-figurine as Livia-Julia, 
who was the wife of Emperor Augustus. In addition to her royal status 
she also had a clear religious status as the first priestess in the Emperor 
cult dedicated to Augustus in Rome. Livia-Julia was also identified as 
the mother of god and as the goddess Roma.230 Three other figurines 
have also been found.231 

Chancey criticizes Arav’s conclusions by noting that the building 
is not to be seen as a typical Roman temple, but rather simply as a rec-
tangular public building. Chancey does not find evidence which would 
confirm that the female figurine is Livia-Julia, nor that it is used in cultic 
practices in the suggested Roman temple. Chancey claims that the only 
thing that the figurine can prove is that the inhabitants of Bethsaida felt 
free to have such a figure even when prohibited by the Jewish tradition. 
Chancey refers to Josephus who often reported cultic Roman temples 
located outside the Jewish Galilee, in centers such as Banias and Caesa-
rea Philippi. Josephus does not give any hint that Herod the Great or 
Herod Philip had erected a pagan temple or statue in the city of Beth-
saida. Of course it is to be noted that the archaeological excavations sug-
gest that this public building was constructed in the second century BCE 
and not during the time of Herod the Great or Philip.232 Nevertheless the 
silence of Josephus is indeed an important evidence for the absence of a 
Roman temple in first century Bethsaida. We may also note that Jose-
phus does not mention that the Jews would have destroyed the building 
or that they would have been upset about it in the wake of the Jewish 
war. According to Josephus the revolting Jews were severely annoyed 
and provoked to violence due to the Greek-styled animal paintings on 
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the walls of the royal palace of Tiberias. The palace was set on fire by 
certain Galileans who were led by the rebel leader Jesus the son of 
Sapphias (Vita 65–67). Moreover from Bethsaida, and more importantly, 
from the rectangular public building of Bethsaida, there has not been 
found an altar, no clearly identified cultic objects and no dedicatory in-
scriptions. All this suggest that the presence of the temple in Bethsaida 
prior to 70 CE is still not convincing.233 If Savage’s timing for the con-
struction of the building is correct – i.e. second century BCE – then it 
most probably cannot have been built to serve as a temple of the impe-
rial cult or as a proto-synagogue. Thus Savage suggests that the building 
might originally have been built during the era of Seleudic control in 
order to serve as some kind of a temple of fertility.234 There is the likeli-
hood that this temple was later transformed into the service of some 
ends other than paganism. Perhaps it was used as a synagogue although 
certainty in this question cannot be achieved for the moment.235 

However, if Arav is right in his claim that there was a Roman 
temple in Bethsaida during the first century, and probably in function 
during the time of Jesus, then we are facing something of a sensation. 
The significant conclusion would be that Jesus would have driven his 
mission in a town which had a Roman temple dedicated to the Emperor 
cult. This in itself would strongly indicate that the city was inhabited at 
least partially by Gentiles. Bethsaida’s importance is attested in the Gos-
pels. It is the city most frequently mentioned in the Gospels in connec-
tion to Jesus’ activity after Jerusalem and Capernaum.236 Arav concludes 
by claiming that it is “correct to assume that Jesus’ address to the Gen-
tiles was made in the front of the temple of the Roman emperor and per-
haps oriented towards it.” At the same time on the basis of his archaeo-
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logical excavation results, Arav claims that during the time of Jesus 
Bethsaida was Hellenized only by a low degree, if at all, and that this 
possible Hellenization was imposed on the city from outside, from the 
small Roman temple.237 Thus Arav claims that Bethsaida was populated 
by Jews from 80s BCE on, and that the city’s population remained Je-
wish for several centuries.238 In light of the arguments of Arav it is a sur-
prising fact that the Gospels do not recall any healings or any mention of 
the Gentiles in the city of Bethsaida. It is also worth noting that the Gos-
pels do not mention that Jesus would have condemned the worship of 
pagan gods and idols. The absence of such judgments against pagan reli-
gions suggests that in Galilee and Judea Jesus was not faced with paga-
nism. However, it is clear that at least in Caesarea Philippi/Banias paga-
nism, idolatry and foreign religions were quite evidently present. 

We can conclude that Bethsaida was a lively Jewish city at the 
time of Jesus. I am not convinced that there was a Roman temple in the 
city during the first century, at least not during the late 20s which are 
especially important regarding the study of Jesus. The public building, 
whatever its original function might have been, was most probably used 
for some communal purpose during the time of Jesus. 
 

3.6.3 Chorazin 
Chorazin is not mentioned in any text prior to the NT. In the rabbinic 
texts it occurs from the third to fourth centuries as among the “medium-
size towns” of Palestine, t. Makkot 3:8. The archaeological site localized 
as the ancient Chorazin does not have any remains from Jesus’ time. The 
discovered basalt synagogue, miqvaot, houses and buildings are from 
the third and fourth centuries. The town is mentioned in Matt 11:20–22 
and Luke 10:13–14 in a summarizing manner, although no specific story 
of a visit of Jesus to Chorazin has been preserved to us in the Gospels. 
The Chorazin of Jesus’ time has, most probably, been quite similar to 
the village which originates from the third and fourth centuries. This is 
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due to the fact that building techniques and materials remained the 
same.239 

In sum, if we accept the notion that Jesus’ mission was centered 
on the northern corner of the Sea of Galilee as Matt 11:20–24/Luke 
10:13–15 indicate, then we can attest that Jesus’ mission was practiced 
mainly in the rural Jewish villages and towns. The three explicitly men-
tioned villages of Capernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida were all popu-
lated mainly by Jews. With the exception of Bethsaida these villages did 
not have previous “biblical history” and moreover, again with the excep-
tion of Bethsaida, the archaeological findings from the pre-70 period for 
these villages were considerably scarce and poor.240 The fact that the 
northern corner of the Sea of Galilee was on the border between the dis-
tricts of Antipas and Philip, might have been important for Jesus. We 
may assume that the border played some role in Jesus’ security. 
 

3.6.4 Nazareth 
Scholars seldom find any reason to suspect that Nazareth had been 
Jesus’ hometown prior to his public ministry. Nazareth is not mentioned 
in the OT, the works of Josephus or in the rabbinic writings. This sug-
gests that the village must have been relatively small. During Jesus’ 
public ministry he is often called “Jesus of Nazareth” (Mark 1:24; 10:47; 
Luke 4:34). With certainty we can state that Nazareth was a small Je-
wish village. It is also important to notice that Nazareth was located only 
four kilometers from Sepphoris, the Herodian administrative center of 
Galilee. 

The relationship between Nazareth and Sepphoris is complicated. 
Nazareth’s nearness to Sepphoris makes it peculiar that Nazareth is not 
mentioned outside the NT. As a neighbouring village to the administra-
tive and political capital of Lower Galilee, we would expect to find 
some references to it. The reason for this silence is, however, partly un-
derstandable due to the fact that Nazareth was overshadowed by a more 
significant village called Japha, which was also located in the vicinity of 
Sepphoris. Josephus calls Japha “the greatest village (kw,mh) of all Gali-
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lee”, Vita 230. Japha was located by one of the main roads of the area. 
Even though Nazareth was close to Sepphoris, it was off the road and it 
was small compared to Japha. It is, however, obvious that in Nazareth, 
Japha, as well as in all the other nearby villages, Sepphoris’ administra-
tive power was clearly felt.241 Crossan, among others, has strongly em-
phasized that Jesus as a villager from Nazareth was in contact with 
urban and Hellenistic culture due to the nearness of Sepphoris. Accor-
ding to Crossan Jesus did not live in rural isolation, but in a rather urban 
environment.242 

Sepphoris had a tragic near history, which without doubt also af-
fected the population of its surrounding villages including Nazareth and 
Japha. Antipas had rebuilt Sepphoris in the 20s and it became his admi-
nistrative capital and the city of his residence.243 In 4 BCE, in the midst 
of the political disorder which followed the death of Herod the Great 
(Bell. 2:55–63), Sepphoris faced a terrible attack. Right after Herod’s 
death, Judas son of Hezekiah, started a popular insurrection in Galilee. 
At the same time Simeon, a former slave of the king, started an insurrec-
tion in Perea (Bell. 2.57). With an army of “desperate men” Judas son of 
Hezekiah attacked the royal fortress of Sepphoris (Ant. 17:271–72; Bell. 
2:56). This incident forced the Romans to take powerful action. Quincti-
lius Varus, proconsul of Syria, led the Roman troops from Syria to Gali-
lee and Sepphoris. Josephus writes (Bell. 2:68) that Varus came to Gali-
lee from Syria and “took the city of Sepphoris, and burnt it, and made 
slaves of its inhabitants.” After this Varus also burned Emmaus, which 
was a nearby village (Bell. 2:71). The burning of other close-by villages, 
such as Nazareth and Japha, is not mentioned. 

It is of course impossible to determine what kind of an impact 
this tragedy of Sepphoris had on Jesus and on his attitudes towards the 
Gentiles and more precisely towards the Romans. Undoubtedly Jesus 
must have been affected in some way. Quite certainly in some cases the 
burning of Sepphoris in 4 BCE resulted in deep fear and hatred against 
the Romans in particular and against Gentiles in general. Without doubt 
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this tragic event caused certain Jews to abandon their nationalistic 
dreams and ethos and thus they became more lenient towards the Ro-
mans and the Gentiles. Consequently, during the Jewish war, which be-
gan in 66, Sepphoris is noted to have been a peace-loving city, which 
did not join the revolt against Rome. The aftermath of the tragic events 
of 4 BCE must have left a deep trauma on the Jewish population near 
Sepphoris and the whole of Galilee.244 The Roman strike to Sepphoris in 
4 BCE had supposedly a long-lasting effect on the city and its surroun-
dings. All talk about a Jewish king or messiah, and about a revolt against 
Rome, would have raised suspicions in Antipas’ strongholds in Seppho-
ris as well as in Tiberias. 
 

3.7 Galilee, Herod the Great and Herod Antipas 
3.7.1 Herod the Great and his building projects 
Herod the Great was famous for his building projects. According to Jo-
sephus he did not leave any part of his kingdom without some kind of a 
temple or monument being erected in honor of the Emperor (Bell. 
1:407–408). Josephus, however, seems self-contradictory because he 
states elsewhere that Herod the Great did not build pagan temples or Im-
perial monuments in Judea (Ant. 15:329). Josephus informs us that in 
Samaria/Sebaste Herod the Great built a temple to Augustus and other 
gods (Ant. 15:296–298). Herod the Great also provided Caesarea Mariti-
ma with a beautiful temple and statue for the Emperor. The city had also 
a statue dedicated to Rome (Bell. 1:414).245 It is revealing that at the 
time of Herod the Great and Herod Antipas, such monumental pagan 
temples and monuments did not exist in Galilee or Judea, that is, in the 
areas where the majority of the residents were Jewish.246 Josephus’ 
broad statement about Herod building Imperial monuments and pagan 
temples all over of his kingdom is misleading (Bell. 1:407). It is more 
likely, and in line with Josephus’ other information and the archaeologi-
cal data, that Herod the Great built such buildings around Judea and Ga-
lilee, i.e. outside the area of Jewish residence. 
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Josephus (Bell. 2:266–268) mentions a revolt in 66 CE, imme-
diately prior to the Jewish war. Jews from Caesarea Maritima rose up 
against the local Syrians and wanted to reclaim their priority to the city. 
They insisted that the city belonged to the Jews because it was built by a 
Jew – Herod the Great. The Syrians admitted that the city was built by a 
Jew but insisted that it was built as a Greek city – as otherwise Herod 
would not have built statues and temples within the city. In this passage 
(Bell. 2:266-268) the statues and temples are seen as identification mar-
kers of a Greek city and as proof for the claim that the city was not Je-
wish. In accordance with the Syrians’ argumentation – as represented by 
Josephus – a Jewish city would not have pagan statues and temples. 

It is occasionally difficult to estimate which buildings or institu-
tions are regarded as offensive for Judaism. Josephus writes that the He-
rodian Jerusalem had a theater, amphitheater and hippodrome (Ant. 
15:267–279). According to Josephus these Greco-Roman entertainment 
institutions offended at least some Jews (Ant. 15:267–279). In Ant. 
15:328–330 Josephus states that even though Herod the Great built 
pagan temples and buildings with forbidden images, he did not erect 
them on clearly Jewish soil. The entertainment institutions are Hellenis-
tic but not pagan. Archaeological investigations are clear on the fact that 
no remains of pagan temples from Galilee or Judea prior to 70 CE have 
been found. Despite this, Greco-Roman entertainment institutions have 
been found elsewhere than in Jerusalem. Tarichaeae had a hippodrome 
before 70 CE (Bell. 2:599, Vita 132). Tiberias had a stadium (Vita 92) 
and a royal palace with animal decorations and Greek-style furniture 
(Vita 65, 68). It is also possible, as many scholars maintain, that the the-
ater of Sepphoris was built before 70 CE. This theater could seat about 
4500–5000 spectators.247 Josephus does not mention the theater, which 
of course supports the conclusion that the theater was built only after 70 
CE. 

The building projects of Herod the Great and Herod Antipas were 
certainly expensive, and therefore they cast a heavy economic burden on 
the Jews. As well as the economic burden we must keep in mind that the 
pagan temples, imperial buildings and monuments were also against the 
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Jewish customs, which forbid Jews to “pay any honor to images, or re-
presentations of animals, after the manner of the Greeks” (Ant. 15:329). 
According to Ant. 15:328–330 Herod the Great erected these buildings 
“in order to please Caesar and the Romans”, though he did not build 
them “in Judea”, for that “would not have been tolerated” by the Jews. 
Herod the Great built these disputable monuments in “the country, out-
side of our bounds, and in the cities thereof” (Ant. 15:329). These pagan 
and Roman buildings were laid in Gentile-dominated cities both within 
and outside of Herod’s borders: Tripolis, Ptolemais, Damascus (Bell. 
1:422), Jericho (Bell. 1:659, 666; Ant. 17:175), Caesarea Maritima (Bell. 
1:414), Samaria/Sebaste (Bell. 1:403) and Caesarea Philippi/Banias 
(Bell. 1:404–405).248 What is again notable is the fact that such buildings 
were built in Samaria/Sebaste, but not on Galilean soil. The reason for 
this is that Herod the Great regarded that the clear majority of Galileans 
were Jewish. Stern is quite right in his conclusion: 

 
“Herod (the Great) is to be regarded as one of the most 
enthusiastic propagators of the imperial cult in his time, 
notwithstanding his care not to practice it in areas with a clear 
Jewish majority.”249 
 

In sum, Herod the Great is remembered as an exceptional buil-
der-king. He excelled all “Jewish kings” in building cities during the se-
cond temple period. He built the cities of Caesarea Maritima and Sebas-
te, but his most famous building project is the rebuilding of the temple 
in Jerusalem. Due to it Jerusalem became one of the finest capitals in the 
entire East.250 According to Ant. 15:383–387 Herod the Great construc-
ted buildings not only in his own kingdom, but also in places outside his 
own territory. He was a benefactor for projects in Asia Minor, the isles 
of the eastern Mediterranean, Greece and the coastal cities of Pales-
tine.251 In light of these buildings and constructions it looks odd that, ac-
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cording to our sources, he scarcely built anything in Galilee.252 Because 
of his numerous building projects, which were almost entirely outside of 
Jewish Galilee, the reign of Herod the Great was economically difficult 
for the inhabitants of Palestine.253 Many of the economically poor Gali-
leans would presumably have agreed with the bitter aftermath of 
Herod’s rule as stated in Bell. 2:85–86: 

 
“he (Herod the Great) had -- done much harm to the cities of his 
own country while he adorned those who belonged to foreigners; 
and he shed the blood of Jews in order to do kindnesses to those 
people that were out of their bounds.” 

 

3.7.2 The Hellenization of Herod Antipas 
Antipas’ reign (4 BCE – 39 CE) in Galilee and Peraea can be labeled a 
success. Antipas managed to bring peace to the nation. During his reign 
Galilee remained outside of all external military conflicts. History does 
not reveal any serious tension between Antipas and his subjects. He was 
no cause for revolt, as Jensen argues.254 No other Jewish ruler managed 
to stay in office as a national leader as long as Antipas during the second 
temple period. He is remembered as a great builder, who built Tiberias 
as the capital of Galilee (Ant. 18:36–38; Bell. 2:168; Vita 64–69). He re-
stored Sepphoris and Betharamatha (Ant. 18:27). Tiberias was named in 
honour of emperor Tiberias, with whom Antipas had friendly relations. 
Antipas was highly sensitive towards the Jews. He did not mint any 
coins with images which were forbidden for the Jews, as his brother 
Herod Philip did. Nor did Antipas build any pagan temples or statues of 
the emperor, as his father Herod the Great had done.255 In these respects 
Antipas differed from his father Herod the Great and from his brother 
Herod Philip. Chancey states that compared to the typical coins and con-
structions of the time, the absence of images on coins, and the absence 
of temples to different deities and the emperor, was striking.256 In this 
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sense Galilee differed from the neighbouring areas and cultures. Both 
Josephus and Luke attest that Antipas attended the temple of Jerusalem 
during the great feasts (Ant. 18:122–123; Luke 23:7). It seems that Anti-
pas was a loyal friend of Rome, and at the same time he made efforts to 
act in a Jewish manner in order not to irritate the Galilean population. 
Douglas Edwards sums up correctly the essence of the Roman way of 
ruling in Galilee: 
 

“In the first century, Roman presence and power is mediated 
through certain members of the Herodian line who were 
sensitive to Jewish concerns and not overtly Roman in practice 
(notably Herod Antipas and Herod Agrippa II).”257 

 

Herod the Great built scarcely anything in Galilee.258 Regarding 
Galilee Antipas had a different policy. In Galilee he rebuilt and establi-
shed Tiberias, Sepphoris and Betharamatha. The establishment of Tibe-
rias and Sepphoris can be counted as Antipas’ most important political 
decision and achievement.259 Antipas made Sepphoris the “Autokrato-
ris” (Auvtokratori,da) of Galilee in honour of Augustus (Ant. 18:27). The 
name “Autokratoris” suggests that Sepphoris functioned as an autono-
mic polis within Galilee. Josephus calls the city the “ornament of Gali-
lee,” (Bell. 2:56; Ant. 17:171; 18:28). The establishment of these cities 
signalled a change in policy. Although Herod the Great, who is to be re-
garded the greatest builder of the second temple period, is not reported 
as having driven any major building project in Galilee, his son Antipas 
changed the policy by starting several building projects in this area.260 
Over only two decades Antipas built two major cities in Galilee. This 
signaled a clear, and for many Galileans a shocking message of Romani-
zation. Despite this message these new Herodian centers had a clearly 
Hellenistic and Jewish identity and ethos. 
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3.7.3 Herod, the Herodians and Jesus 
How did Antipas and his supporters relate to Jesus? There are no refe-
rences to the Herodians, except for the three references in Mark 3:6 and 
Mark 12:13/Matt 22:16, in the discovered texts prior to the first century 
and during the first century.261 The question whether these passages are 
historically valid and whether they reflect actual occasions, when Jesus 
met with Herodians, is not our main concern.262 Our primary interest is 
to understand who the Herodians were, and then, what their relation was 
with Jesus. The Gospels do not give us any clear information about the 
Herodians. The term ‘Herodian’ (~Hrw|dianoi,) refers, most probably, to 
the political supporters of the Herodian dynasty.263 It is not clear, how-
ever, whether this name Herodian refers to a specific ruler of the Hero-
dian dynasty, thus the term Herodian can be seen as referring to Herod 
the Great (Bell. 1:319), Antipas, or to his successors Agrippa I or/and 
Agrippa II (m. Sotah 7:8).264 I follow Meier in his conclusion that the 
Herodians in Mark 3:6 and 12:13/Matt 22:16 are related to the followers 
of Antipas, i.e. to the supporters of his reign. But I am not convinced 
that the Herodians were a political party formed around Antipas. It is 
more plausible to argue that the Herodians supported the Herodian dy-
nasty, and had trust in its capability to rule Judea and Galilee – the Je-
wish nation – because of its friendly relations with the Emperor and the 
Romans.265 Both Herod the Great (Ant. 14:385) and Herod Antipas (Ant. 
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18:36) were friends of the Emperor. Certainly the Herodians would have 
had connections with Gentiles. It is worth noticing that Jesus is not ex-
plicitly told of helping or dining in company of the Herodians. There are 
no traditions indicating that Jesus would have shared a meal and taught 
about the kingdom of God around a table-fellowship of Herodians. Du-
ring the time of Jesus’ mission, this more or less organized group, the 
Herodians, consisted of Antipas’ servants, slaves, officers, and in ge-
neral, all of his supporters. 

The Gospels are silent in telling of Jesus or his disciples seeing or 
saying anything positive in the Herodians, on the contrary, if Mark 8:15 
recalls a historical saying, Jesus warned his disciples of the yeast of 
Herod (zu,mhj ~Hrw,|dou). The Synoptics mention that Antipas paid atten-
tion to Jesus’ ministry (Mark 6:14, 16). This is understandable and plau-
sible, because earlier Antipas had executed John the Baptist (Ant. 
18:116–118; Mark 6:14–29). In Ant. 18:118 Josephus explicitly men-
tions that John the Baptist’s great influence had bothered Antipas to the 
extent that he had executed him. This is not surprising, since as a Roman 
client ruler Antipas had to intervene in the Baptist’s influential activity. 
His options were few, and therefore the preemptive execution is not to 
be seen as an unexpected outcome of the Baptist’s activity.266 

The assumed enmity of Antipas and the Herodians towards Jesus, 
who was basically regarded as another influential and popular Jewish 
gestalt, can be based on the warnings Antipas posed against Jesus (Luke 
13:31–33; Mark 8:15), and on the Jesus’ withdrawals into designated 
areas beyond Antipas’ borders (Mark 6:30–32; 45; 7:24).267 Richardson 
has made some interesting remarks concerning Jesus’ withdrawals from 
Antipas’ territory. According to John several of Jesus’ disciples came 
from Bethsaida (John 1:43–44), which belonged to the territory of 
Philip. To be more specific, Bethsaida belonged to the areas of Gaulani-
tis, which had a much higher Jewish population than Philip’s other areas 
in general. Richardson raises three points to support the claim that Jesus 
had – for some reason – quite a solid footing in the Jewish Gaulanitis of 
Philip. First, Jesus withdraws to “the other side” – eivj to. pe,ran – (i.e. 
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Philip’s side) on several occasions in order to heal, exorcise and to pray, 
or as we may argue, to escape Antipas’ threat (Mark 4:35; 5:1; 6:45–46; 
8:22). Secondly, both Matthew and Mark recall Peter’s messianic con-
fession of Jesus to have taken place in Caesarea Philippi/Banias, which 
was far from Bethsaida, but clearly in Philip’s territory. Thirdly, the 
‘woes’ against the Galilean villages of Capernaum and Chorazin pose a 
threat of judgment over Antipas’ Galilee. Richardson states the follo-
wing: 

 
“his [Jesus’] withdrawals and even the awkward itinerary of 
Mark 7:24-9:50 seem to have had a political motivation. When 
Jesus wanted to be away from Antipas, Philip’s territory was the 
preferred place.”268 
 

Why would Jesus have spent so much of his time in Philip’s terri-
tory? Richardson argues that the ‘withdrawals’ to Philip’s territory are 
not to be seen as extensions of the Galilean ministry but as a hiatus to 
his Galilean mission. The Gospel narratives can be interpreted as assu-
ring this conclusion. The reason for the ‘withdrawals’ can be linked with 
the political reality of Galilee and with Jesus’ personal safety due to 
Antipas threat, whether it be indirect or direct.269 These remarks, 
understood within the historical context of Galilee, could offer plausible 
reasons as to why Jesus would not have visited Antipas’ main 
strongholds: Tiberias and Sepphoris. These cities were the Herodian 
centers of Galilee. 

Would Antipas, as a relatively peaceful ruler, have endangered 
Jesus? Some scholars argue that Antipas really held Jesus as his enemy. 
Others argue that this is not the case.270 There are solid grounds to state 
that Antipas must have been quite perplexed by Jesus and his fame in 
Galilee. Meier is correct in stating that the Antipas’ unhealthy interest in 
Jesus as stated by Mark and Luke (Mark 6:14–16; Luke 9:7–9; 13:31–
32; 23:6–12) may bear a historical echo. Meier goes on to suggest that 

                                                           
 
268 Richardson, 1996, 303–304.  
269 Richardson, 1996, 304–305. 
270 Jensen, 2007, 17. Jensen clarifies the scholars’ basic arguments for their views concer-
ning Antipas’ attitudes towards Jesus. 
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Antipas might have used servants and allies to spy on and to discredit 
Jesus publicly.271 A great fame would have been dangerous for Jesus. A 
charismatic person connected with prophetic and messianic expectations 
and exciting multitudes with his message of the kingdom of God, would 
at least have perplexed the local ruler, who aimed at maintaining peace 
and security in his territory, and who dreamt of being acclaimed as a 
king by the Emperor of Rome (Bell. 2:20). 

What kind of ruler was Antipas? Josephus is surely suspected of 
giving an intentionally negative portrait of his rule. But it is to be noted 
that Antipas is not blamed for such cruelties and murders as is his father 
Herod the Great (Bell. 1:492; 659–660; 2:86; Ant. 16:150–153; T. Mos. 
6:2–7). Unlike his brother Archelaus, who was accused of similar cruel-
ties as Herod the Great (Bell. 2:8–13), Antipas himself is left innocent of 
such crimes. Jensen concludes his definition of Antipas by stating that 
he was an “unremarkable ruler in deeds as well as in misdeeds, credits 
as well as discredits.”272 Of course, as Antipas rebuilt Sepphoris and 
founded Tiberias, he can be regarded as a reformer, a ruler of some no-
table achievements. Despite these achievements Jensen is correct in clai-
ming that Antipas can hardly be seen as a motivator or as an explaining 
factor for Jesus’ mission.273 He did not create a society where the ten-
sion between the poor and the rich became too high. On the base of the 
archaeological surveys Aviam has recently stated that it cannot be credi-
bly claimed that during the first half of the first century the population of 
the Galilean cities was rich while the villagers were poor and suppressed 
by the rich.274 There are clear signs that the Galilean villagers did not 

                                                           
 
271 Meier, 2001, 564–565. “Thy spy systems were quite common in the 1st-century Roman 
empire.” Herod the Great is told of having spies everywhere: Bell. 1:492–493. 
272 Jensen, 2007, 16, 27, 29, 32. The citation is from p. 32. 
273 Jensen, 2007, 32. 
274 See Aviam, 2011, 29–37. On p. 35–36 Aviam describes the survey of the dozens of hu-
man bones found in the archaeological excavation at Jotapata (Yodefat). It became clear 
that the bones had belonged to the Jews who had been killed in the Jewish war, when the 
Romans defeated Jotapata in 67. According to Aviam they unearthed the bone-remains of 
“more than 2500 human beings”. “Among the victims were citizens of the town and refu-
gees from nearby villages”, p. 35–36. On p. 36 he states that the bones represent the popu-
lation of a wider area in Lower Western Galilee, and interestingly, the surveys on these bo-
nes suggested that the bones had belonged to wealthy humans. There were no signs that 
the people had suffered from any sicknesses or starvation. 
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live in poverty, but that their economic status and standard of living was 
close to middle class.275 As an exemplary case we may state that fine 
houses decorated with frescoes and stucco have been unearthed from the 
so-called “wealthy quarter” of Gamla. Although the houses in Jotapata 
(Yodefat) were not as stylish as the houses of the wealthy in Gamla, Jo-
tapata too had houses with signs of wealth, such as an unusually high 
frescoed wall and stucco.276 These aspects suggest that the economic si-
tuation of Galilee would not have caused revolts during the reign of An-
tipas. 

In conclusion, Antipas was a relatively peaceful client ruler of 
Rome. During his reign the country was economically stable and peace 
prevailed. Nonetheless, as the execution of John the Baptist suggests, 
Antipas did not grant Jesus security. In this sense, the threat of Antipas 
can be used as a reason for Jesus’ possible avoidance of Tiberias and 
Sepphoris, and for his occasional ‘withdrawals’ into Philip’s territory. 
However, the ‘fear-factor’ is all but certain and it is grounded on several 
assumptions and few facts. I am inclined to maintain that Jesus as a 
prophetic figure of Israel’s eschatological restauration would have stood 
in opposition to the pro-Roman ethos of Antipas’ Galilean strongholds, 
which were marked with a pro-Roman ethos. 
 

3.7.4 Tiberias: A foreign body within Galilee? 
Antipas founded Tiberias in 18 or 19 CE. The establishment of Tiberias 
and Sepphoris are to be regarded as his most important political achieve-
ments. Tiberias quickly became one of the greatest cities of Palestine. 
Antipas named the new city for the emperor Tiberias (14–37 CE). The 
new city replaced Sepphoris as Galilee’s capital, and it became the city 
of Antipas’ new residence. Tiberias, with its administrative machinery, 

                                                           
 
275 Aviam, 2011, 29–37. Josephus claims that there was a Galilean border village called 
Chabulon/Kabul, which had houses with the beauty and style comparable to the houses in 
Tyre, Sidon and Berytus, Bell. 2:504. See also Vita 246, which approves that there were 
rich houses in the villages of Galilee. Aviam bases his argument mainly on the archaeolo-
gical evidence unearthed from Yodefat and Gamla. On p. 30 he states that “the archaeolo-
gical excavations at both first century towns of Yodefat and Gamla, show that most of 
their inhabitants lived their lives between levels of prosperity and simplicity, but not po-
verty.” 
276 Aviam, 2011, 30–31. 
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resembled a Hellenistic polis. As such an urban city or polis, Tiberias 
was exceptional because the majority of its inhabitants were Jewish.277 
Josephus mentions the Greeks in Tiberias only in the context of their 
massacred by the Jews during the Revolt (Vita 65–67). This suggests 
that the Greeks had a minority position in the city.278 Tiberias was not 
uncontroversial. The city was founded on unclean ground, on a grave-
yard. Josephus states that living in Tiberias required transgressing the 
Torah (Ant. 18:38).279 Many sepulchres were taken away from the city. 
Josephus also mentions that Antipas populated the new city with 
strangers, poor people whom he had “collected from all parts” (tou.j 

pantaco,qen evpisunagome,nouj a;ndraj avpo,rouj) of the land and many Ga-
lileans (Ant. 18:35–38). 

John Rousseau and Rami Arav consider that “in order to populate 
the city Antipas recruited soldiers, non-Jews, freed slaves, landless 
people, the poor, and Jews who did not care about purity issues” to re-
side there. Rousseau and Arav further state that Tiberias was a “pagan 
city.”280 Rousseau and Arav interpret Ant. 18:35–38 too broadly and in-
correctly and thus they come to the conclusion that Tiberias was a pagan 
city. Apparently Tiberias had a Gentile minority (Vita 65–67) and some 
of the newcomers and strangers “collected from all parts” were Gentiles 
(Ant. 18:37). The fact that Josephus claims that Antipas had to “buy” 
newcomers from everywhere by offering to them free houses and land, 
suggests that the newcomers did not accept Antipas’ offer without reser-
vations – this implies that many of the newcomers were indeed Jews. Jo-
sephus’ text itself indicates that Antipas knew that the newcomers would 
have to break the ancestral laws in order to move into the city. If Antipas 
had collected Gentiles he would not have had to make such offerings. 
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278 Chancey, 2002, 94, 119. 
279 Josephus writes in Ant. 18:38 that Antipas became the benefactor of those who moved 
to this new-built city. Antipas built the newcomers very good houses at his own expense 
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280 Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 317–318. 
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Presumably Jewish conservatives avoided Tiberias, in a way or another, 
because it was built on a necropolis (Ant. 18:35–38).281 Thus Theissen 
assumes that Tiberias “remained a foreign body within Galilee.”282 
 

3.7.5 The influence of Sepphoris and Tiberias on Galilee 
The assumed Hellenistic culture of Galilee is often based on the argu-
ment that Sepphoris and Tiberias overshadowed the whole area with 
their Hellenistic influence. For instance Crossan has proposed that Gali-
lee was not as rural as has often been thought, but on the contrary the 
area was greatly influenced by the cosmopolitan and Hellenistic culture 
of its two leading cities, Sepphoris and Tiberias.283 It is, however, diffi-
cult to prove that these two Herodian administrative cities actually defi-
ned the cultural atmosphere of the surrounding Galilean villages. Cer-
tainly these administrative cities offered their political-economic struc-
ture to the Galilean villages. The reaction to this was not cultural assimi-
lation and influence, but rather resistance among the ordinary Gali-
leans.284 I maintain with Freyne that if any urban center dominated the 
culture of Galilean villages it was Jerusalem – not Tiberias and Seppho-
ris. The Gospels implicitly confirm this picture by stating that the Phari-
sees and scribes came from Jerusalem to oversee Jesus’ activity among 
the villagers (Mark 3:22; 7:1).285 

The tax collectors are regarded as sinners and outsiders. They re-
present the “influence of the city.”286 This standpoint is strengthened 
when we evaluate many of Jesus’ teachings and parables in which he 
takes a quite suspicious attitude towards ‘urban’ institutions as courts, 
councils, governors, and kings (e.g., Matt 5:25–26; Luke 12:57–59; Matt 
10:17–19).287 It is important to emphasize that Sepphoris and Tiberias 
were not major Hellenistic cities comparable with Caesarea Maritima 
and Scythopolis. On the contrary these Herodian cities were minor pro-
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vincial centers.288 Moreover, Josephus informs us that the population of 
Tiberias and Tarichaea observed the Sabbath (Vita 157-162, 275). It is 
crucial to understand that Gentile influences did not primarily come 
from the Galilean centers of Tiberias and Sepphoris, but from the sur-
rounding border areas of Galilee. Galilee was surrounded and ringed 
with foreign people and influences. 

Josephus names Tiberias, Sepphoris and Gabara as the three 
greatest cities of Galilee (Vita 123). It is interesting that he seems to dis-
tinguish the Galileans from the inhabitants of these three major cities. 
Therefore according to Freyne, Josephus portrays the average Galileans 
as townspeople and rural villagers in contrast to the urban inhabitants of 
the Galilean cities.289 Freyne states that the ‘Galileans’ considered 
Sepphoris in particular to be too pro-Roman (Vita 30, 104, 124, 345–
348, 373, 394–395). This is why the Galilean rural people were suspi-
cious of the citizens of Sepphoris. Freyne assumes that the Galileans’ 
hostility towards Tiberias was based on the social division between the 
Herodian court of Tiberias, the elite, and the rural people of the nearby 
villages and towns.290 From a strict conservative Jewish point of view 
the Herodian centers were problematic because Tiberias was grounded 
on a gravesite. Moreover, in Tiberias there was a stadium, in Tarichaeae 
a hippodrome and in Sepphoris an amphitheater.291 It is, however, hard 
to estimate whether the amphitheater of Sepphoris and the stadium of 
Tiberias were built during the reign of Antipas or later. There is no scho-
larly consensus on this question.292 

                                                           
 
288 Dunn, 2006, 214. 
289 Freyne, 2000, 30–31. 
290 Freyne, 2000, 31–33, 52–53, 78. Sepphoris had quite a pacifistic reputation which inc-
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Regarding the early Roman period it is clear that Sepphoris and 
Tiberias lacked pagan temples. No altar to Roma Aeterna and no clear 
and large public statues have been found.293 The Jewish residents of 
Sepphoris seem to have been liberal in their concerns for the temple of 
Jerusalem. Josephus accuses the Sepphorites for this cause: they did not 
defend the temple “which was common to us all” (Vita 348).294 The 
building of Sepphoris and Tiberias were aggressive acts of Romaniza-
tion by Antipas. 

Galilee lost its status as largely independent as Rome’s ally in 44 
CE when Agrippa I died. Galilee was placed under direct Roman rule, 
and as such it became part of the Judean Imperial province governed by 
a Roman prefect.295 This political shift naturally had a great impact on 
how Sepphoris and Tiberias were developed later. It is clear that during 
the beginning of the direct Roman rule, the Hellenistic culture and the 
number of imperial symbols increased. The amphitheater of Sepphoris 
might have been built during this period of direct Roman rule. Be that 
how it may, Horsley suggests that the amphitheater in itself announced 
“Rome!”296 It is worth noting that Tiberias and Sepphoris, the urban cen-
ters of Galilee, were modest in comparison with Jerusalem, Scythopolis 
and Caesarea Maritima, the largest Palestinian cities of that time. For 
example in Scythopolis archaeologists have found numerous imported 
marble columns and imperial Greco-Roman artworks. Horsley states 
that 

 
“nothing close to this level of imperial cosmopolitan culture is 
found at Sepphoris and Tiberias, even after the more intense Ro-
manization following the great revolt and the Bar Kokhba 
Revolt”.297 
 

It is undeniable, however, that Sepphoris and Tiberias stood out 
as symbols of Romanization driven by Antipas. However, this Romani-
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zation was not exceptionally powerful in these Jewish cities and their in-
fluence on the rest of rural Galilee was not too great. 
 

3.7.6 Sepphoris, Tiberias and Jesus: Why would Jesus 
have avoided Tiberias? 

There are no hints in the Gospels that Jesus would ever have visited 
Tiberias and Sepphoris. In the Synoptics Jesus never even explicitly 
mentions them. We may suppose that the evangelists behind the Synop-
tics, and who supported Gentile mission, would have had motives to tell 
about Jesus’ healings and teachings in these big cities of Galilee. The si-
lence of Tiberias and Sepphoris calls for an explanation. 

Tiberias and Sepphoris were both Jewish cities with a reasonably 
Jewish atmosphere and a Gentile minority.298 The question is obvious: 
why would Jesus not have visited these cities?299 If Jesus had been un-
successful in these cities, then we would, as Freyne assumes, expect 
woes against them similar to those expressed against Chorazin, Bethsai-
da and Capernaum (Matt 11:21–24/Luke 10:13–15).300 As these cities 
were distinctly Jewish, we would expect Jesus to have driven his mis-
sion in these cities where several “publicans and sinners” resided. This 
would have been in line with his mission for the Jews. 

Rousseau and Arav pose that Jesus may have avoided the city for 
two reasons: he might have regarded it unclean because of the presence 
of the burials (Ant. 18:38), or/and he might have avoided it because of 
Antipas and his guards’ presence in the city.301 The first alternative is 
difficult to maintain because the Gospel traditions show quite clearly 
that Jesus did not avoid ritually unclean people: lepers, the sick and 
dead. It seems that if Jesus intentionally avoided Tiberias and Sepphoris, 
a somewhat plausible reason, would have been Jesus’ fear of Antipas 
and his guards, i.e., Jesus’ avoidance would have been due to practical 
reasons. Antipas posed a direct or indirect threat to Jesus, and this threat 
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would be felt especially in Sepphoris and Tiberias – the strongholds of 
Antipas.302 

Due to the “fear factor” posed by Antipas to Jesus, and which 
could explain Jesus’ avoidance of the urban Galilean centers, we need to 
take a glance at a practical point of view: did the cities and towns of Ga-
lilee have walls around them? Arguably, fleeing from a walled city 
would have been more difficult than escaping from a city without walls 
(2 Cor 11:32–33; Acts 9:23–25). Richardson has clarified the wall-situa-
tion in Palestine prior to 70 CE. He claims that, in general, towns and 
villages lacked walls. Major cities, capitals and metropolises were wal-
led. Sepphoris, Bethsaida, and Caesarea Philippi/Banias had walls at 
least very soon after they became central capitals. Tiberias was an ex-
ceptional capital in the sense that it was not surrounded by walls prior to 
the Revolt. Immediately prior to the Revolt Josephus promised to erect 
walls around Tarichaeae and Tiberias (Vita 141–144). A small town or 
village was typically not walled, but as always there were some excep-
tions – for example Jotapata (Yodefat) and Gamla were walled. How-
ever Gamla was walled shortly before the Revolt in order to protect its 
inhabitants from the Romans (Bell. 4:9–10). Capernaum and Chorazin 
had no walls. Our information of the wall-situation comes from both Jo-
sephus’ writings and from the archaeological excavations. Both of these 
sources of knowledge support the claim that walled cities and towns 
were uncommon in Antipas’ Galilee.303 Because Tiberias did not have a 
wall around itself, the argument according to which Jesus would have 
avoided the city because of his fear of being trapped there, loses part of 
its credibility. 

When discussing reasons why the Gospels do not mention Jesus 
visiting certain towns and cities, we are moving on speculative grounds. 
It is impossible to gain full certainty of the unstated reasons. In addition 
to Tiberias and Sepphoris, the Synoptics are also silent about Jesus visi-
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ting great cities surrounding Galilee: Scythopolis, Hippos, Ptolemais, 
Tyre, Sidon or Caesarea Philippi/Banias. Several crucially important Je-
wish towns, such as Gamla and Jotapata, which played a central role in 
the Jewish war, are also left unnoticed in the Gospels. If Jesus is regar-
ded as an ethnically open-minded and socially border-crossing man, it is 
difficult to understand why there is no account of him visiting small and 
politically insignificant Gentile villages in the border areas of Tyre 
(Mark 7:24), Decapolis and Gergesa (Mark 5:14, 20). The fear of Anti-
pas would not explain Jesus’ avoidance of those Gentile villages and ci-
ties outside of Antipas’ territory. We are left with no certain answers, 
but nonetheless one quite plausible claim is that Jesus actually avoided 
Tiberias and perhaps also Sepphoris due to the danger posed by Antipas. 
 

3.8 The Holy Land, ideology and religion 
We will now take a glance at how the land of Israel was considered in 
the Jewish religious and nationalistic circles. It is important to acknow-
ledge the deep meaning of the land of Israel for the Jews of the late se-
cond temple period, and to understand how powerfully the land was as-
sociated with eschatological hopes of Israel’s restoration. In Jewish na-
tionalistic ideologies the land of Israel claimed the right to territories far 
beyond the borders of Jewish Palestine at the time of Jesus. Mendels cla-
rifies that during the Hasmonean and the early Roman period the territo-
rial issues of the Promised Land became the main symbol of Jewish na-
tionalism. The territorial issue is alive in the Jewish writings of the 
time.304 Willitts also contends that among the observant circles of Pales-
tinian Jews the belief in Israel’s territorial restoration was widespread.305 
According to Mendels Palestinian Jews as a whole, including the Phari-
sees, Sadducees and the Essenes, shared a great passion for the land. In 
the Jewish writings of the Hellenistic and early Roman periods the Jews’ 
right to the land is emphasized by references to the OT – to Joshua, Da-
vid, and Solomon and to the biblical prophecies. In the visions of the 
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War Scroll Israel would possess vast areas of the Mideast. Jubilees and 
Ben Sira portray the land in romanticizing ways leaning on the biblical 
promise and justification of God.306 On the basis of many textual sources 
from antiquity Willitts states that “many first-century Palestinian Jews 
conceived Eretz Israel not in the narrowly defined geopolitical borders 
of Israel in the Second Temple period, but as encompassing the utopian 
borders that were originally promised to Abraham and Moses and allot-
ted to the tribes of Israel under Joshua, although never fully acquired by 
Israel in their history.”307 

In the writings of the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods the 
ideal Israel’s borders are not discussed in length or clearly clarified. The 
obvious reason for this is that the writers based their knowledge on the 
OT, which gives several varying definitions of the borderlines of the 
Promised Land.308 It is nevertheless clear that all the Gentile territories 
where Jesus visited according to the Synoptics had historically belonged 
to the greater Israel (cf. 1 Macc 15:33–34): the territory of Tyre and Si-
don, the territory administered by Caesarea Philippi and the cities of the 
Decapolis on the east cost of the Sea of Galilee. These lands were regar-
ded as Israel’s heritage in the future because they had been promised to 
Abraham.309 Notably all of these territories had a Jewish minority.310 Du-
ring the first century Tyre and Sidon were considered to be within the 
biblical Israel and within her renewed borders.311 The zeal of the Jewish 
people for the Holy Land was confronted with the political realities and 
borders. During the first century parts of the prophetic Holy Land were 
populated by Gentiles among whom Jews lived as a minority. In 1 Macc 
we encounter how the Hasmoneans felt justified in invading Idumea, 
Galilee and areas beyond the Jordan (1 Macc 15:33–34, cf. Ch. 3.4.1). 
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During these times several pagans were driven out of the land and pagan 
cult objects were destroyed.312 During the Jewish war some Galileans 
took a rigidly separatist stance towards the Gentiles as Vita 112–113 in-
dicates. If the Gentile did not undergo circumcision, he had to leave the 
Jewish land.313 

 

3.9 Concluding remarks 
We may conclude that during the first century both Galileans and Ju-
deans regarded the Galileans as Jewish. In Galilee Jesus did not frequen-
tly meet Gentiles as very few Gentiles lived in this territory. This can be 
supported by textual as well as archaeological evidence. Galilee was rin-
ged with Gentile cities, but their influence on the densely populated ru-
ral Galilean villages and towns was not considerably strong. Galilee had 
two main capital cities, Sepphoris and Tiberias. As they represented the 
highest level of Hellenization and pro-Roman ethos in Galilee, they 
were not very respected and influential among the rest of rural Galilee. 
Most probably Jesus felt at least an indirect threat from the Herodians 
and Antipas. Jesus quite possibly wanted to avoid the fate of John the 
Baptist at the hands of Antipas – this might be one of the reasons why 
Jesus occasionally withdraw to Philip’s territory and why there is no ac-
count of him visiting Tiberias and Sepphoris. We are also to note that 
Jesus, whose mission is to be seen in the context of Israel’s eschatologi-
cal restoration, would have been ideologically in stark contrast with the 
pro-Roman ethos of Tiberias and Sepphoris. The concept of the Holy 
Land – biblical Israel – was deeply rooted in the Jewish nationalistic and 
religious ethos. The land, and especially Jerusalem, was to be kept holy 
(see chapter 2.4.1). 
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4 Jesus’ Jewish mission 
4.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter we shall discuss whether Jesus’ Jewish mission excludes 
his interest in the salvation of the Gentiles. We are to investigate how 
Jesus related to the land of Israel. Did he confine his and his disciples’ 
mission within the borders of Israel? Emphasis is laid on the mission 
discourse found from the Synoptics. Additionally, we are also to clarify 
whether Jesus held that the eschatological restoration was in some sense 
in a state of realization. Lastly, in this chapter we question whether the 
Jews regarded sinners as Gentiles and Gentiles as sinners. 
 

4.2 Jesus and the land of Israel  
4.2.1 Why would Jesus have visited foreign territories? 
Jesus drove a mission on Jewish land in Galilee. Jesus and his disciples 
did not have to travel long distances in Galilee. From Capernaum it was 
only a one or two day trip to most of the Galilean towns either in Lower 
or Upper Galilee. According to the Gospel traditions Jesus occasionally 
visited Gentile areas: Samaria (Luke 9:52–53; 17:11; John 4:4), the terri-
tory of Decapolis (Mark 5:1–20; 7:31), the territory of Tyre and Sidon 
(Mark 7:24, 31) and the surrounding villages of Caesarea Philippi (Mark 
8:27; Matt 16:13).314 The reasons for the occasional visits outside of Je-
wish Galilee and Judea are not clearly expressed in the Gospels. Jesus 
might have visited the foreign areas for various reasons. Perhaps he 
wanted to search for the lost sheep of the house of Israel, escape the 
Herodians, preach the Gospel to the Gentiles, find some rest and take a 
vacation, go to the far-off-lands in order to pray, or perhaps he wanted to 
travel in the border areas of biblical Israel in order to pose a political or 
theological message. There are several possibilities and the definite rea-

                                                           
 
314 Bird, 2006, 102. Chancey, 2002, 176–177. Schnabel, 2004, 180. Schnabel clarifies that 
“from north to south, Galilee measured 50 km long, from west to east about 40 km. – Any 
Galilean town or village could be reached in two days of walking at the most.” According 
to Josephus the journey from Galilee to Jerusalem (100 km) was usually done over three 
days (Vita 269). 
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sons are difficult to determine. Presumably Jesus as a religious leader, 
connected through his teaching and miracles to the hopes of Israel’s res-
toration, would have had some ideas regarding the Holy Land. 

Without going into in-depth discussions regarding the historicity 
of the individual border-crossing visits here, I will make some principal 
questions and overall statements. First, it has been argued that the trips 
are to be seen as Jesus widening the geographical zone of his mission. 
Some scholars have reasoned that the evangelists suggest that these trips 
to Gentile lands foreshadowed the future Gentile mission. This state-
ment is problematic because these visits are not portrayed as mission 
journeys. In comparison with Mark 1:38–39 we see that the visits to the 
Galilean cities and towns served the purpose of proclaiming the king-
dom of God throughout Galilee. No such programmatic statements can 
be seen as motivating the visits outside of Galilee or Judea. Moreover, 
during the border-crossing visits Jesus is not explicitly noted of giving 
any clearly positive statements concerning the future Gentile mission of 
his disciples. Notably there is no account of Jesus visiting the Gentile ci-
ties of Caesarea Maritima and Antiochia, which became centers for the 
nascent Christianity (Acts 11:19–27; 21:8–16). It is interesting that 
Luke, who evidently supported the Gentile mission, mentions Jesus visi-
ting Gentile lands only once – i.e. in the story of the Gerasene demoniac 
(Luke 8:26–39). Unlike Mark and Matthew, Luke (9:18–22) does not 
connect Peter’s confession of Jesus’ identity with the territory of Caesa-
rea Philippi.  

Secondly, although we are told of Jesus entering important Gen-
tile regions such as the districts of Caesarea Philippi/Banias, where there 
was an outstandingly beautiful pagan temple built of the white marble 
(Ant. 15:363–365, Bell. 1:404), there is no account of him giving critical 
and condemning statements against paganism. There was a temple for 
Zeus in the polis of Gerasa, and according to the Synoptics (Mark 5:1) 
Jesus exorcised a man in the country of the Gerasenes. The journeyes, as 
they are represented in the Gospels, did not explicitly serve the aim of 
having Jesus proclaim judgment on paganism. Thirdly, while there is an 
account of Jesus visiting the district of Tyre and Sidon, nothing is said 
about his attitudes towards those major cities even though they are 
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fiercely doomed in several OT prophecies. The intentions and motives 
for these visits are not clarified by the Synoptics. 

Freyne argues that if Jesus is to be regarded as a prophet of Isra-
el’s restoration, it is no surprise that he would have wished to visit the 
borders of the prophetic greater Israel.315 It is evident that in the Synop-
tics the theme of the land of Israel is not apparent (Matt 5:5). There is no 
evidence to claim that Jesus would have nurtured any plans or hopes of a 
military conquest while visiting the surrounding areas of Tyre and Sidon 
and Caesarea Philippi. Moreover, Jesus, as far as we are aware, did not 
make any territorial claims for the soon to be restored Israel (cf. 1 Macc 
14:16–17; 15:33).316 It is historically plausible that he would have visi-
ted the border areas in Upper Galilee, within the political districts of 
Tyre and Sidon, and the surrounding villages of Caesarea Philippi, in or-
der to “search for the lost sheep of the House of Israel.”317 Despite the 
fact that these foreign lands, which Jesus visited according to the Synop-
tics, were outside the political borders of Antipas’ Galilee, they were 
within the biblical borders of Israel, and there were Jews living in these 
areas.318 Jesus’ mission is strongly marked by its Jew-centeredness, and 
by visiting the surrounding areas of Tyre, Sidon and Caesarea Philippi, 
he would not necessarily have contradicted his Jew-centered mission. 
The claim according to which Jesus visited the foreign territories in 
search for the lost sheep of the house of Israel is, however, weakened by 
the fact that in the Gospels Jesus does not visit these foreign territories 
for a purpose of driving a mission – i.e. preaching to their Jewish com-
munities. 

 

                                                           
 
315 Freyne, 2004, 75. 
316 Freyne, 2004, 80, 89. 
317 Freyne, 2004, 76–77. Freyne states: “There is nothing historically implausible, there-
fore, in suggesting that a journey of Jesus to the region (Caesarea Philippi at this case) 
could well have been based on his (Jesus’) concern ‘for these lost sheep of the house of Is-
rael’, while operating with a different perspective on what constituted the ideal Israel. 
From Jesus’ point of view they did live within the borders of Israel as this was ideally 
understood, and they too should be reassured that they were invited to participate in the 
new ‘family’ which he was gathering for the banquet with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.” 
Dunn, 2003, 323. Freyne, 2001B, 306. 310. 
318 Schnabel, 2004, 182. 
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4.2.2 Defining the borders 
We know that the rabbis of a later period claimed that the Jews living 
within the biblical borders of the Greater Israel had to live in accordance 
with the halakhic laws given for the holy land even if they lived outside 
Israel’s political borders.319 Some writings from the Talmud refer to vil-
lages located on and around the foothills of Mount Hermon as Jewish 
villages which were obligated to follow the Halakah of Erez Israel.320 
Freyne refers to m. Hall. 4:11 and Bell. 7:43 in support for the claim that 
Syria was regarded as part of the land of Israel. “Whoever acquires land 
in Syria is like one who acquires it on the outskirts of Jerusalem.”321 
Stern argues, in line with Theissen, that the Jews of Syria and Phoenicia 
formed part of the major centers of Jews during the time of our concern. 
The Syrian and Phoenician Jews were like the Jews of Galilee. They saw 
each other as partners and allies.322 According to Josephus’ information 
tens of thousands of Babylonian Jews were moved to Phoenicia (C. Ap. 
1:194). From the early Roman period we have clear evidence of Jewish 
communities in the Phoenician centers of Ptolemais, Tyre and Sidon.323 

Some later texts from the Talmud refer to an imaginary border-
line of the Land of Israel, which differed from the political borderlines 
of ancient Palestine. This imaginary borderline was held by those retur-
ning from Babylonian captivity, and the Jews in these areas observed the 
rabbinical law for the “Land of Israel” (T. Shebuoth 4:11; Sifre Ekeb 
[Dtn. 11:24] 51; y. Shebuoth 36c). This imaginary borderline did not fol-
low the political borderline of the time. These borderlines are note-

                                                           
 
319 Willitts, 2007, 165–166. 
320 Freyne, 2004, 77–80. Dar, 1993, 26–27. Dar refers to the following passages: y. Seb. 
VI:1, 36.3; t. Seb. 84,11; Sifre Deut. 51. Besides these references, the Talmudic list of 
“forbidden fruits of Paneas” also indicates, according to Dar, that Jews lived in the vicinity 
of Paneas and at the foothills of Mount Hermon. These Jews, Dar suggests, grew or impor-
ted fruits. The notion of the “forbidden fruits of Paneas” is in the Jerusalem Talmud (y. 
Demai II:1, 22). 
321 Freyne, 2004, 76. Willitts, 2007, 165. See also: m. Abod. Zar. 1:8. Apparently part of 
the Halakha concerning renting and selling of houses and land was valid in the land of 
Syria, because it was seen as belonging to biblical Israel.  
322 Stern, 1974, 137–138. Theissen, 1991, 66-67. 
323 Stern, 1974, 142. Jews were in Ptolemais (Bell. 2:477), Tyre (Bell. 2:478) and Sidon 
(Ant. 17:324; Bell. 2:479). Stern explains the scarcity of concrete references to Jews living 
in the Phoenician towns due to accidental causes, p. 142. 
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worthy for our subject because they exclude from the Land of Israel the 
areas inhabited by non-Jewish residents. The Talmudic borderline may 
thus aid us in determining the extent of Jewish settlement outside the po-
litical borders of Jewish Galilee. Of course, the Talmudic texts cannot 
straightforwardly be applied to second temple Palestine, but as Avi-
Yonah attests, the boundaries referred to in the Talmud might go back to 
the second temple period. Notably the areas around Tyre and Caesarea 
Philippi were included within the imaginary borderline of Israel,324 and 
there were actually Jewish settlements and villages within these regions. 

It is a complicated task to decide the borderlines of the ancient 
world. This is especially true in the case of Phoenicia and Galilee. It is a 
well-known fact that the definite borders of Tyre and Galilee were espe-
cially unclear because the border areas lacked clear “natural marks” 
which would have defined the political border. Freyne’s statement regar-
ding the border districts separating Galilee and Tyre is correct: 

 
“The physical features here are much more complex and that no 
outstanding natural boundary suggests itself to mark off the re-
gion in any particular direction. Perhaps we should not then be 
surprised to find that the political boundaries have apparently 
reflected this confusion of nature.”325 
 

Historically the borders between Galilee and Tyre were gradually 
moved. For example during the Jewish revolt Kedesh was clearly in the 
Tyrian district, but earlier in history, during the time of Jonathan (152–
143 BCE) the village had marked the border between Galilee and Tyre 
(Ant. 13:154). Josephus states that during the Hasmoneans’ reign Mount 
Carmel belonged to Galilee but during the time of Herod Antipas, it be-
longed to Tyre. During our time of concern Mount Carmel marked the 
southern border area of the district of Tyre. Hence, this area marked the 
north-western border-area of Galilee in quite wide terms, as Josephus 
clarifies (Bell. 3:35).326 During the reign of Antipas the territory of Tyre 

                                                           
 
324 Avi-Yonah, 1974, 103–104. See also Jeremias, 1981, 36. Davies & Allison, 1991, 546–
547. 
325 Freyne, 1980, 8. 
326 Mussies, 1997, 265–266. Theissen, 1991, 76–77. 
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stretched north over the whole of Upper Galilee and reached the basin of 
Lake Huleh by the River Jordan. Thus Jesus would, of necessity, have 
touched the territory of Tyre if he had traveled from Galilee to Caesarea 
Philippi (Mark 8:27).327 Quite naturally the culture was mixed in these 
border areas, where different worlds met. Josephus states that “Zebulon, 
a strong city of Galilee, which was called the City of Men…, was of ad-
mirable beauty, and had its houses built like those in Tyre, and Sidon, 
and Berytus,” Bell. 2:503–505, see also m. Sot. 8:3. Josephus writes that 
this city, which is seemingly influenced by Greco-Roman architecture, 
“divides the country of Ptolemais from our nation,” Bell. 2:503. This no-
tion suggests once again that the Hellenistic, urban and possibly to some 
extent pagan influences came from outside the borders of Galilee, and 
not predominantly from Galilee’s own urban centers and Herodian 
strongholds – Tiberias and Sepphoris. Foreign influences were mainly 
spread from surrounding non-Jewish centers such as Ptolemais, Tyre, 
Sidon, Scythopolis and Hippo. 

I maintain with Davies and Allison that “as a matter of history, 
Jesus himself probably never left the boundaries of the Jewish popula-
tion”, although he crossed the borders of Galilee.328 The Gospels do not 
explicitly suggest that the border-crossing visits were practiced in order 
for Jesus to drive his mission among the Gentiles. There were Jews li-
ving in these remote areas in their own villages and communities. It is 
true, however, as Chancey notes, that visiting the Gentile areas, for 
example the region of Tyre, would unavoidably have led Jesus into con-
tact with Gentiles. Admitting this Chancey also emphasizes that all of 
the Gentile areas which Jesus is said to have visited had a remarkable Je-
wish minority.329 Dunn’s conclusion is credible: 

 
“We certainly cannot exclude the possibility that Jesus himself 
saw it as part of his task to extend his mission to the children of 
Israel still resident in these territories – hence the poignant epi-
sode with the Syrophoenician woman.”330 

                                                           
 
327 Jeremias, 1981, 36. Davies & Allison, 1991, 546–547. 
328 Davies & Allison, 1991, 546. 
329 Chancey, 2002, 177. 
330 Dunn, 2003, 323. 
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4.2.3  The district of Tyre as a growing soil for Jewish 
nationalists 

Josephus mentions that the city of Tyre was surrounded by the rural dis-
trict of Tyre, which neighbored Galilee (Bell. 3:38). Among other villa-
ges the above mentioned Kedesh was situated in the district of Tyre 
(Bell. 2:459, 588; 4:105). It was well inland, and not far from Upper Ga-
lilee. Both Mark and Matthew place the meeting of Jesus and the Syro-
phoenician woman outside the city of Tyre, in its surrounding. Accor-
ding to Mark 7:24 the meeting occurred in the “region of Tyre” and as 
Matt 15:21 indicates, in the “district of Tyre and Sidon.” Elsewhere 
Mark clarifies that a multitude of people came to hear Jesus from “Ju-
dea, Jerusalem, Idumea, beyond the Jordan, and the region around Tyre 
and Sidon”, Mark 3:8. In the summary of Mark 3:8 the geographical ori-
gin of the people is revealed, but not their ethnicity. It is likely that Mark 
3:8 refers to both Jews and to Gentiles living in the district of Tyre and 
Sidon. Notably the regions mentioned in Mark 3:7–8 & par. are to be 
understood in the context of Mark’s narrative in which Jesus is depicted 
as the king of the Jews who gathers the Jewish people around himself.331 
Immediately after this list of geographical locations, Mark 3:13–19 
notes that Jesus chose the Twelve. In this plan of gathering, calling and 
searching for the Jews, it seems that the list of sites in Mark 3:7–8 is not 
coincidental. 

In the context of the Jewish mission portrayed in Mark 1–4 it is 
probable that the sites of Mark 3:7–8 recall central geographical destina-
tions around the compass: Jerusalem was south of Galilee, Tyre and Si-
don were by the Mediterranean coast in the west, Transjordan was in the 
east and Idumaea was far in the south. At this time Jews were residing in 
all of these destinations.332 Jesus is said to have visited all of these geo-
graphical locations: Phoenicia in the west (Mark 7:24), Peraea and the 

                                                           
 
331 See: Jesus calls individuals (Mark 1:17–20; 2:13–17). The whole population of Caper-
naum has gathered around the house where Jesus resides (1:32–33). Jesus acknowledges 
his necessity to preach in the villages of all of Galilee (Mark 1:38–39).  
332 Marcus, 2000, 257, 260. In Bell. 2:43 and Ant. 17:254 it is noted that Jews from Judea, 
Galilee, Idumea, Jericho, Perea and beyond Jordan gathered into Jerusalem for the Pente-
cost feast in year 4 BCE.  
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Decapolis to the east (Mark 5:1–20; 7:31; 10:1; John 1:28) and the areas 
around Caesarea Philippi up north (Mark 8:27). It is generally agreed 
that the list of Mark 3:7–8 is a Markan summary. The passage is surpri-
sing as it claims that at this early stage of Jesus’ ministry crowds gathe-
red to see him from distant regions, from Idumea and Transjordan, from 
Tyre and Sidon.333 

Certainly the summary of Mark 3:7–8 is formulated by the evan-
gelist in accordance to his intentions. In the Markan plot featured in the 
sections of Mark 1–4 and Mark 5–8, the crowds that are coming to Jesus 
from all around and outside of Palestine (Mark 3:7–8) are to be under-
stood as Jews and probably also as Gentiles. Jesus gathers people both 
from Jewish as well as from non-Jewish territories.334 It is worth noting 
that in none of the occasions when Jesus is recorded as having met a 
Gentile according to the Synoptics, is there any indication that he would 
have wished to convert the Gentile through circumcision to Judaism or 
that he would have wished that the Gentile or the Gentiles would depart 
from the territories which belonged to the Greater Israel, the Holy Land.  

The regional information mentioned in Mark 3:8 is particularly 
interesting when it is compared to certain passages in Josephus’ works. 
Josephus clarifies that John Gischala had collected a band of 400 men 
from the region of Tyre and its villages (Bell. 2:588). They formed part 
of his most faithful followers in the Jewish revolt. From Josephus we 
know that the regions around Tyre, and the villages surrounding it, were 
partly populated by Jews who were strongly tied to the Jewish culture. I 
concur with Theissen’s claim: 

 
“We have to suppose that he (John Gischala) and his followers 
were convinced adherents to the Jewish faith, just as it is often 
the case that the most fanatical nationalists come from border re-
gions or from abroad.”335 

                                                           
 
333 Marcus, 2000, 260. 
334 It has been argued that the geographical sites reflect the location of early Christian com-
munities, or that they foreshadow the Church’s Gentile mission or that they set out a plan 
for Jesus’ mission. In the last case Mark 3:7–8 would function in a similar fashion as Acts 
1:8, which sets a geographical plan for the witnesses. See Dunn, 2003, 322–323. Freyne, 
1980, 358–359, 362. Freyne, 2001B, 305–307. Jeremias, 1981, 33–36. Marcus, 2000, 260. 
335 Theissen, 1991, 67. 
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John Gischala operated on the borders between Upper Galilee and Tyre, 
which was in constant turmoil (Bell. 4:105–106). The passage of Bell. 
4:105 testifies that several Gentiles who lived in the villages and towns 
around Tyre hated the Jews. Undoubtedly the atmosphere in the border 
areas between Phoenicia and Galilee was tense. Enmity between the Ga-
lilean Jews and the Phoenicians Gentiles had deep biblical roots, which 
were further strengthened by the current economic situation. Josephus 
mentions that at the outbreak of the Jewish revolt the Hellenistic coastal 
cities were targets of Jewish raids (Bell. 2:266–294; Ant. 20:173–178). 
Ptolemais and Tyre slaughtered or imprisoned their own Jewish inhabi-
tants, while Sidon spared its Jews (Bell. 2:458–460; 477–480).336 Jose-
phus mentions three Syrian cities, namely Sidon, Apamea and Antio-
chia, which did no harm to their Jewish citizens at the outbreak of the 
great revolt in 66 CE (Bell. 2:479). 

It is reasonable to raise the question about Josephus’ intentions 
and the reliability of his statements concerning his claim that John Gis-
chala collected his loyal supporters from these Gentile territories. We 
can suspect that Josephus aimed to support the notion that John Gischala 
gathered his most loyal men from outside Galilee. He might have done 
this in order to show the Galileans in a more positive light.337 In Vita 
372 Josephus further tells of John Gischala’s troops. John Gischala col-
lected 1500 strangers (xe,noi) from Tyre, the metropolis. The ethnicity of 
the “strangers” is not clear. 
 

4.3 Jesus and the “lost sheep of the house of Is-
rael” 

4.3.1 The Twelve and Jesus’ mission discourse: Introduc-
tory remarks 

The vast majority of scholars hold that Jesus restricted his and his dis-
ciples’ mission to the Jews. The question arises: did Jesus’ mission to 
the Jews totally exclude the idea of a Gentile mission? In answering this 
                                                           
 
336 Chancey, 2002, 143–144. 
337 Chancey, 2002, 164, n. 294. 
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question we shall survey Jesus’ mission discourse for the Twelve discip-
les. According to the Synoptics Jesus gathered the Twelve, whom he 
sent on an urgent mission to preach and heal in the towns of Israel. Matt 
10:23 states that the Twelve would not have time to reach all the cities 
of Israel before the Son of Man would come – this verse can easily be 
understood as implying that a Gentile mission would not come into 
question since the disciples would not even have enough time to reach 
all of Israel. 

The mission discourse is included in all the Synoptics (Mark 6:8–
11; Luke 9:2–6; Matt 10:5–42). Besides the mission discourses we shall 
concentrate on the sayings of Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24. These sayings are 
among the so called “Israel-sayings”, which emphasize Jesus’ and his 
disciples’ mission for Israel and the Jews. With the “Israel-sayings” I 
refer to the following sayings, which are attributed to Jesus: Matt 10:6, 
23; 15:24; 19:28/Luke 22:30. These sayings connect Jesus’ and his dis-
ciples’ mission to “the house of Israel”, to “the towns of Israel” and to 
“the twelve tribes of Israel”. All of these “Israel-sayings” are obviously 
Jew-centered, and some of them seem to be even anti-Gentile (Matt 
10:5b–6, 23; 15:24). The “Israel-sayings” almost solely occur in the 
Gospel of Matthew. Moreover the Matthean version of the mission dis-
course contains two “Israel-sayings” (Matt 10:6, 23). The important 
question is whether the “Israel-sayings” of Matt 10:6, 23 were originally 
part of the sources of the mission discourse in Mark and possibly Q.  

The authenticity of the mission discourse for the Twelve is of 
course dependent on the premise that Jesus actually gathered a group of 
disciples, who were close to him. Independent traditions of the Twelve 
are arguably found in Mark (3:14, 4:10 etc.), John (John 6:67, 70–71) 
and Paul (1 Cor 15:5). Besides these instances a more speculative tradi-
tion of the Twelve can be found in L and Q (Matt 19:28, Luke 22:30).338 
The claim that Jesus actually gathered a group of twelve men is credible 
in light of the criterions of historical research. The authenticity of the 

                                                           
 
338 Meier, 2001, 141. Meier summarizes that “Mark, John, Paul, probably L, and probably 
Q give multiple attestation from independent sources that the Twelve existed as an identi-
fiable group during the public ministry.” See Meier’s full survey of the Twelve in the NT 
sources, pp. 128–147. 
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Twelve is supported by the criteria of multiple attestation and embar-
rassment. Jesus is told of giving the Twelve great roles in the eschatolo-
gical future (Matt 19:28/Luke 22:29), however in the early Church their 
roles do not apparently fulfill the hope as they were expressed in Matt 
19:28.339 The claim that Jesus gathered a group of Twelve is verified by 
most scholars. The tradition has preserved the Twelve, dw,deka, as a 
fixed expression already in the early 50s (1 Cor 15:5). One of the 
Twelve, Judas Iscariot is remembered as the betrayer of Jesus. It would 
be difficult to prove that the early believers invented such embarrassing 
stories of the Twelve (Mark 14:10–11, 17–21, 43–45).340 Sanders has 
placed the existence of the Twelve disciples as one of the most certain 
facts we can know about Jesus.341 Consequently, did Jesus have some 
specific purpose for gathering the Twelve? Were they called to take part 
in Jesus’ mission? 

 

4.3.2 The mission discourse 
The mission discourse in Matt 10:5–25 uses Mark (Mark 6:8–11) as well 
as the hypothetical Q (Luke 9:2–5, 10:3–16) as its sources. Luke also 
uses both of the existing sources, Q and Mark, in his reconstruction of 
the mission discourse. Arguably the non-Markan parallels of Matt 10 
and Luke 10 had a mission discourse of its own, which had its source in 
Q. Fitzmyer, Allison, Davies and Meier support this view.342 Meier fur-
ther argues that “both the Markan and Q forms of the discourse show 
signs of earlier traditions that have been edited.”343 Matthew’s mission 
discourse contains eschatological sayings (Matt 10:17–25), and some of 

                                                           
 
339 Meier, 2001, 137. 
340 Davies & Allison, 1991, 151–152. 
341 Sanders, 1985, 98–106. 
342 Fitzmyer, 1981, 751–752. Fitzmyer, 1985, 842. Davies & Allison, 1991, 163–164; 
Meier, 2001, 154–155. 
343 Meier, 2001, 155, 186–187, n. 95. The citation is from p. 155. Uro, 1987, 115. Uro cla-
rifies the scholars’ common views concerning the source for the missionary discource on 
p. 98. Uro himself maintains on p. 115 that “the oldest ‘kernel’ of the mission instructions 
was seen to be represented by the Q instructions in Luke 10:4–7ab. This piece of tradition 
was part of the unit which we have called the ‘early mission code’, a set of instructions 
forming the common pattern behind the mission charges of Mark and Q. This common an-
tecedent has been preserved in the Q instructions of Luke 10:4–11 in a more original form 
than in Mark 6:8–11.” 
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these sayings find parallels in Mark’s and Luke’s eschatological dis-
courses (Mark 13 and Luke 21).344 Matthew has also sayings which are 
totally absent from both Mark and Luke. These include the “Israel-say-
ings” (Matt 10:5b–6 and 23). Some scholars assume that this unparal-
leled material is founded in Matthew’s special source (M). Others, for 
example Davies and Allison, have argued that Matt 10:5b–6 and 23 be-
long to Q, even though the sayings are not found in Luke.345  The source 
of these sayings is very difficult to determine and full certainty is not to 
be found. 

Matthew’s long mission discourse is compiled of several sayings 
originating from several different speeches and sources. This plentiful 
material of the mission discourse is then bound together in Matthew’s 
mind. Scholars often divide the mission discourse into two main sec-
tions, which are argued to have different sources. First, verses Matt 
10:5–16 form the corn of the mission discourse, which has its sources in 
Mark, Q and possibly M.346 Secondly, verses Matt 10:17–25 recall, ac-
cording to Meier, the history of the early Church, and therefore its say-
ings originate, most likely, from a prophet within the early Church who 
wanted to support and comfort the suffering witnesses of Jesus. It is ap-
parent that the predictions of Matt 10:17–25 are “fulfilled” quite clearly 
in the mission of Paul (2 Cor 11:23–27; Acts 16:20–24; 18:12–17). 
Moreover a great deal of the verses Matt 10:17–25 originate from 
Mark’s eschatological discourse (Mark 13:5–37) and not from his short 
mission discourse (Mark 6:7–11).347 

Finally, does the mission discourse derive from a historical occa-
sion in the life of Jesus? A positive answer sounds plausible. It would be 
understandable that Jesus had given the Twelve something to do during 
his mission. It would also be understandable that Jesus would have 
shared his mission with his closest disciples – the Twelve. The claim 
that Jesus sent disciples on an urgent, short and serious mission to pro-
claim and practice miracles in the towns of Israel is credible. Its basic 

                                                           
 
344 Davies & Allison, 1991, 163–164. 
345 Davies & Allison, 1991, 165. 
346 Meier, 1994, 339. Bird, 2006, 52. 
347 Meier, 1994, 339.  
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historicity is supported by the criterion of multiple attestation in Q and 
Mark.348 The eschatological statement of Matt 19:28–29/Luke 22:29–30, 
which was not fulfilled in the early Church, suggests that the function of 
the Twelve concerned the gathering of the twelve tribes of Israel. I 
maintain with Meier that the gathering of the Twelve disciples was a 
symbolic act which recalled the eschatological gathering of the twelve 
tribes. The urgent mission of the Twelve to all of Israel further empha-
sizes Jesus’ intention of symbolically restoring Israel.349 In the minds of 
the second temple Jews, the calling of the Twelve would have inevitably 
signaled the idea of regathering the twelve tribes of Israel and of restora-
tion. Despite the fact that Jesus is associated with the motifs of Israel’s 
restoration, the Jesus tradition does not suggest that he would have em-
braced the territorial and militaristic ideas associated with the hopes of 
restoration. Unlike the policy of the biblical Joshua and the later the 
Maccabeans, the Jesus tradition does not imply that Jesus would have 
anticipated the departure of the Canaanites or the Itureans – i.e. the Gen-
tiles and pagans.350 The passages of Mark 3:7–8, Matt 8:11–12/Luke 
13:28–29, Mark 13:26–27 and Luke 14:15–24/Matt 22:1–10 reflect an 
inclusive attitude which is in contrast with an exclusive attitude. As 
Jesus and his mission is to be seen in the context of Israel’s restoration, 
it is clear that Jesus would have been opposed by the Herodians. Jesus 
would not have embraced the pro-Roman ethos of Tiberias and 
Sepphoris. 

                                                           
 
348 Meier, 2001, 154–155, 158–159, 162–163. Allison (Allison, 1997, 104–119) suggests 
that Paul probably knew the mission discourse of Q (Luke 10:2-16). He states on p. 105 
that “several have argued that there is enough evidence for the conclusion that Paul knew 
some version of Jesus’ missionary discourse”. On p. 111 Allison concludes by stating the 
following: “The Jesus tradition circulated in blocks from a very early time; some of these 
blocks appear to have been known by Paul; Paul indisputably knew at least one saying that 
appeared in Q’s missionary discourse; and the apostle’s letters contain several lines that 
echo portions of Luke 10:1–16. Are we not invited to reckon seriously with the possibility 
that Paul knew a form of the missionary discourse related to Q 10:2–16?” Allison refers to 
following connections between the Pauline passages and the missionary discourse: 1 Cor 
9:14/Luke 10:7b/Matt 10:10; 1 Cor 9:4, 7, 13/Luke 10:7a; 1 Thess 4:8/Luke 10:16. See 
Allison, 1997, 110–111. See also Uro, 1987, 106–108. 
349 Meier, 2001, 154, 158. 
350 See Ch. 2.4.1, 3.4.1 and 3.8. 
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4.3.3 Who and where were the “lost sheep of the house of 
Israel”? 

The descriptive words of Matt 10:6 and 15:24, the “lost sheep of the 
house of Israel”, have mostly been interpreted among scholars as Jews 
in general and especially as Galilean Jews among whom Jesus drove his 
mission. The emphasis on the “lost sheep” has evoked references to the 
outcasts of society, the poor, the sick, the humble and to the sinners 
whom Jesus is recorded as having associated with.351 Certainly the “lost 
sheep of the house of Israel” resonates with Israel’s fate in the OT. In 
the light of 1 Kgs 22:17 and Num 27:16–17 the lost sheep of the house 
of Israel could have referred to Jews who were living under poor politi-
cal and religious leadership. In the light of Jer 23:1–8 the same epithet 
could have been a reminder of Jews and Israelis living in the Dia-
spora.352 

The identity of the “lost sheep of the house of Israel” is connec-
ted with the question of their location: are these sheep lost in Galilee and 
Judea or in the Diaspora? According to Isa 53:6, Jer 50:6 and Ezek 
34:5–6 all Jews can be counted among the lost sheep and not just the so 
called sinners.353 The genitive of the clause – ta. pro,bata ta. avpolwlo,ta 

oi;kou VIsrah,l – can be understood as the lost sheep being lost within the 
land of Israel, but this is not the only possible reading. Pitre notes that in 
(LXX) Ezek 34:30 “the house of Israel” is connected to the lost sheep, 
and apparently in Ezek 34, as well as in Jer 23, the lost sheep of Israel 
refers to the Jews scattered in the Diaspora. Jer 23:3 and Ezek 34:13 
promise that God will gather his flock, his lost sheep from all the count-

                                                           
 
351 Willitts, 2007, 191–195. 
352 Recently Willitts has proposed that in the Matthean narrative the lost sheep of the house 
of Israel refers mainly to the Jews who were in some way linked with the biblical people 
of Israel, i.e. the Northern Kingdom of Israel, which was exiled by the Assyrians in the 
730s BCE: Willitts, 2007, 194–195, 200. Willitts further states that in the context of Mat-
thew’s Gospel the “lost sheep of the house of Israel” designates the “Jews living in rural 
Galilee and the northern region of the ideal Land of Israel who were remnants of the old 
Israelite population of the Northern Kingdom of Israel”: Willitts, 2007, 179. According to 
my view Willitts’ thesis is credible for the Matthean Jesus, read in the context of the Mat-
thean narrative, but for the historical Jesus such a mission for the former Israelites in Gali-
lee is not convincing. 
353 Davies & Allison, 1991, 167, 551. 
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ries and from all the peoples.354 Therefore ta. pro,bata ta. avpolwlo,ta 

oi;kou VIsrah,l can refer to Israel who is lost in the Diaspora. If the sheep 
of Israel in Matt 10:6 are understood in such a way, then it is clear that 
the saying of Matt 10:6 does not restrict the disciples’ mission to within 
the borders of Israel. More correctly, the saying of Matt 10:6 does not 
contain an explicit restriction, but rather states that the mission is to tar-
get the sheep of Israel, who are certainly to be understood as Jews. In 
Matt 10:6 the target group of the mission is defined ethnically but not 
geographically. In line with Ezek 34 and Jer 23 the lost sheep of the 
house of Israel would be in the Diaspora, scattered among “all the na-
tions”. If Matt 10:6 is interpreted in this fashion, then it would indicate 
that Jesus sent his disciples outside the borders of Israel in order to 
search for the Jews who were lost in the Diaspora. Pitre shows a convin-
cing list of OT verses which can be found to support this interpreta-
tion.355 Certainly several Jews of the first century would have under-
stood the phrase “the lost sheep of the house of Israel” as referring to the 
exiled Israel. 

The Diaspora-interpretation, however, is not the only possible or 
plausible way of understanding the meaning of the sheep of Israel in 
Matt 10:6 and 15:24. In 1 Kgs 22:17 the expression “the lost sheep of 
the house of Israel” is used to describe the poor situation of the Israelis 
who were under bad leadership. The rhetoric of bad, drunk, sleepy, blind 
and careless shepherds (Isa 56:9–12) is connected to political criticism 
in the OT as well as in the intertestamental literature. In the light of such 
an interpretation the Jews are suffering under failing leadership of their 
king and priests.356 The congregation of Israel, in Num 27:16–17, needs 

                                                           
 
354 Pitre, 2005, 277. 
355 Pitre, 2005, 276–277. Jer 50:4–8; Ezek 34:11–16; Isa 13:14; 53:6; Jer 23:1–5; Mic 
2:12-13; 10:2, 6–12.  
356 See especially Jdt 11:19, in comparison with the failures of the leadership: Jdt 7:23–24; 
8:9, 11–14. In 1 En. 89:72–77, a passage which deals with the second temple period from 
the time of Cyrus to the time of Alexander the Great, the priests are called “blind she-
pherds” and the people of Israel are called “blind sheep”. They are blinded by the second 
temple which they have polluted with un-pure sacrifices, 1 En. 89:73–74. Moreover, due 
to the bad shepherds – Jewish priests and rulers – the sheep were dispersed over the field, 
they were destroyed, and the shepherds did not save them from hands of the beasts, 89:75–
77. Willitts, 2007, 128. Willitts states that the book of Judith derives from the Maccabeen 
period, approximately around 100 BCE. 
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to have a leader so that the “congregation of the Lord may not be like 
sheep without a shepherd.”357 This meaning of the phrase well suits Mat-
thew’s (Matt 2:1–6; 9:36) and arguably also Jesus’ use of it. The Jesus 
traditions contain harsh criticism towards the rulers of Jesus’ days – both 
the political and the religious leaders are targeted. Some of this critique 
against the leaders derives credibly from Jesus.358 

The assumed geographical restriction of the disciples’ mission 
cannot be credibly based on Matt 10:6, but on the preceding verse, 
10:5b. Recently Pitre has questioned the assumed geographical restric-
tion of Matt 10:5b. Pitre maintains that Matt 10:5b–6 has almost syste-
matically been mistranslated and misinterpreted. The saying of Matt 
10:5b has been read “go nowhere among the Gentiles” but the Greek 
text literally says “along a road of the Gentiles do not go.” Scholars have 
understood Matt 10:5b–6 as Jesus commanding his disciples to go “no-
where among the Gentiles,” and prohibiting them from going into “Gen-
tile territory” or outside “the land of Israel.” The translation according to 
which the disciples are not to go “nowhere among the Gentiles” of 
course excludes the possibility of preaching the message for the Gen-
tiles. The more literate and exact translation of Matt 10:5b certainly em-
phasizes that the mission is for the Jews, but it does not restrict the prea-
ching only to the Jews, if the disciples happened to meet Gentiles among 
the Jews.359 Bird interprets Matt 10:5b–6 as restricting the disciples’ 
mission geographically: “the disciples’ mission is limited to the confines 
of Galilee since Gentile territory lay to the west, north and east with the 
Samaritans to the south.”360 In a similar manner Jeremias states the fol-
lowing: 

 
“By the instruction not to go to Samaria the south is closed to 
them, while the command not to go the Gentiles cuts them off 

                                                           
 
357 Willitts, 2007, 129–132. Willitts emphasizes that in the Targums of Num 27:17; Ezek 
34:5 and Zech 10:2 the idea of Israel without a shepherd is stressed. The shepherd is seen 
as a king and leader. In the Targum Zech 10:2–4 the awaited king-shepherd is clearly con-
nected with a messianic hope. 
358 See: Luke 13:32; Mark 11:27–33; 12:1–12; 12:38–40. 
359 Pitre, 2005, 275–277. 
360 Bird, 2006, 52. 
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from the other three points of the compass: hence they are 
limited to Galilee.”361 
 

Pitre states that the correct translation of the Greek text (Matt 
10:5b–6; 15:24) securely places Israel and the Jews as the main objects 
of Jesus’ and his disciples’ mission. Pitre, however, also argues that the 
saying does not totally exclude the possibility of a Gentile mission.362 
Matt 10:18–19 states that the disciples are to be brought in front of go-
vernors and kings for the sake of Jesus, and therefore this seems to sug-
gest that the disciples will go beyond the borders of Jewish Galilee. Ob-
viously the fact that Matthew includes Matt 10:18–19 in the mission dis-
course suggests that he did not understand them to be in conflict with 
Matt 10:5b–6. Davies, Allison and Pitre conclude that the words eivj 
òdo.n evqnw/n mh. avpe,lqhte in Matt 10:5b simply instruct Jesus’ disciples 
to avoid roads “leading to a Gentile city.”363 The passage of Mishnah 
Abodah Zarah 1:4 emphasizes that the roads, which solely lead to a cer-
tain kind of a city, are prohibited.364  

In accordance to Matt 10:5b the disciples are not to wander on 
roads leading to purely Gentile cities such as Tyre, Hippos and Scytho-
polis/Beth Shean. Notably the Gospels do not mention of Jesus or his 
disciples visiting Gentile cities. According to Mark 7:24/Matt 15:21 
Jesus traveled around the rural district of Tyre, but stayed out of the ac-
tual city. Similarly Jesus, according to Mark 8:27/Matt 16:13, moved 
around the small villages in the region of Caesarea Philippi, but did not 
enter into the city. This avoidance of the Gentile cities is also apparent 
in the story of the Gerasene demoniac: Jesus and his disciples never 
enter into the city (Mark 5:1, 17, 20). The saying of Matt 10:5b–6 is to 

                                                           
 
361 Jeremias, 1981, 20. 
362 Pitre, 2005, 274–275.  
363 Pitre, 2005, 275. Davies & Allison, 1991, 165. 
364 Mishnah Abodah Zarah 1:4. “A city in which there is an idol – [in the area] outside of it 
is permitted [to do business]. [If] an idol was outside of it, [in the area] inside it is permit-
ted. “What is the rule as to going to that place? When the road is set aside for going to that 
place only, it is prohibited. But if one is able to take that same road to some other place, it 
is permitted. A town in which there is an idol, and there were in it shops which were ador-
ned and shops which were not adorned – this was a case in Beth Shean, and sages ruled, 
“Those which are adorned are prohibited, but those which are not adorned are permitted.” 
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be understood as follows: the disciples are to drive their mission for the 
Jews. Matt 10:5b does not restrict the mission geographically within 
Jewish Israel or within the biblical Israel. In the light of Jer 23 and Ezek 
34 it is clear that the sheep mentioned in Matt 10:6 could be understood 
as referring to Jews residing outside of Israel’s boundaries. It is clear 
that Matt 10:5b–6 does not explicitly prohibit the disciples from proclai-
ming the Gospel of the kingdom of heaven for the Gentiles, whom they 
might meet along the way. 

 

4.3.4 Evaluating the authenticity of Matthew 10:5b–6 
Jeremias maintains that Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24 originate with Jesus and 
that these sayings reflect his strictly opposing attitude towards Gentile 
mission (Matt 23:15).365 Regarding Matt 10:5–6 Jeremias states that “it 
is hardly accidental that this tristich, based on Aramaic tradition, has no 
parallel in Mark or Luke; it strictly prohibits the disciples from underta-
king the Gentile mission.”366 Lüdemann argues that Matt 10:5b–6 and 
15:24 are redactional. In the “lost sheep of Israel” he sees a clear allu-
sion to 1 Kgs 22:17. Despite his skepticism Lüdemann claims that the 
sayings in Matt 10:5–6 and 15:24 have a basis in the tradition because, 
as he insists, Jesus and his disciples drove their mission only among 
Jews. Lüdemann is strict on this point. He argues that there is no proof 
for Jesus or his disciples healing any Gentiles prior to the Easter. Conse-
quently Lüdemann denies any nucleus of tradition to be found in the 
stories of the Syrophoenician woman or the centurion of Capernaum.367 

In contrast with Jeremias, Meier argues that Matt 10:5b–6 is to be 
seen as a product of some “stringently conservative Christian Jews”, 
who opposed widening the proclamation of the gospel to groups other 
than Jews.368 Theissen argues that Matt 10:5b and 23 originate from a 

                                                           
 
365 Jeremias, 1981, 17–27. 
366 Jeremias, 1981, 20. 
367 Lüdemann, 2000, 50–51, 166. 
368 Meier, 2001, 542–544. Meier argues that the mission discourse in verses Matt 10:5b–6 
contains a prohibition of a mission to Gentiles and Samaritans. Such prohibitions are not 
found in the other missionary discourses: Mark 6:7–11; Luke 9:3 – 5; 10:2–12. According 
to Meier, though we cannot prove that the saying Matt 10:5b–6 originates from the early 
church it is difficult to prove that it originates from Jesus. Jeremias, 1981, 26–28. Jeremias 
states that it is improbable that a Jewish Christian congregation would have created say-
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pre-Matthean tradition, which would probably have its Sitz im Leben in 
the groups found in the apostolic council. These groups, Theissen 
claims, opposed the Gentile mission and concentrated on the Jews. 
Theissen calls them Petrine groups.369 The claim regarding these Petrine 
groups can be criticized by the fact that Gal 2:7–10 states that the “ac-
knowledged pillars” – i.e. Jacob, Cephas and John – accepted Paul’s 
mission for the Gentiles. The early Pauline writings, as well as Acts, re-
call that some Jews, who rejected the belief in Jesus as the Messiah alto-
gether, also opposed the Church’s Gentile mission (1 Thess 2:16). Paul’s 
letters have no hint of Jewish Christians principally opposing the Gentile 
mission. Actually we do not know of any Jewish Christians who oppo-
sed the Gentile mission.370 Bird’s statement expresses the fact: 

 
“the existence of an anti-Gentile-mission Jewish Christian 
faction which invented and projected these sayings (Matt 10:5–6, 
15:24) onto Jesus is a form-critical myth. No anti-Gentile-
mission Jewish group is known in the early church.”371 
 

The sayings of Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24 have confused modern 
scholars as well as the early church Fathers,372 and certainly the early 
transmitters of the saying material too. Only Matthew preserved these 
sayings. Matthew the redactor is certainly open to Gentiles on many oc-
casions: Matt 12:18–21, 21:43, 24:9, 14, 25:32. In Matt 12:18 the nar-
rator refers to Jesus by saying that he “will proclaim justice to the Gen-

                                                                                                                     
 
ings such as Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24. However, the idea according to which Matt 10:5b–6 
is a product of a Jewish Christian group which opposed Gentile mission, has gained sup-
port among scholars: Sanders, 1985, 220. Funk & Hoover, 1993, 167–168. Theissen, 1991, 
57. See also, Bird, 2006, 53, n. 42. On this question Sanders contradicts himself (Sanders, 
1985, 220). Sanders states on p. 220 that “…the restriction of the mission of the disciples 
to Israel (Matt 10:5f., 23) comes from a section of the Palestinian church which itself op-
posed the Gentile mission.” On the same page, 220, Sanders claims the following: “As far 
as we can see from Galatians, as I have pointed out before, no Christian group objected to 
the Gentile mission; they disagreed only as to its terms and conditions.” 
369 Theissen, 1991, 57–58. 
370 Tuckett, 1996, 402. See Räisänen, 2010, 253. 
371 Bird, 2006, 56. 
372 Davies & Allison, 1991, 165. “For obvious reasons, ‘Do not go among the Gentiles’ 
created problems for the church Fathers. Many of them allegorized the words and applied 
them to pagan doctrine or behavior.” 
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tiles.” Matthew most probably did not understand the sayings of Matt 
10:5b-6 and 15:24 as restricting the mission solely for the Jews. The 
sayings are admittedly pro-Jewish. Perhaps Matthew aimed at balancing 
the pro-Jewish sayings of Matt 10:5b–6 and 15:24 by emphasizing else-
where the universal aims of Jesus.373 Even if Luke and Mark had known 
about the saying in Matt 10:5b–6, it is possible that they would have un-
derstood it in the same way as Jeremias, as if it would strictly forbid the 
practice of Gentile mission. If they had understood the saying in this 
manner, then they would have had plausible reasons for omitting it.374 

In conclusion, the characterization of Jews as “the lost sheep of 
the house of Israel” resembles poetic and prophetic rhetoric from the 
OT. The basically twofold meaning of the phrase, deeply rooted in the 
OT and the ancient Jews’ self-understanding, would have suited Jesus’ 
mission and proclamation. Jesus often expressed his message of the 
kingdom of God in the form of a parable – i.e. in a creative fashion. The 
“lost sheep of the house of Israel” implicitly refers to the traditions of 
prophetic critique against Israel’s leadership. The characterization of the 
sheep of Israel as being lost also raises prophetic and eschatological 
hopes of an eschatological gathering of the scattered Jews (Luke 13:28–
29, 34; 14:15–24; 22:29–30).375 All of these associations evoked by the 
lost sheep of the house of Israel would have suited the message of Jesus. 

Jesus evidently drove a mission for the Jews. He shared this mis-
sion partly with his disciples. The mission was for the Jews but it did not 
explicitly exclude the possibility of proclaiming the Gospel also to the 
Gentiles. Jesus’ mission for Israel is stamped by urgency and it includes 

                                                           
 
373 See: Dunn, 2003, 435 n. 266, p. 537–538. 
374

 Concerning Matt 10:5b–6 and 10:23, Theissen states that “Luke would have had every 
reason to eliminate them, had he found them in Q.” Theissen argues for example that the 
reason for this elimination would have been the fact that in Luke Jesus wishes to travel 
through Samaria (Luke 9:51–52). See Theissen, 1991, 55. In Mark and Matthew Jesus ne-
ver visits or even wishes to visit Samaria. Luke’s Jesus certainly relates positively towards 
the Samaritans (Luke 10:25–37; 17:11–19), and thus we have reason to maintain with 
Theissen that Luke would not have used Matt 10:5b had he found it from Q or from some 
other source. 
375 This hope of the restoration of the “lost tribes”, of the scattered Israel, is apparent in the 
writings of the second temple period and also in the rabbinic writings: Sir 36:11; 48:10; 
1QM 2:1–3; 11QTemple 57:5–6; 4 Ezra 13:32–50; 2 Bar. 78:1–7; Sib. Or. 2:170–173; T. 
Jos. 19:3–8; m. Sanh. 10:3. See Allison, 1997, 185–186. 
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an eschatological hope of gathering the scattered Jews.376 The salvation 
of the Gentiles belonged to the eschatological consummation,377 and 
thus the eschatological features in Jesus’ mission imply the possibility of 
eventual openness towards the Gentiles. For this reason it is crucial to 
clarify whether Jesus’ mission is to be seen in a context of realized 
eschatology. 
 

4.4 Jesus and the idea of realized eschatology 
4.4.1 The scholarly discussion about realized eschatology 
There is a consensus among scholars that Jesus’ message was centered 
at the proclamation of the kingdom of God.378 Despite this agreement 
scholars still dispute over questions such as how Jesus understood the 
kingdom of God. Did he regard that the kingdom had already come and 
that it had already been realized in and through his mission? Or did he 
solely anticipate the coming of the kingdom in the future? For us these 
questions are of central importance. Theissen and Merz sum up the 
scholarly history of Jesus’ eschatological views and state that “nowa-
days” (1998) there is a scholarly consensus according to which Jesus 
thought that the kingdom was already present during his time, but that 
he also nurtured the hope of the coming of the kingdom in the future.379 

In his treatment of the subject Meier reaches the conclusion that 
Jesus simultaneously conceived that the kingdom of God was in a state 
of coming and that it was already present. Meier claims that both of 
these aspects are strongly rooted in the Jesus traditions. Meier points out 
that the ancient Semitic mind was not restricted by western-style logical 
thinking, and thus a first century Jew could consider that the kingdom of 

                                                           
 
376 See Allison, 2000, 217–219. 
377 Ware, 2005, 286. “In Jewish thought, the conversion of gentiles is an eschatological 
event.” 
378 Meier, 1994, 237–238. Sanders, 1985, 139. Dunn, 2003, 384–385, n. 8. Ollilainen, 
2008, 150–153. 
379 Theissen & Merz, 1998, 240–241, 244, 252–253. This paradoxical view that Jesus at 
the same time regarded the kingdom of God as yet to come and as already present is sup-
ported by perhaps the majority of scholars: Sanders, 1985, 150–156. Beasley-Murray, 
1986, 338–339. Dunn, 2003, 465–467. Ollilainen, 2008, 151–152.  
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God is at the same time in some way present but that it is coming in its 
fullness in the future. Consequently this seemingly paradoxical result, in 
which Jesus is seen as supporting both the futuristic and the present 
view of the kingdom of God, is not necessary a sign of self-contradiction 
on the part of the Jewish Jesus.380 For our concern the important ques-
tion follows: Can it be proved that Jesus actually believed that he drove 
his mission in the context of realized eschatology? Can it be proved that 
Jesus was convinced that the kingdom of God had already arrived? 

Dunn states that the New Quest of historical Jesus-scholarship 
took a positive answer to this question almost as a universal fact concer-
ning Jesus. The idea that Jesus’ mission, his deeds and teachings were to 
be seen in a context of eschatological fulfillment and arrival of the king-
dom of God was widely supported.381 Dodd, for example, claimed that 
“in some way the Kingdom of God has come with Jesus Himself.”382 
The basic arguments for the realized eschatology of Jesus have remained 
quite similar from Dodd to Dunn, Meier and Evans. In my judgment the 
validity of the arguments for Jesus’ view of the realized eschatology 
have endured.383 In this respect and in this case the so called Third Quest 
follows quite neatly the New Quest for the historical Jesus. During re-
cent decades, or during the time of the current Third Quest, the majority 
of scholars have agreed on the basic conceptions which were proposed 
so strongly by the scholars of the New Quest. It is still widely held that 
Jesus regarded that the kingdom of God, the eschatological fulfillment, 
had in some way arrived through his mission.384 Whether this present ar-

                                                           
 
380 Meier, 1994, 398–399. 
381 Dunn, 1998, 187. See also Reiser, who clarifies the views of the New Quest: Reiser, 
2001, 216–217. 
382 Dodd, 1935, 45. See also p. 44–54. Vermes, 1993, 146–148. On p. 147 Vermes states: 
“Imbued with eschatological enthusiasm, Jesus saw himself and his generation as already 
belonging to the initial stages of the Kingdom and called to expediate its final manifesta-
tion.” On p. 148 Vermes claims: “He [Jesus] and his disciples entered whole-heartedly into 
the eschatological age and recognized a fundamental difference between their own time 
with no future, and the centuries that preceded it.” 
383 For the evidence for Jesus’ realized eschatology see Dodd, 1935, 44–54. Meier, 1994, 
398–506. Dunn, 2003, 437–487. Evans, 2001, 166–174. Ollilainen, 2008, 152–153. 
384 Reiser, 2001, 231–232. Reiser states on p. 231 that “Jesus was convinced that the reign 
of God becomes present everywhere he appears and is accepted as Isaiah’s messenger of 
good news.” Evans, 2001, 169, 172–173. Evans states on p. 169: “The author of Daniel, 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the Aramaic paraphrase of Isaiah anticipate the coming of the 
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rival of the kingdom of God is regarded as partial, in a process of reali-
zation, symbolic or total, and even excluding any hopes of future co-
ming of the kingdom of God, has remained in the focus of scholarly de-
bate. There is no need for me to repeat the evidence for the realized es-
chatology in Jesus’ mission in detail. Therefore we shall here present the 
evidence for the main claims for the realized eschatology and its connec-
tions with Jesus’ mission only in a cursory manner. 

 

4.4.2 A glance at the evidence for the realized eschatology 
Support for the claim that Jesus’ mission is to be seen in the context of 
realized eschatology can be based on various sources: Q, Mark, M and 
L. In addition to the several sources, the presence of the kingdom of God 
is attested in various forms – in sayings and controversies (Luke 11:20; 
Matt 12:28), preaching of the gospel, healings and exorcisms (Luke 
7:18–23; Mark 1:24–27), symbolical actions (Mark 3:13–19; 11:1–17) 
and parables (Luke 14:15–24). The saying in Matt 12:28/Luke 11:20 is 
often regarded as an important evidence for the claim that Jesus’ mission 
is to be seen in the light of realized eschatology. According to Matt 
12:28/Luke 11:20 Jesus’ exorcisms, his driving out demons with the fin-
ger of God proves that the kingdom of God has arrived/come near 
(fqa,nw). This central verse, presumably from Q, is held by the vast ma-
jority of scholars as authentic – i.e. it derives from Jesus.385 

In accordance with Luke 11:20 it is noted that the exorcism sto-
ries realize the defeat of Satan and the demons. Secondly, it is often no-
ted that Jesus called his disciples “blessed” or “happy” (maka,rioj) be-
cause they hear and see what the prophets and the kings had only antici-
pated for the eschatological future (Luke 10:23–24/Matt 13:16–17). This 
passage, Luke 10:23–24, most probably also derives from the Q. In Pss. 
                                                                                                                     
 
kingdom of God. Jesus proclaims it as having come. This sense of fulfillment, which Jesus 
apparently linked to his own ministry and to his own time, involves some interesting, per-
haps unique features.” 
385 Laaksonen, 2002, 292, 298 (291–299). Meier, 1994, 413–414, 416. Dunn, 1998, 194–
198. The Matthean and Lukan versions of the saying differ from each other in one notable 
aspect: According to Matthew Jesus drove demons with the power of God’s spirit (evn 
pneu,mati qeou/), and according to Luke he drove the demons with the finger of God (evn 
daktu,lw| qeou/). Laaksonen credibly claims that the Lukan version which mention the fin-
ger of God is original. See Laaksonen, 2002, 283–285. 
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Sol. 17:44 and 18:7 we find two eschatological beatitudes. These beati-
tudes contradict with Luke 10:23/Matt 13:16–17 in the sense that in Pss. 
Sol. 17 and 18 the beatitudes concern the eschatological future when the 
Messiah, the Son of David, appears, whereas Luke 10:23/Matt 13:16–17 
state that the eyewitnesses of Jesus, his disciples, are presently bles-
sed.386 Moreover Q contains verses Luke 11:30–32/Matt 12:41–42, 
which recall Jesus saying that the Queen of the South came to Solomon 
and that the people of Nineveh repented in response to the proclamation 
of Jonah. Jesus then refers to his message and states that “here is 
something greater than Jonah/Solomon” (kai. ivdou. plei/on VIwna// 

Solomw/noj w-de). Despite this the Galileans fail to respond with 
repentance and belief to the message of Jesus which is realised here now 
and which exceed the former message of biblical heroes – Solomon and 
Jonah. The “someone greater” clearly refers to Jesus’ message – i.e. the 
kingdom of God.387 All the above mentioned passages quite certainly 
derive from Q. 

Mark too has transmitted material which clearly suggests that 
Jesus’ mission was embraced with a realization of something new brea-
king forth. This is apparent in Mark 2:18–20, followed by Matt 9:14–15 
and Luke 5:33–35, in which Jesus explains that his disciples cannot fast 
because it would be inappropriate to fast during the wedding feast as 
long as the bridegroom is still with them – i.e. with the disciples.388 The 
claim that Jesus saw his mission and himself in the context of realized 
eschatology stands on a firm basis of evidence. Additionally the symbo-
lic acts of gathering the Twelve, the entry into Jerusalem and the temple 
act can be counted as further proof for this claim. Leaning securely on 
solid evidence we can state that Jesus’ mission, his sayings, parables and 
actions are to be seen in the context of eschatological fulfillment.  The 

                                                           
 
386 Reiser, 2001, 231–232. Meier, 1994, 436–439. Pss. Sol. 17:44: “Blessed are those born 
in those days to see the good fortune of Israel which God will bring to pass in the assembly 
of the tribes.” Pss. Sol. 18:6–7: “Blessed are those born in those days, to see the good 
things of the Lord which he will do for the coming generation; which will be under the rod 
of discipline of the Lord Messiah, in the fear of his God, in wisdom of spirit, and of 
righteousness and of strength.” 
387 See ch. 8.3. See Dodd, 1935, 46–47. 
388 Dunn, 2003, 441–442. Besides Mark 2:18–20, Dunn counts also Mark 2:21–22 as an 
evidence for Jesus’ mission in the context of realized eschatology.  
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kingdom of God had arrived, it had come near. By claiming this I do not 
neglect the futuristic aspect of the kingdom of God which is also clear in 
the Jesus traditions. 
 

4.5 Were the Jewish sinners self-made Gentiles? 
We have concluded that Jesus drove his mission for the Jews in a con-
text of realized eschatology. The plausible premise that Jesus believed 
that the kingdom of God had in some manner arrived and that the escha-
tological restoration had been inaugurated through his mission, implies 
the possibility of openness towards the Gentiles. However, the Jesus tra-
dition presents only a few occasions of Jesus helping individual Gen-
tiles. It has been argued that during the first century Jewish sinners were 
associated with Gentiles and with the lifestyle of the Gentiles (1 Macc 
1:15). If this was the case, does it imply that Jesus’ fellowship with Je-
wish sinners relates something of his attitudes towards the Gentiles? 

Did the Jews of the second temple period regard the sinners as 
Gentiles and the Gentiles as sinners? The Greek term for a sinner, 
a`martwlo,j, used in the LXX and in the NT, clearly resembles the Heb-
rew word [vr, which can be translated as sinner and wicked.389 The mea-
ning of the term sinner in the Gospels and in the writings of the second 
temple period has resulted in plenty of controversy among scholars.390 It 
seems clear that the meaning of being a Jewish sinner was understood as 
someone who had willingly defiled the Torah and abandoned the cove-
nant between God and Israel. These Jewish sinners did not have the will 

                                                           
 
389 Winninge, 1995, 182. Dunn, 1990, 73. Holmén, 2001, 200–201. Sanders, 1985, 177. 
390 See Sanders, 1985, 174–211. Sanders clarifies the scholarly discussion concerning the 
understanding of the sinners: see Sanders, 1985, 385. Note 14. In the Synoptics the Gali-
lean “crowds” who are said to have followed Jesus, witnessed his miracles and listened to 
his teachings, are not called sinners by the evangelists or by anyone else. The accusation of 
being in contact and dining with sinners is only targeted on Jesus and his disciples (Mark 
2:15–16). Moreover Jesus and his disciples are accused of ignoring the Torah and the tra-
ditions of the elders (Mark 2:24; 3:2–5; 7:5). See Meier, 2001, 28–29. John 7:49 is the 
only occasion which can be read as proof for the statement according to which the crowds, 
the people were regarded as sinners. Sanders notes correctly that the am haares were not 
generally regarded sinners as such: Sanders, 1985, 176–187. 
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to repent. Idolaters, liars, adulterers, murderers and blasphemers were 
regarded as sinners.391 

In the OT, NT, in the writings of the second temple period and in 
the rabbinic writings a sinner could be seen as a synonym for a Gen-
tile.392 Such a comparison might lead us to assume that if Jesus dined 
with sinners (Mark 2:15–17) and if he drove a mission for the lost and 
for the sinners (Mark 2:17; Luke 19:10), it could imply that he was open 
to Gentiles. Perrin defined the sinners and the tax-collectors, among 
whom Jesus drove his mission and with whom he joyously dined, as 
“Jews who had made themselves as Gentiles.”393 Perrin even states the 
table-fellowship markedly with “tax-collectors and sinners” naturally 
gave rise to universal aims in Jesus’ mission. Perrin interprets Matt 8:11 
as referring to Gentiles who will come from the east and the west.394 It is 

                                                           
 
391 Sanders, 1985, 177–178. Dunn has pointed out that during the second temple period the 
religious sects often defined the out-groups as sinners because the groups outside of their 
inside-group did not observe their Halakhah or way of life. The sinners are seen in contrast 
to the righteous inside-group which discusses and defines the sinners. Thus Dunn under-
stands the term sinner as a factional term. According to his definition, the term sinners de-
scribed “those whose conduct was regarded as unacceptable to a sectarian mentality” – i.e. 
those who did not follow the sects’ way of life and its Halakhah (Dunn, 1990, 76). See 
Dunn, 2003, 529–532. Dunn, 1990, 73–77. In line with this factional way of defining sin-
ners, the Pharisees would possibly have identified the am haares, the people of the land, 
the ordinary Jews of Galilee, as sinners. Ironically the Qumranites identified the Pharisees 
as sinners because they opposed the Qumranites’ Halakhah. See Dunn, 1990, 75. The ac-
cusations and sinful identifications stated in 1QH 2 (10):14–16; 4 (12):6–8; 4QpNah 2:7–
10 are most probably meant for the Pharisees. In the Qumran scrolls the sinners are those 
who are not part of the sect, and who oppose its Halakhah and do not observe it: CD 1:13–
21; 1QS 2:4–5; 1QH 2:8–19. Arguably in 1 Macc Jewish sinners and infidels are often 
simply associated with the enemies of the Maccabees and with those who abandoned cer-
tain parts of the Torah which were important for the Maccabees: 1 Macc 1:15, 34; 6:21–
27; 7:5–9. 
392 Dunn, 1990, 73–74. Ps 9:17; Mark 14:41; Luke 6:33; Matt 5:46–47; 18:17; Jub. 23:23–
34 and Gal 2:15. For the meaning of a sinner in the Rabbinic writings see Neusner, 2005, 
275–306. Bauckham and Fredriksen stress that the Gentiles were not regarded as sinners 
due to the fact that they did not observe the ritual purity laws. The laws of ritual purity 
concerned the Jews, not the Gentiles. See Fredriksen, 1999, 68–70. Bauckham, 2005, 93–
95, 96–97, 101. In accordance to the writings of the second temple period the Jews quite 
frequently associated the Gentiles with idolatry and sexual immoralities (Jub. 20:4–6; Let. 
Aris. 152–153; 2 Bar. 82:3–9; As. Mos. 8:4), which polluted the land. The Gentiles were 
regarded as sinners because of their moral impurities, mainly idolatry and fortifications. 
See Bauckham, 2005, 95–98. 
393 Perrin, 1967, 92–93, 103, 106. 
394 Perrin, 1967, 106. 
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to be emphasized that Jesus, even if he arguably dined with sinners, did 
not dine with Gentiles.395 If Jesus had dined with Gentiles the evange-
lists would presumably have mentioned it. It is important to investigate 
Perrin’s idea of sinners as “Jews who had made themselves as Gentiles”. 
Several scholars maintain that Gentiles indeed were in one respect re-
garded as sinners. Winninge clarifies that in Psalms of Solomon the Ro-
mans and the nations are repeatedly called “sinners” and “lawless”.396  

This tendency of calling and considering Gentiles as sinners can 
indeed be observed in texts from the second temple period.397 According 
to 1QM 1:1–2 in the eschatological war the sons of light, the Qumra-
nites, will wage a final war against the Gentile nations and “their allies, 
the ungodly of the Covenant.” Regarding the term sinner Borg states 
that it “had become a technical term for Gentiles, who were excluded 
from the holiness which was Israel’s alone.”398 It is important to notice 
that Israel regarded itself as a chosen and holy covenant-partner with 
God (Exod 19:5–6). This choice made by God excluded the Gentiles 
from the covenantal relationship, from the holiness and from certain 
laws. This logic leads easily to the conviction that the Gentiles are un-
holy, lawless, godless and unrighteous, i.e. sinners.399 

For our concerns Jub. 15:33–34 makes an interesting statement 
regarding “the children of Israel” of the future. Many of them will forget 
the Torah and many of them will abandon the circumcision and worse, 
they will not circumcise their sons. Because of this, they have made 
their sons and themselves “like the Gentiles” (see Jub. 1:9; 15:33–34), 
and henceforth a terrible wrath will fall upon Israel and she will be lead 
into exile. The sinful Jews, who have become like Gentiles, are called 
“sons of Belial” and their exclusion from the land and community of Is-
rael is explicitly pointed out. “There will no more be pardon or forgive-

                                                           
 
395 Borg, 1998, 98–99. 
396 Winninge, 1995, 185–186. Ps. Sol. 1:1; 7:1–2; 13:3; 17:3–4, 11, 13, 24. 
397 1 Macc 2:48, 62; Jub. 23:23–24. In 1 En. 90:19 the Gentiles are symbolized by the 
beasts in comparison to the Israelis who are symbolized by the sheep. In 2 Macc 6:24 the 
righteous and old Jewish teacher, Eleazar, does not want to break the Torah by eating for-
bidden food. Such an act would give the Jewish people a conviction that he had become a 
Gentile.  
398 Borg, 1998, 98–99.  
399 See Winninge, 1995, 185. 
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ness unto them for all sin of this eternal error” (Jub. 15:34). Bauckham 
claims – most probably correctly – that several Jews did not share a 
meal with Gentiles (Jub. 22:16) because of their “corrupting influence of 
Gentile idolatry and immorality.”400 In Jub. 1:9, 11–12 we encounter the 
fear that the Jews would “walk after the Gentiles, and after their un-
cleanness, and after their shame, and will serve their gods.” Bauckham 
argues that the Gentiles’ morally polluting influence was observed with 
ill-will especially in Palestine but less in the Diaspora. This is understan-
dable since the moral impurities offended the holiness of the land and 
the sanctuary.401 In Jubilees, as elsewhere in Jewish and biblical wri-
tings, it is emphasized that the real sons of Abraham are not to walk in 
the ways of the Gentiles and they are to be separated from them.402 

Dunn refers to Jub. 6:32–35 and 23:16, 26 in support of his claim 
that the Jewish sinners had crossed the line of the covenant, and there-
fore they had “made themselves like Gentile sinners.”403 A similar idea 
of excluding God’s forgiveness from the worst sinners and from the 
godless is found in 1 En. 5:5–6. Perrin suggests that the godless here, i.e. 
1 En. 5:5–6, refers to the Gentiles.404 Josephus states that Eleazar, who 
was the commander of the Sicarii during the battle at Masada in the 
aftermaths of the Jews’ war against the Romans, led his rebellious sub-
jects to regard and treat the Jews who sought peace with the Romans as 
foreigners (avllofu,loj) and as their enemies (Bell. 7:254–255). In T. Dan 
5:5 we get the impression that the way of the Jewish sinners is the way 
of the Gentiles: “And whensoever ye depart from the Lord, ye shall walk 
in all evil and work the abominations of the Gentiles, going a-whoring 
after women of lawless ones, while with all wickedness the spirits of 
wickedness work in you.” Neusner claims that in accordance to the thin-
                                                           
 
400 Bauckham, 2005, 111–112, 121. 
401 Bauckham, 2005, 98. 
402 Lev 20:24–26; Ezra 9:10–12; 10:11; Exod 23:33; Neh 9:2; 10:29; 13:3; Jub. 1:9–10; 
2:31; 3:31; 16:17; 22:16; 1 Macc 1:11–15; 2:19–20; 2 Kgs 17:11, 15–17; Let. Aris. 151–
153; 2 Bar. 42:5; 48:23. See, Bauckham, 2005, 125. 
403 Dunn, 1990, 74, 150–151. 
404 Perrin, 1967, 92–93. See 1 En. 5:5–6: “Therefore shall ye execrate your days, and the 
years of your life shall perish, and the years of your destruction shall be multiplied in eter-
nal execration, and ye shall find no mercy. In those days ye shall make your names an eter-
nal execration unto all the righteous and by you shall all who curse, curse. And all the sin-
ners and godless hall imprecate by you, and for you the godless there shall be a curse.” 
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king of the Rabbinic sages the Gentiles were regarded as sinners and 
idolaters. This is simply due to the fact that that the Gentiles had rejec-
ted God and his Torah.405 The Rabbinic sages maintained that if and 
when Gentiles recognize the one God and come to serve him, they cease 
to remain in the category of Gentiles and are placed “in the end of days” 
into the category of Israel. These former Gentiles would then belong to 
Israel and as m. Sanh. 9:6 states “all Israelites have a share in the world 
to come.”406 

This cursory overview demonstrates that sinful Jews could be re-
garded as “self-made Gentiles” because they followed the ways and 
manners of the Gentiles. The Gospels, however, do not claim that the 
sinners with whom Jesus is said to have associated and dined were Gen-
tiles in the ethnic sense. Jesus quite certainly dined and associated with 
sinners.407 This part of his mission reflects his aim to search for the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel – i.e. the Jews. In the light of the Synoptics, 
the fact that Jesus had fellowship with Jewish sinners does not relate that 
he would have expressed somekind of openness towards the Gentiles. 

                                                           
 
405 Neusner, 2005, 278, 281–283, 292, 300. 
406 Neusner, 2005, 286–288. 
407 Dunn, 2003, 526–528. See Mark 2:17; Matt 11:19/Luke 7:34; Luke 7:37, 39; 15:1–2; 
19:7. 
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5 Jesus meeting a Gentile 
5.1 Introduction 
Scholars have often concentred on the two most concrete occasions 
where Jesus is recorded as having helped a Gentile: the Syrophoenician 
woman (Mark 7 and Matt 15) and the centurion in Capernaum (Matt 8 
and Luke 7). Our main focus in this chapter will be on these stories. In 
addition to these two occasions of Jesus meeting a Gentile, we will also 
consider the story of the Gerasene demoniac, which is found in all the 
Synoptics (Mark 5:1–20; Luke 8:26–39; Matt 8:28–34). Everything in 
the story about the Gerasene demoniac suggests that the demoniac is to 
be regarded as a Gentile, although his ethnicity is not explicitly expres-
sed. 
 

5.2 The Syrophoenician woman 
The story of the Syrophoenician woman (Mark 7:21–28 and Matt 
15:21–28), deals with Jesus meeting a Gentile woman on non-Jewish 
Tyrian territory. The woman takes the initiative and begs Jesus to heal 
her demonized daughter. At first Jesus seems not to regard the woman at 
all – Jesus remains silent and ignorant. According to Matthew, the dis-
ciples asked Jesus to do something for the persistently begging woman 
(Matt 15:23). Jesus insists to his disciples that he is sent only for the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel (Matt 15:24). The woman crawls to Jesus’ 
feet and requests help. Jesus and the woman share a dialogue or debate 
after which the woman’s daughter is healed from a distance only by a 
declarative word of Jesus. This powerful and dramatic story resembles 
other healing stories. Matthew’s version of it has clear similarities to 
Matt 8:5–13 and Matt 9:27–31/Mark 10:46–52. In Mark’s version, some 
similarities are to be found with Mark 10:46–52. The Gospel traditions 
contain several similar stories of parents asking Jesus to help their child-
ren or servant.408 
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Besides in the story of the Syrophoenician woman, the Gospels 
tell of only two other incidents where Jesus heals a patient from a dis-
tance. These cases deal with the centurion’s servant (Matt 8:5–13/Luke 
7:1–10) and the royal official’s son (John 4:46–54). If John 4:46–54 is a 
Johannine variant of the healing of the centurion’s servant, then all the 
healings done from a distance, deal with Gentiles.409 Many scholars have 
noticed that the story about the Syrophoenician woman is not a typical 
healing story. The center of the story is laid on Jesus’ meeting and dis-
pute with a Gentile woman on non-Jewish territory.410 The dispute con-
cerning the children and the dogs is highlighted.411 It is clear that also in 
the story of the centurion’s servant (Luke 7:1–10/Matt 8:5–13) as well 
as in the story of the Gerasene demoniac (Mark 5:1–20), the dialogue is 
emphasized. 

In the argumentation between Jesus and the woman it is clear that 
the children (te,kna) are the Jews and the Gentiles are the dogs (kuna,ria). 
In Jewish tradition, in the OT and other Jewish writings, Jews are called 
God’s children.412 In a similar fashion there are passages which compare 
the Gentiles with dogs.413 In the ancient Near Eastern culture it would 
have been deeply humiliating to call a person a dog. The Jewish law de-
picted both pigs and dogs in the same category of unclean animals. Un-
derstandably these humiliating words have called for long explanations 
from scholars. The words have been seen as being racist and as suppor-
tive for nationalistic chauvinism. Some see the words as creations of 
some stringent Jewish Christian community, which inserted its own 

                                                           
 
409 B. Ber. 34b relates a healing story where R. Hanina b. Dosa healed the son of R. Gama-
liel from a distance by his fluent prayer. See Catchpole, 173–174. Vermes, 1973, 75. 
410 Lüdemann, 2000, 50.  
411 Dunn, 2003, 218–-219.  
412 Exod 4:22; Deut 14:1; Isa 1:2; Hos 11:1; Jer 31:9;  Matt 3:9; 17:25–26; Luke 15:31; 
Rom 9:4; m. Abot 3:15; Jub. 1:24–25, 28. Wis 18:13. 
413 Bird, 2006, 48–50. Theissen, 1991, 61–62. Davies & Allison, 1988. Ringe, 2001, 89. 
Marcus, 2000, 463–464. To call someone a dog was a great insult (1 Sam 17:43; Isa 
56:10–11 etc.). Dogs recalled mainly negative representations as sinners and heretics (Matt 
7:6; 2 Pet 2:22; Phil 3:2; Rev 22:15). Gentiles are pictured as dogs in some texts: 1. En. 
89:42, 46–47, 49 (Philistines); Pirqe R. El. 29. On only a few occasions are dogs pictured 
in a positive light as pets: m. Kil. 8:6; Jos. Asen.10:14; Tob 6:1; 11:4. 
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words into Jesus’ mouth in order to forbid Christians from practicing 
Gentile mission.414 

In both Mark and Matthew Jesus insists that the children are to be 
fed. The dialogue regarding the bread, children and dogs is of course 
allegorical. The woman does not ask for bread but for healing for her 
daughter. Jesus’ statement can be seen in the light of his primary call to 
drive a mission among and for the Jews. However, it is to be noted that 
nothing explicitly supports the claim that Jesus would have entered the 
foreign territory in order to drive a mission among the Jews. Jesus is not 
told of actually searching for the lost sheep of Israel or feeding the child-
ren in the context of his border crossing visits. The woman humbly ad-
mits the children’s privileged position at the table, and her position as a 
Gentile “dog.” Despite this humble position, she stands up for the dogs’ 
right to eat the crumbs falling from the children. According to the Syn-
optics Jesus does not directly answer the woman’s plea: “Lord, even the 
dogs under the table eat the children’s crumbs” (Mark 7:28; Matt 15:27). 
In both Mark and Matthew Jesus, as an answer, states simply that the 
woman’s daughter is healed. According to Mark this is because of the 
woman’s words (Mark 7:29), and according to Matthew, it is because of 
her faith (Matt 15:28). 

The story attests that individual Gentiles, such as the woman, can 
get help from Jesus if they persistently request for it. Jesus’ mission is 
for the Jews, the children, but even Gentiles can have a portion of the 
healings and blessings. This emerging picture can partly be suited to the 
theological dictum of Rom 1:16: “first to the Jew, then also to the 
Greek.” I shall argue that the story suits well into the local first century 
context of the border districts between Phoenicia and Galilee. The story 
touches the sensitive questions regarding the difficult relationship bet-
ween the Israelis (Jews) and the Tyrians and Canaanites (Phoenicians). 
Several scholars have argued that the story resembles Acts 10, where 
Peter preaches the Gospel for the first time to Cornelius, a God-fearing 
Gentile.415 
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5.2.1 The question of source 
In Matthew the story of the Syrophoenician woman contains 140 words, 
while it contains 130 words in Mark’s version of it. Out of these words 
less than 40 are held in common.416 An almost verbatim connection is 
found on Jesus and the woman’s dispute concerning the children and the 
dogs in Mark 7:27b–28 and Matt 15:25–27. 
 
Matt 15:21-28 Mark 7:24-30 

Kai. evxelqw.n evkei/qen ò VIhsou/j 
avnecw,rhsen eivj ta. me,rh Tu,rou 

kai. Sidw/nojÅ22 kai. ivdou. gunh. 
Cananai,a avpo. tw/n òri,wn 
evkei,nwn evxelqou/sa e;krazen 
le,gousa\ evle,hso,n me( ku,rie uìo.j 
Daui,d\ h` quga,thr mou kakw/j 

daimoni,zetaiÅ23 ò de. ouvk avpekri,qh 
auvth/| lo,gonÅ kai. proselqo,ntej oì 
maqhtai. auvtou/ hvrw,toun auvto.n 
le,gontej\ avpo,luson auvth,n( o[ti 

kra,zei o;pisqen h`mw/nÅ 24 ò de. 
avpokriqei.j ei=pen\ ouvk avpesta,lhn 
eiv mh. eivj ta. pro,bata ta. 

avpolwlo,ta oi;kou VIsrah,lÅ25 h` de. 
evlqou/sa proseku,nei auvtw/| 

le,gousa\ ku,rie( boh,qei moiÅ26 ò de. 
avpokriqei.j ei=pen\ ouvk e;stin 
kalo.n labei/n to.n a;rton tw/n 
te,knwn kai. balei/n toi/j 

kunari,oijÅ27 h` de. ei=pen\ nai. 
ku,rie( kai. ga.r ta. kuna,ria evsqi,ei 
avpo. tw/n yici,wn tw/n pipto,ntwn 
avpo. th/j trape,zhj tw/n kuri,wn 

Ekei/qen de. avnasta.j avph/lqen eivj 
ta. o[ria Tu,rouÅ Kai. eivselqw.n eivj 
oivki,an ouvde,na h;qelen gnw/nai( kai. 

ouvk hvdunh,qh laqei/n\25 avllV euvqu.j 
avkou,sasa gunh. peri. auvtou/( h-j 
ei=cen to. quga,trion auvth/j pneu/ma 
avka,qarton( evlqou/sa prose,pesen 

pro.j tou.j po,daj auvtou/\26 h` de. gunh. 
h=n ~Ellhni,j( Surofoini,kissa tw/| 
ge,nei\ kai. hvrw,ta auvto.n i[na to. 
daimo,nion evkba,lh| evk th/j qugatro.j 

auvth/jÅ27 kai. e;legen auvth/|\ a;fej 
prw/ton cortasqh/nai ta. te,kna( ouv 
ga,r evstin kalo.n labei/n to.n a;rton 
tw/n te,knwn kai. toi/j kunari,oij 

balei/nÅ28 h` de. avpekri,qh kai. le,gei 
auvtw/|\ ku,rie\ kai. ta. kuna,ria 
ùpoka,tw th/j trape,zhj evsqi,ousin 

avpo. tw/n yici,wn tw/n paidi,wnÅ29 
kai. ei=pen auvth/|\ dia. tou/ton to.n 
lo,gon u[page( evxelh,luqen evk th/j 

qugatro,j sou to. daimo,nionÅ30 kai. 
avpelqou/sa eivj to.n oi=kon auvth/j 
euren to. paidi,on beblhme,non evpi. 
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auvtw/nÅ28 to,te avpokriqei.j ò 
VIhsou/j ei=pen auvth/|\ w= gu,nai( 
mega,lh sou h` pi,stij\ genhqh,tw 
soi w`j qe,leijÅ kai. iva,qh h̀ 
quga,thr auvth/j avpo. th/j w[raj 
evkei,nhjÅ 

th.n kli,nhn kai. to. daimo,nion 
evxelhluqo,jÅ 

 
The clear differences between the Markan and the Matthean version of 
the story concern the narrative, not the dialogue. Davies and Allison’s 
explanation according to which Matthew knew Mark’s story – in oral or 
written form – and retold it with a storyteller’s freedom is credible.417 
Dunn raises the possibility that Matthew and Mark knew the story from 
the same oral retelling of it.418 This is unlikely due to the fact that the 
story of the Syrophoenician woman is part of a “Gentile setting”, which 
is shared by Matthew and Mark (Mark 7:1–8:10 and Matt 15:1–39). 
This setting is totally absent from the Gospel of Luke. Thus it seems that 
in the case of the Syrophoenician woman Matthew is relying on Mark. 
 

5.2.2 The Gentile setting in Matthew and Mark 
The setting of the story of the Syrophoenician woman is very similar in 
both Mark (7:1–8:10) and Matthew (15:1–39). It is worth noting that the 
whole setting, in fact the whole section of Mark 6:45–8:26, and all of its 
separate stories, are absent from Luke. In NT scholarship this gap is 
often called the “great omission.”419 The main incident for our concern, 
the story of the Syrophoenician woman, is therefore also missing from 
Luke. Verses Mark 7:1–8:10/Matt 15:1–39 constitute a central Gentile 
section in both Mark and Matthew’s Gospel. In Mark 7:1–23/Matt 15:1–
20 Jesus challenges and questions the Jewish dietary laws with his new 
teaching. These dietary laws formed a barrier between Jews and Gen-
tiles. After this Jesus travels to un-Jewish territory and meets a Gentile. 

                                                           
 
417 Davies & Allison, 1991, 542–543. Also Lüdemann and Luz argue that Matthew is rely-
ing on Mark in this story. Lüdemann, 2000, 50, 193. Luz, 1990, 430. Dunn sees this solu-
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418 See Dunn, 2003, 218–219. 
419 Bock, 1994, 387, 821, 950–951. 
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In this incident the Markan Jesus says, “Let the children be fed first, for 
it is not fair to take the children’s bread and throw it to the dogs.” This 
suits into Mark’s, as well as Matthew’s, narrative account: Jesus first 
feeds 5000 Jews on the Jewish side of the Sea of Galilee (Mark 6:30–
44/Matt 14:14–21), and after this he feeds 4000 men on the Gentile side 
of the Sea (Mark 8:1–10/Matt 15:32–39). This order of salvation sug-
gests that Mark and Matthew are leaning on the mission-theological dic-
tum, which is expressed explicitly in Rom 1:16: “first to the Jew, then 
also to the Greek.” The same programme is also stated in Acts 1:8; 
13:46 in the sense that both of the passages imply that the Gospel is first 
to be preached to the Jews and then to the Gentiles. It is true that Mark’s 
account (Mark 7:1–8:10) of the section has more positive Gentile refe-
rences than Matthew’s. Mark for example concludes the story of the 
Syrophoenician woman by saying that Jesus “went through Sidon” – 
(h=lqen dia. Sidw/noj, Mark 7:31) towards the Sea of Galilee.420 This sta-

tement - h=lqen dia. Sidw/noj – would have contradicted the idea of Matt 
10:5b, and consequently it is not a surprise that these words are only in 
Mark. Sidon was indeed a Gentile polis. 
 

5.2.3 The Syrophoenician woman and Acts 10 
Burkill treats the story of the Syrophoenician woman and its preceding 
context in an interesting way. He argues that the Markan text concerning 
Jesus and the Pharisees’ dispute about clean and unclean food (Mark 
7:1–23) raises a historical problem with Mark 7:24–30. According to 
Burkill, verses 7:1–23, and especially 7:19b, clarify that all food is 
clean, and therefore the separating barrier between Jew and Gentile is 
taken down. Burkill proposes that the dispute in Mark 7:1–23 derives 
from the Christian community, not from the historical Jesus. Burkill 
states the following: “a controversy that St. Mark has retrojected into the 
earthly ministry of the Messiah is thrown forward by the author of Luke-
Acts into the life of the early church, where it properly belongs.”421 

                                                           
 
420 Bird, 2006, 113. Marcus, 2000, 465–466. 
421 Burkill, 1967, 174–175. Meier, 1994, 660. Meier states the following: “The story of the 
Syrophoenician woman fits well into Mark’s redactional framework, since it is preceded 
by the dispute about clean and unclean in 7:1–23. Having just declared all food clean, 
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Burkill puts much weight on the analogy between Mark 7:1–
23/24–30 and Acts 10. In Acts 10 Peter had a heavenly vision in which 
he is told that all food is clean (Acts 10:9-16). Acts 10:15 states: Kai. 
fwnh. pa,lin evk deute,rou pro.j auvto,n\ a] ò qeo.j evkaqa,risen( su. mh. 

koi,nou. After this revelation, which is in line with the statement of Mark 
7:19b, Peter proclaims the Gospel to Cornelius who was a Gentile (Acts 
10:34–48). Burkill argues that the writer of Luke-Acts, “who made an 
effort to produce a smooth and coherent narrative,” found a grave histo-
rical problem in combining Mark 7:1–23 with 7:24–30.422 The nearest 
Lukan parallel to Mark 7:1–23 is Luke 11:37–41.423 It is worth noting 
that Burkill’s conclusion of the connection between declaring all food 
clean and the beginning of Gentile mission was already made by Chry-
sostom (Homily on Matthew 52.1). Chrysostom observed how Mark 
7:1–23 and 24–30 corresponds to Acts 10 in which the declaring of all 
food clean is followed by an opening for the Gentiles.424 Davies and Al-
lison argue that the connection is not obvious because, as they suggest, 
Matt 15:1–20 does not abolish OT laws. The idea that Matt 15 and Mark 
7 are connected to Acts 10 depends on the conclusion that they deal with 
the same themes. This is, however, not evident. Davies and Allison are 
to be quoted in length: 

 
“Indeed, one could perhaps even argue that the trailing of Matt 
15:1–20 by 21–28 guarantees that the former will not be inter-
preted in any antinomian fashion, for in the latter the primacy of 
the Jews and of God’s covenant with them are unequivocally up-
held. There is in any event nothing in 15:1–-20 or 21–28, consi-
dered by themselves, to indicate that God has rejected his people 
or introduced a new way of salvation.”425 
 
Davies and Allison’s argument is plausible in Matthew’s version 

of the story (Matt 15:1–20). Matthew has omitted several words and 
                                                                                                                     
 
Jesus now acts out the breaking down of the religious barrier separating Jew from 
Gentile.” 
422 Burkill, 1967, 174. 
423 Burkill, 1967, 174. 
424 Marcus, 2000, 466. Davies & Allison, 1991, 543. 
425 Davies & Allison, 1991, 543. Davies and Allison deal with the question arising from 
Chrysostom’s interpretation of Matt 15 in comparison to Acts 10. Chrysostom, Homily on 
Matthew, 52.1. 
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clauses of the Markan parallel concerning the purity of food. These 
words and phrases, as Dunn points out, are found in the following ver-
ses: Mark 7:15, 18–19, 21 and 23.426 For our concern the omission of 
Mark 7:19c is certainly noticeable. We ought to recall Matt 5:17–20, a 
passage which reveals that Matthew’s Jesus did not come to abolish the 
Torah. Even in Mark’s version, Mark 7, the thematic and functional con-
nection to Acts 10 is not certain. In Mark the evangelist interprets Jesus’ 
saying of 7:15 in 7:19c. The words of 7:19c – “declaring (or more cor-
rectly ‘cleansing’) all foods [clean]” (kaqari,zwn pa,nta ta. brw,mata) - 
are not found in Jesus’ mouth. Furthermore, in the following story, 
7:24–30, Jesus calls the woman a dog. If Mark wished to express the 
same ideas as posed in Acts 10, he surely has found a strange and odd 
way of doing so. We may conclude that the evangelist’s interpretation in 
Mark 7:19c of 7:15 reveals his antinomian intention. It is not certain 
whether the interpretation does justice to Jesus’ own stance on this ques-
tion. There are several reasons to assume that Jesus did not abolish OT 
laws concerning clean and unclean food. According to Mark 7:5 the 
Pharisees accused Jesus because his disciples did eat with unwashed 
hands. 

This is quite a minor accusation compared to the accusation of 
eating unclean food. The accusation of Mark 7:5 does not suggest that 
the disciples ate non-kosher food. It is to be noted that impurities’ con-
tracting by touch are issues of a long halakhic history in the OT and in 
the Mishnah. The Mishnah has a whole tractate devoted to the subject of 
“hands” – Yadaim.427 If the Pharisees had had evidence they would have 
raised a serious accusation against Jesus’ disciples eating non-kosher 
food. Eating of unclean food was a major issue in second temple Ju-
daism (Dan 1:8–16; Tob 1:10–11; Vita 14). As 1 Macc 1:62–63 states, 
Jews were ready to face death rather than abolishing dietary laws. Acts 
10:14 and 11:8 indicates that the issue of eating everything was not sett-

                                                           
 
426 Dunn, 2003, 573. 
427 Dunn, 2003, 571–572. Sanders (Sanders, 1985, 185–186, 264–265) has doubts whether 
the Pharisaic concern for hand-washing had been developed to this degree, as Mark 7:5 
presupposes, before 70 CE. I maintain that the large amount of halakhic material (m. 
Yadim) dealing with this issue supports the conclusion that Mark 7:5 recalls a contempo-
rary concern of the Pharisees already during the time of Jesus. 
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led for Peter. In Acts 10:14 Peter is recorded as saying: ouvde,pote e;fagon 

pa/n koino.n kai. avka,qarton (“I have never eaten anything common or 
unclean”). Several scholars hold that Mark 7:15 does not derive from the 
historical Jesus because otherwise it would be very difficult to under-
stand why the earliest disciples had such contradicting ideas regarding 
the matter of dietary laws.428 The evidence according to which Jesus 
would have “declared all food clean” is not convincing. We have no tra-
ditions remembering Jesus or his disciples eating non-kosher food.429 

In sum, the chronology of Acts 10 – abolishing the Jewish dietary 
laws and preaching to Gentiles – is not apparent in Matthew 15. The 
evangelist might support such a reading of Mark 7, but this is not self-
evident. The historical Jesus most probably did not abolish the OT die-
tary laws, and he did not launch a mission to the Gentiles. So to say, we 
do not have any traditions remembering Jesus as following the two-step 
chronology of Acts 10. The evidence does not reach Burkill’s conclu-
sions according to which Mark 7:1–23 and 24–30 recall the same se-
quence of chronology as Acts 10, and according to which this chrono-
logy is based on the early church’s Sitz im Leben. Admittedly Mark 
7:1–23 and 24–30 recall in an odd fashion the theological intentions po-
sed clearly in Acts 10. However the theological, two-step chronology is 
too obscure in Mark 7 and particularly in Matt 15 to suggest that it sup-
ports the same intentions as Acts 10. It seems that Mark 7 is not a reflec-
tion of the theological plan apparent in Acts 10. If Mark had reasoned in 
line with Acts 10, he would have placed clearer antinomian statements 
in Jesus’ mouth (cf. Mark 7:15/Acts 10:13–16). Moreover he would not 
have recalled Jesus calling the Gentile woman a dog, but more likely as 
a devout woman who feared God (cf. Acts 10:2).430 

                                                           
 
428 Dunn, 2003, 574–575. Sanders, 1985, 266–268. Vermes, 1993, 25–26. Fredriksen, 
1999, 108. The matters concerning food and eating are dealt in the following verses: Gal 
2:11–14; Rom 14:1–15:6; 1 Cor 8 and 10:20–30. 
429 Dunn, 2003, 574–575. 
430 The narrative connection for the Syrophoenician woman has been investigated not only 
in Acts 10 but also in Judg 1. Admittedly, there are some similarities between Mark 7:27–
29 and Judg 1:4-7. See Derrett, 1977, 155–156. Roure, 1997, 389. In both Mark’s and 
Matthew’s version of the story of the Syrophoenician woman, the woman encounters the 
pro-Jewish saying of Mark 7:27 by stating that “even the dogs under the table eat the 
children’s crumbs” (Mark 7:28). The words ùpoka,tw th/j trape,zhj (under the table), 
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5.2.4 The story of the Syrophoenician woman according to 
Mark 

The Markan version of the story contains clear Markan elements. They 
in their turn reveal Mark’s theological intention and message in the sto-
ry. Jesus’ need to be in secret, Mark 7:24, (the Messianic secret) and the 
idea of “first to the Jews”, which is apparent in Mark’s Gospel have of-
ten been considered to redactional elements.431 It is clear that according 
to Mark Jesus repeatedly seeks to be unnoticed but without success: the 
crowds are attracted to him and they find him in order to request for his 
help.432 Thus also in Mark 7:24 Jesus enters a house in the region of 
Tyre in order to remain unnoticed. Jesus entering a house, naming of the 
territory and the two-fold characterization of the woman are other spe-
cial features in Mark’s story. Marcus points out interestingly that the 
neuter singular form of the word “first” (prw/toj) is always used in Mark 
to indicate events of the eschatological timeline.433 The children are to 
be fed “first” (Mark 7:27), the first one of the two feeding stories is done 
on the Jewish side of the Sea of Galilee (Mark 6:30-44), and after this, 

                                                                                                                     
 
found in the mouth of the Canaanite Adoni-bezek in Judg 1:7, are identical with the 
Canaanite woman’s words in Mark 7:28. The words occur nowhere else in the LXX or in 
the NT in this manner. Therefore these three words of Mark 7:28 and Judg 1:7 form a uni-
que verbatim parallel. The verbal parallel could be accidental, as we are dealing with only 
three words, but the similar sequence of the stories suggests some kind of an intentional 
connection. In both Mark 7 and Judg 1 the person attesting these words - ùpoka,tw th/j 
trape,zhj – stands as a representative of the Canaanite/Phoenician people. In both cases, 
Mark 7 and Judg 1, the person understands his/her place under the table as a dog begging 
for crumbs. In Mark 7 the lord is Jesus, in Judg 1 the leaders are the men of Judah, while 
in both texts the poor person submitting to his/her fate is a Canaanite/Phoenician. 
431 Marcus, 2000, 463, 467, 469. Catchpole, 2006, 174–175. 
432 Gundry, 1993, 372. Marcus, 2000, 467. See Mark 1:45; 2:1–2; 3:7–8, 20; 6:30–33; 
9:30. Marcus states that “the hiding motif here primarily serves to demonstrate his (Jesus’) 
charismatic power, which cannot be hidden – a point that will quickly be reiterated in 
7:36.” Marcus further comments on the theological message of the hiding motif: “Jesus’ 
glory cannot remain a secret for the same reason that the good news will not stay perma-
nently bottled up within Israel: ‘The word of God is not chained’, (2 Tim 2:9).” 
433 Marcus, 2000, 463. Roure, 1997, 385–386. Satan must first be bound, before anyone 
can break into his house (3:27). The children are to be fed first (7:27), Elijah has come first 
(9:11–12), the Gospel must be proclaimed first to all the nations before the end comes 
(13:10). See also 4:28. 
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on the Gentile side of the Sea (Mark 8:1–10).434 The words “let the 
children be fed first” (Mark 7:27a) has been seen as connected to the 
theology of Rom 1:16.435 

This notion supports the conclusion that the word “first” in verse 
Mark 7:27 is theologically loaded and redactional. Several scholars have 
argued that the mission theology of the Church, or at least the mission 
theology of some Christian community, is at the heart of this story. This 
argumentation finds support especially in Mark’s version of the story. 
This conclusion depends mostly on the word “first.” But Meier insists 
that even if this word is omitted as redactional, the story still carries, in 
its center, a lot of mission theology.436 However it should not surprise us 
that the Jew-centered Jesus saw that the children (the Jews) should be 
fed primarily and first. In the light of Jewish eschatological visions this 
order of salvation would be expected. If Jesus had proposed otherwise – 
first the dogs, then possibly the children – his statement and idea would 
be exceptional among the Jews of his time. In such a case, the theologi-
cal affection of Paul would be quite suggestive (Rom 11:25-26).437 
Catchpole claims that Mark 7:27a is redaction as it expresses the se-
quence of salvation and implies that the dogs will be eventually fed. 

                                                           
 
434 Bird, 2006, 51, 113. 
435 Catchpole, 2006, 175. Meier, 1994, 660–661. We may also note that in addition to the 
word “first”, also the term “Greek” (~Ellhni,j), links together Mark 7:24–30 and Rom 
1:16. We are however moving on speculative grounds if we try to testify a binding link 
between the term “Greek” found in verses Rom 1:16 and Mark 7:26. Of course there is the 
possibility that the redactor or creator of the story (Mark 7:24–30) knew Paul’s mission 
theology, or the slogan “first to the Jew”, and used words connected to it: i.e. “first” and 
“Greek”. 
436 Meier, 1994, 660–661. 
437 Sanders, 1983, 184. Sanders argues on the basis of Rom 11:13–16 and 25 that Paul 
turns the traditional Jewish idea of Israel’s restoration upside down. In these verses the 
order of salvation is reversed: it is not first for the Jews and then for the Gentiles, but vice 
versa. Sanders poses that in spite of this reversal Paul, nonetheless, was still committed to 
the hope of the eschatological restoration of Israel. For Paul, so Sanders maintains, the rule 
of God had been realized and Israel would be restored within his own generation. Now, 
prior to this final restoration, Gentiles are joined to the people of God (Rom 11:17–24); see 
Sanders, 1983, 171. The salvation of the Jews – as a people – would occur immediately 
when the number of Gentiles had been fulfilled (Rom 11:25; 13:11–12). Against the back-
ground of such ideas, we are to understand Paul’s zeal and compulsive need to preach the 
Gospel for the Gentiles. He surely thought that the number of Gentiles was nearly fulfilled. 
This can be assumed by his statement according to which he had completed his task of 
proclaiming the Gospel to all the nations, Rom 15:19; see Sanders, 1985, 95.  
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Catchpole argues that the redactional saying of 27a aims to soften the 
authentic saying of 27b, which excludes the dogs’ right to the food of 
the children.438 It is however difficult to prove credibly that Jesus would 
have cherished such excluding views. I maintain that the dialogue bet-
ween Jesus and the woman (Mark 7:27b–29; Matt 15:26–28) cannot be 
seen in the light of a clear and powerful mission theology if Mark 7:27a 
is omitted. This crucial phrase - a;fej prw/ton cortasqh/nai ta. te,kna – 
attributed by Mark 7:27a to Jesus is not found in Matthew’s version of 
the same story. The Markan phrase resembles, however, the Jew-cente-
red idea which is expressed solely in Matt 15:24 by the mouth of Jesus: 
ouvk avpesta,lhn eiv mh. eivj ta. pro,bata ta. avpolwlo,ta oi;kou VIsrah,l. 

In accordance with Acts 13:46 the word of God was “first” to be 
preached to the Jews, but because they rejected it, it is now proclaimed 
to the Gentiles. The dialogue in Mark 7:27b–29/Matt 15:26–28 does not 
recall the same idea raised in Acts 13:46. Jesus is not told of condem-
ning the unrepentant and unbelieving Jews of Galilee (Matt 11:20–24), 
while meeting the believing Syrophoenician woman on the Gentile re-
gion of Tyre. If the redactor had followed the ideas posed in Acts 13:46, 
he would have had a great possibility to do it here. In this story the main 
concern of Jesus’ mission does not switch from the Jews to the Gentiles, 
but remains for the Jews, for the children. It seems that Mark’s and Mat-
thew’s Jesus was following the basic idea of Jewish restoration eschato-
logy: first Israel, and then possibly the Gentiles would have a share in 
the blessings of Israel. Mark 7:24–30 has more to do with the Jewish 
restoration theology than with the centrifugal mission strategy of the 
early Church. 
 

5.2.5 The twofold identification of the woman and the lan-
guage of the conversation 

In Mark 7:26 the woman is identified as a “Greek” – Helene. This epi-
thet may simply indicate that she was a Gentile. Marcus argues for such 
a conclusion, because in Rom 1:16 and 1 Cor 1:22–24 the term “Greek” 

                                                           
 
438 Catchpole, 2006, 174–175. 
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clearly works as a functional equivalent of a “Gentile.”439 This, how-
ever, is not the only or the likeliest interpretation of the epithet in Mark 
7:26. Marcus admits the possibility that the word “Greek” indicates that 
the woman was a Gentile or that she was to her social status a Greek-
speaker.440 In Mark the woman is identified with a two-part characteri-
zation: h` de. gunh. h=n ~Ellhni,j( Surofoini,kissa tw/| ge,nei, Mark 7:26. 
The second part of the woman’s identification – “of Syrophoenician ori-
gin” – reveals that she is a Gentile. Therefore it is not convincing that 
the both parts of the woman’s identification relate basically the same 
thing: she was a Gentile. In verse Mark 7:26 the term “Greek” is to be 
interpreted as referring to the woman’s cultural status as a Helene, as the 
second part of the characterization would refer to her ethnic origin.441 In 
Matthew’s version, the woman is identified as Canaanite woman (gunh. 
Cananai,a), Matt 15:22. Matthew does not imply in any way that the wo-
man would have been a Greek/Helene. 

Theissen has noted that a two-part characterization, which revea-
led both the cultural and ethnic identity, was common at the time. Theis-
sen regards this as a supporting proof for the argument according to 
which the two-fold characterizing in Mark 7:26 originates from an early 
tradition.442 Consequently Theissen has promoted the idea that the epi-
thet “Greek” should be read as referring to her social status in society. 
“In the Hellenistic city-states the ‘Greeks’ made up the free citizenry. 
Education and civic status were closely connected...” This explanation 
makes the double identification understandable. Even though the woman 
was Syrophoenician by birth she belonged to the privileged upper class 
of the Greeks.443 Hengel supposes that at least to some degree during the 
time of Jesus in Jewish Palestine “Greek education, membership of the 

                                                           
 
439 Marcus, 2000, 462. 
440 Marcus, 2000, 462–463, 467. 
441 Freyne, 2004, 89. Freyne indicates that from Mark’s identification the woman is most 
probably to be regarded “religiously pagan and culturally Hellenized, but also a person of 
a high social status.” 
442 Theissen, 1991, 68–69. See: Vita 427; C. Ap. 1:179–180; Philo Abr. 251; Acts 4:36; 
18:2. 
443 Theissen, 1991, 72. 
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upper class and loyalty to Rome went together.”444 It is assumable that 
Mark’s Gentile readers were capable of understanding the two-fold cha-
racterization of the woman found in Mark 7:26. In Mark 7:29 Jesus pays 
attention to the woman’s reasoning and he is prepared to learn from her 
intervention. Precisely due to her words Jesus heals her daughter: dia. 

tou/ton to.n lo,gon u[page.445 The Syrophoenician woman stands as the 
only one in Mark’s Gospel to best Jesus in an argument. Jesus’ words in 
Mark 7:27b are certainly humiliating towards the woman, but the wo-
man does not answer Jesus on equal terms. On the other hand the wo-
man, in quite a wise manner, turns Jesus’ hostile and humiliating meta-
phor of the dog into a friendlier and more familiar metaphor. The beg-
ging woman and her suffering daughter are more like friendly dogs ea-
ting scraps under the childrens’ table. In Mark’s version of the story the 
Helene woman challenges the Jewish prophet’s ethno-centric attitude. 
She requests for a more universalist attitude from Jesus, and due to her 
words (Mark 7:29) Jesus heals her daughter from a distance. 

If the woman was Syrophoenician by origin and Greek by cultu-
ral status, then she must have spoken Greek. The question is obvious: in 
what language would the dialogue between Jesus and the Gentile wo-
man been conducted? Jesus evidently spoke Aramaic as some sayings 
indicate (Mark 5:41; 7:34). The possibility that Jesus would have spoken 
Greek and Hebrew is recognizable. Hengel and Rajak state that at the 
time of Jesus Judea, Galilee and Samaria were bilingual, or more correc-
tly trilingual. Aramaic was the language of the ordinary folk. Hebrew 
was the sacred language of the Bible, and it was used partly in worship 
and in scribal discussions. Greek had largely become the language of 
trade, commerce and administration.446 Jerusalem is seen as the center 
for Greek-speaking inhabitants.447 Archaeological and scribal evidence 
clearly suggest that Greek was the native language of the coastal cities 

                                                           
 
444 Hengel, 1989, 40. On page 17 Hengel states: “The better the knowledge of language a 
Palestinian Jew acquired, the more easily he could rise in the social scale.” 
445 Ringe, 2001, 83, 90–91. See Perkinson, 1996, 61–69. 
446 Hengel, 1989, 9–10. Rajak, 2001, 246–247, 251–252. 
447 Hengel, 1989, 9–10. Meier, 1991, 258. Hengel and Meier assume that the population of 
the greater Jerusalem would have reached up to 80 000 – 100 000 residents. Out of them 
around 10-20%, or 8 000 to 16 000 inhabitants, would have been Greek speaking Jews. 
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and areas around Gaza, Dor, Ptolemais-Akko, Caesarea Maritima, Jam-
nia and Ashdod. Tyre and Sidon were the influential Greek speaking 
Hellenized centers close to Galilee. Besides these, also Caesarea Philip-
pi/Banias, Hippos, Gadara, Scythopolis and Gaba spread the Hellenistic 
ethos and language to their surrounding areas, including Galilee.448 It 
has been noticed that Galilee was to a large extent economically depen-
dent on the Phoenician cities, especially Tyre and Ptolemais.449 

Because Galilee was encircled by Greek speaking Hellenistic 
cities, and because Herod Antipas clearly followed his father’s Hellenis-
tic policy, Hengel goes as far as to suggest that the poleis founded by 
Antipas, i.e. Sepphoris and Tiberias, could possibly have been Greek-
speaking.450 It can be convincingly argued that Galilee had a notable 
Greek speaking minority, and that the upper class of the society, the 
Herodians and for example the tax-collectors, spoke Greek. Hengel 
refers to the stories of the centurion of Capernaum and the Syrophoeni-
cian woman in order to support his claim that Jesus could lead a conver-
sation in Greek.451 We can securely assume that some of Jesus’ disciples 
were at least bilingual, if not trilingual Jews. At least some of Jesus’ dis-
ciples could speak both Greek and Aramaic. Nevertheless, Greek would 
not have been the most obvious language between Galilean Jews and the 
Phoenician Gentiles. Between the ethnic groups within Palestine or sur-
rounding it, i.e. the Phoenicians, the Idumeans and Samaritans, the lan-
guage would not have been the distinguishing and separating factor. In 
these areas Aramaic, not Greek, functioned as the lingua franca.452 

                                                           
 
448 Hengel, 1989, 14. 
449 Hengel, 1989, 15. Theissen, 1991, 73–75, 79. 
450 Hengel, 1989, 14–15.  
451 Hengel, 1989, 16–17. According to Matt 10:2–3 two of Jesus disciples had purely 
Greek names (VAndre,aj kai. Fi,lippoj). The Gospels relate that Jesus had followers from all 
classes of society. From the upper classes Johanna, the wife of Herod’s steward Chuza 
(Luke 8:3) and the tax collectors – especially the rich Zacchaeus from Jericho (Luke 19:1–
2) can be mentioned. Hengel goes on to state that as Jesus was a building craftsman living 
near the former capital Galilee, Sepphoris, he was possibly engaged in the rebuilding of 
the city in the 20s. This is of course a possibility, but it cannot be proved. 
452 Rajak, 2001, 246, 251–252. On page 246 Rajak argues the following: “For the ancients, 
at any rate, there seems to have been little sense of a common past among the peoples of 
the region, and it is hard to detect significant elements of a shared culture beyond the lin-
guistic inheritance.” Goodblatt states that “it is generally agreed that Aramaic was the 
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Theissen correctly remarks that the Phoenician language and the Gali-
lean Aramaic were so closely related that a native Galilean Jew and a 
Syrophoenician Gentile could easily have a conversation with each 
other.453 Moreover, Josephus presents proof that the Tyrian population 
was bilingual well into the first century CE.454 The Markan twofold 
identification of the woman most likely indicates that she was bilingual, 
i.e. she spoke both Greek and Aramaic. 

As another special element in Mark’s story is the idea that Jesus 
entered a house in the region of Tyre (Mark 7:24). According to the rab-
binic purity legislation, not however according to the OT, Jews contrac-
ted ceremonial defilement by entering Gentile houses.455 Mark’s note 
does not necessary mean that Jesus visited a Gentile home.456 It is to be 
remembered that Jesus is only told of entering “Gentile country”, Mark 
7:31. In the regions surrounding Tyre, and in the territory of the Deca-
polis, the Jews and Gentiles lived side by side. It is quite likely that there 
were also separate Jewish villages in these areas.457 We will now survey 
more closely Matthew’s redactional elements. 

 

5.2.6 The story of the Canaanite woman according to 
Matthew 

Even though Matthew and Mark clearly related the same incident, they 
contain many differences on a textual level. The redactional and theolo-
gical coloring is more obvious in Matthew’s version of the story than in 
Mark’s version of it. On the basis of Matthew’s special features in this 
story we can state that he emphasizes the woman’s faith, Jesus’ Jew-
centered mission and the woman’s pagan and Gentile identity as a Ca-
naanite (gunh. Cananai,a) in the district of Tyre and Sidon. The woman’s 
faith is evident in Jesus’ answer to her plea (Matt 15:28): w= gu,nai( 

                                                                                                                     
 
common spoken language of most inhabitants of the area (i.e. Palestine and its surroun-
dings), including many or even most Judeans.” Goodblatt, 2001, 11. 
453 Theissen, 1991, 70. See: C. Ap. 1:173. 
454 Theissen, 1991, 69. Josephus: Ant. 8:144; C. Ap. 1:116. 
455 Bird, 2006, 118. M. Ohal. 18:7; John 18:28; Acts 10:1–11:18; Bell. 2:152. Gundry, 
1994, 143. 
456 Ringe, 2001, 85.  
457 Theissen, 1991, 68. 
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mega,lh sou h` pi,stij genhqh,tw soi w`j qe,leij. Like the centurion of Ca-
pernaum (Matt 8:10, 13), she too becomes an illustrator of the faith 
which enables Gentiles to approach Jesus even during his earthly minis-
try.458 Faith is also apparent in other healing stories (Matt 9:28-29). The 
story of the Canaanite woman (Matt 15:21–28) is reminiscent of the hea-
ling story of the blind beggar Bartimaeus (Mark 10:46–52/Matt 20:29–
34/Luke 18:35–43). Verbally the stories have several connections: “star-
ted shouting” (e;krazen, Matt 15:22; Mark 10:48; Luke 18:39), “have 
mercy on me” (evle,hso,n me, Matt 15:22; Mark 10:47–48; Luke 18:38–
39), and the title given to Jesus, “Son of David” (uìo.j Daui,d\, Matt 
15:22; Mark 10:47–48; Luke 18:38–39). Notably all of these features are 
absent from the Markan version of the story (Mark 7:24–30). 

The words “have mercy on me, Lord” (Matt 15:22) are reminis-
cent of the Psalms. After Jesus stated that he has been sent only for the 
lost sheep of Israel, the woman “knelt before him” (Matt 15:25; 8:2; 
9:18), and urged Jesus with the Psalmist’s words “Lord, help me” 
(ku,rie( boh,qei moi, Ps 43:27; 69:6; 78:9; 93:18; 108:28).459 The title 
“son of David” appears ten times in Matthew’s Gospel, and on eight oc-
casions it is connected directly to Jesus. This epithet appears only three 
times in Mark (10:47-48; 12:35) and also three times in Luke (3:31; 
18:38–39).460 The reference to Israel or the Jews as “the lost sheep of the 
house of Israel” has its roots in the OT, but in the NT it is uniquely Mat-
thean (10:6; 15:24). This special feature of Matthew’s version of the sto-
ry creates a slight contradiction in the story because neither Matthew nor 
Mark explicitly mention Jesus searching for the lost sheep of the house 

                                                           
 
458 Keener, 1999, 267–268, 414. According to verse Matt 8:10 Jesus is amazed by the Cen-
turion’s faith. It exceeds the faith he has found among the Israelites. Davies & Allison, 
1991, 542–543, 558–559. 
459 Luz, 1990, 434–435. Pss. 6:3; 9:14; 26:7; 30:10; 40:5; 55:2; 85:3; 122:3 etc. 
460 Matt 1:1, 20; 9:27; 12:23; 15:22; 20:30–31; 21:9, 15; 22:42. The title Son of David was 
arguably pregnant with some messianic expectations prior to 70 CE, as Hengel suggests. 
Hengel, 1989, 298–300. The title is clearly connected to Jesus in order to legalize his Mes-
sianic status (Rom 1:3; Mark 10:47; 12:35; Matt 1:1–2; Luke 3:23–34 etc.). The impor-
tance of the title to the early Christians is explained by the Jewish messianic expectations 
connected to it. For the Jews’ hope of a Davidic Messiah, see Collins, 1995, 68. Sankamo, 
2012, 295–301. 
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of Israel in the regions of Tyre and Sidon.461 In Mark’s version of the 
story this becomes quite evident due to Jesus’ wish to remain in secret 
(7:24). Obviously the saying of Matt 15:24 would not have suited into 
the Markan version of the story of the Syrophoenician woman. Matt 
15:24 brings forth the impression that Jesus was on a mission in these 
foreign areas. Despite this neither Mark nor Matthew have transmitted 
any mention of the practice of such a mission. The dialogue regarding 
the feeding of the children is not connected with a clear message of mis-
sion. As we shall see, it can plausibly be understood as a slogan which 
resembles the tense economic reality of the border area of Phoenicia and 
Galilee. 

Jesus’ despising attitude towards the Canaanite woman is also a 
Matthean specialty. Jesus first ignores the woman’s plea (15:23), and 
thus his disciples urge him to answer something to the desperately screa-
ming woman (15:24). This despising attitude of Jesus, and the disciples’ 
request, is not stated in Mark’s version of the story. The Matthean ver-
sion raises seemingly anti-Gentile aspects and they are attributed to 
Jesus and not to the disciples. The anti-Gentile features are also apparent 
in the redactor’s characterization of the woman as a Canaanite (15:22). 
The Canaanites have multiple references in the OT. In Matthew’s genea-
logy two Canaanite women, Tamar and Rahab are mentioned as Jesus’ 
foremothers (Matt 1:3, 5). In the OT and in second temple Jewish litera-
ture the Canaanites are seen mostly in a negative light (Gen 9:25, Jub. 
22:20–22; Wis 12:3–11; Sus 1:56). It is to be noticed that the Baal-pro-
pagandist and the persecutor of the Lord’s prophets, Queen Jezebel, was 
a Sidonian princess (1 Kgs 16:31; 18:4). Jesus, as it is pointed out, met 
the Canaanite woman in the territory of Sidon.462 In the Pentateuch the 
land of Cana is promised to the patriarchs and to the Israelites (Exod 
6:4; 16:35; Lev 14:35; 18:3; 25:38). The Jews were to invade the land of 
Cana (Exod 33:2), and to destroy all the Canaanite cities and towns 
without exception. The invading Hebrews were not to give any options 

                                                           
 
461 For the discussion regarding the authenticity of Matt 15:24 see Davies & Allison, 1991, 
550–551. 
462 Keener, 1999, 414–415. Mussies, 1997, 265. Davies & Allison, 1991, 547–548. See 
also: m. Qidd. 1:3; Sus. 1:56. 
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for the Canaanites to surrender (Deut 20:16–18; Num 21:1–3).463 On the 
basis of Pentateuch the reason for this total and merciless conquest and 
destruction was due to the fear of the Canaanites’ pagan influences on 
Israel.464 Despite the holy war and the support of the Lord, the Hebrews 
failed to defeat and destroy the Sidonians (Judg 1:31–32), who thence 
became a constant source of problems for the Israelis, at least in accor-
dance to the OT and its Prophets. The Canaanites’ pagan practices and 
influence are considered only to be negative (Lev 18:24–30; Deut 
12:31). 

The Phoenicians were often seen as the descendants of the an-
cient Canaanites. According to Gen 10:15 and 1 Chr 1:13 Canaan was 
the father of Sidon. In LXX passages such as Exod 6:15; Josh 5:1, 12 
Cana and the Canaanites (MT) are translated as Phoenicia and Phoeni-
cians.465 Luz states that Canaanite was not just a biblical expression for 
pagan, but it was also, during the time of Matthew, the term which the 
Phoenicians used of themselves. Luz indicates that the Syrian Matthew, 
who possibly spoke Aramaic, had changed the western “Syrophoeni-
cian” with perhaps his own native translation of it: i.e. “Canaanite.”466 
Be that how it may, in the Jewish mind-set the woman’s characterization 
as a Canaanite would not have been to her advantage. This negative 
point is further strengthened by Matthew’s localization of the incident in 
the district of “Tyre and Sidon” (15:21). These two regions, “Tyre and 
Sidon”, recall prophecies of doom (Jer 47:4; Joel 4:4; Zech 9:2).467 The 

                                                           
 
463 The laws for war in Deut 20:10–16 charge the Israelis to offer peace to their enemies, 
and an option to surrender, before attacking them. Such options and peace negotiations 
were not to be given to the cities and towns of Cana, Deut 20:16–18.  
464 Deut 7:1-4; 12:29–31. The life, prosperity and peace in the Promised Land depended on 
the Israelis’ loyalty towards their God. If they served other gods, they would lose their 
land, Deut 4:25–28; 7:4; 11:13–21. We may note that the enmity was not aimed against 
some ethnicity, but against certain behavior, i.e. on paganism. If a Jewish town served 
idols, it would meet the same total destruction and doom as the Canaanite cities, Deut 
13:13–17; see also: 12:31; 18:9–14. 
465 Freyne, 1980, 299, n. 24. See also Strabo, Geographica, 16:2.34; Isa 23:2; Job 40:30; 
Deut 3:9. 
466 Luz, 1990, 432–433. 
467 Occasionally in the OT doom prophecies where Tyre and Sidon are mentioned, the eco-
nomic dependency and pressure is emphasized. In Joel 4:4–8 Tyre and Sidon are facing 
God’s revenge because they have stolen the gold and silver of Jerusalem; they have sold 
the citizens of Jerusalem and Judah as slaves for the Greeks. In accordance to Ezek 26:2 
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names of Tyre, Sidon and Canaanite all strengthen the same theological 
point: Jesus is being asked to help the worst of the worst, the most bitter 
ancient enemies of Israel and the Jews.468 These identification markers 
of the woman recall anti-Gentile themes rooted in the OT. The hostile 
attitude towards the woman as a Canaanite/Syrophoenician Greek is ap-
parent in both Matthew and Mark. 

In Matthew’s case the emphasis is on the negative remarks of the 
OT. However the Canaanite woman in the territory of Tyre and Sidon 
pleads like a psalmist-prayer. Many Galilean Jews felt hatred towards 
the Syrophoenicians, and particularly towards the Syrophoenician higher 
class consisting mainly of Greeks. This hatred towards the culturally 
Greek Syrophoenicians was due to the economic dependency and pres-
sure posed by the Phoenicians on the Galilean Jews. The relationships of 
the more thoroughly Hellenized Tyrians and the Jewish minority popula-
tion residing in Tyre or in its surrounding countryside, was somewhat 
strained. This difficult relationship, the aggressive prejudices, was, as 
Theissen puts it, “supported by economic dependency and legitimated 
by religious tradition.”469 The dialogue concerning the children, bread 
and the dogs recalls the economic situation, which is arguably more em-
phasized in Mark’s version of the story. The religious background for 
the fierce relationship of the Jews and the Canaanites is more apparent 
in Matthew’s version of the story.  
 

                                                                                                                     
 
Tyre saw the destruction of Jerusalem only as a possibility to receive the riches of the 
world and thus be restored as an economic superpower (Ezek 26–28). The doom prophe-
cies of Ezek 26–28 claim that due to the ill will and pride of Tyre and Sidon, they were 
doomed and desolated. 
468 Davies & Allison, 1991, 547. Davies and Allison claim correctly the following: “Most 
modern exegetes have supposed the change to ‘Canaanite’ was made because of its OT as-
sociations: one automatically thinks of Israel’s enemies. Thereby is evoked ‘Israel’s deep-
ly-engrained fear of and revulsion towards Gentile ways’ – which in turn allows one to see 
in Jesus the overcoming of such fear and revulsion.” 
469 Theissen, 1991, 78–79. Catchpole, 2006, 176–177. On p. 177 Catchpole states the follo-
wing: Religious sanction for such attitudes was provided by extravagant prophetic denun-
ciations of Tyre (cf. Isa 23; Jer 47:4; Ezek 27; Amos 1:9–10; Zech 9:3–4), which liturgical 
texts kept ever fresh and alive (cf. Ps 83:7). So the saying of Jesus to the woman from Tyre 
is heavy with Galilean prejudice, fuelled by ingrained social, political, historical, economic 
and religious experiences and attitudes.” 
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5.3 The Syrophoenician woman and Jesus in the 
Palestinian context  

5.3.1 The relationship between the Phoenicians and Gali-
leans 

Tyre and Sidon were great cities of Phoenicia, an adjacent territory to 
Galilee. At the time of Jesus these cities had been influenced by Helle-
nism for a long time. In spite of the remarkable influence of Hellenism 
we have to note that Phoenicia had remained culturally quite conserva-
tive, and not thoroughly Hellenized.470 As neighbours the Israelis and 
the Phoenicians had a long history, including stories of battles for land 
(Judg 1:31-32; 5:17). The history as it is narrated in the OT reveals reli-
gious and cultural influence (1 Kgs 18:19–21) as well as economic de-
pendence (1 Kgs 5:11, 15–32; 9:11–13, Ant. 8:54, 141; Ezek 27:17; Acts 
12:20) between the Phoenicians and Israelis. Passages such as Judg 
1:31–32 and 1 Kgs 9:11–13 make clear that in the course of history the 
borders between Galilee and Tyre had gradually been moved. During the 
Jewish revolt Kedesh was clearly a village in the Tyrian district, and ac-
cording to Josephus, “always at feud and strife with the Galileans” (Bell. 
1:105). Earlier in history, during the time of Jonathan (152–143 BCE) 
the village had marked the border between Galilee and Tyre (Ant. 
13:154). Josephus also mentions that Mount Carmel once belonged to 
Galilee but now belonged to Tyre, Bell. 3:35 (see 1 Kgs 18:19–21).471 

                                                           
 
470 Freyne, 2001, 184–185. Freyne gives convincing evidence for his conclusions. He sta-
tes that with the exception of Akko, none of the Phoenician coastal cities changed their na-
mes to Greek names. Even though the Phoenicians have not left any national literature, our 
knowledge of them is considerably good because of their maritime activity, the rise of a 
significant Diaspora within the Mediterranean world, and their frequent contacts with the 
Greeks long before Alexander’s day. The Phoenicians had a long and honorable history 
which finds references in the OT: Judg 1:31–32; 5:17; 1 Kgs 5:1–12; 1 Kgs 18 etc. Jose-
phus mentions that in Tyre there were ancient records dating from the times of the reign of 
Hiram (C. Ap. 1:155–158). Even though Josephus’ data is, on this occasion, most probably 
false, it still shows that the Phoenicians regarded their past as valuable and important. Al-
though Greek became more and more the language of administration and commerce, the 
Phoenician language was still used in inscriptions and coin legends, as Freyne states. Evi-
dently the Phoenicians were culturally quite conservative. 
471 Theissen, 1991, 76–77. Marcus, 2000, 462, 471. 
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As perhaps the most obvious example of Tyrian influence on the 
Jewish world the Tyrian coins can be mentioned. The Tyrian coinage 
was one of world’s most stable currencies in circulation during our pe-
riod of concern. The stability of the Tyrian money was certainly one of 
the reasons why it was the only currency accepted as the half-shekel 
payment for the temple tax in Jerusalem (Exod 30:14–15). The Tyrian 
coinage had a high standard, the best quality and it had a high percen-
tage (98 %) of silver.472 Tyre’s chief god was Melqart, which the Greeks 
identified as Hercules. The main temple of Sidon was the temple of Esh-
mun. Eshmun was regarded to be the god of healing, and was compared 
to the Greek god Asklepios. During the Greco-Roman Period Melqart’s 
portrait appeared on the Tyrian shekels.473 The Phoenician religion had 
made its appearance into the Jewish world and especially into Jerusalem 
and its temple as Melqart’s portrait was on the coin. The fact that great 
amounts of Tyrian coins have been unearthed in the archaeological ex-
cavations in Galilee suggests that the relationships between the Gali-
leans and the Phoenicians were not solely negative during the first cen-
tury.474 The Tyrian coins bear witness to commercial relations between 
different ethnic grougs in first century Palestine, in Galilee as well as in 
Judea. These commercial bonds are apparent in written sources (Acts 
12:20). Certainly during the first century there were quite serious ten-
sions from time to time between the Phoenicians and the Galileans. The 
Phoenician Helenes formed the upperclass and their members were more 
favorable to having ties with the Romans. Hostility between the Phoeni-

                                                           
 
472 Rousseau & Arav, 1995, 310, 327. Theissen, 1991, 73. 
473 Freyne, 2001, 185–187. Already in the sixth century Ezekiel seems to regard Melqart as 
the god of Tyre (Ezek 28:4–9). In the famous biblical episode (1 Kgs 18), where Elijah 
challenges Baal on Mount Carmel, Baal’s profile strikingly resembles the profile of Mel-
qart – the Lord of Tyre. Freyne, 2004, 85–87. Freyne refers to 1 Macc 1:11 which attests 
that the elite of Jerusalem arranged a collection in order to support the Tyrian games in ho-
nor of Herakles/Melqart. Freyne further attests that although the Tyrian coinage bore the 
image of Herakles/Melqart, we have no evidence that this would have troubled pious Jews. 
The Tyrian coinage was used in the Jerusalem temple, and it was regarded as “the coin of 
the sanctuary”. 
474 Freyne, 2001B, 303. I maintain with Freyne: “Coins are less certain indicators than 
ceramic remains in terms of direct contacts. Nevertheless, the preponderance of Tyrian 
coins at various sites in Galilee (Upper and Lower) does seem to break the pattern of tra-
ding isolationism suggested by the ceramic ware.” 
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cians and the Galileans was not the only mood of their relations. The 
commercial relations, revealed by both textual as well as archaeological 
remains, suggest that the relaions between the Phoenicians and the Gali-
leans were not solely negative. Moreover the biblical history witnessed 
prophets such as Elijah helping both the people of Israel as well as indi-
vidual Phoenicians (1 Kgs 17; 2 Kgs 5). In the dialogue between the Sy-
rophoenician Helene woman and Jesus, as presented particularly by 
Mark, Jesus seems to express the hostile mood of the relations between 
the Phoenicians and the Galileans. However the Gentile woman expres-
ses the more positive side of these relationships between the two ethnic 
groups, and in the story Jesus listens to the woman’s reasoning and heals 
her daughter because of her mother’s words (Mark 7:29). 

 

5.3.2 Mark 7:27 and the economics between Galilee and 
Phoenicia 

Theissen has put much weight on the economic pressures and tensions 
between the rich Phoenician cities and the poor Jewish population in the 
surrounding districts of these Hellenistic cities. According to him the 
words of Mark 7:27 – ouv ga,r evstin kalo.n labei/n to.n a;rton tw/n 

te,knwn kai. toi/j kunari,oij balei/n – might recall a local well-known 
saying of the time. The Tyrians bought the field produce from the Jews 
who lived in the rural districts of the great Phoenician cities and in the 
border areas of Galilee. In times of bad season the Jewish peasants went 
hungry, because the Tyrians bought a great part of their fields’ pro-
duce.475 The rich city of Tyre and its districts relied on the import of Ga-
lilean grain. Tyre was economically well off especially due to its metal 
work. According to Theissen the saying of Mark 7:27 criticized this eco-
nomic situation. Theissen presents a convincing list of scribal evidence 

                                                           
 
475 Theissen, 1991, 72–75. Josephus mentions several occasions when a bad harvest resul-
ted in famine and economic disaster for the Galileans: Ant. 14:28; 15:299–316; 365; 16:64; 
18:18; 20:101. Freyne (Freyne, 1980, 178) lists passages from the Talmud which confirm 
the terrible influences of a bad harvest on the people: b. Ta’an 24b; b. Ketub 97; b. Ta’an 
19b. 
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in support for his argument that the northern part of Galilee functioned 
as the “breadbasket” for the coastal cities of Phoenicia.476 

It is possible that the saying of Mark 7:27b reflects the local eco-
nomic situation, and that the saying was actually a more or less common 
local saying of the time.477 The economic situation and the question to 
whom the produce of the fields belonged was current in these border 
areas separating Galilee and the Phoenician regions. If the saying of 
Mark 7:27b is to be understood as referring to this ideological context, 
then it nevertheless emphasizes that Jesus held a pro-Jewish stance. The 
bread belonged primarily to the Jews.478 Undoubtedly some of the early 
Christians from the border regions of Galilee and Tyre would have 
understood the saying of Mark 7:27 as referring to economic oppression. 
The saying suits into the local context of the 30s and into the rural dis-
trict of Tyre. Theissen correctly uses this as support for the saying’s au-
thenticity:  

 
“This study of the cultural context reveals that the story is pro-
bably Palestinian in origin. It presupposes an original narrator 
and audience who are acquainted with the concrete local and so-
cial situation in the border regions of Tyre and Galilee. As a re-
sult, it now appears more difficult to trace the origins of the story 
exclusively to early Christian debates about the legitimacy of the 
gentile mission – debates we read about in Jerusalem, Caesarea, 
and Antioch. Something more concrete is at stake. In principle 
we cannot exclude the possibility that the story has a historical 
core: an encounter between Jesus and a Hellenized Syrophoeni-
cian woman.”479 

 

                                                           
 
476 Theissen, 1991, 73–75. Acts 12:20; Ant. 20:212; Vita 71; 119; y. Demai 1:3; Cant. Rab. 
5:14; p. Abod. Zar. 4:39d. See also Ringe, 2001, 84. 
477 Theissen, 1991, 75. Theissen writes the following regarding Mark 7:27: “This saying, 
which at first is so offensive, would have to awaken the following associations: ‘First let 
the poor people in the Jewish rural areas be satisfied. For it is not good to take poor 
people’s food and throw it to the rich Gentiles in the cities.’ -- Perhaps Jesus, in replying, 
was able to make connections with a well-known saying shaped by the situation.” 
478 Theissen, 1991, 75. 
479 Theissen, 1991, 79. 
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5.3.3 Biblical doom for Tyre and Sidon – Another pos-
sible reason for Jesus to visit the district of Tyre 

We can so far conclude that the Phoenicians and the Galilean peasants 
were economically dependent on each other. Ethnic enmity kindled by 
economic and political injustice embraced the popular mood around the 
borders between Phoenicia and Galilee. This statement gains support 
from the notion that the Jewish rebel leader John Gischala found his 
most loyal soldiers from the district of Tyre. The hatred against the Ca-
naanites/Phoenicians seemed to be justified by the OT prophecies of 
doom. In the OT the city of Tyre, and to some extent also the city of Si-
don, are objects of prophetic doom (Isa 23:1–17; Ezek 26:2–9; Amos 
1:9–10; Zech 9:2–4). 

In this territory surrounding Tyre Jews and Gentiles lived in an 
atmosphere of racial enmity – how strong this enmity was during the 30s 
is impossible to decide. According to the story of the Syrophoenician 
woman Jesus entered the district of Tyre and there he is faced with a 
Gentile, who represent the doomed people in the OT, and moreover 
those who live currently in enmity with the Jews. Josephus states that 
the deep enmity between the two people, Jews and Phoenicians, was 
well known (Ant. 14:313–321; C. Ap. 1:70; Bell. 2:478; 4:105).480 The 
district of Tyre would not have been neutral ground for a Jewish reli-
gious teacher in the 30s. The area itself would have evoked aspirations. 
However, neither Mark nor Matthew states any clear reason for Jesus’ 
visit to the district of Tyre. Mark solely emphasizes the hiding motif in 
Jesus’ will to remain unnoticed. Jesus is not said to have gathered follo-
wers from around Tyre as John Gischala did (Bell. 2:588). In the overall 
context of both Matthew’s and Mark’s Gospel the most probable expla-
nation for Jesus’ visit to the territory of Tyre is related to the location of 
Tyre and its biblical roots. The area was located within the biblical grea-
ter Israel. Moreover Tyre had special interest for Jesus in particular be-
cause it had such a wide scale of reference in the OT prophecies of 
doom. These OT predictions of doom were, at that time, emphasized by 
the racial and economic tensions between the Galilean Jews and the 

                                                           
 
480 Bird, 2006, 113. Freyne, 2000, 164. 
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Phoenicians and Greeks living in and around Tyre and Sidon. By hea-
ling the Syrophoenician woman’s daughter Jesus can be seen as repla-
cing vengeance with healing. He can be seen as overcoming ethnic fear 
and revulsion.481 It is also worth noting that according to Matt 11:21–
24/Luke 10:13–15 (Q) Jesus compared Tyre and Sidon positively with 
the unrepentant Galilean villages, Capernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida, 
in which he had done “most of his deeds of power.” 

 

5.3.4 Deciding the historical validity of the story of the 
Syrophoenician woman 

Is there a historical core behind the incident portrayed in Mark 7:24–30 
and Matt 15:21–28? Scholars such as Theissen, Bird, Gundry, Davies 
and Allison do not exclude the possibility of a historical incident behind 
the story of the Syrophoenician woman.482 Davies and Allison argue that 
the story does not answer the urgent missiological questions of the post-
Easter Church regarding circumcision of the converts. The story does 
not give the disciples a commission or even hint at widening their mis-
sion also to the Gentiles.483 Moreover it would be hard to explain why 
the early Christians would create such a story where Jesus, and not the 
disciples or some other group, is the one who expresses the anti-Gentile 
attitudes (Matt 15:23–24, 26; Mark 7:27). Theissen claims that the story 
contains a local touch to the Palestinian economic culture and environ-
ment.484 Meier and Lüdemann argue on different grounds that the story 
is created by the early Church in order to support the Church’s Gentile 
mission. 

The story of the Syrophoenician woman consists of two parts: the 
dialogue and the healing. The actual healing is clearly in the back-
ground. It is done from a distance, and the patient is absent. The story 

                                                           
 
481 For a discussion concerning Jesus’ views on eschatological vengeance see: Jeremias, 
1981, 41–46. Meyer, 1979, 167. Jeremias’ claim that Jesus omitted the eschatological 
judgment concerning the Gentiles from his message (Luke 4:18–22; 7:22; Matt 11:5) can 
find some practical evidence from the story of the Syrophoenician woman. See also Davies 
& Allison, 1991, 547. 
482 Bird, 2006, 114–115. Theissen, 1991, 79. Davies & Allison, 1991, 544–545.  
483 Davies & Allison, 1991, 543–544. 
484 Theissen, 1991, 79.  
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really concerns a dispute between Jesus and the Gentile woman. The ob-
scurity of the healing can be used as an argument for its lack of histori-
cal core. Of course the opposite is also true: the obscurity of the healing 
can also be used as proof for its historicity. According to this reasoning 
the early Christians did not feel free to invent a clear healing story, but 
preserved the obscure tradition, according to which Jesus healed a 
Gentile woman’s demonized daughter from a distance simply by saying 
that her daughter was all right: genhqh,tw soi w`j qe,leij and evxelh,luqen 
evk th/j qugatro,j sou to. daimo,nion. In the case of the daughter of Jairus 
Jesus is reported to have visited the dying girl in order to heal her (Mark 
5:22–24, 35–43). No similar context has been created for the story of 
our concern. 

According to Meier, the story (Mark 7:24–30) carries a lot of 
Christian theology of mission even after he has “cleansed” it of Markan 
redaction. As we have noted Meier’s main focus is on the Pauline dic-
tum (Rom 1:16), which he finds at the heart of the story. Meier acknow-
ledges that such theological charges are not apparent in the story of the 
centurion’s servant (Matt 8:5–13) or the story of the Gerasene demoniac 
(Mark 5:1-20).485 Lüdemann holds fast to his strict conclusion that Jesus 
never healed any Gentiles, and thus the story of the Syrophoenician wo-
man does not derive from a historical meeting between Jesus and the 
Gentile woman.486 Lüdemann claims that the harsh disputes in the post-
Easter community underline the tradition (Mark 7:24–30/Matt 15:21–
28) and explain its origin. According to Lüdemann Jesus’ opposition to 
the Gentile mission (Matt 10:5–6; 15:24) explains the anti-Gentile featu-
res in the texts.487 Lüdemann excludes the historical core of both the sto-
ry of the Syrophoenician woman and the story of the centurion of Caper-
naum. Lüdemann persistently insists that Jesus and his disciples strictly 
restricted their mission to the Jews – and only for the Jews.488 The fact 
that the healings of the Gentiles were done from a distance, suggests ac-
cording to Lüdemann, that no direct healing of a Gentile by Jesus ever 

                                                           
 
485 Meier, 1994, 660–661. 
486 Meier, 1994, 660–661. Lüdemann, 2000, 50, 194. 
487 Lüdemann, 2000, 50–51. 
488 Lüdemann, 2000, 50, 155–156, 194. 
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occurred.489 The dialogue between Jesus and the woman is found, as we 
have noticed, almost identically in both the Markan and the Matthean 
version of the Syrophoenician woman. It seems that at least regarding 
the dialogue Matthew is relying on a written passage of Mark. Could it 
be that Jesus met a desperate Phoenician woman in the territory of Tyre 
and that they had an impressive dispute, but that this dispute was never 
accurately settled? It is difficult to understand why the evangelists 
would have preserved the humiliating dispute with such accuracy, if the 
tradition of the dispute did not contain a reference to a healing. Without 
the healing, which nevertheless is vague, the dispute would end rather 
pessimistically. Presumably, if this had been the case in the early tradi-
tion, we would expect that the evangelists, who supported the Gentile 
mission, would have left the whole meeting and the dispute unmentio-
ned. If the indirect healing from a distance was created later as a res-
ponse to the harsh dispute the healing would be expected to be clearer 
and more precise. 

The fact that the healing stories of the Gentiles share several si-
milar features might suggest that the stories were created and redacted 
by the early Church in accordance with an intentional pattern. The story 
of the Syrophoenician woman and the centurion of Capernaum (Matt 
8:5–13/Luke 7:1–10) have similar casts.490 The story of the Syrophoeni-
cian woman is, however, exceptional in several respects. As Marcus 
writes: 

 
“Not only does it present the only example in the Gospels of a 
person who wins an argument with Jesus, but it also portrays a 
Jesus who is unusually sensitive to his Jewish countrymen’s 
claims to salvation-historical privilege and unusually rude about 
the position of the Gentiles.”491 

                                                           
 
489 Lüdemann, 2000, 50. 
490 In both stories Jesus does not take the active role, he does not take the initiative to 
search and heal, but he is asked or begged for help. In both stories the actual healing is 
done from distance. In both stories Jesus’ main mission to Israel is emphasized. Jesus is 
surprised by the faith of the centurion (Matt 8:10/Luke 7:9), because he has not found such 
faith among the Israelis, who are the main objects of his mission. In both stories, as well as 
in the story of the Gerasene demoniac, the dialogue is at the heart of the story. 
491 Marcus, 2000, 470. 
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The literary context – i.e. the Gentile section – of the story of the 
Syrophoenician woman relates positively towards the Gentiles. Despite 
this the story of the Syrophoenician woman contains features which can 
be seen as anti-Gentile. Accordingly Jesus first refuses to respond to the 
woman’s desperate needs and he also insultingly likens her to a dog. De-
spite these apparent anti-Gentile features Lüdemann and Meier argue 
that the story was created by some Christian group in order to support 
the Gentile mission.492 Marcus insists that the story of the Syrophoeni-
cian woman deals with the “transcendence of Jewish Particularism, and 
looks forward to the increasingly Gentile Church of Mark’s own day.” 
Marcus acknowledges the oddity of the story if these are its theological 
intentions.493 If this story was created in order to pose such a theological 
transcendence of Jewish particularism to some kind of universalism, 
why would Jesus first himself represent and support the Jewish particu-
laristic point of view and call the woman a Gentile dog. On the basis of 
the Gentile setting of the story it would have been possible that the Pha-
risees or the disciples would have represented the view of Jewish parti-
cularism.494 They could have called the woman a dog. After all the Pha-
risees are described as stringent Jews, who held on to the traditional die-
tary laws, which separated them from the Gentiles (Mark 7:5).495 

The disciples are often pictured as having difficulties in under-
standing and believing in Jesus.496 According to Luke 9:54 the disciples 
of Jesus wished to cast a heavenly vengeance of fire on the Samaritans. 
In light of these negative notions regarding the disciples, they would 
have suited as representatives of Jewish particularism or accountable for 
the disgraceful words concerning the woman. For example the “Petrine 

                                                           
 
492 Meier, 1994, 660–661. Lüdemann, 2000, 50–51. 
493 Marcus, 2000, 466.  
494 See Meier, 1994, 660–661. 
495 Of course there is the possibility that the Pharisees would not have objected to the plea-
ding Gentile woman harshly. According to Jeremias the Jews, and especially the Pharisees, 
desired to win converts from the Greeks. Thus Keener states that “some Jewish teachers” 
would not have given the woman such a harsh answer. Quite the contrary, they would have 
hoped to make her a convert. Keener, 1999, 416. See Ant. 20:34–36; C. Ap. 2:210; m. Abot 
1:12; b. Sanh. 99:b; Shab. 31a.  
496 See Mark 4:13; 6:51–52; 7:18; 8:18–21; Matt 14:30–31; 15:16. 
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groups,” with the lead of Peter himself, might have called the Gentiles 
dogs. Davies, Allison and Bird correctly point out that the story itself 
does not answer to the Church’s urgent questions dealing with the need 
of circumcising the Gentile converts. In the story Jesus does not address 
his disciples in any way.497 These matters of course stand against the as-
sumption that the story is a Christian creation in order to support the 
Gentile mission. 

The nucleus of Mark 7:24–30 is likely to be historical. As Theis-
sen has shown the dialogue is historically plausible in the context of the 
district of Tyre in the first half of the first century. The story recounts a 
memory of Jesus meeting a Gentile woman in the district of Tyre. The 
story does not support the Gentile mission of the early Church. Jesus 
holds fast to his Jewish mission, though he heals the Gentile from a dis-
tance as an exception, due to the woman’s persistent appeal and faith. 

 

5.4 The centurion (Matthew 8:5–13 and Luke 7:1–
10) 

5.4.1 The setting of the story of the centurion of Caper-
naum 

The story of the centurion is preserved in Matthew’s and Luke’s Gospel. 
John has preserved a similar story about the official of Capernaum (John 
4:43–54). The story of the centurion (Matt 8:5–13/Luke 7:1–10) has ap-
parent similarities with the story of the Syrophoenician woman. In both 
stories the healing concerns a Gentile. Additionally, both the healing and 
the exorcism are done from a distance. In both the stories Jesus never 
meets the patient and faith is emphasized. In both of these stories the ac-
tual healing is left in the background and the center of the story deals 
with Jesus’ dialogue with the “patient’s representative,” who is a Gen-
tile. In Luke’s version Jesus actually does not meet the Gentile centurion 
but only his messengers.  Differences between the story of the centurion 
and the Syrophoenician woman are also evident. The story of the centu-
rion is located in Capernaum – i.e. at the geographical center of Jesus’ 

                                                           
 
497 Davies & Allison, 1991, 543-544. Bird, 2006, 114. 
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ministry (Mark 2:1; Matt 11:23–24; Luke 10:15). The story of the Syro-
phoenician woman is located in the periphery, in the territory of Tyre. 

Comparing the Matthean and Lukan text side by side, we notice 
the striking differences between them. Close textual parallels are written 
in bold. Textual differences are underlined in double. 

 
Matt 8:5–10 Luke 7:1–10 
 
Eivselqo,ntoj de. auvtou/ eivj eivj eivj eivj 
Kafarnaou.mKafarnaou.mKafarnaou.mKafarnaou.m prosh/lqen auvtw/| 
èkato,ntarcoj parakalw/n auvto.n 

 6 kai. le,gwn\ ku,rie( ò pai/j mou 
be,blhtai evn th/| oivki,a| 
paralutiko,j( deinw/j 
basanizo,menojÅ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 kai. le,gei auvtw/|\ evgw. evlqw.n 
qerapeu,sw auvto,nÅ 
kai. avpokriqei.j ò èkato,ntarcoj 
e;fh\ ku,rieku,rieku,rieku,rie( ouvk eivmi. i`kano.ji`kano.ji`kano.ji`kano.j i[na i[na i[na i[na 
mou ùpo. th.n ste,ghnmou ùpo. th.n ste,ghnmou ùpo. th.n ste,ghnmou ùpo. th.n ste,ghn eivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|j(  
 
 
avllaavllaavllaavlla. mo,non eivpeivpeivpeivpe. lo,gw|( kai. e. lo,gw|( kai. e. lo,gw|( kai. e. lo,gw|( kai. 
ivaqh,setai ò pai/j mouivaqh,setai ò pai/j mouivaqh,setai ò pai/j mouivaqh,setai ò pai/j mouÅ 

 9 kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi 
u`po. evxousi,an(u`po. evxousi,an(u`po. evxousi,an(u`po. evxousi,an( e;cwn u`pV evmauto.n e;cwn u`pV evmauto.n e;cwn u`pV evmauto.n e;cwn u`pV evmauto.n 
stratiw,taj( kai. le,gw tou,tw|stratiw,taj( kai. le,gw tou,tw|stratiw,taj( kai. le,gw tou,tw|stratiw,taj( kai. le,gw tou,tw|\\\\    
poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( kai. poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( kai. poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( kai. poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( kai. 
a;llw|a;llw|a;llw|a;llw|\\\\    e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( kai. e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( kai. e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( kai. e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( kai. 

 
VEpeidh. evplh,rwsen pa,nta ta. 
rh̀,mata auvtou/ eivj ta.j avkoa.j tou/ 
laou/( eivsh/lqen eivj Kafarnaou,meivj Kafarnaou,meivj Kafarnaou,meivj Kafarnaou,mÅ 

 2  ~Ekatonta,rcou de, tinoj dou/loj 
kakw/j e;cwn h;mellen teleuta/n( o]j 
h=n auvtw/| e;ntimojÅ 

 3 avkou,saj de. peri. tou/ VIhsou/ 
avpe,steilen pro.j auvto.n 
presbute,rouj tw/n VIoudai,wn 
evrwtw/n auvto.n o[pwj evlqw.n 
diasw,sh| to.n dou/lon auvtou/Å 

 4  oì de. parageno,menoi pro.j to.n 
VIhsou/n pareka,loun auvto.n 
spoudai,wj le,gontej o[ti a;xio,j 
evstin w-| pare,xh| tou/to\ 

 5 avgapa/| ga.r to. e;qnoj h`mw/n kai. 
th.n sunagwgh.n auvto.j wv|kodo,mhsen 
h`mi/nÅ 

 6 ò de. VIhsou/j evporeu,eto su.n 
auvtoi/jÅ h;dh de. auvtou/ ouv makra.n 
avpe,contoj avpo. th/j oivki,aj e;pemyen 
fi,louj ò èkatonta,rchj le,gwn 
auvtw/|\ ku,rieku,rieku,rieku,rie( mh. sku,llou( ouv ga.r 
ìkano,jìkano,jìkano,jìkano,j eivmi i[na u`po. th.n ste,ghni[na u`po. th.n ste,ghni[na u`po. th.n ste,ghni[na u`po. th.n ste,ghn 
mou eivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|jeivse,lqh|j\\\\    

 7 dio. ouvde. evmauto.n hvxi,wsa pro.j 
se. evlqei/n\ avlla. eivpe. lo,gwlo,gwlo,gwlo,gw|( kai. kai. kai. kai. 
ivaqh,tw ò pai/j mouÅivaqh,tw ò pai/j mouÅivaqh,tw ò pai/j mouÅivaqh,tw ò pai/j mouÅ    

 8 kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi 
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tw/| dou,lw| moutw/| dou,lw| moutw/| dou,lw| moutw/| dou,lw| mou\\\\    poi,hson tou/to( poi,hson tou/to( poi,hson tou/to( poi,hson tou/to( 
kkkkai. poiei/Åai. poiei/Åai. poiei/Åai. poiei/Å    

 10 avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de. o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j 
evqau,masenevqau,masenevqau,masenevqau,masen kai. ei=pen toi/j 
avkolouqou/sin\ avmh.n le,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/n( 
parV ouvdeni. tosau,thn pi,stinpi,stinpi,stinpi,stin evn evn evn evn 
tw/| VIsrah.ltw/| VIsrah.ltw/| VIsrah.ltw/| VIsrah.l eueueueu-- --ronÅronÅronÅronÅ    
 
 
 
13    kaikaikaikai. ei=pen o` VIhsou/j tw/| 
èkatonta,rch|\ u[page( w`j 
evpi,steusaj genhqh,tw soiÅ kai. 
iva,qh ò pai/j Îauvtou/Ð evn th/| w[ra| 
evkei,nh|Å 

 
Matt 8:11–12 / Luke 13:28–29 
are left out of this comparison. 

u`po. evxousi,anu`po. evxousi,anu`po. evxousi,anu`po. evxousi,an tasso,menoj e;cwn ùpV e;cwn ùpV e;cwn ùpV e;cwn ùpV 
evmauto.n stratiw,taj(evmauto.n stratiw,taj(evmauto.n stratiw,taj(evmauto.n stratiw,taj( kai. le,gw kai. le,gw kai. le,gw kai. le,gw 
tou,tw|tou,tw|tou,tw|tou,tw|\\\\    poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( poreu,qhti( kai. poreu,etai( 
kai. a;llw|kai. a;llw|kai. a;llw|kai. a;llw|\\\\    e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( e;rcou( kai. e;rcetai( 
kai. tw/| dou,lw| moukai. tw/| dou,lw| moukai. tw/| dou,lw| moukai. tw/| dou,lw| mou\\\\    poi,hson poi,hson poi,hson poi,hson 
tou/to( kai. poietou/to( kai. poietou/to( kai. poietou/to( kai. poiei/Åi/Åi/Åi/Å    

 9 avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de.avkou,saj de. tau/ta o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j o` VIhsou/j 
evqau,masenevqau,masenevqau,masenevqau,masen auvto.n kai. strafei.j tw/| 
avkolouqou/nti auvtw/| o;clw| ei=pen\ 
le,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/nle,gw ùmi/n( ouvde. evn tw/| VIsrah.levn tw/| VIsrah.levn tw/| VIsrah.levn tw/| VIsrah.l 
tosau,thn pi,stin eupi,stin eupi,stin eupi,stin eu-- --ronÅronÅronÅronÅ    

 
 10 KaiKaiKaiKai. ùpostre,yantej eivj to.n 
oi=kon oi` pemfqe,ntej eu-ron to.n 
dou/lon ùgiai,nontaÅ 

 
The texts show clear verbatim connections (Matt 8:8–10/Luke 7:6b–9) 
in the dialogue of Jesus and the centurion or his delegates, but there are 
also clear differences. In Matthew the centurion meets Jesus personally, 
while in Luke Jesus only meets the centurion’s advocates, some Jewish 
elders and the “friends” of the centurion. Matthew’s version of the story 
contains the famous words concerning the banquet in the Kingdom of 
heaven (Matt 8:11-13). Luke knows this saying, but in his Gospel these 
words are located in a different section (Luke 13:28-30). Whether these 
words belonged to the original story of Jesus meeting the centurion is a 
subject of scholarly dispute.498 
 

5.4.2 The boundary breaking faith of a Gentile centurion 
Matthew and Luke make the same theological point: Jesus’ authority 
and his word’s ability to heal are emphasized, as well as the centurion’s 
humility and faith. Jesus’ ability to heal even from a distance simply by 

                                                           
 
498 For the discussion see Meier, 1994, 309–310. Davies & Allison, 1991, 26.  
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saying a word is highlighted especially in Matthew’s version of the 
story. The importance of faith in Matthew’s theology is to be noticed. 
Faith is the boundary-breaking media through which individual Gentiles 
are healed by Jesus. Davies and Allison supply the following commen-
tary: 

 
“The fundamental importance of faith for Matthew is revealed 
by this, that in the only two places where Jesus grants a Gentile’s 
request, it is because of his or her faith (8:5-13; 15:21-28). Al-
though Jesus has come only for the lost sheep of Israel, the re-
striction is overcome when he meets genuine belief. Faith con-
quers the separation between Jew and Gentile… Regardless of 
social status or ethnic origin, faith is salvation.”499 

 
Certainly the centurion is portrayed as a Gentile whose genuine faith 
surpasses the faith of the Israelis (Matt 8:10; Luke 7:9). I concur with 
Bird in his statement that the centurion 

 
“expresses the eschatological faith that Israel was meant to have 
in God’s eschatological salvation and, consequently, the centu-
rion and his servant are beneficiaries in the present of the future 
saving power of the kingdom.” 
 

This message which places the believing Gentile in contrast with the dis-
believing Israel would, of course, have suited the early Christians’ theo-
logical views on Gentile mission. The Fellows of the Jesus seminar con-
cluded that the Matthean and Lukan version of the story intends to jus-
tify the Church’s Gentile mission.500 The Jesus tradition contains several 
sayings and parables which transmit the message of eschatological re-
versal.501 It is plausible to claim that Jesus actually did contrast the faith 
of the Jews and the Gentiles for the benefit of the Gentiles.502 All these 
aspects make it difficult to decide the historicity of the story in our con-
cern.503 Despite the fact that the story has valuable themes in common 

                                                           
 
499 Davies & Allison, 1991, 25. See Matt 8:13; 9:22, 29. 
500 Funk, 1998, 45. 
501 Dunn, 2003, 412–417. Ollilainen, 2008, 155–156. Allison, 1998, 46–50, 131–136. 
502 Matt 8:10/Luke 7:9; Matt 11:20–24; Luke 10:13–15; Matt 12:41–42; Luke 11:30–32. 
503 Bird, 2006, 120. 
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with the early Christians’ theology of Gentile mission, it is noteworthy 
that nothing in the story suggests that the centurion or his servant would 
have become Jesus’ disciples or followers. In this story Jesus does not 
make any reference to the disciples’ or his own possible Gentile mis-
sion.504 

It is interesting that the saying of the royal banquet is missing 
from the end of Luke 7:1–10. Perhaps Luke did not know any context 
for this saying. The likeliest explanation is that the saying did not origi-
nally belong to the story of the centurion.505 It is, however, also possible 
that Luke intentionally avoided combining the saying with the story of 
the centurion’s servant. This proposition can be supported by the notion 
that the saying (Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29), if placed at the end of 
Luke’s version of the story, would have posed quite a confusing inter-
pretation, which would suggest that the ones left outside the feast of the 
kingdom would be the Jewish elders who are portrayed positively in 
Luke 7:3–5. Elsewhere Luke introduces Jewish authorities, the Phari-
sees, in a positive light (Luke 13:31; Acts 5:34). In the current form of 
the Lukan version of the story (Luke 7:1–10) the saying of the feast in 
the kingdom would not have suited Luke’s narrative concerns. At this 
moment Luke would not have wished to condemn the helpful Jewish el-
ders into the darkness and place them outside of the kingdom-feast. 
After all, in the Lukan version of the story, the Jewish elders bring 
Jesus’ aid to the centurion. Their help is portrayed as a necessity – the 
Jewish elders are urging Jesus to help a Gentile! This point suggests that 
the first delegation, the Jewish elders, do not reflect the early Christians’ 
practice of Gentile mission. If Luke had wished to bring in the situation 
of the Church’s Gentile mission, he would rather have had the Jewish 
leaders oppose Jesus’ will to aid the centurion.506 

                                                           
 
504 Bird, 2006, 120–121. 
505 Meier, 1994, 309–310. Davies & Allison, 1991, 26. 
506 It seems clear that the Jewish elders, the first delegates, do not find representatives from 
the reality of the early Christians’ Gentile mission. If this indeed was the case, then it 
would mean that some Jewish elders actually encouraged the Christians’ Gentile mission. 
In the NT nowhere do we find any support for such a reality – i.e. Jewish elders urging 
Christians to help Gentiles. According to Acts we find that the opposite was true. The Je-
wish leaders fiercely oppose the Christians’ Gentile mission (Acts 13:44–51; 17:4–8, 13; 1 
Thess 2:15–16). Paul writes that the Gentiles who have converted from paganism into the 
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5.4.3 Textual differences between Matthew 8:5–10; Luke 
7:1–10 and John 4:43–54 

Matthew and Luke are almost identical on the dialogue which emphasi-
zes the faith of the centurion. Besides faith, Luke also emphasizes the 
centurion’s worthiness. The centurion considers himself unworthy (ouv 
ga.r ìkano,j eivmi) to meet Jesus personally (Luke 7:6–7). This is why he 
sends Jewish elders to meet Jesus. The elders on the other hand testify of 
the centurion’s worthiness (a;xio,j evstin) to Jesus (Luke 7:4–5). The 
theme of worthiness and humility is also, but less explicitly, seen in the 
Matthean version (Matt 8:8). The message of the story also emphasizes 
the authority of Jesus to heal from a distance simply by giving a word of 
command (Luke 7:7–8; Matt 8:8–9). 

Concerning the Lukan version of the story Jonathan Marshall, 
Bruce Malina, Richard Rohrbaugh, John Crossan and David deSilva 
have argued that it recalls a patron-client relationship between the centu-
rion and the Jewish elders.507 In the Matthean version this idea of a pat-
ronage system is absent due to the fact that Jesus meets the centurion 

                                                                                                                     
 
Christian faith and obedience provoke the Jews into jealousy (Rom 11:13–14). In Luke 
4:16–30 the Jewish audience at the synagogue of Nazareth raged at Jesus who refers to 
exemplary Gentiles from the OT. Regarding the scholarly views of Luke 4:16–30, see 
Meier, 1994, 270. Bird, 2006, 64. Tuckett, 1996, 227. Bird states the following (2006, 64): 
“The account in Lk.4.16-30 probably functions similarly to Mk 1.14–15 as a programmatic 
unveiling of Jesus’ ministry and overtures the various motifs of Luke-Acts: spirit, mission, 
Christology, Israel’s rejection and God’s acceptance of outcasts.” 
507 Marshall, 2009, 75–76. deSilva, 2000, 123–124, 191. Crossan & Reed, 2001, 91. 
Malina & Rohrbaugh, 2003, 252. David deSilva (deSilva, 2000, 123–124) portrays the 
story’s sequel from this point of view, and accordingly the centurion becomes the local 
benefactor. He offers aid, benefits and help to the local community: he built a synagogue. 
The centurion has heard about Jesus’ reputation as a healer (Luke 7:3) – i.e. broker of 
God’s favors. Jesus could meet the need of his seriously ill servant. The centurion does not 
directly urge Jesus’ help because he is an ethnical outsider, a Gentile among the Jews, but 
he sends Jewish elders, whom he presumably thinks the Jewish healer would respect. As 
thankful clients to the centurion the Jewish elders urge Jesus and claim that the centurion 
is worthy of his help as he is the local benefactor/patron. Jesus answers positively to their 
request, but at this point, the centurion does a surprising move. He sends other messengers, 
his friends, to hinder Jesus’ visit to his house. In light of the patronage system, the centu-
rion’s move is to be understood as him showing astonishing humility, and great faith and 
trust in Jesus’ ability to heal his servant even from a distance. 
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face to face and there is no mention of any delegations.508 In Matthew’s 
version of the story the centurion personally urges Jesus to heal his ser-
vant-boy (pai/j), who is lying inside the house as a paralytic (para-

lutiko,j) in terrible pain. Both Matthew and John differ from Luke in the 
sense that only Luke states that the centurion did not meet Jesus perso-
nally, but used emissaries – Jewish elders and his own friends (Luke 
7:3–6, 10) – to request Jesus for help. Regarding the patient Matthew 
and John have some noticeable similarities. Both Matthew and John call 
the patient a servant-boy of the centurion/officer. John, however, uses 
three different terms for the patient: uìo,j/paidi,on/pai/j, (John 4:46, 49, 
51, 53). According to Matthew the patient was the centurion’s servant-
boy (pai/j). Luke’s version of the story states that the patient was the 
centurion’s servant (dou/loj). In John the son of the official was close to 
death (h;mellen ga.r avpoqnh,|skein, 4:49) and he had a fever (pureto,j , 
4:52). Here a verbal connection to Luke’s version which claims that the 
servant was ill and close to death (h;mellen teleuta/n, 7:2) can be seen. 
Matthew alone claims that the patient was a paralytic (Matt 8:6). 

The Gospel of John does not talk about the centurion of Caper-
naum but of the royal official (basiliko,j) of Capernaum (4:46). More-
over John does not give any hints that the son of the royal official was a 
Gentile. Meier notes that John is the most “Jewish” of the Gospels at 
least in the sense that in John Jesus never heals or talks to a Gentile du-
ring his mission. The Samaritan woman with whom Jesus is told to have 
discussed was not a clear Gentile but a Samaritan (John 4:1-42). We are 
secure in arguing that John’s theological aim is to pose that Jesus came 
for the Jews, and did not seek contact with Gentiles prior to his death.509 
John’s identification of the man as a royal official is not necessarily in 
contradiction with the Matthean and Lukan identification of the man as a 

                                                           
 
508 We are to observe that a memory according to which some Gentiles took contact with 
Jesus by intermediaries is stated in John 12:20–21 (see Luke 8:49). The procedure of sen-
ding a messenger or some kind of a delegate is attested to in the OT: 2 Kgs 19:20–34. 
509 Meier, 1994, 722. John states that some Gentiles inquired to meet Jesus in Jerusalem 
during the Passover, but Jesus is never related to have accepted their request (John 12:20–
26). John indicates that after Jesus’ death and resurrection the mission would be widened 
for the whole world (John 12:24–32). These notions clarify John’s theological views. For 
him, for the moment, Jesus’ earthly mission concerned solely the Jews. 
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centurion of Capernaum. A Herodian official could be called a centu-
rion.510 The idea that the centurion was a Roman centurion has been wi-
dely and rightly doubted. The evidence suggests that the centurion of 
Capernaum is to be understood as an officer of Antipas’ army. This sta-
tement in itself leaves open the centurion’s ethnicity. The centurion and 
the royal official, as titles, do not give us any clear indications of the 
man’s ethnicity. The royal official would naturally be an official of He-
rod Antipas.511 It is worth noting that all the three versions of the story 
locate the patient in Capernaum, although John claims that Jesus met the 
official, who was from Capernaum, in the town of Cana in Galilee. In 
the version of John the mention of Capernaum does not serve any clear-
ly emphasized aim, but the mention of Cana is highlighted. For John Ca-
na is the town where Jesus’ glory is first revealed (John 2:1–12). This 
suggests that the story’s connection with Capernaum is traditional, and 
the mention of Cana is a redactional creation of John. 

Matthew and John mention the healing words of Jesus (Matt 
8:13; John 4:50, 53). John, in particular, highlights these words of Jesus 
- ò uìo,j sou zh/| – as proof that the boy had actually been healed from a 
distance by Jesus (John 4:53). John stretches the connection between 
Jesus’ words and the healing of the boy. According to Matt 8:13 Jesus 
said to the centurion: u[page( w`j evpi,steusaj genhqh,tw soi. Immediately 
following these healing words Matthew narrates that the servant-boy 
was healed: kai. iva,qh ò pai/j Îauvtou/Ð evn th/| w[ra| evkei,nh|. The healing 
words of Matt 8:13a are reminiscent of other healing words found in the 
Gospel of Matthew: 9:22, 29 and 15:28. The verbal similarities between 
these healing words suggest that the words of Matt 8:13b did not belong 
to the primitive tradition. A similar conclusion is the likeliest regarding 
John – John edited the primitive tradition by adding the assuring words 
of Jesus. These redactional additions underline that the servant-boy did 
not get well coincidentally, but by the words of Jesus and at precisely 
the moment when Jesus spoke them. Luke does not mention any healing 
words of Jesus. This is perhaps due to the fact that in Luke’s version 
Jesus meets the friends of the centurion and not the centurion himself. 
                                                           
 
510 Meier, 1994, 720–721. 
511 Meier, 1994, 721. Chancey, 2005, 51–55. 
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Jesus does not say anything to these “friends” – he does not talk directly 
to them but to the crowd surrounding him (Luke 7:9). According to 
Luke Jesus was left marveling at the faith of the centurion, and he is told 
to have challenged the Jewish by-standers by noting that he had not 
found such great faith in Israel (Luke 7:9). The question as to whether 
the healing words belonged to the primitive tradition is quite dependent 
on the question regarding the authenticity of the Lukan delegations. 
Luke leaves the delegates in confusion: they are not addressed in any 
clear manner. It is noteworthy that the “dialogue” between the centurion 
and Jesus is one-sided: the centurion speaks and Jesus is silent. In the 
Matthean version he speaks directly to the centurion only twice and even 
then only briefly: Matt 8:7, 13. In the Lukan version Jesus does not say 
anything to the delegations – neither to the Jewish elders nor to the cen-
turion’s friends. Jesus does not comment on the centurion’s “worthi-
ness”, his building of the synagogue or his love for the Jews. Interes-
tingly Jesus does not even speak the healing word for which the second 
delegation is asking for. All the sayings from the Matthean version, 
which are presented as Jesus’ answers to the centurion, are absent in the 
Lukan version. In Luke Jesus only speaks to the Jewish crowd surroun-
ding him. Surely we can conclude that the two delegations were not cre-
ated in order to “attribute” answers into the mouth of Jesus. Jesus’ two 
short sayings for the centurion in Matthew’s version are not theologi-
cally impressive. The saying in Matt 8:13 of course reveals that the hea-
ling was not coincidental – additionally, as we have noted, this saying is 
reminscent of other assertive healing words of Jesus which are found in 
Matthew. The silence of the Lukan Jesus seems to be dependent on the 
plot of the two delegates. 

 

5.4.4 The source of the story of the centurion of Caper-
naum 

The similarities between Matt 8:5–10 and Luke 7:1–10 verify that they 
both recall the same incident.512 It also seems reasonable to maintain that 

                                                           
 
512 Dunn, 2003, 214. Davies & Allison, 1991, 17. Marshall, 1978, 277. Bovon, 2002, 258–
259. 
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John 4:46–54 recalls the same story of Matthew and Luke concerning 
the healing of the centurion’s servant. 

Perhaps the majority of scholars insist that the story of the centu-
rion (Matt 8:5–10/Luke 7:1–10) derives from the Q-source.513 Traditio-
nally scholars have claimed that this assumed Q-story is more originally 
preserved in its Matthean version.514 This, despite the fact that the ques-
tion is complicated as we shall see, seems natural according to several 
scholars since the Matthean version is shorter and lacks the complicating 
mention of the double delegation. The assumption of the Q-source is 
surprising considering the fact that the hypothetical Q is a source consis-
ting mainly of sayings. If the story of the centurion derives from Q, then 
it is the only miracle story of Q developed in such length.515 It is true 
that Q does not deny Jesus’ role as a healer and miracle worker (Matt 
11:5 and Luke 11:20).516 Dunn argues that the story derives from an oral 
tradition, and is not to be included to the written Q. According to Dunn, 
the verbal connection is not a fully convincing argument for the Q-sour-
ce behind the story.517 

Dunn is certainly right in his observation that Q does not contain 
any similar narrative material to Luke 7:1–10/Matt 8:5–13. And, if we 
assume Q as the basis of the tradition, then we are to explain the striking 
differences between the versions of the same story. Why would Matthew 
and Luke have redacted the same Q-tradition so strongly and diffe-
rently? The differing points of Matthew and Luke are even more surpri-
sing when we see how these two evangelists at the central feature of the 
story clearly follow the same tradition. Dunn argues that the story would 
have left an impact on the disciples, and this explains why the central 
feature of the story, the dialogue between Jesus and the centurion, is so 
securely preserved. As Dunn states, “the story’s point hangs entirely on 

                                                           
 
513 Bovon, 2002, 258–259. Meier, 1994, 718. Bird, 2006, 117–121. Bultmann, 1963, 39. 
Lüdemann, 2000, 302. 
514 Lüdemann, 2000, 155, 302. Judge, 1989, 477, 479. Judge concludes on p. 479: “The 
majority position is that the centurion story was found in the common source of Matthew 
and Luke, in a form more faithfully represented by Matt 8:5–10, 13 (with but few excep-
tions, vv. 11–12 are considered a secondary insertion).” 
515 Meier, 1994, 718.  
516 Theissen, 1991, 227. 
517 Dunn, 2003, 212–213. Dunn, 2001, 93–99. 
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the central exchange between Jesus and the centurion; that is maintained 
with care and accuracy.”518 Dunn’s solution to the question of source is 
that all versions of the story have their basis in an oral tradition. Dunn 
argues that the Matthean and Lukan versions of the story show how the 
communities could quite flexibly make use of such traditions and high-
light different lessons: faith, worthiness and openness to Gentiles.519 
Bird admits that Dunn’s hypothesis of an oral tradition lying behind the 
story of the centurion is certainly possible. However according to Bird 
the written Q-source is a more convincing source for this story. Bird lists 
three aspects in support for the Q-source. 1) The heart of the story, the 
“dialogue”  (Luke 7:6c, 7b–9/Matt 8:8b–10), as we have already noted 
is almost verbatim in Matthew and Luke. 2) It is also true that the theo-
logical emphases in Q are apparent in our story: the faith of the Gentile 
is compared with the faith of the Jews, Israel and this generation (Luke 
10:13–15/Matt 11:20:24 and Luke 11:29–32/Matt 12:39–42). 3) Both 
Matthew and Luke have placed the story right after the sermon on the 
mount/plain.520 

In agreement with Bird Davies and Allison also give their sup-
port for the idea that the story has its origin in Q. Davies and Allison put 
weight on the fact that the narrative framework of the story is very diffe-
rent in both Matthew and Luke, while the verbal link at the heart of the 
story is almost verbatim. According to Davies’ and Allison’s reasoning, 
as scholars comprehend that Q was a source consisting mainly of saying 
material, it could be assumed that Matthew and Luke had quite a consi-
derable freedom in editng the narrative framework of the story.521  

The evidence suggests that the core of the story, the dialogue bet-
ween Jesus and the centurion, has its basis in Q. Dunn’s claim of an oral 
tradition, other than Q, behind this story is admittedly possible. However 
the most credible argument is represented by Davies and Allison. Accor-
ding to their conclusion the “dialogue” derives from Q, while the narra-
tive framework is shaped more freely by the evangelists’ theological 

                                                           
 
518 Dunn, 2003, 212–215. Dunn’s quotation is from page 215. 
519 Dunn, 2003, 215–216. See Dunn, 2001, 84–145. 
520 Bird, 2006, 117–118. 
521 Davies & Allison, 1991, 7, 17 
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aims. The question about the range of freedom is a complicated matter. 
The dialogue does not make sense without a framework and conse-
quently the dialogue of Q must have had some kind of a narrative frame-
work. 

The differences in John’s version of the story would suggest that 
he knew the same story from an independent tradition. Thus Bird main-
tains that John 4:46–54 is an “interlocking independent tradition of the 
same story.”522 However, there are also considerable differences bet-
ween John’s and Q’s versions of the story in concern. Notably the dialo-
gue, which is almost identically shared by Luke and Matthew, is absent 
from John 4. Funk and the fellows of the Jesus Seminar propose that the 
healing of the centurion’s/official’s servant-boy has its origin in two 
sources: Q and John. This view, so far, is accepted by several scholars 
including Meier, Bird, Crossan, Davies and Allison.523 Funk, following 
the suggestion of Meier, goes on to claim that the tradition behind John 
is more original than the tradition found in Q.524 I hesitantly maintain 
that John is most probably deriving the story (John 4) from an indepen-
dent tradition. Nevertheless, it is impossible to gain full certainty in this 
question.  

On the basis of John’s version of the story it is possible, as Funk 
and the Jesus Seminar do, to discern a quite casual meeting between 
Jesus and an official, who begged for Jesus’ help for his ill servant-son. 
Jesus, according to this reasoning, assured him that the servant-son was 
well. The official returned home to Capernaum and coincidentally the 
boy was well, and this was interpreted as a healing on the part of Jesus. 
Funk claims that the Q-tradition was redacted with the references to a 
Gentile – i.e. the centurion, who was understood as a Roman soldier. 
Funk and the Jesus Seminar are convinced that the Q-version of the 
story intends to support the Church’s Gentile mission.525 

                                                           
 
522 Bird, 2006, 117. The hypothetical Q, as we understand it, includes only a minimal 
amount of narrative material. 
523 Bird, 2006, 117. Crossan, 1991, 327. Meier, 1994, 724–725. Davies & Allison, 1991, 
17–18. Theissen & Merz, 1998, 35. Funk, 1998, 45–46. 
524 Funk, 1998, 45–46. Meier, 1994, 723–725. 
525 Funk, 1998, 45–46. 
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I am hesitant to diminish the value of the verbal similarities of 
the ‘dialogue’ in Q. The dialogue as such suggests that the centurion was 
a Gentile as he does not feel worthy of having Jesus enter into his house 
(Luke 7:7; Matt 8:8). Importantly also the narrative sequence shared by 
both Q and John can be seen as supporting this claim of the centurion’s 
ethnicity precisely because the narrative does not recall Jesus actually 
visiting the centurion’s house. The idea of not being worthy to receive 
Jesus is absent from John’s version of the story. In John the official ex-
plicitly requests Jesus to come (4:47, 49). It is noteworthy that in John 
4:47 and 49 we do not find any explicit reference to the “home” of the 
official. Jesus is simply asked to come down and heal the servant-boy: 
katabh/| kai. iva,shtai. The request is due to the fact that the boy is near to 
death. The absence of the aspect of unworthiness might be explained by 
the assumption that John represents the official as a Jew – the mentio-
ning of the official’s unworthiness can be seen as reference to his Gen-
tile background. As we have seen, Jewish purity regulations forbid Jews 
from visiting the homes of the Gentiles (m. Ohal. 18:7).526 In the Synop-
tics Jesus is reported to have visited several kinds of apparently Jewish 
homes: the homes of tax collector Levi and Zacchaus (Mark 2:15; Luke 
19:1–10), Pharisees (Luke 7:36) and Peter (Mark 1:29–34). In Q (Mat-
thew and Luke) the centurion’s Gentile identity is the reason for the 
sayings regarding the ability of giving orders, which are fulfilled from a 
distance. It is important to notice that in John Jesus does not enter the 
house of the official even though the official urged him to come down 
all the way from Canaan to Capernaum. Even according to the “Jew-
centered” John Jesus did not visit the home of the official and the pa-
tient: this in itself is a similarity between John’s and Q’s version of the 
story. Jesus implicitly refused the request of the official and healed the 
patient from a distance. Both the ‘dialogue’ in Q and the fact that Jesus 
does not enter into the house of the centurion, implicitly support a Gen-
tile identity for the centurion. 

Meier suspects that the primitive story, which is behind John and 
Q, did not give any indication of the centurion’s ethnic or religious 

                                                           
 
526 Bird, 2006, 118. Davies & Allison, 1991, 21–22. See: John 18:28; Acts 10:28; 11:12; 
Bell. 2:150.  
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background, and therefore both John and Q had the possibility of por-
traying the petitioner in accordance with their own theological inten-
tions. Meier further claims that in the case of clarifying the possible his-
torical core of the story, Q’s portrayal of the petitioner as a Gentile 
should not be given automatic preference. According to Meier there is 
the possibility that the centurion was a Gentile due to the fact that Anti-
pas’ troops included both Gentile and Jewish soldiers and officers.527 
According to my view there is convincing support for the claim that in 
both of the earliest traditions, in Q and John, the centurion/official was 
regarded a Gentile. Both the narrative and the dialogue support this con-
clusion. The Gentile identity of the centurion-official is also plausible in 
the Galilean context as we shall see in chapter 5.5. 

In sum, the earliest tradition (Q and possibly John) contained the 
idea that Jesus was requested to come down to heal the centurion’s ser-
vant-boy. The actual coming of Jesus is also part of the early tradition 
(Q), although Jesus never reached the destination. The monologue regar-
ding Jesus’ ability to heal from a distance is to be seen as a reaction for 
the coming of Jesus. In the tradition concerning the Syrophoenician, as 
far as we are aware, it did not contain any hint that Jesus would have 
been asked to visit the demonized daughter or that Jesus himself would 
have taken the initiative of visiting the patient. In contrast, in the story of 
Jairus’ daughter, all the Synoptics, including Matthew, note that Jesus 
was explicitly requested to visit the daughter (Mark 5:23; Matt 9:18; 
Luke 8:41). Moreover all the Synoptics claim that Jesus actually did so – 
he entered into the house where the daughter lay dead. These notions 
suggest that the request to come, as in Luke 7:3 and John 4:47, 49, 
should be presupposed for the actual coming of Jesus (Luke 7:6/Matt 
8:7–8). 

 

5.4.5 The source of the double delegate in Luke 
The Lukan double delegate (Luke 7:3–6) forms a central source-critical 
problem in our story. According to Fitzmyer it would be difficult to ex-
plain why Matthew would have omitted this information (Luke 7:3–6) if 
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he had known about it. Therefore he further states that these verses 
(Luke 7:3b–6d) about the double delegation, do not derive from the Q, 
but they are to be regarded as a “Lucan composition.” Fitzmyer supports 
this conclusion by further noting that Luke 7:3–6 contains Lukan voca-
bulary.528 This view represented here by Fitzmyer can be criticized at 
some principal points. Several scholars support the basic claim that the 
delegations are due to a Lukan redaction and that the reference to the de-
legations were not part of the original Q-tradition. For example Meier 
claims that the both of the delegations of Luke 7 are Lukan creations. He 
supports this conclusion by stating that the Jewish delegation aims at 
emphasizing the centurion’s ethnic origin as a Gentile.529 It is also im-
portant to note that the delegations in Luke 7 parallel the delegation in 
Acts 10, where Cornelius, the Roman centurion (èkatonta,rchj), sends a 
delegation to request Peter to come to his house (Acts 10:4–9).530 The 
primitiveness of the double delegation is also questioned due to the fact 
that John does not mention them, although he claims uniquely that mes-
sengers arrived to tell to the official that his boy was well (John 4:51–
52). There is reason to assume that John would have preserved the tradi-
tion of Jewish elders addressing Jesus for the sake of the official. After 
all, in John 12:20–22 some Greeks request Jesus’ disciples to talk to 
their master about their cause. 

As noted, according to Luke Jesus did not meet the Gentile cen-
turion face to face, but rather through emissaries. Luke has not preserved 
a single story in which Jesus would have actually met a Gentile on posi-
tive terms. Of course the Gerasene demoniac was most probably a Gen-
tile, but his ethnicity is not explicitly stated in the Synoptics. In Luke 
Jesus stays almost entirely within the borders of Jewish Palestine – in 
contrast to the other Synoptics Luke does not mention of Jesus visiting 
the territory of Tyre and Sidon or the surrounding areas of Caesarea Phi-
                                                           
 
528 Fitzmyer, 1981, 649. Lukan vocabulary can be seen at least in the word paragi,nomai 
(Luke 7:4a), which is found 37 times in the NT, and 28 times in the Luke-Acts. Marshall, 
1978, 278. Also Marshall argues that Luke 7:3–6 contains some Lukan vocabulary. Gag-
non (Gagnon, 1994, 133) states that during the last 70 years scholars have argued for the 
view represented here by Fitzmyer – so to say, the original source did not know anything 
of the double delegate of Luke 7.  
529 Meier, 1994, 722. 
530 See Bird, 2006, 116–117.  
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lippi. The fact that Luke, who certainly supported the Gentile mission, 
did not reveal any clear occasions when Jesus would have met a Gentile 
face to face, suggest that Luke intended to represent Jesus within a sal-
vation historical plan where Jesus’ pre-Easter mission was strictly only 
for the Jews and on Jewish land. The schema from Galilee to Jerusalem 
also formulates the Lukan Gospel. Jesus does not depart from his path to 
the Holy city (Luke 9:31, 51; 13:22; 14:33; 17:11; 19:28). In light of the 
theological intention of Luke in which he aims to reveal Jesus’ mission 
as supremely Jewish, it becomes more reasonable to claim that the idea 
of the double delegation is to be understood as a Lukan creation. Be-
cause of the delegation Jesus does not directly meet a Gentile. 

In 1994 Gagnon summed up the scholars’ views regarding the 
question of the source of the double delegations over the last 70 years. 
He stated that “the trend has been to regard the motif of the double dele-
gation as a piece of Lukan redaction.” It has been argued that the origi-
nal Q-tradition of the story of the centurion of Capernaum, which was 
used by Matthew in the formation of Matt 8:5–10, did not contain the 
delegations.531 The trend, which was referred by Gagnon, has been wea-
kened. In 2006 Bird stated that concerning the question as to whether the 
original Q contained the delegations or whether Luke created them, the 
scholarly support for both views are fairly evenly balanced.532 Gundry 
and Gagnon have proposed that Matthew would indeed have had rea-
sons to abbreviate the Lukan story of the double delegate if he had 
known it.533 According to Gundry the centurion is a prototype for Gen-
tile believers and therefore Matthew does not wish the Jewish elders to 
praise him for loving their people and building a synagogue for them, as 
Luke has it (7:3–5). Matt 21:43 states that the kingdom of God is trans-
ferred to another nation (e;qnoj), and the synagogue is referred as “their 
synagogue” in opposition to the Church (Matt 10:17; 23:34).534 It is ap-
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parent that Matthew has abbreviated certain passages, which have longer 
parallels in the other Synoptics (Matt 9:2, 18–19; 11:2–3).535 

Despite the fact that Matthew has included some anti-Gentile and 
pro-Jewish statements of Jesus in his Gospel (Matt 10:5–6; 15:24), it is 
obvious that Matthew is positive to the Gentile mission of the Church 
(Matt 28:18–20). Matthew mentions Jesus occasionally meeting with 
Gentiles and helping them – the Syrophoenician woman, the Gerasene 
demoniac and the centurion’s servant. Matthew does not hesitate to re-
call Jesus crossing over the political borders of Galilee and Judea into 
the Gentile lands of Tyre, Sidon, Gerasa and Caesarea Philippi. In the 
context of Matthew’s theology we can credibly argue that Matthew had 
omitted the mention of the delegations which obscured one of Jesus’ 
rare meetings with a Gentile. We have reason to suppose that Matthew 
would not have left unmentioned any tradition which dealt with Jesus 
meeting a Gentile on positive terms. At the same time we have to note 
that Luke – as he seems to be concerned with Jesus’ Jewish mission – 
could have readily recalled the delegations. The presence of these dele-
gations prevented Jesus from meeting face to face with the Gentile. Con-
sequently, the absence of the delegations suits well with Matthew’s 
theology, and their presence suits well with Luke’s theology. If the dele-
gations were already found in the tradition, neither Luke nor Matthew 
would have related to them in a neutral manner. The question arises: if 
they were not in the early tradition, would Luke have invented them? 

If the narrative about the double delegate has a basis in the tradi-
tion, does it contradict Matthew’s claim that Jesus met the centurion? In 
accordance with the inner logic of the Matthean and Lukan narrative our 
answer would, in principal, be negative although not necessarily cre-
dible. The words of the centurion’s friends are said as if the centurion 

                                                           
 
535 See Theissen, 1983, 177. Theissen notices that Matthew has shortened many miracle-
stories. In the case of Jesus healing Peter’s mother-in-law we get the implicit impression 
that Jesus was alone with the woman – i.e. there were no other guests (Matt 8:15; in con-
trast with Mark 1:31/Luke 4:39). Also in Matt 9:20–21 we get the impression that the wo-
man with an issue of blood met Jesus more intimately, not surrounded by a crowd. How-
ever from Mark 5:27/Luke 8:44–47 we read that there was a great crowd surrounding 
Jesus. In the Matthean versions of the stories concerning the Gerasene demoniac (Matt 8), 
the healing of Jairus’ daughter (Matt 9) and the “epileptic boy” (Matt 17), as well as in the 
story of blind man of Jericho (Matt 20) we see that Matthew has shortened the stories.  
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himself had said them to Jesus (Luke 7:6) – i.e. in first person singular. 
These words of the centurion’s friends are found to be almost identical 
as those from the mouth of the centurion in the Matthean version of the 
story (Matt 8:8): ku,rie( ouvk eivmi. ìkano.j i[na mou u`po. th.n ste,ghn 

eivse,lqh|j( avlla. mo,non eivpe. lo,gw|( kai. ivaqh,setai ò pai/j mou. In Luke 
7:6–7 the centurion speaks to Jesus through his emissaries, but despite 
this, the message is almost identical with Matt 8:8. Both sayings are in 
first person singular. Thus Matthew need not necessarily have explicitly 
mentioned the messengers. This argument again finds support from Mat-
thew’s tendency to abbreviate stories. 

The Lukan narrative, contextualizing the dialogue of Jesus and 
the centurion (or his agents), is slightly controversial. According to Luke 
7:3 the centurion sent (avpe,steilen) the Jewish elders (presbute,rouj tw/n 

VIoudai,wn) to ask Jesus to come (evlqw.n) and heal his servant. The elders 
are said to have convinced Jesus that the centurion deserves his aid. Ac-
cording to 7:6 Jesus responded positively to the centurion’s request and 
went with the emissaries (evporeu,eto su.n auvtoi/j) to meet the centurion. 
But as Jesus was already near the centurion’s house the centurion surpri-
singly changed his mind and refused to allow Jesus to come under his 
roof because he was not worthy of such a visit: ouv ga.r ìkano,j eivmi i[na 

ùpo. th.n ste,ghn mou eivse,lqh|j\ (7:6). This self-contradicting feature, 
which portrays the centurion as indecisive, may be seen as a support for 
the traditional character of the Lukan version of the story. It can of 
course be claimed that Luke uses the intermediates to emphasize the 
centurion’s humility, but his character as an exemplary believer and as a 
humble man becomes evident also in the dialogue itself, which is shared 
by Matthew (Matt 8:8–10/Luke 6d, 7b–9). The double delegation gives 
an indecisive impression of the centurion. Besides, as the Jewish elders 
are seen in a rather positive light, the centurion and his actions are pecu-
liar. He does not give clear orders. In Matthew’s version these peculiar 
contradictions are absent. The centurion, as Matthew tells us, did not ask 
Jesus to come to his home, but only plead that his servant was seriously 
ill (Matt 8:6). Due to the use of delegates the Lukan version of the story 
raises the impression that Jesus came from afar. The second delegation, 
the friends of the centurion, met Jesus as “he was not anymore far” (h;dh 
de. auvtou/ ouv makra.n) from the centurion’s house. To be sure in Caper-
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naum the distances were never long. Thus the idea of Jesus arriving 
through the town to meet the centurion and encountering a delegation on 
his way seems artificial. We are to notice that the word makra.n is Lu-
kan.536 

In light of the several aspects, it may be asked if the Lukan 
double delegate to be held as part of the primitive story of the centurion 
of Capernaum? Marshall claims the following: “It is at least as possible 
that he (Matthew) has abbreviated here as that Luke has creatively ex-
panded the story.”537 Gundry maintains:  

 
“The unlikelihood of the centurion’s sending two successive de-
legations is matched by the unlikelihood of an invention of such 
an awkward literary device.”538 
 

However, as the delegations seem to suit Luke’s theological themes, and 
as they are absent from John and Matthew, and as the passage contains 
Lukan vocabulary, I prefer to regard them as a Lukan creation. 
 

5.5 The identification of the centurion: Jew or 
Gentile? 

We have already briefly noticed that in none of the versions of the story 
of the centurion’s or official’s servant (Luke, Matthew and John) is it 
clearly stated that the centurion/official or his servant-boy would have 
been a Gentile. We shall now examine more profoundly the questions of 
the centurion’s and official’s ethnicity. Needless to say that these are 
crucial questions for our concern, as we are clarifying Jesus’ attitude to-
wards the Gentiles. The Lukan and Matthean story as such implicitly 
support that the centurion was a Gentile.539 This conclusion is reached 

                                                           
 
536 The word makra.n appears four times in Luke (7:6; 15:13, 20; 19:12), but only three 
times all together in Matt, Mark and John (Matt 8:30; Mark 12:34; John 21:8). The words 
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while Luke and Matthew had theological reasons to claim that he was a Gentile (p. 119). 
According to Bird the centurion was regarded as a Gentile in the early tradition. 
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due to the fact that the centurion’s faith is compared with the faith of Is-
rael and none of the versions of the story claim that Jesus would have 
actually visited the home of the centurion. Scholars have traditionally 
taken it for granted that he was a Roman centurion. This view is still 
supported by several scholars such as Davies and Allison.540 Perhaps the 
majority of current scholars hold that the centurion was not a Roman of-
ficial, but an official of Antipas’ soldiery.541 Incidentally, we may be 
certain that if the centurion was a Roman centurion, he would not have 
been a Jew. This certainty is based on the notion of Josephus (Ant. 
14:204, 226–228, 232) according to which since the time of Julius Cae-
sar Palestinian Jews were exempt from Roman military service. 

Presumably both Matthew and Luke, as evangelists and redac-
tors, would have been tempted to portray the officer as a Roman centu-
rion. Both evangelists portray Roman centurions in a positive light.542 
This is surprising because the Roman troops were hated among the 
Jews, particularly during the two decades following the Jewish War. Al-
though the Gospels of Matthew and Luke were composed during this pe-
riod, they do not mediate any obvious enmity felt towards the Romans. 
It is explicitly stated that Jesus was tortured and crucified by Roman sol-
diers. These soldiers would have been led by a Roman centurion (Luke 
23:36; Matt 27:27–31, 32–37). According to Matthew and Mark a Ro-
man centurion recognized Jesus as the Son of God right under the cross 
(Matt 27:54; Mark 15:39). Luke states in Acts 10 that the exemplary and 
first Gentile to become a Christian was the God-fearing Roman centu-
rion (èkatonta,rchj) named Cornelius. After the Jewish war the hatred of 
the common Jews was usually targeted especially towards the centu-
rions, who were local Roman leaders (Sifre Dtn. 309.1.1). Jewish wri-
                                                           
 
540 Davies & Allison, 1991, 18–19. Keener, 1999, 264. Malina & Rohrbaugh, 2003, 55, 
252–253. Malina & Rohrbaugh state that the story itself does not directly answer whether 
the Roman centurion was an Israelite or a non-Israelite. According to Malina & Rohrbaugh 
there were Israelites who served in the Roman army in various ranks (p. 252). This is in 
contrast with the argument of Gnilka: Gnilka, 1997, 36, 309. According to Gnilka Jews 
were exempted from the duty of serving in the Roman army. Gnilka states that the Roman 
army active in Judea consisted most probably of Arabs, Samaritans and Syrians, p. 36. 
541 Bovon, 2002, 259. Crossan & Reed, 2001, 88–89. Marshall, Jonathan, 2009, 75. 
Marshall, 1978, 279. Bird, 2006, 118–119. Meier, 1994, 721. Sanders, 2002, 9, 11–12. 
Chancey, 2005, 50–56. 
542 Davies & Allison, 1991, 19. 
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tings of the first century and later testify deep and understandable en-
mity felt towards the Romans.543 

Both Luke (7:6; 23:47) and Matthew (8:5, 8; 27:54) use the 
Greek term èkatonta,rchj, which  means a centurion. Mark (15:39, 44–
45) uses the Latinism of the same term in his Gospel: kenturi,wn.544 

These were titles of Roman army-officials, but the Latin term kenturi,wn 

referred more clearly to Roman troops. Neither Luke nor Matthew use 
this term in the case of the centurion of Capernaum. Chancey notes that 
in Josephus’ use the term èkatonta,rchj refers in most cases to Roman 
officers, but occasionally also to non-Romans, to soldiers who are part 
of the biblical narrative. Noteworthy the term appears frequently in the 
LXX of course without any Roman associations.545 Herod Antipas had a 
soldiery (Ant. 18:113–114), which consisted most probably of both Je-
wish and non-Jewish soldiers.546 Antipas’ soldiery actually became an 
object of Romans suspicion at the beginning of Gaius Caligula’s reign 
(37–41 CE). It is to be noted that the ethnicity, i.e. the possible Jewish-
ness of the army, was not at stake when Antipas was accused.547 Jose-

                                                           
 
543 Keener, 1999, 265, n. 16. In the early Jewish texts Rome is often seen as the new Baby-
lon and the place of captivity (Sib. Or. 5:143, 159; 2. Bar. 11:1; 67:7; 4. Ezra 3:1–2, 28; 
Rev 14:8). The Amoraim frequently call Rome by a humiliating nickname, ‘Edom’ (b. 
Mak. 12a; Gen. Rab. 37:2; 44:15, 17; 63:7; 76:6; Ex. Rab. 1:26; 18:12; 23:6; 31:17; 35:5; 
Lev. Rab. 13:5; 23:6; Num. Rab. 11:1; 14:1; 15:17; Deut. Rab. 1:16; Qoh. Rab. 5:7 §1; 
11:1, §1; 11:5§1; Pesiq. R. 10:1; 13:2; 14:15; 15:20). In the later texts of the Qumran com-
munity, the ‘Kittim’, who are objects of the sectarian hatred, are to be identified with the 
Romans.  
544 Davies & Allison, 1991, 19. Marshall, 1978, 279.  
545 Chancey, 2005, 52–53. The term èkatonta,rchj refers to a Jewish officer in Bell. 2:578. 
In the LXX it appears in several places: Exod 18:21, 25; Num 31:14, 48, 52, 54; Deut 
1:15; 1 Sam 8:12; 2 Sam 18:1; 2 Kgs 14:1; 1 Chr 29:6. 
546 Luke 23:11 states that in Jerusalem Herod Antipas mocked Jesus together with his sol-
diers: evxouqenh,saj de. auvto.n Îkai.Ð ò ~Hrw,|dhj su.n toi/j strateu,masin auvtou/ kai. evmpai,xaj 
peribalw.n evsqh/ta lampra.n avne,pemyen auvto.n tw/| Pila,tw|Å 
547 Josephus states that the new Emperor Caligula suspected Antipas of preparing war 
against his government. Such an accusation was posed against Antipas by Agrippa I. The 
accusation was supported by the statement that Antipas had collected armor to equip 
70 000 men (Ant. 18:251). At the end of Antipas’ reign king Aretas, who was the king of 
Arabia Petrea, launched war against Antipas’ army, with the consequence that Antipas’ 
army was destroyed (Ant. 18:101–119). Josephus writes that this destruction was God’s 
judgment against Antipas because he had executed John the Baptist, who was a just and 
good man, and who urged the Jews to exercise virtue and righteousness (Ant. 18:116–118). 
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phus informs us that Herod the Great had required foreigners to be in his 
army (Ant. 17:198–199). He even had Gentiles as his close body-
guards.548 We have no reason to suppose that Antipas would have diffe-
red from his father in these respects.549 This is even more assumable be-
cause Antipas ruled Perea, an area consisting of a mainly Gentile popu-
lation. Perea would quite likely have provided him soldiers.550 An im-
portant aspect to note is that Antipas’ troops were organized in line with 
the Roman army.551 Antipas eagerly adopted Roman and Greek termino-
logy for his officials,552 and the title centurion belonged to Roman mili-
tary terminology. The adopted language of Herod is one of the reasons 
why we should not automatically assume that the centurion was a Ro-
man centurion because he is characterized with a Roman title (èkaton-
ta,rchj). 

Historical information based on Josephus indicates that there 
were no Roman troops permanently stationed in Galilee.553 When revolts 
occurred and Roman soldiers were needed to secure peace, the troops 
had to come from Syria, where three to four Roman legions – that is 
about 20 000 soldiers – were stationed.554 It is true that at the time of Je-
sus there were Roman troops, perhaps 3000 soldiers, stationed in all of 
Palestine, but they were in Caesarea Maritima, Jericho, Jerusalem and 
Ashkelon – not in Galilee.555 The permanent presence of Roman centu-
rions or soldiers in Galilee in the 30s is quite unlikely and it is based on 

                                                                                                                     
 
Antipas’ fate was poor: he lost his army, he did not gain kingship over the Jews and the 
new Emperor sent him to exile. 
548 Bell. 1:672; 2:58.  
549 Chancey, 2002, 102, 175–176. 
550 Chancey, 2005, 51–52. 
551 Chancey, 2002, 102. 
552 Marshall, Jonathan, 2009, 75. 
553 Chancey, 2002, 52–53. The assumption that prior to the direct Roman rule in 44 CE 
there would have been Roman troops stationed in Galilee, and Roman soldiers patrolling 
in the Jewish villages and highways, is erroneous. In 44 CE all of Palestine was incorpo-
rated into the Judean province which was under direct Roman administration and led by 
Roman procurators (Bell. 2:218–220; Ant. 19:360–363) and under the surveillance of the 
Roman governor of Syria. The Herodian rulers of Galilee, namely Antipas and Agrippa I, 
were from the Emperor’s point of view friendly client kings. It would have been very un-
usual and against the Romans’ policy to station their troops in such peaceful regions. 
554 Stegemann, 2011, 2297. 
555 Chancey, 2005, 47–49. Stegemann, 2011, 2296–2297. 
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a thin layer of evidence. Sanders states that the only support found for 
the presence of Roman soldiers in Galilee during the reign of Antipas, is 
precisely the debatable story of Luke 7:1–10/Matt 8:5–13.556 In addition 
to this story of the Capernaum centurion, there is the passage of Matt 
5:41, which is sometimes used as an evidence for presence of Roman 
soldiers in Jewish Galilee during the time of Jesus. If there was a Roman 
centurion stationed with a small group of soldiers in Capernaum, their 
duty could have been to patrol the highway, and secure peace, and per-
haps support and consult the troops of Antipas. However, the mere exis-
tence of Roman troops in Galilee is unlikely, and it is even less likely 
that the Roman troops would have oppressed the Galileans in the 30s.557 

The presence of a Roman centurion in Capernaum during the 
reign of Antipas has also been doubted because of practical improbabi-
lities. Meier clarifies that a Roman centurion was technically a leader of 
100 men, but depending on circumstances, places and times, a centurion 
could also be a leader of only 30–60 foot-soldiers.558 If there had actu-
ally been 30–60 Roman foot-soldiers in Capernaum it would have meant 
that a notable percentage of the residents of Capernaum had been non-
Jewish soldiers. As we have seen in chapter 3.6.1, according to Reed 
and Horsley the population of Capernaum reached about 1000 inhabi-
tants. It is incredible that such a great Roman presence in Capernaum 
would have escaped Josephus’ and the evangelists’ notice. 

                                                           
 
556 Sanders, 2002, 12. See also Bird, 2006, 119. Chancey, 2002, 53. 
557 There are no reasons or evidence for the Roman soldiers’ assumed oppressive military 
presence in Galilee during the 30s. Abusive and offensive behavior would not have been 
tolerated by the Galilean Jews, and assumedly it would have been recorded in the written 
sources of the first century. Evidence of the Roman soldiers’ abusive behavior in Palestine 
is apparent when we move to the 50s and 60s CE. These kinds of abusive actions became 
sparks for the Jews’ revengeful reactions (Bell. 2:223–227, 229–230). In 40 CE, during the 
Caligula crises, the Jews, and especially the Galilean Jews, had positive experiences of 
Petronius, the Syrian legate from the Roman army. Petronius indirectly opposed the Empe-
ror’s command to force his image to be erected in the temple of Jerusalem. The history of 
the Caligula crises has been preserved by several ancient writers. See Josephus (Bell. 
2:184–203; Ant. 18:256–309), Philo (Leg. Gai. 197–337) and Tacitus (Annales 12:54). 
558 Meier, 1994, 721. Meier defines in length the office of a Roman centurion. They had a 
vast amount of responsibilities which varied depending on several factors. It is impossible 
to regard the centurions as a homogenous group with clearly specified functions and duties 
in the army. This is the reason why it is difficult to make generalizations about the centu-
rions. See Davies & Allison, 1991, 19. Keener, 1999, 264–265. Marhall, 1978, 279. 
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The most plausible argument is that the centurion was a soldier 
from Antipas’ army.559 This conclusion also gains indirect support from 
John’s version of the story. John 4:46 and 49 calls the man a “royal offi-
cial” (ò basiliko,j). An officer of Antipas’ soldiery could be called a 
royal official. However a Roman officer could hardly be called a royal 
official (ò basiliko,j) in the Galilee of the 30s. Our conclusion that the 
centurion belonged to Antipas’ troops does not reveal his ethnic identity 
since Antipas’ soldiery consisted of both Jews and Gentiles. However 
both the dialogue and the narrative sequence of the episode (Luke 7:1-
10; Matt 8:5-13) support the view that he is to be regarded as a Gentile. 
As an officer of Antipas’ troops he would most likely have been Syrian. 

 

5.6 The historicity of the healing of the centu-
rion’s servant 

Deciding the historicity of the story of the centurion is a complicated 
matter. The story is quite probably preserved in two traditions (Q and 
possibly John). Concerning the Matthean and Lukan version of the story 
the majority of scholars, among whom I stand on this question, suggest 
that Matthew has been more loyal to the tradition than Luke.560 There 
are also scholars who claim that Luke has preserved the original tradi-
tion in a more authentic form.561 The claim that the story has a historical 
core has been supported by several observations. The story suits the pre-
70 context of Galilee. The Jewish town of Capernaum was on the border 
area of Antipas’ territory and it lay close to the tetrarchy of Philip. Con-
sequently there would quite naturally have been a centurion or official of 
Antipas’ bureaucracy stationed in Capernaum. It can be assumed that 
this border town would have had toll stations and a military garrison.562 

                                                           
 
559 Meier, 1994, 721. The army of Herod the Great consisted of both Jewish and Gentile 
(Syrian) soldiers. It is improbable that Herod Antipas would have changed this functioning 
practice of having Gentile soldiers. 
560 Fitzmyer, 1981, 648–649. Lüdemann, 2000, 302. 
561 Gundry, 1994, 141, 147. According to Gundry Luke is more loyal to the tradition. 
562 Meier, 1994, 720, 725. Bird, 2006, 118–120. Bird states the following (p. 118): “The 
story is plausible in a first-century setting where Capernaum, as a thoroughfare on the eas-
tern Galilean frontier, was likely to have toll-collectors and Herodian officials in the vici-
nity.” 
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The dialogue between Jesus and the centurion does not answer any of 
the pressing questions of the early Church regarding circumcision and 
observance of the Torah. It is not explicitly stated that the centurion 
would have become a disciple or follower of Jesus. It is peculiar that 
Luke does not, unlike Matthew and John, record in his version of the 
story any healing words of Jesus – the centurion is left unanswered. His 
servant is healed from a distance without any words or prayers. The lack 
of the healing words might reflect the primitive tradition. 

The historicity of the story of the centurion of Capernaum has not 
been widely accepted. Bultmann for example concluded that the story of 
the Syrophoenician woman and the centurion of Capernaum shared such 
clear thematic similarities that they must have been invented by the early 
Christians. These stories, so Bultmann insists, “are imaginary, and we 
must treat them as products of the Church.” He further states that 
“hardly anyone will support the historicity of a telepathic healing.”563 
Davies and Allison on the contrary state that the story of the healing of 
the centurion’s servant is probably based on a concrete memory from 
Jesus’ ministry.564 Also Meier and Bird come to the conclusion that “be-
hind the primitive tradition lies a historical event from the public mi-
nistry of Jesus.”565 Meier, Allison, Davies and Bird rely mostly on the 
same evidence for the support of the story’s historicity. The story of the 
centurion’s servant is quite possibly based on several sources (Q and 
John), there are indications that the earliest Greek tradition has an under-
lying Semitic substratum. The notion from the Q-source that Jesus was 
astonished by the great faith of the Gentile might have been embarras-
sing for the early transmitters (Matt 8:10/Luke 7:9). Meier additionally 
states that the notion of Jesus’ reaction is not found in John, which 
might be because John had the forceful intention of portraying Jesus as 
divine. Both Meier and Bird use the statement of surprise as an argu-
ment for the historicity of the reaction – i.e. Jesus’ reaction was embar-
rassing for the early Christians, and thus the historicity of the reaction 

                                                           
 
563 Bultmann, 1963, 39. 
564 Davies & Allison, 1991, 18. 
565 Meier, 1994, 726. Bird, 2006, 118. The citation is from Meier. 
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can be supported by the criterion of embarrassment.566 The words of 
Luke 7:9b/Matt 8:10b have a strong claim for authenticity. They cohere 
clearly with other sayings in Q in which Jesus compares the Gentiles 
with “this generation” and with Jewish villages.567 

The evidence supports the conclusion that the core of the story 
recalls a historical event in Jesus’ mission. Jesus was remembered for 
having a dialogue or more precisely being challenged by a Gentile cen-
turion-official in Capernaum. 

 

5.7 The Gerasine demoniac (Mark 5:1–20) 
5.7.1  Introductory remarks 
The story of the Gerasene demoniac is sometimes noted as the third pos-
sible concrete encounter between Jesus and a Gentile. Even if the story 
itself does not exclusively state the man’s ethnicity, everything in the 
story emphasizes his non-Jewishness. 

This exorcist story is transmitted in all the Synoptics: Mark 5:1–
20; Luke 8:26–39; Matt 8:28–34. It is a long and detailed story.568 I 
maintain with Wright that the context and the details of the story empha-
size the impurity and the non-Jewish elements encountered by Jesus. 
The story is located on the other side of the Lake (eivj to. pe,ran th/j 

qala,sshj), on Gentile territory. The tombs, the pigs, the demons that are 
called by the name of a Roman war-unit Legion and the pig-farmers 
transfer a clear message: Jewish Jesus has stepped into the non-Jewish 

                                                           
 
566 Meier, 1994, 725. Bird, 2006, 118. Meier clarifies on p. 725 that “the Q story presents 
us with the only occasion in the miracle stories of all Four Gospels where Jesus is said to 
be “surprised”, “astonished”, or “marveling” (ethaumasen, Matt 8:10 par.)... Indeed, it is 
not surprising that throughout all four Gospels – with the notable exceptions of Matt 8:10 
par. and Mark 6:6 – references to Jesus’ being astonished are simply absent.” 
567 Luke 10:13–15/Matt 11:20–24 and Luke 11:29–32 and Matt 12:41–42. 
568 For the origin of the story see Fitzmyer, 1981, 733. Bock, 1994, 768. Fitzmyer (1981, 
733) correctly states that the Lukan version of the “story is derived from “Mk” (5:1–20).” 
Luke has more closely followed Mark while Matthew has abbreviated Mark more freely. 
Matthew’s redaction is clearly seen in his version of the story. Regarding the Matthean 
special features see Davies & Allison, 1991, 76–77, 80. Matthew concentrates on purely 
Christological themes and he has omitted motifs associated with ritual exorcism – Jesus 
does not ask the name of the demon and thus Matthew does not mention the Legion. Mat-
thew makes no mention about the dialogue between Jesus and the healed man (Mark 5:18–
20). 
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world. Wright further states that in this story Jesus is surrounded by the 
traditional enemies of YHWH and his people.569 

We may note that the story contains unique features: Jesus has a 
dialogue with the demoniac/the demons, and moreover, he gives in to 
their will. The demons are allowed to enter the pig herd (Mark 5:7–12). 
In other stories of exorcism Jesus is remembered as commanding the de-
mons (Mark 1:25; 9:25), but not negotiating with them. The drowning of 
the 2000 pigs is also a quite unique feature among Jesus’ miracle-stories 
(Mark 5:12–13). Precisely because of the terrible fate of the 2000 pigs, 
this miracle story can be labeled as a destructive miracle. With the ex-
ception of the withering of the fig tree (Mark 11:13–14, 20–21), the 
Gospels lack accounts of Jesus practicing destructive miracles. This 
might be surprising since Jesus is remembered of having proclaimed a 
fiery doom (Matt 11:20–24/Luke 10:13–15) and according to Luke 
9:54–55 the disciples even expected Jesus to perform a destructive fire-
miracle. In the OT destructive miracles are found in the Exodus story 
(Exod 7–12, 14) and in the prophetic traditions of Israel (2 Kgs 1:10–12; 
2:23–24). Modern scholars have been confused by the “fantastic and 
grotesque” elements of the story of the Gerasene demoniac – especially 
the running of the 2000 pigs into the Sea and their drowning. For exam-
ple Fitzmyer states the following: 

 
“The flamboyant and grotesque details of this story reveal the 
tendency that was beginning to be associated with basic miracle-
stories in the gospel tradition, a tendency that comes to full 
bloom in the apocryphal gospel tradition.”570 

 

5.7.2 The location of the story 
The manuscripts contain textual variations regarding the location of the 
exorcism. In some copies the location, which is stated in Mark 5:1; Luke 
8:26 and Matt 8:28, is said to be on the region of the Gerasenes (th.n 

cw,ran tw/n Gerashnw/n) while others name the place as Gedarenes, Ger-
gesenes, Gergesines and Gergystenes. As has been noted by many, Ge-

                                                           
 
569 Wright, 1996, 195–196. Bird, 2006, 109–110. 
570 Fitzmyer, 1981, 734. 
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rasa (Gerashnw/n) is the most likely original location of the story. There 
are two convincing reasons for this reading. First, this reading 
(Gerashnw/n) was known in both the Alexandrian and Western traditions. 
Secondly, this reading contains a practical problem regarding the dis-
tance between the Lake of Galilee and the region of Gerasa. It would be 
strange if a later scribe had created such a practical dilemma for the 
story.571 The Decapolis city of Gerasa was located 55 km from the Sea 
of Galilee. For sure its regions extended far, but probably not as far as 
the Lake. Even the demonized pigs would not have been able to run 
such distances. Such a long distance makes the story confusing. 

Gerasa, the modern Jordanian city of Jerash, was one of the 
greatest cities of Decapolis.572 During the Early Roman period Gerasa’s 
inhabitants were probably mostly Semitic, and partly Greek. The Jewish 
presence in the city is attested by Josephus who states that the city spa-
red its Jewish residents during the outbreak of the Jewish War (Bell. 
2:480).573 From Josephus we learn that although the areas on the east 
side of the Sea of Galilee were inhabited by Gentiles, a Jewish minority 
also resided there (Bell. 3:51–58). Matthew differs from Mark and Luke 
by placing the story of the demoniac in the region of Gadara (Matt 
8:28). It is to be recognized that even in the case of Matt 8:28 there are 
textual variations in the early manuscripts. Gadara was another city of 
the Decapolis. The driving of the pigs into the sea would have been 
more plausible from this city’s vicinity than from the regions of Gerasa. 
This is because Gadara was located only 10 km from the Sea of Galilee, 
and it is possible that the city’s regions reached to the shore of the 
Lake.574 Most probably Matthew changed the more traditional Gerasa to 
Gadara due to practical reasons.575 Both Gerasa and Gadara were Gen-

                                                           
 
571 Meier, 1994, 651, 665. Ådna, 1999, 295. Marcus, 2000, 342–342. Collins, 2007, 263–
264, 266. Davies & Allison, 1991, 78–79. Bock, 1994, 782–784. 
572 Chancey, 2002, 134. 
573 Chancey, 2002, 137. Collins, 2007, 267. 
574 See Chancey, 2002, 137–138. Collins, 2007, 263. Chancey notes that “Gadara’s pagan 
character is evident from Josephus’s comment that its inhabitants complained about Herod 
the Great’s harsh rule and his ‘violence, pillage, and overthrowing of temples.’” See Bell. 
1:396; Ant. 15:217, 354–359. At the death of Herod the Great, Gadara was not passed to 
Archelaus, but to Syria (Bell. 2:97; Ant. 17:320). 
575 Marcus, 2000, 342. 
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tile cities. The fact that Jesus was, according to the Synoptics, on Gentile 
land is important. 
 

5.7.3 Does Mark 5:1–20 contain an anti-Roman satire and 
a déjà-vu of the defeat of the Egyptians? 

According to the story Jesus exorcised the demons, the Legion, which 
thereafter ran into the Sea. Some scholars have suggested that such an 
episode would have recalled nationalistic Jewish hopes regarding the 
nasty Romans and their legions.576 In the words of Crossan the idea of 
driving the Roman legions into the Sea was a “brief performancial sum-
mary, in other words, of every Jewish revolutionary’s dream!”577 Mar-
cus suggests that the episode might originally have been a political satire 
of the Roman presence in the east.578 The Roman Legion consisted app-
roximately of 5000 soldiers. The mention of the Legion and the 2000 
pigs gives the impression that Jesus is at war on Gentile lands, comba-
ting Israel’s enemies who totally outnumber him. Nevertheless Jesus’ 
defeat of the Legion comes to glorify his authority and power.579 Marcus 
states that Mark 5:10, as the demons plea to Jesus that he would not 
drive them off the land, recalls the Romans’ will to have their military 
presence on the land: pareka,lei auvto.n polla. i[na mh. auvta. avpostei,lh| 

e;xw th/j cw,raj. Admittedly in the narrative such an interpretation makes 
sense: there were Roman troops stationed in the areas of the Decapolis. 
In Galilee, as we have seen, there were no Roman troops and no pig 
herds, prior to 70 CE. In the pre-70 period Galilee and Judea were not 
colonized and the Romans military presence in the whole of Palestine 
was minimal.580 The interpretation of Mark 5:10 would not have suited 
the Galilean situation prior to 70 CE. The surrounding area of Gerasa, a 
Decapolis city, on the other hand, would have provided a suitable loca-
tion for the request. Interestingly the boar was the symbol of the Roman 
legion in Palestine. The passage of 1 En. 89:12 bears witness that some 
                                                           
 
576 Wright, 1996, 195–196. Theissen, 1991, 109–112. Marcus, 2000, 351–352. Crossan, 
1991, 313–318. 
577 Crossan, 1991, 314. 
578 Marcus, 2000, 351. 
579 Bock, 1994, 773–774. 
580 Chancey, 2005, 55–56. 
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Jews symbolized Edom/Esau as a black wild boar. Later in Jewish thin-
king of second temple period Esau is often used as a symbol of Rome.581 

Admittedly the story of the Gerasene demoniac has a local touch 
which suits the context of the territory of Gerasa prior to 70 CE. As we 
have noted in chapter 3.4.3 these areas on the east side of the Sea of Ga-
lilee – the surrounding territory of the Decapolis – had formerly belon-
ged to the Jewish Hasmonean kingdom (Ant. 14:74–76). In 63 BCE 
Pompey had joined these areas into the Roman Empire and they became 
part of the Syrian province of Rome. Due to Pompey’s conquest the Hel-
lenistic cities east of the Jordan River were liberated from the Hasmo-
neans’ rule by the Roman legions.582 Theissen states that “most of the ci-
ties of the Decapolis saw the appearance of the Roman legions as the de-
cisive moment in their history, the date from which they reckoned time.” 
The Gentile inhabitants of the Decapolises saw the Roman legions as 
guarantors of their independence. This historical background suits well 
with the story of the Gerasene demoniac. The demoniac, who presu-
mably represents a Gentile, is ruled by a Legion of demons.583 The ‘Le-
gion’ pleas not to be driven off the land (Mark 5:10) and later the citi-
zens of the surrounding cities are requesting Jesus to leave the area 
(Mark 5:17). These features of the story recall nationalistic Jewish hopes 
of overthrowing the Roman Legions which ruled the territory east of the 
Sea of Galilee. 

Besides the anti-Roman bias, the story of the Gerasene demoniac 
contains a reference to the Exodus narrative in which the Egyptians are 
defeated and drowned in the Sea (Exod 14–15). Marcus has plausibly 
clarified the connection between the story of the Gerasene demoniac 
with the story of the Egyptian soldiers and chariots drowning in the Sea 
                                                           
 
581 Marcus, 2000, 344–345, 351. Theissen, 1991, 110. Theissen states the following: “The 
connection of the demon legion with swine could have been suggested by the Roman le-
gions themselves. The tenth legion Fretensis had been stationed in Syria since 6 CE, had 
taken part in the Jewish war and the siege of Jerusalem, and was subsequently stationed in 
Judea. On their standards and seals they had, among other things, the image of a boar. 
Wherever the tenth legion was known, the story of the exorcism at the lake must have 
awakened associations with Roman occupation, and in the Syrio-Palestinian region it 
would have had more overtones and undertones than anywhere else. That is the place 
where it probably was told.” 
582 See Schürer, 1973, 239–241.  
583 Theissen, 1991, 109–110. The citation is from p. 109. 
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(Exod 14:1–15:22). Between these stories there are apparent verbal, the-
matic and narrative similarities. Both stories contain the miraculous pas-
sing of the Sea in midst of a storm (Mark 4:35–41; 5:1; Exod 14:22; 
15:16) and the drowning of the “enemies”, which are defined in war-
terms (Mark 5:13; Exod 14:28–30; 15:19). In both stories the Gentiles 
are amazed, angry and shocked and they ran away (Mark 5:14–17; Exod 
14:27; 15:14–15). As a result, in both stories the message of God is 
spread among the Gentiles (Mark 5:19–20; Exod 14:31; 9:16).584 

Evidently the story of Mark 5:1–20 is pregnant with triumphant 
and nationalistic themes recalling the defeat of the Egyptians and 
making some implicit references to the Romans. The real battle in the 
narrative, though, is between Jesus and the demons, who are explicitly 
mentioned to be violent, strong and many.585 They are drowned as the 
Egyptians who refused to “let my people go” and they are called by the 
name of the Roman war unit. The ancient Egyptians and the current Ro-
man troops were certainly viewed as traditional enemies of Israel in the 
eyes of many first century Jews. In the narrative of the Gerasene demo-
niac and within the overall theology of Mark’s gospel, it seems that the 
real enemy is not Rome and its Legions but Satan. 

Mark 5:3 and 5 recall the parable of binding the Strong Man 
(Mark 3:27). Marcus states that in the narrative sequence the Gerasene 
demoniac receives his power from the Strong Man, i.e. Satan. He is 
bound and chained by him. No one can take control of the demoniac; no 
one can bind him (5:3–4) before the Strong Man, Satan, is defeated. The 
verbal similarities of the verses (Mark 3:27/5:3–4) are apparent: ouvdei.j 

i;scuen auvto.n dama,sai (5:4).586 Is it plausible to relate such an idea, 
identifying the real enemy as Satan, with the historical Jesus? Surpri-
singly for the modern mind, the many exorcisms in the Jesus traditions 
are claimed to reflect a central part of Jesus’ mission – so quite many 

                                                           
 
584 Marcus, 2000, 348–349. 
585 Noteably the demoniac is acting in a violent manner, Mark 5:3-5/Matt 8:28. Demoniacs 
were often portrayed as violent and dangerous: Ep. Let. Aris. 289–290; Ant. 15:98–99; T. 
Sol. 1:10. See Davies & Allison, 1991, 80. 
586 Marcus, 2000, 343. 
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scholars insist.587 At the same time we are to notice that an anti-Roman 
message hardly suits Jesus’ mission, which included the message of lo-
ving one’s enemies. Arguably the Gospel writers were not anti-Roman. 
There are no convincing reasons to deny that Jesus would have regarded 
Satan, the Strong Man, as the main enemy. Several writings from the se-
cond temple period refer to the belief that during the eschatological or/ 
and current times Satan ruled or would rule over the Gentiles and over 
the sinners of Israel.588 During the eschatological times Satan would be 
defeated (Isa 24:21–22; T. Mos. 10:1; T. Jud. 25:3; T. Levi 18:12).589 It 
is credible that Jesus, as several passages indicate (Luke 13:16; Mark 
3:27; Luke 10:18), would have held such views. There are also firm ar-
guments to claim that Jesus held that the rule of Beliar was coming to an 
end through his mission: i.e. now, not in the future. Beliar was cast out, 
rebuked and tied. Dunn states that “Jesus saw his exorcisms as the defeat 
of Satan.”590 Meier further claims that the parable of Mark 3:27/Luke 

                                                           
 
587 Funk, 1998, 60. Lüdemann, Jesus 2000, 13, Dunn, 2003, 670–673. Meier, 1994, 646–
648. Wright, 1996, 451-453. Davies & Allison, 1991, 64–65, 78. For a detailed analysis of 
Jesus as an exorcist and for the argumentation for its historicity see: Dunn, 1998, 170–186. 
Meier, 1994, 405–406.  
588 Jub. 1:20; 10:1–14; 12:20; 15:33–34; 19:28–29; CD 12:2–3; 1QS 1:24; 2:19–20; 1 En. 
15:11–12; 69:4–6; Wis 2:24. During the eschatological fulfillment and during the blessed 
age to come Satan would be defeated and doomed: Isa 24:21–22; 1 En. 10:4–16; 1QS 
4:18–19; Jub. 23:29; T. Mos. 10:1; T. Jud. 25:3; T. Levi 18:12; T. Naph. 8:4. During the 
end times the Lord would make war against Beliar and releases its captives, T. Dan 5:10-
11; T. Zeb. 9:8. Jesus’ exorcisms implied, if Matt 12:28/Luke 11:20 is to be credited, that 
the rule of God’s kingdom had come over you. From a certain religious Jewish perspective 
of the time, the Roman legions would have been regarded as being driven by demons. It 
must be noted that the saying of Luke 11:20/Matt 12:28 is regarded among the vast majo-
rity of scholars as authentic: Borg, 1998, 260–261. Dunn, 1998, 194–198. Meier, 1994, 
404, 411–414, 422. 
589 See Horsley, 2006, 41–42. 
590 Dunn, 1998, 181. Evans concludes in a similar manner: Evans, 2001, 173: “Part of the 
jubilee is the announcement of liberation from Satan. The exorcisms were for Jesus evi-
dence of the powerful presence of the kingdom of God and of the binding and defeat of 
Satan.” See also: Evans, 2006b, 215, 220, 226–228. Theissen & Merz, 1998, 258. Theissen 
and Merz state that some Jewish writings from the second temple period expected that Sa-
tan and his powers would be defeated during the eschatological future when the kingdom 
of God would arrive (T. Dan. 5:10–11; 1QM 6:6: T. Mos. 10:1–2), but that “only Jesus is 
certain that this victory has already been won.” Theissen and Merz further state on p. 258 
that Jesus “presupposes a fall of Satan. It becomes a certainty to him as a result of his 
exorcisms: if the demons flee, that is a sign that the power of evil has fundamentally been 
broken.”  
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11:21–22, which he holds to be authentic, is to be understood as a refe-
rence to Jesus’ victory over Satan. According to Meier Jesus’ practice of 
exorcism is to be seen as a demonstration of this eschatological de-
feat.591 

Evans insists that the T. Mos., which arguably was written around 
the 30s CE,592 reflects an eschatological hope in accordance to which the 
reign of Satan would come to an end when the blessed time would begin 
and when “his kingdom will appear in his whole creation” (10:1). The 
defeat of Satan is regarded as a decisive mark in the fulfillment of the 
eschatological hope of Israel’s restoration, which includes the gathering 
of the twelve tribes (T. Mos. 3:4–9/Mark 3:14–15).593 For our concern it 
is important to notice that the defeat of Satan is to be connected with the 
hope of God’s eschatological promises being fulfilled. In the Qumran 
texts and in the Pseudepigrapha the hope of defeating Satan, the source 
of all evil, is an essential part of the eschatological visions. It is possible 
that Jesus would have vaguely compared Satan with Israel’s traditionally 
and currently held enemies: Egypt and the Roman Legions.594  
 

5.8 The historicity of the Gerasene demoniac 
From a form-critical perspective it is apparent that the story follows cer-
tain patterns seen in the Gospel of Mark. In Mark Jesus is not recogni-
zed as the divine Son and as God’s Holy by any humans before his 
death. Only in front of the cross does a Roman centurion confess that 
Jesus was the Son of God (Mark 15:39). Prior to his death only spirits, 
as well as God (Mark 1:11; 9:7), know his identity as the Son.595 In 
Mark Jesus rebukes the demons and forbids them to reveal his 

                                                           
 
591 Meier, 1994, 418–419, 420–421. 
592 Evans, 2006b, 220. 
593 Evans, 2006b, 222–230. Evans concludes on p. 226 that “the evidence does suggest that 
Jesus and the author of the Testament of Moses held in common several major ideas”, such 
as the hope of gathering the tribes, defeating Satan and the arrival of the kingdom of God. 
Further he states on p. 226 that “what was anticipated in the Testament of Moses is, Jesus 
declares, taking place in his ministry.” By this Evans means that Jesus’ mission and pro-
clamation assumed and initiated that the kingdom had arrived, the lost sheep of the house 
of Israel were sought and Satan was being defeated at the moment. 
594 See Wright, 1996, 195–196. 
595 Meier, 1994, 652–653.  
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identity.596 The story of the Gerasene demoniac contains these 
theological elements: unlike the disciples (4:41), the demon knows that 
Jesus is the “Son of the most high God”, 5:7. Because verses Mark 5:6–
7 fit the Markan theological pattern perfectly, Meier considers them as 
non-historical.597 The words of the demon in 5:7 (ti, evmoi. kai. soi,) recall 

almost identically the words of the unclean spirit in 1:24 (ti, h`mi/n kai. 
soi,). Moreover the words of Mark 5:7, ti, evmoi. kai. soi,, are identical to 
the plea of the Gentile widow of Zarephath to Elijah, the prophet from 
Israel (1 Kgs 17:18). It might be that the redactor of Mark 5:7 has 
created the question in order to draw a connection between an earlier en-
counter between an Israelite prophet and a Gentile. This is, however, not 
the only possible interpretation of the question: ti, evmoi. kai. soi,. Most 
probably this question emphasizes that there is nothing in common with 
Jesus and the demons. The question could be translated: “What do we 
have in common?”598 The story of the Gerasene demoniac clearly re-
sembles other stories of exorcisms in the Synoptics. 

It is clear that the four exorcism-stories of Jesus found in Mark 
contain some typical elements which are often apparent in battles of 
exorcism. However in certain central matters Jesus’ exorcisms seem to 
have differed from the ways of the other exorcists of his time. During 
the first century the exorcists often adjured the demons by a great name. 
The Synoptics do not recall Jesus accompanying his exorcisms with pra-
yer, physical elements such as amulets, or by adjuring in the name of 
God or in the Holy Spirit. The early Christians are told to have driven 
out demons in the name of Jesus. Jesus is simply told to have comman-
ded (evpita,ssw), rebuked (evpitima,w) and cast out (evkba,llw) the de-
mons.599 In many respects Jesus, as he is portrayed in the Synoptics, was 

                                                           
 
596 Mark 1:23–24; 34; 3:11–12; 5:6–7; 9:20. 
597 Meier, 1994, 652–653. 
598 Davies & Allison, 1991, 81. Compare Judg 11:12; 2 Kgs 3:13; 2 Chr 35:21; 2 Sam 
16:10; 19:23; John 2:4. 
599 Dunn, 2003, 669, 675–676. It was a general practice for the exorcist to adjure to a great 
name. See: 4Q560 2.5–6; Acts 19:13; Ant. 8:47; T. Sol. 5:9; 6:8; 11:6; 15:7; 18:20, 31, 33; 
25:8. Jesus arguably did not exorcise in anyone’s name: Matt 12:27/Luke 11:19. The early 
Christians exorcised in the name of Jesus: Mark 9:38–39; Acts 19:13–19. See also Ådna, 
1999, 291–292. Ådna compares Mark 5:1–20 with Ant. 8:46–48. 
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unique in his way of practicing exorcism.600 In the story of the Gerasene 
demoniac it is to be noted that Jesus is not adjuring the demon-possessed 
person, but the other way around. In Mark 5:7 the demoniac adjures 
Jesus: òrki,zw se to.n qeo,n. According to Dunn “it was apparently not 
uncommon for demoniacs to engage the would-be exorcist in a verbal 
duel.” In such cases the demon-possessed would call the name of some 
god in order to put a spell on the people or on the exorcist. Dunn claims 
that the demoniac is trying to “put a spell on Jesus by calling on the po-
wer of God (Mark 5:7).” Dunn further states that the question of the de-
moniac’s name is natural in the exorcist stories, Mark 5:9.601 

The epithet, the “most high God”, mentioned in Mark 5:7, was 
familiar to the Jews as well to the Greeks. According to Bauckham’s 
calculations the epithet, “the Most high God”, appears 31 times in the 
OT, not including the book of Daniel. Bauckham states that the epithet 
appears altogether 284 times in the writings which can, with good pro-
bability be dated between 250 BCE–150 CE. Importantly for our subject 
he states that “of the 284 occurrences, 250 are in Palestinian Jewish lite-
rature”, and that the epithet is rare in the writings from the western Dia-
spora.602 The words of Mark 5:7, tou/ qeou/ tou/ ùyi,stou, are found iden-
tically in Gen 14:18.603  In T. Mos. 10:7 it is stated that the “Most High 
will arise, the Eternal God alone, and He will appear to punish the Gen-
tiles, and He will destroy their idols.” Son of the Most High God recalls 
Luke 1:32, 35 and 4Q246. References to the Most High God are found 
elsewhere in the NT: Heb 7:1 and Acts 16:17. Notably for our case, the 
                                                           
 
600 Dunn, 1998, 175–176, 197. Meier, 1994, 406. 
601 Dunn, 2003, 675–677. Dunn, 1998, 173. Theissen, 1983, 57. The citations of Dunn are 
from Dunn, 2003, 675–676. 
602 Bauckham, 2008, 110–111. The citation is from p. 110. Bauckham mentions that curi-
ously the epithet is not mentioned in 1 Maccabees and the Psalms of Solomon. Notably in 
the huge literature corpus of Philo and Josephus the “Most High God” is mentioned only 
14 times. The Hebrew name !Ayl[ la is always translated in the LXX as ò qeo,j u[yistoj, p. 
111. On pages 123–126 Bauckham gives a table which consists of the occurrences of the 
mention of the “Most High God” in Jewish literature during the time of 250 BCE–150 CE. 
The name is especially common in the following works: 4 Ezra (68 times), Ben Sira (47), 
2 Bar. (24), Jub. (23), 1 Enoch (17), Daniel (14). In the literature of the Western Diaspora 
the name occur frequently in Joseph and Aseneth (35) and in the Testament of Abraham 
(10). In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, whose dating and origin is more 
doubtful, the epithet occurs 17 times. 
603 See also: Gen 14:18–20, 22; 1 En. 6:30; 8:19; 9:46; Jdt 13:18; LXX Ps 57:3; 78:35. 
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pagan god Zeus was called the most high God.604 Chancey clarifies that 
one of the earliest datable constructions in Gerasa was a temple to Zeus 
Olympios. This temple was quite likely built in the 20s CE.605 The 
temple of Zeus in Gerasa and the reference to the “most high God” in 
Mark 5:7 further supports our conclusion that the story of Mark 5:1–20 
was originally connected to the areas of Gerasa. The idea of the demon 
identifying Jesus might indicate that verses Mark 5:6–7 are a Markan 
creation in line with his theological pattern, as we have noticed earlier. 

Another exceptional point in the story is the reaction of the villa-
gers and the citizens of the surrounding Gentile areas. They became sca-
red (evfobh,qhsan), and they asked Jesus to leave their areas, 5:15, 17. 
The story perhaps implies that the people were confused and angry due 
to the drowning of the pigs. In several other healing and exorcist stories 
the result is positive: people praise God and request further help.606 In 
this story the people press to leave, and not stay. A somewhat similar 
reaction of the witnesses of a miracle is to be found in Mark 3:6; John 
5:16; Acts 16:19–23.607 As we have already noted, this exorcist story is 
the only one in which Jesus discusses with the demoniac/with the de-
mons (Mark 5:7–12). The story actually recalls Jesus twice ordering the 
demons to leave the man (5:8, 13). At first the demons did not obey 
Jesus – this would have tended as an embarrassing notion for the early 
Christians. Moreover, in the second ordering Jesus allows the will of the 
demons to be realized: they are to enter the pigherd (5:13).608 The histo-
ricity of such a dialogue can be supported by the criterion of embarrass-
ment. It can be maintained that the redactor of the Gospel or the early 
Christians would not have created a dialogue in which Jesus answers 

                                                           
 
604 Marcus, 2000, 343–344. As Zeus was often called “Most High God” the Gentiles evi-
dently referred to the God of the Hebrews as the God Most High. See Num 24:16; 1 Esd 
2:2; Dan 3:26; 4:2; 2 Macc 3:31; 3 Macc. 7:9. Interestingly in Acts 16:17 a Gentile demo-
niac calls Paul as “servant of the Most High God”. See Evans, 2006b, 228. Bock, 1994, 
772. 
605 Chancey, 2002, 135. Collins, 2007, 268. Interestingly during the crisis of Antiochus 
Epiphanes the temple of Jerusalem was transformed according to 2 Macc 6:2 to the temple 
of Zeus Olympios. This indicates that the pagans regarded the temple of Jerusalem as the 
temple of Zeus. 
606 See Mark 1:27, 33–34, 37; 2:12; 3:10. 
607 See Marcus, 2000, 346. 
608 Theissen, 1983, 176. 
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positively to the demons’ request. On the other hand the outcome of the 
dialogue, the drowning of the pig herds, can be seen as serving theolo-
gical intentions. In second temple Judaism there was a belief that de-
mons and wicked angels would be driven into a place of judgment (Jub. 
10:5, 9–11; 1 En. 21:10). Arguably the Sea often functioned as a symbol 
of chaos and destruction. The pigs are drowned in the Sea as were the 
ancient enemies of the Hebrews, the Egyptians (Exod 14–15). The sen-
ding of the demons into the pigs does not require the dialogue of Mark 
5:7–12, even if the dialogue leads to the destruction of the demons. 

Several scholars insist that the story (Mark 5:1–20) has a histori-
cal core. Jesus, they claim, met a demoniac in the area of Gerasa and 
freed the man from the demons. However, often the same scholars state 
that the episode concerning the pigs did not belong to the original tradi-
tion.609 Admittedly the pigs running into the Sea create a practical prob-
lem, namely the great distance between the land of Gerasa and the Sea 
of Galilee. Suspicions regarding its authenticity also arise. As we have 
noticed the 2000 drowning pigs are reminiscent of the narrative in Exod 
14–15. It is clear that the story of the drowning pigs has Jewish nation-
nalistic features. These features of the story recall notably Jewish, but 
not Christian or Christological aspects.610 It is of course possible that the 
story of the pigs drowning into the Sea was originally part of a Jewish 
folktale, which later, at an early stage, was incorporated into the story of 
the Gerasene demoniac. 

The drowning of the pigs seals their destiny. The fate of the de-
mons, after they have been driven off the person, seems to have been an 
important question for the transmitters of the tradition and for the early 
Christians. How can it be ensured that the demons do not enter into the 
person again? In Ant. 8:45–49 Josephus states that a certain Jewish man 
named Eleazar drew a demon from Emperor Vespasian. Josephus writes 
that after the driving of the demon, the exorcist forbade the demon from 
entering the person ever again, Ant. 8:47.611 In a similar fashion Jesus is 

                                                           
 
609 Meier, 1994, 651–653. Ådna, 1999, 297–300. 
610 Theissen, 1991, 111. 
611 Eve, 2002, 326, 340–343, 349. Eve has studied the Jewish exorcism stories of the first 
century. He concludes that exorcisms were rare during this time period. According to Eve 
the impression that exorcisms were popular among the Jews is based on the NT evidence 
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told to have renounced the demon from re-entering into the demonized 
boy in Mark 9:5.612 Certain texts from the second temple period reflect 
the fear of being led by demons.613 The book of the Jubilees states that 
Noah and Abraham prayed that their sons would be spared from the 
control of the demons/Mastema (Jub. 10:3–7; 19:28–29). Noah even 
pleas that God would bind the demons so that the sons of his servant, the 
son of the righteous would not be led astray, Jub. 10:5–7. Abraham 
prays that God would deliver himself “from the hands of evil spirits”, 
Jub. 12:20. In 11Q5 XIX, 15, which is part of the “plea of deliverance”, 
we encounter the following phrase: “Let no Belial dominate me, nor an 
unclean spirit.” In Jub. 1:20 the plea of being freed from demonic rule 
and accusations concerns not the individual but the people of God, Isra-
el: “Let not the spirit of Beliar rule over them to accuse them before 
Thee, and to ensnare them from all the paths of righteousness.” 

In light of such fears of being led and bound by demons (see Matt 
12:43–45/Luke 11:24–26), it is understandable that the Gospels’ exor-
cist-stories state that the demons were strictly forbidden to enter into the 
person again (Mark 9:25; Ant. 8:47; Tob 8:3). Satan is to be bound 
(Mark 3:27). The demons were driven into the place of destruction and 
doom – into the Sea (Mark 5:13). It seems reasonable to conclude that 
the original story, which quite likely reflected a historical occasion, con-
tained the dialogue between Jesus and a certain Gerasene demoniac, and 
the reference to the pigs. The running of the pigs into the Sea is legen-
dary, and it ends the story of the demons: they are no longer running 
around but are destroyed. 

 

                                                                                                                     
 
and not on the writings of Josephus. Eve claims further that the only clear exorcism story 
dating from the first century which Josephus mentions is the story of Eleazar (Ant. 8:45–
49). On p. 341 Eve concludes: “This indicates that Jewish exorcists existed; but it does not 
show that they were common. If they were common, one might have expected Josephus to 
allude to additional examples of the continuing effectiveness of Solomon’s wisdom.”  
612 See Dunn, 1998, 173–174. 
613 See Stuckenbruck, 2006, 146–165. 
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5.9 The Gerasene demoniac and the Church’s 
Gentile mission 

The story of the Gerasene demoniac is complicated in the view of the 
early Church and its Gentile mission. First, the healed demoniac, a Gen-
tile in Mark’s view, is not admitted to be with Jesus (metV auvtou/ h=|), even 
though he does request that (Mark 5:18). At this stage the status of being 
with Jesus (w=sin metV auvtou/) belongs only to the Twelve disciples 
(3:14). Secondly, the Gentiles from the surrounding Gentile cities and 
villages are not amazed in a positive sense of the exorcism. They are 
angry and ask Jesus to get out of their lands. Thirdly, Jesus sends the 
Gerasene ex-demoniac to his home (eivj to.n oi=ko,n sou) in order to tell 
(avpagge,llw) others what the Lord has done for him (5:19–20). In contra-
diction with the commission of Jesus, the man does not go home, but he 
goes to Decapolis (evn th/| Dekapo,lei) and proclaims (khru,ssw) what Je-
sus had done for him. None of these three points suit the idea of the 
Church’s mission among the Gentiles very well. Of course the fact that 
in Mark 5:19 Jesus gives the ex-demoniac a commission to relate what 
the Lord has done for him to his family, resonates somewhat with the 
idea of mission for the Gentiles. In Mark Jesus often commissions 
people to remain silent about their healings (1:44–45; 7:36; 8:26). A si-
milar commission is given to the demons (1:24; 3:11–12; 9:20). How-
ever we can observe that Jesus is not recorded to have sent the ex-demo-
niac into the Decapolis, i.e. into the Gentile cities, in order to proclaim 
the message. He is simply asked to go home and tell his family. No-
where is the ethnic identity of the Gerasene demoniac explicitly expres-
sed, but the story portrays his context in Gentilic features: he is posses-
sed with demons, he lives amongst the tombs on Gentile territory, pig-
herds surround him, he acts violently and the demons inside of him are 
called by the name of a Roman war unit. It is also obvious that the Gera-
sene demoniac is not portrayed as a Jew, a lost son of Abraham (Luke 
19:9; 13:16), living in exile. 

The evidence suggests that the story of the Gerasene demoniac 
was not created in order to support the Gentile mission. On the other 
hand, the story reflects a historical occasion where Jesus met a Gentile 
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demoniac in the area of Gerasa. The story was preserved in the tradition 
and it recalled that Jesus had helped a Gentile. 
 

5.10 Concluding remarks 
The story of the Syrophoenician woman and the story of the Gerasene 
demoniac are both reminiscent of themes arising from Israel’s biblical 
and current history. Additionally both stories reflect current political 
struggles and difficult realities. These stories are deep-rooted in the Pa-
lestinian environment and religio-political context. Notably the stories 
are not intertwined with the early Christians’ current and actual ques-
tions. In the story of the Syrophoenician woman the Gentile is called a 
dog, in the story of the Gerasene demoniac the Roman Legion is driven 
into the Sea and destroyed. These remarks would have been problematic 
for the non-Jewish Christians outside of Jewish Palestine. The stories of 
Jesus meeting and helping a Gentile reveal that Jesus did not drive a 
Gentile mission. These stories as such do not contain any commissio-
ning of Jesus to reach for the Gentiles. The story of the centurion’s ser-
vant emphasizes faith as the media through which a Gentile could re-
ceive help from Jesus. Faith is also strongly present in the story of the 
Syrophoenician woman. It seems that the three stories of Jesus healing a 
Gentile do not serve a clear or obvious theological intention. These few 
stories are accounts of Jesus occasionally helping individual Gentiles 
who sought his help.  
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6 Meals and table-fellowship in late second 
temple Judaism 

6.1 Introductory remarks 
In this chapter considerable emphasis is laid on studying the social and 
religious implications of dining and banqueting in the second temple Ju-
daism. The habit of dining with all kinds of people is strongly attested in 
the Jesus tradition in both sayings and narrative material.614 According 
to Chilton Jesus’ practice of eating socially was the factor that most 
clearly distinguished him from other Jewish teachers.615 Nearly all scho-
lars agree that Jesus had the practice of dining, even with sinners and 
publicans. The Jesus traditions suggest that Jesus regarded the meal as a 
symbol of salvation. In this respect Jesus suits well into the religious 
mind-set of late second temple Judaism. The Jesus traditions make it ob-
vious that Jesus’ table-fellowship was not exclusive but inclusive in the 
sense that he dined even with sinners and publicans. 
 

6.2 Dining in second temple Judaism 
In the writings of late second temple Judaism, richness, festive meals 
and abundance is often connected in a negative manner with leading a 
sinful life.616 In one of the several woes to the sinners (1 En. 94–103) we 
read the following: 

 
“Woe unto you who eat the best bread! And drink wine in large 
bowls, trampling upon the weak people with your might. Woe 
unto you who have water available to you all the time, for soon 
you shall be consumed and wither away, for you have forsaken 
the fountain of life”.617 
 

                                                           
 
614 Bird, 2006, 104. Holmén, 2001, 205. Borg, 1998, 93. Meier, 1994, 303. Wright, 1996, 
149. Blomberg, 2009, 61. Ottenheijm, 2011, 3. 
615 Chilton, 1996, 80. 
616 1 En. 102:9: “Now I tell you, sinners, you have satiated yourselves with food and drink, 
robbing and sin, impoverishing people and gaining property, and seeing good days.” 
617 1 En. 96:5–6. 
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In addition to these passages luxurious and indulgent feasting is critici-
zed for being sinful in As. Mos. 7:7–8. To be sure, festive feasting was 
not seen in such a negative light, but rather feasting, table-fellowship 
was to be shared in good company. This becomes apparent in Sir 9:16: 
“At table choose the company of good men whose pride is in the fear of 
the Lord.”618 Overall, Jewish writings of the second temple period em-
phasize that the righteous are to avoid the company of the sinners.619 In 
m. ʾ Abot 1:4 Yose b. Yoezer says, “Let your house be a gathering place 
for sages. And wallow in the dust of their feet. And drink in their words 
with gusto.” In the context of these writings, which portray some of the 
social and religious atmosphere of the first century Galilee and Judea, 
we understand that if a Jewish religious teacher or sign prophet had 
table-fellowship with sinners and publicans, the act was provocative and 
exceptional. 
 

6.3 Meals (contemporaneous and eschatological) 
in second temple Judaism: The meal as a sym-
bol for nationalism and separatism 

For religious Jews dining was regarded as an important religious sym-
bol. Scholars have inquired how the current feasts and meals were 
understood in connection with the eschatological fulfillment and the 
eschatological banquet. J. Priest has studied how the eschatological 
and/or messianic banquet was understood during the time of second 
temple Judaism. He concludes that even though the eschatological ban-
quet is often taken for granted, as an evident factor in the eschatological 
expectations, surprisingly outside the canonical sources the eschatologi-
cal banquet is clearly mentioned only twice in the Jewish sources of se-

                                                           
 
618 See: Sir 9:9:“Never sit down with another man’s wife or join her in a drinking party, for 
fear of succumbing to her charms and slipping into fatal disaster.” 
619 See Pss 1:1, 26:5. In Jewish writings of the second temple period it is emphasized that 
the righteous are to avoid the company of the sinners: 1 En. 104:6; 91:3–4. Be separated 
from the company of the sinners: Sir 7:16; 11:9, 29–34. You are to offer your help for ot-
hers, but not for the sinners, 12:1–8: “Give to the god-fearing, but never help the sinner”, 
12:4. God hates the sinners, 12:6. If you join the company of the wicked, you will get in-
volved in their wickedness, 12:14. The righteous and the sinners are not to be in company 
of each other, Sir 13:17; 33:14. See m. ʾ Abot 1:7; Jub. 22:16. 
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cond temple period: 1 En. 62:12–16 and 2. Bar. 29:1–8.620 Among these 
two references to an eschatological banquet we are also to note 1QSa 
2:17–22, which relates the eschatological and messianic meal envisioned 
by the Qumran community. Despite the fact that the clear references to 
the eschatological banquet are scarce, it is widely held that during the 
first century CE the great meal had become a symbol of deliverance and 
eschatological fulfillment. Wendland for example states that 

 
“several pertinent intertestamental passages support the conclu-
sion that the notion of a “messianic banquet” was one that would 
not only have been current in the minds of Jesus’ audience but 
also highly relevant as well.”621 
 

This tradition of thought, symbolizing deliverance with a meal, reached 
its roots at least to the prophecies of Isa 55:1–5 and Jer 31:10–14, in 
which the renewal of the covenant between Israel and YHWH, the ga-
thering of the scattered people of God, the national restoration is accom-
panied by an abundance of wine, water, bread and food. The vision of 
Isa 25:6–8 has been especially important for the idea of the pilgrimage 
of the nations to the Mountain of the Lord, where a great banquet is 
held.622 

Throughout the second temple period and the Tannaitic period 
(70–200 CE), the NT is the richest and the most important document for 
the idea of eschatological banquet.623 The Gospels’ material of Jesus 
makes references to the eschatological meal.624 In Matt 8:11–12/Luke 
13:28–30; Luke 14:15 the basic meaning of the banquet in the kingdom 
of God seems to be self-evident for the audience of Jesus. It requires no 
further explanation, and therefore it suggests that in the minds of first 

                                                           
 
620 Priest, 1992, 223–224. For other important treatments of the subject of the messia-
nic/eschatological meal see especially the following texts: Smit, 2008, 1–34. Smith, 1991, 
64–73. 
621 Wendland, 1997, 171–172. The quotation is from p. 172. As evidence for the wide-
known concept of the banquet as a symbol of salvation Wendland refers to 2 Esd 2:38; 1 
En. 60:7–8; 62:14; 1QSa 2:11–23; Midrash Genesis 62:2 and b. Sanhedrin 153a. See also 
Wright, 1996, 532. 
622 Horsley, 1993, 173–174. 
623 Priest, 1992, 229–232. 
624 Matt 8:11–12; Luke 14:15–24; Mark 14:25. 
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century Jews the idea of the great feast could quite easily be understood 
as symbolizing the eschatological deliverance.625 The part of the rabbi-
nic literature, which can be dated prior to 200 CE, namely the Mishnah, 
does not describe the eschatological banquet, and has only two refe-
rences to the eschatological banquet. R. Akiba states according to m. 
ʾAbot 3:16 that “the judgment is a true judgment. And everything is 
ready for the meal.” In m. ʾ Abot 4:16 Rabbi Jacob says that “this world 
is like an antechamber before the world to come. Get ready in the ante-
chamber, so you can go into the great hall.” These two references are 
short and cryptic. According to Priest these two passages from the Mish-
nah testify that the theme of the eschatological/messianic banquet was 
so well known during the Tannaitic period that the authorities of the 
Mishnah could refer to the eschatological meal in such a bypassing man-
ner.626 We can securely state that the Jews of Jesus’ time could under-
stand a great meal as a symbol of the kingdom of God or of eschatologi-
cal deliverance. The biblical tradition (Isa 25:6–8; 55:1–5 etc.) would 
have given rise to such beliefs. A great and festal meal could work as a 
metaphor for the eschatological deliverance, but the visions of the escha-
tological fulfillment did not necessary involve an eschatological meal.627 

It seems that the daily meals in the ancient Jewish worldview 
were connected with theological significance. The OT states that joyful 
and festive meals were willed by God on certain festival occasions (Deut 
12:7–18). Eating a meal could be accompanied with religious rituals and 
offerings (2 Sam 6:18–19; Exod 24:1–11). A sacred meal could imply 
the idea of dining before the Lord and seeing Him (Exod 24:1-11). At 
the time of Nehemiah a joyful meal, dining with the family, was practi-
ced in the connection with the confirmation of the covenant (Neh 8:9-
12). Also covenants and contracts between humans were confirmed with 
a shared meal (Gen 26:26–32; 1 Kgs 1:22–26).628 To offer a meal to 
one’s enemies was a sign of peace, 2 Kgs 6:21–23 and 2 Chr 28:14–15. 
It is noteworthy that in these two cases the Israelites or the Judeans are 

                                                           
 
625 Priest, 1992, 231. 
626 Priest, 1992, 233. 
627 Priest, 1992, 238. 
628 Priest, 1992, 235. For the meals in the OT see also Blomberg, 2009, 38–41. 
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not mentioned as sharing in the meal: they just served it. We may state 
that in the OT festive banquets shared by the Hebrews and the Gentiles 
are rare, but not exceptional as Neh 5:17 and 2 Kgs 4:8 proves.629 We 
hear of the prophets’ criticism towards the Israelites’ banquets which 
were often connected with religious motives. In these more or less clear 
references to the banquets Gentiles are not explicitly mentioned: Isa 
28:7–9; Hos 4:18–19; Aam 6:4–6; Mic 2:11. In Isa 25:6–9 the eschato-
logical banquet is prepared by the Lord for all the nations (~yM[h-
lkl/pa/si toi/j e;qnesin). It is to be noted that the presence of Israel 
around the table is not explicitly stated, although its presence can be pre-
supposed. 

Blomberg has correctly claimed that during the second temple 
period, and especially since the Maccabeen uprising the food restrictions 
of the Jews became stricter. Also the restrictions deciding with whom it 
was suitable to dine were tightened. The Jews’ food table became more 
excluding towards ethnical outsiders and towards other Jews who did 
not belong to the same sect or socio-religious group. This strictness and 
exclusive attitude is most apparent in the Qumran community, but is 
also seen among other religious groupings such as the Pharisees.630 No-
tably in the texts of the second temple period portraying the eschatologi-
cal banquet (1 En. 62:12–16; 2 Bar. 29:1–8 and 1QSa 2:17–22), the 
Gentiles are not mentioned. 1 En. 62 attests that the meal of the Son of 
Man is for the righteous and for His elect (1 En. 62:12–13, 15). All the 
sinners are slain with the word of the Son of Man’s mouth, and all the 
unrighteous are destroyed. All the kings and the mighty, all the rulers of 
the world, who have oppressed the elect, are terrified as the Son of Man 
is revealed to them and they will face their judgment: 1 En. 62:2–11. 
According to 2 Bar. 29 the eschatological meal and the manna from 
heaven are given at the consummation of time, and it is served to all of 
those who are left and who are residing in Israel after the doom (29:3, 5, 
8). 

Interestingly Tobit (Tob 1:6–8) clarifies that every third year he 
used to travel to Jerusalem and serve and share a festive meal with the 

                                                           
 
629 See Räisänen, 2010, 250. 
630 Blomberg, 2009, 41–44. 
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orphans, widows and the proselytes that had settled themselves among 
the sons of Israel (proshlu,toij toi/j proskeime,noij toi/j uìoi/j Israhl). 
This practice, he states, was in accordance with the Law of Moses, Tob 
1:8. In Tob 2:1–2 Tobit, then living in exile in Nineveh, requests his son 
to find and invite some poor brother of his people (ptwco.n tw/n avdelfw/n 

h`mw/n), who have remained faithful (o]j me,mnhtai evn o[lh| kardi,a| auvtou/), 
to dine with him on the holy feast of Pentecost. Apparently during the 
feasts Tobit made a great meal and chose with special care those with 
whom he would share the food. Religious and national festivals were the 
occasions for festal dining. During the second temple period the mea-
ning of dining, especially the dining in connection with the festivals as 
Sukkot and Passover, reached sacral dimensions.631 

Table fellowship made a social claim: with whom are you willing 
to eat? In a Jewish religious and national context the table fellowship 
formed a statement concerning who would have a share among the holy 
ones of God, among the people of God. The great banquet was to be pre-
pared for the elect. Bryan states that the Pharisees 

 
“very probably viewed their eating with others as an expression 
of election, an idea which also easily could be and clearly was 
expressed with the image of the eschatological feast.”632 
 

By sharing a meal the participants confessed in action mutual respect. 
The participants of the shared meal considered each other as brothers. 
Besides food and drink, also acceptance and forgiveness was embraced 
over the table fellowship.633 Precisely due to this great significance of a 
shared meal it is understandable that the Jews – even those Jews who in 
principle anticipated the eschatological pilgrimage of the Gentiles – 
were hesitant to share the eschatological banquet with the Gentiles. 
Jesus’ dining with sinners and publicans understandably come as a 
shock for many (Mark 2:15–16). By dining with sinners and publicans 

                                                           
 
631 Meyer, 1979, 159. Holmén, 2001, 204. See the following passages: Gen 31:51–54; 
Exod 18:12; 24:11; 1 Kgs 3:15. 
632 Bryan, 2002, 80. 
633 Borg, 1998, 94. McKnight, 1999, 44–45. Meyer, 1979, 159–160. Holmén, 2001, 204–
205. Bauckham, 2005, 110. 
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Jesus called into question the normative views as to who were the elect 
and who were not. 

Prominent scholars such as Jeremias, Perrin, Borg, Chilton, San-
ders, and Horsley maintain that the festive and open meals of Jesus are 
to be regarded as representing the messianic-eschatological banquet/ 
meal in the kingdom of God already realized in the company of Jesus 
(Mark 2:15–22), or that these meals are to be regarded as representations 
of the future reality when the actual eschatological banquet begins (Matt 
8:11–12).634 Meyer states that Jesus put his preaching into perfect action 
through the public meals. The meals embraced God’s forgiveness and 
they were a realization of the restoration of Israel. According to Meyer 
“Jesus himself conceived his dining with sinners as an anticipation of 
the banquet of salvation with the patriarchs in the reign of God.”635 In a 
similar fashion Chilton maintains that 

 
“meals in Jesus’ fellowship became practical parables whose 
meaning was as evocative as his verbal parables (which have 
consumed much more scholarly attention). To join in his meals 
consciously was, in effect, to anticipate the kingdom as it had 
been delineated by Jesus’ teaching.”636 
 

Jesus was welcoming the lost sheep of the House of Israel; he was cele-
brating the turning of the sinners towards God. I maintain that the prac-
tice of communal and cheerful dining and the practice of teaching about 
the kingdom of God in words connected to dining and to a banquet were 
habitual for Jesus. 

Jesus’ public meals worked as “acted parables,”637 symbolic and 
prophetic acts in line with his other prophetic-symbolic acts, such as the 
gathering of the Twelve, the entrance into Jerusalem riding on an ass 

                                                           
 
634 Perrin, 1967, 102–108. Chilton, 1996, 86. Borg, 1987, 101–102, 131–133. Sanders, 
1985, 208–209, 307. Horsley, 1993, 178–180. Jeremias, 1981, 59–65. Bryan, 2002, 80–81. 
635 Meyer, 1979, 161, 166. The quotation is from p. 166. 
636 Chilton, 1996, 86. 
637 Bird, 2006, 104. Borg, 1998, 97–98, 107. Several scholars have argued that some of 
Jesus actions were meant to be understood as prophetic signs for Israel. See especially: 
Sanders, 1993, 253–254. Wright, 1996, 168–170, 415–418. Borg, 1987, 154–165, 174–
176. 
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and the temple act. According to Jeremias and Perrin Jesus publicaly di-
ning with the sinners and tax-collectors indicated that the age of forgive-
ness had dawned. Jeremias states that “these feasts for publicans are pro-
phetic signs, more significant than words, silent proclamations that the 
Messianic Age is here, the Age of forgiveness.”638 Borg himself, even 
though not neglecting Jeremias’ and Perrin’s conclusion, states that such 
a view in itself is too narrow, too theological and too religiously orient-
tated, and he suggests that the acted parable of Jesus dining meant that 
he was in practice explaining what he believed Israel should be.639 I fol-
low Jeremias, Perrin and Borg on their overall thesis that Jesus’ public 
meals (Mark 2:15-17; Luke 19:7-10) with outcasts are to be seen in rela-
tion to his overall mission of searching for the Lost. The parables of the 
lost sheep (Luke 15:4-6), the lost coin (Luke 15:8-9) and the lost son 
(Luke 15:11-32) all end up in the joyful celebration when the lost one is 
found. Apparently Jesus’ joyful feasting with sinners and publicans re-
sembled this joy of the Lost being found.640  
 

                                                           
 
638 Jeremias, 2003, 227–228. Perrin, 1967, 102, 106–108. 
639 Borg, 1998, 107–108. McKnight, 1999, 44–49. 
640 Borg, 1998, 101–109. Jeremias, 2003, 227–229. Perrin, 1967, 90–108. Ollilainen, 2008, 
153–154. Scholars continue debating whether the three ̒ lost and found’parables of Luke 
15 derive from Jesus. It is clear that Luke has in a creative manner placed and formed the 
three parrables into a literal unit which embraces his theological views. For a discussion, 
see Fitzmyer, 1985, 1071–1075. Bock, 1996, 1296–1297. Notably the parables of the lost 
coin (Luke 15:8–10) and the lost son (15:11–32) do not have any parallels in the other 
Gospels. The parable of the lost sheep (Luke 15:4–7) has a parallel in Matt 18:12–14, and 
thus the parable quite likely derives from Q. The Lukan parables of ʻlost and found’are 
typically Lukan as Luke emphasizes God’s love and mercy for the unpriviledged, the sin-
ners, the poor and the sick, see Fitzmyer, 1985, 1071. It is not necessary for us to deal here 
in detail with the question of these parables’ origin. The fact remains that Jesus dined with 
outcasts and sinners, he preached the gospel of God’s kingdom for them and he sought 
them. In the context of Jesus’ mission to search for the lost, it is clear that parables of the 
ʻlost and found’ would have suited him. In sum, Jesus might well have taught with such 
parables. 
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6.4 The meals of the Qumran community and the 
Pharisees 

6.4.1  The meals of Qumran and the Essenes 
In this sub-chapter the meals of the Qumran community and the Phari-
sees’ practice of dining are examined. We will first deal with the Qum-
ran community. Clarifying these issues will give us a useful perspective 
in studying Jesus’ parables and practices regarding dining. First, the 
Qumran documents contain only two explicit clarifications of its meals: 
1QS 6:1–8 and 1QSa 2:17–22. The text of 1QS 6:1–8 arguably deals 
with the communal meals. The text most probably reflects the daily 
meals of the Qumran community. 
 
The text of 1QS 6:1–6:641 

“These are the ways in which all of them shall walk, each man 
with his companion, wherever they dwell. The man of lesser 
rank shall obey the greater in matters of work and money. They 
shall eat in common and bless in common and deliberate in com-
mon. Wherever there are ten men of the Council of the Commu-
nity there shall not lack a Priest among them. And they shall all 
sit before him according to their rank and shall be asked their 
counsel in all things in that order. And when the table has been 
prepared for eating, and the new wine for drinking, the Priest 
shall be the first to stretch out his hand to bless the first fruits of 
the bread and new wine.” 

 
The text of 1QSa 2:17–22:642 

“And [when] they shall gather for the common [tab]le, to eat, [to 
drink] new wine, when the common table shall be set for eating 
and the new wine [poured] for drinking, let no man extend his 
hand over the first fruits of bread and wine before the Priest; for 
[it is he] who shall bless the first fruits of bread and wine, and 
shall be the first [to extend] his hand over the bread. Thereafter, 
the Messiah of Israel shall extend his hand over the bread, [and] 
all the congregation of the Community [shall utter a] blessing, 
[each man in the order] of his dignity. It is according to this 
statue that they shall proceed at every me[al at which] at least ten 
men are gathered together.” 

 
                                                           
 
641 Translated by Geza Vermes. Vermes, 2004. 
642 Translated by Geza Vermes. Vermes, 2004. 
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The communal meal described in the Community rule (1QS 6) is quite 
similar to the meal accompanied by the Messiah (1QSa 2). In both meals 
the participants at the meal sit according to their rank in the community. 
In both meals first fruits of the bread and new wine are served, and in 
both meals the priest says a blessing before the table fellowship starts 
the dining.  In the messianic meal, 1QSa 2, the Messiah and the other 
participants around the table bless the food after the priest has blessed 
it.643 The communal meals practiced by the community in accordance to 
1QS 6 was regarded as a representation of the soon to become messianic 
meal described in 1QSa 2. The community believed that it was living in 
the end of days, and that the Messianic fulfillment was about to be reali-
zed in the near future. The messianic banquet (1QSa 2) is based on the 
regular communal meal practiced by the community (1QS 6).644 Schiff-
man describes the communal meals and the messianic meals as follows: 
 

“These meals, conducted regularly as part of the present-age way 
of life of the sect, were preenactments of the final messianic 
banquet which the sectarians expected in the soon-to-come end 
of days. Again, the life of the sect in this world mirrored its 
dreams for the age to come.”645  

 
Russell has noted that in these meals portrayed in 1QS 6 and 1QSa 2 
there are implicit references to two religiously and nationally powerful 
symbols of Israel, namely the Temple and the Messiah.646 The meals’ 
implicit reference to the temple and its sacrificial cult is made by the fact 
that the meals emphasize the role of the priest as the one who prepares 
the meal in purity and who says a blessing over it. Furthermore the food 
mentioned is to be the first fruits of the bread. According to Exod 23:19 
and Lev 23:10 the first fruits were to be brought into the temple and to 
the priest. Russell supports the connections of the Qumran meals with 
the temple and its liturgy by referring to the prohibitions according to 

                                                           
 
643 Russell, 2006, 89. 
644 Russell, 2006, 90, 98–99. Wassen, 2008, 120. Wassen indicates that due to the concrete 
details of the dining in 1QSa 2, it seem that the messianic banquet mirrors and is based on 
the present practice of the dining in Qumran community. For further discussion concerning 
the connections between 1QS 6 and 1QSa 2 see Priest, 1992, 228–229. Smith, 1991, 71. 
645 Schiffman, 1989, 67. See also pp. 56–57, 68. 
646 Russell, 2006, 101. 
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which a handicapped person or anyone afflicted could not enter the con-
gregation because “the Angels of Holiness are with their congregation”. 
We can assume with Russell that as the handicapped could not enter the 
congregation they could not participate in the meals (1QSa 2:4–9).647 
Wassen clarifies that in Qumran literature the restrictions prohibiting 
people with some kinds of disabilities, from entering the communal 
meetings (CD 15:15; 1QSa 2:4–9) and from participating in the final 
battle (1QM 7:4–6), were due to the community’s firm belief of the 
Holy Angels’ presence amongst them.648 In short, due to the holy 
Angels, it would have been inappropriate if physically handicapped, the 
mentally ill, or demonized persons had been among the congregation. It 
is telling that the list of people forbidden to enter into the congregation 
coheres with the list of people who were, according to Lev 21:17–23, 
forbidden to enter the temple and function as priests fulfilling cultic du-
ties.649 It has generally been noted that the list of 1QM 7:3–7, which 
mentions certain individuals who are not allowed to enter into the battle 
camp of the saints, resembles the passage of Deut 23:10–14, which con-
cerns the purity of the battle camp of the Hebrews.650 Wassen observes 
that the scrolls of Qumran reveal a strong emphasis and belief in the 
heavenly hosts, the Angels beeing present among the congregation’s 
worship, communal meetings, and in the eschatological war (1QM 7:6) 
between the sons of darkness and the sons of light.651 It is apparent that 
in these lists certain individuals are excluded from the Qumran commu-
nity’s activities because of the presence of the holy Angels. 

                                                           
 
647 Russell, 2006, 94. It must be pointed out that according to CD 13:6; 14:15 and 1QSa 
1:19–22; 2:9–10 people with mental and physical problems were living within the Qumran 
community. They were, however, not allowed to participate fully in the activities of the 
community, Wassen, 2008, 121. 
648 Wassen, 2008, 115, 120–121, 127–129. Sanders, 1974, 265. Sanders notes that both of 
the lists, which state who are not to join the eschatological battle and the eschatological 
meal, are rooted in the list of Lev 21:17-23. This list forbids certain people to participate in 
priestly duties in the temple because the Holiness of God would be offended. Interestingly 
in 1QSa 2 and 1QM 7 the Holiness of God is replaced by the presence of the Holy angels: 
Sanders, 1974, 262–265.  
649 Wassen, 2008, 115–116. For the lists that exclude certain individuals from taking part 
in the communal activities see CD 15:15–17; 4Q266:8 1 6–9; 4Q270:6 2:8–10; 1QSa 2:3–
9; 1QM 7:4–6. See also Dunn, 1992, 263–264. 
650 Wassen, 2008, 120. 
651 Wassen, 2008, 127–128. 
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Lastly, the evidence suggests that the participants of the meal 
were purified in the immersion pools, the mikvaot, before they entered 
the dining hall (1QS 5:13; Bell. 2:129).652 Concerning the routines of the 
Essenes Josephus states that they 

 
“bath their bodies in cold water. And after this purification is 
over, they all meet together in an apartment of their own, into 
which it is not permitted to any of another sect to enter; while 
they go, after a pure manner, into the dining room, as into a 
certain holy temple (a[gio,n ti te,menoj).” 
 

Even though the meals correlated with the temple cult, they also differed 
from it in the sense that the meal most probably did not contain any ato-
ning function. The community regarded itself as a living Temple atoning 
for the Land, but this function of the community was not specifically 
connected with the community’s dining.653 Participation in the regular 
community meals stated, in practice, that the member was regarded as 
pure and righteous, one of the full members of the community, the true 
Israel. He would also have a place in the messianic banquet. 

Food and dining was a serious matter for the Essenes/Qumra-
nites. Josephus claims that some Essenes who had been expelled from 
the Essenes’ community, starved to death because they could not eat 
food which was not prepared in a proper manner (Bell. 2:143–144).654 
We may be quite certain that any non-Jew, if not converted, could not 
have taken part in the Qumran community’s or the Essenes’ table-
fellowship. Having table-fellowship with sinners and publicans would 
have been unthinkable for the Qumranites and the Essenes. The texts of 
1QS 6 and 1QSa 2 strongly suggest that the community regarded their 
regular meals as mirroring the messianic banquet. This situation and 
practice of the Qumranites may have important implications for under-
standing the meals of Jesus and their relation to the eschatological fu-
ture. Additionally, we may state that Jesus’ and his disciples’ practice of 

                                                           
 
652 Russell, 2006, 94–95.  
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dining around Galilee and their freely accepting invitations to dine 
would have been unthinkable for the Essenes (see: Bell. 2:143–144). 

A short survey of the Qumranites has shown that they had an ex-
clusive tendency, and this is seen in their attitude towards the Gentiles. 
Dining with Gentiles, Jewish non-members or sinners was prohibited, 
1QS 6 (Jub. 22:16). The communal meals were eaten in a state of ritual 
purity, 1QS 5:13. Even buying or receiving food from Gentiles was not 
allowed, CD 12:8–10; 1QS 5:15–16. Further, the Qumranites had a dec-
ree according to which Shabbat should be spent a good distance away 
from Gentiles, CD 11:14. The Qumranites were prohibited from selling 
grain, animals, wine or servants to the Gentiles, CD 12:8. Interestingly, 
CD 12:7 stipulates that it is prohibited to shed the blood of the Gentiles 
for the sake of riches and gain. Even stealing from the Gentiles was pro-
hibited. According to 1QS 4:19–20 the world is presently under the “do-
minion of injustice” and wickedness. In 1QM 15 the end of the final war 
between the sons of light and the sons of darkness is envisioned, and 
accordingly the company of God will be delivered and all the nations of 
wickedness are destroyed. The Romans, referred to as the “Kittim” are 
prophesied to spread their wicked and lawless rule over the whole world 
(1QpHab 2:11–4:13; 6:1–8). According to the War Scroll the Gentiles, 
the sons of darkness, are destroyed in the end. Consequently the Gentiles 
or the Jewish non-members have no share whatsoever in the 
messianic/eschatological meal envisioned by the Qumran community.655 
  

6.4.2 The meals of the Pharisees 
According to Neusner’s well-known thesis Hillel transformed the sect of 
the Pharisees from a political party into a table-fellowship sect.656 He 
supports this claim by referring to the rabbinic laws attributed to the 
main Pharisaic authorities – the House of Hillel and the House of Sham-
mai, and by studying the relevant material in the Gospels and in the 
works of Josephus. According to Neusner’s calculation approximately 
67 per cent of the Laws attributed to the House of Hillel and to the 
House of Shammai concern matters related to food, dining and table-fel-
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lowship.657 In the Gospels the Pharisees are pictured as being mainly 
concerned about the purity of food-stuff and dining. The Gospels state 
both directly and indirectly that the Pharisees accused Jesus on three 
main issues: Jesus and his disciples dined in a bad fellowship, with sin-
ners (Mark 2:16), his disciples did not fast (Mark 2:18), and Jesus profa-
ned the Sabbath by healing on that holy day (Mark 3:2).658 As the rabbi-
nic material also confirms the Pharisees were occupied with questions 
concerning who to eat with, and who they would accept into their table-
fellowship.659 Neusner’s basic thesis, according to which the Pharisees 
formed at the time of Jesus a “table-fellowship”, is convincing and it has 
received considerable support from other scholars.660 

Neusner also claims that the Pharisees followed strict purity laws, 
which were obligatatory for the priests in the temple, and applied them 
to themselves while dining. Thus, they dined in a state of cultic purity. 
The Pharisees, so Neusner contends, adopted the purity regulations 
meant for the priests in the temple, and applied these to themselves in 
their everyday life. The only place where these purity rules could be 
applied in the everyday life was around the table.661 Interestingly, the 
Pharisaic laws do not deal with communal matters concerning the syna-
gogue and the religious services practiced there. On the contrary, private 
purity of everyday life and sectarian laws clearly mark the Pharisaic law 
traditions of the first century CE.662 On the basis of the later rabbinical 
writings it is certainly problematic to reconstruct the social world of 
Jesus’ time and to associate it with a particular Jewish group such as the 
Pharisees. However, texts m. Toharot 7:6 and m. Demai 2:3 imply that 
food, dining and purity matters were of outstanding importantance for 
religious Jews. Mishnah Demai 2:3 states the following: 

 
“He who undertakes to be a haber does not sell to an am haares 
wet or dry and does not purchase from him wet and does not ac-

                                                           
 
657 Neusner, 1973, 86. 
658 Neusner, 1973, 78. 
659 Neusner, 1973, 67, 78, 80, 91. 
660 Chilton, 1992, 143. Borg, 1998, 94–96. Dunn, 1992, 257–258. 
661 Neusner, 1973, 67, 83–84. Borg, 1998, 95. 
662 Neusner, 1973, 84–86. 
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cept the hospitality of an am hares, and does not receive him as 
his guest while he [the am haares] is wearing his [the am 
haares’] own clothes.” 
 

How does the information concerning the arguably sectarian di-
ning practices help us understand Jesus’ open table-fellowship? We can 
see the meals of the Qumranites, the Essenes, the Pharisees and Jesus as 
making social claims: who is to belong to the community, the future Is-
rael or the Kingdom of God. I maintain with Borg in his statement that 
“for the Pharisees the meal had become a microcosm of Israel’s intended 
historic structure as well as a model of Israel’s destiny.”663 From this 
perspective with whom Jesus is dining becomes important. According to 
Neusner’s interpretation the Pharisees’ meal was a central way of living 
out Israel’s priestly and national calling to be a “kingdom of priests and 
a holy people” as Exod 19:6 attests. Before the meal the Pharisees and 
the Jews allowed to dine in their company regarded themselves as 
priests dining before the Lord.664 The dining itself, as Neusner states, 
was quite similar in the Qumran community and in the Pharisaic circles. 
In both of these sects the meals – in which the purity regulations were 
applied – were everyday meals. Other than the blessing of the food, the 
Pharisees’ dining did not contain mentionable ritual elements, as far as 
we know.665 The idea of regarding the meal as being practiced “before 
the Lord”, and therefore as holy, is attested in m. Abot. 3:2–3. According 
to m. Abot. 3:3 R. Simon states the following: 
 

“Three who ate at a single table and did not talk about teachings 
of Torah while at that table are as though they ate from dead sac-
rifices (Ps 106:28),” as it is said, “for all tables are full of vomit 

                                                           
 
663 Borg, 1998, 95.  
664 Neusner, 1973, 83. It is worth noting that the depiction of Israel or of some Jewish sect 
as the “kingdom of priests”, as recalled in Exod 19:6, was not commonly in use during the 
second temple period. The Jews as people, or perhaps some pietistic faction of it, are cal-
led a kingdom of priests only occasionally in the OT and in the writings of the second 
temple period: Isa 61:6; Jub. 16:18; 33:20; 2 Macc 2:17. See Schwartz, 1992, 66. Schwartz 
clarifies that in the scholarly discussion some have argued that the Pharisees regarded 
themselves as priests and that they had a mission to reclaim the whole people as priests, 
pp. 66–70. This claim, Schwartz states, is not solidly grounded in the evidence of the 
second temple writings, p. 66. 
665 Neusner, 1973, 87–88. 
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and filthiness [if they are] without God (Ps 106:28).” “But three 
who ate at a single table and did talk about teachings of Torah 
while at that table are as if they ate at the table of the Omni-
present, blessed is he,” as it is said, “And he said to me, This is 
the table that is before the Lord (Ezek 41:22).” 

 

6.5 Conclusions 
There is no explicit evidence of religious Jews dining with non-conver-
ted Gentiles during the first century. As far as I am aware the writings of 
the second temple period do not mention any occasions where religious 
Jews were dining with Gentiles. Of course we may speculate that table 
fellowship was shared with Jews and Greeks in the Jewish communities 
of Antiochia. Josephus mentions that Gentiles were visiting the synago-
gue of Antiochia (Bell. 7:45). Antiochia became the first center for the 
Church’s Gentile mission (Acts 11:19–21), and according to Gal 2:11–
14 Cephas, who had first dined together with Gentile-converts, later re-
fused to dine together with them because of his fear of those Jewish dis-
ciples of Jesus who required that the non-Jewish believers must be cir-
cumcised. Arguably dining together meant full acceptance and it had a 
social claim: who is taken into the congregation? 
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7 Jesus’ vision of the eschatological meal 
and the eschatological gathering 

7.1 Introductory remarks 
In this chapter we shall survey the saying (Matt 8:11–13/par.) and the 
parable of the great banquet (Matt 22:1–10/par.) which are found in the 
Jesus tradition. In addition to these passages which deal with the great 
banquet, we shall also concentrate on the parable of the mustard seed 
(Mark 4:31–32/par.), in accordance to which the birds of the skies would 
find their rest on the branches of the shrub-like kingdom of God. It may 
be argued that all these passages are connected with the theme of escha-
tology and gathering. In the passages dealing with the banquet the meal 
symbolizes the eschatological consummation, while in the parable of the 
mustard seed the arrival of the birds of the skies implies that the king-
dom of God has appeared in its fullness. The kingdom has become so 
great that the birds can find their rest in the shadows of its branches. In 
the light of Jewish eschatological visions the eschatological restoration 
is frequently associated with the gathering of the scattered Jews and the 
possible pilgrimage of the Gentiles. Notably in the passages in concern 
none of those who arrive are identified – this is a typical feature in the 
Jesus traditions. However some scholars have seriously argued that par-
ticularly in the case of the saying of the great banquet and the parable of 
the mustard seed a reference to the Gentiles was implied by Jesus. 
 

7.2 Matthew 8:11–13 and Luke 13:28–29 
For the last 50 years the words of Matt 8:11–13/Luke 13:28–29 have 
been regarded as the most central by the scholars who have studied whe-
ther or not Jesus promised the kingdom of God also to the Gentiles. 
Jeremias’ main theses regarding the salvation of the Gentiles are the fol-
lowing: 1) Jesus promised the kingdom of God also to the Gentiles, but 
the Gentiles would enter into the kingdom only in the eschatological fu-
ture. 2) For the moment the kingdom of God and Jesus’ mission were 
only for the Jews. Both of these theses are strongly based on his inter-
pretation of the saying of the royal banquet (Matt 8:11–13). Jeremias ar-
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gued that the saying is authentic and derives from Jesus. He concluded 
that the many coming from the east and west, and from the north and 
south, were to be regarded as Gentiles answering the call to enter the es-
chatological banquet in the kingdom of God. Today perhaps the majority 
of scholars maintain, in line with Jeremias, that Jesus most probably pro-
mised the kingdom of God also for the Gentiles, but only in the eschato-
logical future. The same majority of scholars often claim, in line with 
Jeremias’ theses, that Jesus did not intend that his disciples would prac-
tice Gentile mission. Jeremias insisted that God would, perhaps with the 
help of his angels, call the Gentiles to the banquet. Human missionaries 
would not be needed.666 

Since the 1990s Jeremias’ widespread theses have been seriously 
questioned. Allison states that Jeremias and the majority of scholars are 
“almost certainly wrong” in their view that Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29 
contains a Gentile reference. Among other prominent scholars such as 
Davies, Horsley and Sanders as well as Allison claim that Matt 8:11–
12/Luke 13:28–29 does not refer to the Gentiles, but to the Jews from 
the Diaspora.667 However, Dunn, Meier, Gnilka, Meyer, Bird and Theis-
sen argue that the passage does refer to Gentiles. Theissen and Bird sug-
gest that the many coming from around the compass refers both to the 
Diaspora Jews and to the Gentiles.668 Nowadays the views of the scho-
lars are also more fragmented on the question of Jesus’ intentions con-
cerning the disciples’ mission: Did Jesus intend and foresee that his dis-
ciples would also preach to the Gentiles? Recently Bird, Pitre and 
Schnabel have claimed that the disciples’ preaching to the Gentiles was 
indeed in line with Jesus’ will and intention.669 Evidently the scholarly 
views are not unanimous regarding the saying of the royal banquet. 

 

                                                           
 
666 Jeremias, 1981, 22–24. Meier, 1994, 315–317. See: Mark 13:27; Matt 13:41.  
667 Allison, 1998, 143–144. Allison, 1997, 176–182. Horsley, 1993, 174. Sandes, 1985, 
219–220. Davies & Allison, 1991, 27–29. Laaksonen, 2002, 301–305. 
668 Dunn, 2003, 538. Gnilka, 1997, 195. Catchpole, 2006, 144. Theissen, 1991, 45–46. 
Meyer, 1979, 167–8. Jeremias, 1981, 51. Meier, 1994, 309–317. Bird, 2006, 93-94. 
669 Bird, 2006, 173–177. Pitre, 2005, 256–292. Schnabel, 2004, 386. 
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7.3 Textual considerations and authenticity 
Matthew 8:11–12 Luke 13:28–29 
11 le,gw de. ùmi/n o[ti polloi. avpo. 
avnatolw/n kai. dusmw/n h[xousin 
kai. avnakliqh,sontai meta. 
VAbraa.m kai. VIsaa.k kai. VIakw.b evn 
th/| basilei,a| tw/n ouvranw/n( 

 12 oì de. uìoi. th/j basilei,aj 
evkblhqh,sontai eivj to. sko,toj to. 
evxw,teron\ evkei/ e;stai ò klauqmo.j 
kai. ò brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwnÅ 

 13 kai. ei=pen ò VIhsou/j tw/| 
èkatonta,rch|\ u[page( w`j 
evpi,steusaj genhqh,tw soiÅ kai. 
iva,qh ò pai/j Îauvtou/Ð evn th/| w[ra| 
evkei,nh|Å 

28 evkei/ e;stai ò klauqmo.j kai. ò 
brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwn( o[tan 
o;yhsqe VAbraa.m kai. VIsaa.k kai. 
VIakw.b kai. pa,ntaj tou.j profh,taj 
evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ qeou/( ùma/j de. 
evkballome,nouj e;xwÅ 

 29 kai. h[xousin avpo. avnatolw/n 
kai. dusmw/n kai. avpo. borra/ kai. 
no,tou kai. avnakliqh,sontai evn th/| 
basilei,a| tou/ qeou/Å 

 30 kai. ivdou. eivsi.n e;scatoi oi] 
e;sontai prw/toi kai. eivsi.n prw/toi 
oi] e;sontai e;scatoiÅ 

 
The Matthean and Lukan texts show that we are dealing with parallel 
sayings. The contexts are, however, totally different. The contexts of the 
saying, as transmitted in Luke and Matthew, forcefully interpret the 
saying and partly for this reason, and due to the indication that the 
saying had originally been independent from the context of both Luke 
(13:22–27) and Matthew (8:5–10), it is justifiable to treat and interpret 
the saying on its own terms.670 Especially the Matthean context of the 
saying has quite easily led scholars to see a Gentile reference in Matt 

                                                           
 
670 Meier, 1994, 310. Meier claims that “it appears that neither Matt 8:11–12 nor Luke 
13:28–29 had anything to do originally with its present context.” I follow the argumenta-
tion of Meier regarding the connection between Luke 13:22–27 and 28–30. We are dealing 
with two different traditions which Luke linked together because they had similar features: 
both traditions deal with the end of days when there will be a separation between the good 
and the evil. Despite this similarity the traditions contain differences. In 13:22–27 the Lord 
– presumably Jesus – denies some Jews entrance from the House of salvation. Hence the 
ones left outside plea on the grounds that they had formerly dined with you – i.e. the Lord 
– but the Lord answers harshly that he does not know them. In 13:28–30 the Lord Jesus is 
not mentioned at all. For a contesting view see Davies & Allison, 1991, 26. Davies and 
Allison claim that Luke 13:28–29 is part of a larger Q block of sayings consisting of Luke 
13:23–30. Davies and Allison claim that Luke is more apt in preserving the Q material in-
tact. Thus Luke 13:23–30 is to be seen as a block of Q material, which Matthew used and 
replaced in accordance with his theological intentions. 
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8:11–12, but when the saying is seen independently of the story of the 
centurion’s servant, the Gentile reference becomes less obvious. Mark 
has not preserved the saying of the banquet in the kingdom, and he also 
fails to mention both the Matthean and the Lukan context for the saying 
of the royal banquet. 

The verbal differences between the sayings are not essential for 
the understanding of the saying. However in the Matthean version, the 
group which does not enter into the banquet are called uìoi. th/j 

basilei,aj, while in Luke 13:28 they are referred to as “you” (ùma/j). The 
word ùma/j 13:28 refers to the polloi,, 13:24, who strive to enter into the 
kingdom of God, but who are left outside (13:25, 28). The “sons of…” 
is a Semitism, which is frequently used by both Matthew and Luke. If 
Luke had found the expression in the saying of the royal banquet it is 
quite probable that he would have preserved it. It is likely that the ex-
pression is therefore a Matthean redaction.671 The “sons of the kingdom” 
recalls other Jewish phrases with religious overtones such as “sons of 
the covenant” (1QM 17:8), oì uìoi. tou/ aivw/noj tou,tou (Luke 16:8; 
20:34) and oì uìoi. tou/ numfw/noj (Mark 2:19/Matt 9:15). The “sons of 
men” (oì uìoi. tw/n avnqrw,pwn, Mark 3:28; Eph 3:5) refers to humans in 
general. The “sons of the world to come” was a rabbinic expression. 
Certainly the “sons of the kingdom” does not comprise all Israel and all 
the Jews.672 This conclusion finds support from the parable of the great 
banquet (Luke 14:15–24/Matt 22:1–10/GThom 64), in which the ban-
quet certainly includes Jews, but possibly also Gentiles. A banquet, sym-
bolizing the eschatological restoration of Israel, hosted by the Patriarchs, 
is totally implausible if there are no Jews.673 The Matthean “sons of the 
kingdom” are to be understood as referring to a religious-nationalistic 
group, which opposed the mission of Jesus. The words, in Matthew’s 

                                                           
 
671 Meadors, 1995, 214–215. Luke 1:16; 4:35; 6:8 (2x); 20:34, 36 (2x). 
672 Meier, 1994, 315–316. Davies & Allison, 1991, 30–31. 
673 Allison, 1997, 184–187. It is totally unlikely that Jesus would have doomed Jews in 
general to hell. Jesus’ disciples were Jewish, he drove his mission for the Jews (Rom 15:8; 
Matt 10:5–6; 15:24) and eschatological visions from Q take it forgranted that Jews would 
be in the eschatological kingdom of God (Q 6:20; 22:28–30). I maintain with Allison that 
Jesus – as Paul (Rom 11:26), the prophets, and as Jews in general (m. Sanh. 10:1) – antici-
pated the redemption of Israel: Allison, 1997, 184–185. 
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use, would have referred to Jewish religious-nationalistic groups such as 
the Pharisees, the Essenes and the Zealots, who saw themselves as ob-
vious heirs of the kingdom.674 

In the Matthean version of the saying, we also encounter the 
words eivj to. sko,toj to. evxw,teron, which are missing from the Lukan pa-

rallel. The whole phrase - eivj to. sko,toj to. evxw,teron\ evkei/ e;stai o` 

klauqmo.j kai. ò brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwn – is found identically in Matt 
8:12; 22:13 and 25:30. These words, not found in the Lukan parallel, are 
due to Matthew’s redaction. The Matthean version, typically for Mat-
thew, mentions the kingdom of heaven, while Luke refers to the king-
dom of God. The words evn th/| basilei,a| tw/n ouvranw/n are found as such 
only from Matthew, where they appear identically altogether six times: 
5:19; 8:11; 11:11; 18:1, 4. As Lukan special elements, perhaps due to his 
redactional activity, can be counted the reference to “all the prophets” 
(pa,ntaj tou.j profh,taj) and the “north and south” (avpo. borra/ kai. 

no,tou, Luke 13:28–29). Luke does not explicitly mention who is arriving 
from the east and west, north and south, while Matthew states that the 
“many” (polloi,) are the entrees. These last mentioned differences bet-
ween Matt 8:11–12 and Luke 13:28-29 do not change the saying’s core 
meaning, which remains basically the same in both sayings. 

The verbal differences and the different context of the Matthean 
and Lukan version of the saying can be explained by the evangelists’ 
editorial activity – thus they would have redacted the original Q version 
of the saying. This solution is credible but I wish to make some clarifi-
cations. Although the saying most probably belonged to Q, it is assumed 
that it was known and spread in the Christian churches as an oral tradi-
tion. In the life of the early Christian communities the saying could quite 
naturally have been used as part of the liturgy and it could have been 
connected with different stories and teachings of Jesus in order to em-
phasize a particular message. In the prayers and liturgy the account of 
the royal banquet could have suited as part of the Eucharist (1 Cor 
11:23–26). The futuristic hope of the kingdom’s coming in the Lord’s 
Prayer (Matt 6:9–13; Luke 11:2–4) resembles the futuristic hope of the 

                                                           
 
674 Meier, 1994, 315–316. Davies & Allison, 1991, 30–31. Allison, 1997, 186–187.  
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saying of the royal banquet.675 In Did. 9:4; 10:5 the Eucharist meal is 
connected with a similar idea as the saying transmitted in the royal ban-
quet: the many are gathered for the feast from the ends of the earth, from 
around the compass. Despite the variations between the Matthean and 
Lukan version of the saying of the royal banquet it is noteworthy that 
Jesus was not “redacted” into the banquet at this stage. This in itself sup-
ports the authenticity of the saying. It was believed that it originated 
from a great authority, Jesus himself, and thus it was not redacted in 
central features. 

The vast majority of scholars argue for the authenticity of Matt 
8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29. The saying is quite widely believed to derive 
from Q.676 Scholars have usually tended to keep the Matthean version of 
the saying as reflecting the original saying more.677 In support of the au-
thenticity of the saying Theissen and Merz state the following: 
 

“This logion cannot come from primitive Christianity. There the 
notion was very soon established that the Gentiles do not find ac-
cess to salvation only in the future end-time (beyond the frontier 
of death, as the appearance of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob shows), 
but already in present. At a very early stage there was no longer 
an expectation that God would bring the Gentiles from the ends 
of the earth in a miraculous fashion; rather, they were canvassed 
by active mission.”678 
 
In the saying of the royal banquet Jesus’ role and his possible 

presence at the banquet is not mentioned even in an implicit manner – 

                                                           
 
675 See Dunn, 2001, 84–145. Dunn argues correctly that in several cases the verbal and 
contextual differences regarding certain periscopes, which derive from a same tradition, do 
sometimes depend on the fact that the evangelists have redacted these widely known sto-
ries in accordance to their use in the oral tradition (Dunn, 2001, 105). For example the 
Lord’s Prayer known from Q, has most probably been part of the early Christian commu-
nities’ liturgical prayer from an an early stage. The living oral tradition which contained 
this prayer explains the verbal differences between Matt 6:7–15 and Luke 11:1–4, (Dunn, 
2001, 108–109).  
676 Meier, 1994, 309. Laaksonen, 2002, 299. Laaksonen: “Das Logion Mt 8, 11f par Lk 13, 
28f stammt mit höchter Wahrscheinlichkeit aus Q.” Several scholars argue that Matthew 
(Matt 8:11–12) has preserved the more original form of the saying: Laaksonen, 2002, 299–
301. Pitre, 2005, 366–367. 
677 Meier, 1994, 309–314. 
678 Theissen & Merz, 1998, 254. See also Davies & Allison, 1991, 25–26. Meier, 1994, 
309-317. 
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neither in its Lukan nor Matthean version. In the preceding verses of the 
Lukan version Jesus is apparently called as the Lord (Luke 13:23, 25). 
Importantly this title is not transferred into Luke 13:28–30. The patri-
archs – not the Messiah, the Lord or the Son of Man – are to be seen as 
the hosts of the banquet. The saying is totally un-Christological. In cont-
rast to Mark 14:25 this anticipated meal does not mention that Jesus 
would be around the table. The saying does not suit the early Church’s 
Gentile mission, because it seems to look forward to the Gentiles’ salva-
tion only in the eschatological future.679 The saying of the royal banquet 
coheres with Jesus’ style of referring to the eschatological consumma-
tion as a banquet or a feast. The futuristic meal is apparent in every level 
of the Synoptic tradition, and thus its historicity can be supported by the 
criterion of multiple attestations.680 In accordance with the Jesus tradi-
tions Jesus characteristically associated the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob, with the consummation of the kingdom of God (Matt 22:32; 
Mark 12:26; Luke 20:37).681 In Jewish writings of the second temple pe-
riod and in the OT a combination of the eschatological banquet in the 
kingdom of God and the patriarchs is not found. The saying of the royal 
banquet is, in this respect, unique. The royal banquet, the arrival of the 
unnamed many, the presence of the patriarchs, and the exclusion of the 
“sons of the kingdom” are uniquely combined in this saying. As we have 
noted in chapter 7 a banquet was widely understood as a symbol of sal-
vation in the OT and in the writings of the second temple Judaism.682 
Apparently Jesus used this symbol in a unique manner. The authenticity 
of the saying (Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29) is further strengthened by 
textual considerations: the Matthean and Lukan versions of the sayings 
are, as already noted, quite similar.683 Both versions of the saying form 
an antithetical parallelism: it is said that a certain group of people will 
enter into the banquet in the kingdom of God with the patriarchs, while 
                                                           
 
679 Meier, 1994, 316. Bird, 2006, 85–86. Laaksonen, 2002, 304–305. 
680 Meadors, 1995, 217–218, 220. See Q Luke 13:29/Matt 8:11; Matt 22:2–14; Mark 
14:25; Luke 14:15.  
681 Meadors, 1995, 214. 
682 Meadors, 1995, 217–218. See Ps 107:1–9; Isa 25:6–8; 49:10–13; Ezek 39:17–20; 1 En. 
62:14; 1QSa. 
683 Smit, 2008, 146. Pitre, 2005, 279, 366. Gnilka, 1997, 195–98. Meier, 1994, 309–10. 
Horsley, 1993, 173. Sanders, 1985, 219–220, 394. Meadors, 1995, 219–220. 
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another group, currently privileged, will find itself outside the banquet 
in despair. Some will rejoice, some will cry.684 Horsley states that the 
saying of Matt 8:11 was originally a “prophetic warning.”685 
 

7.4 Who are the ones coming from east and west? 
The central question in Matt 8:11–13/Luke 13:28–29 concerns the iden-
tity of the many entering the kingdom of God. To be sure, they are not 
described in any way. They are not recorded as being meek, poor (Mark 
10:24–27), sinners (Matt 21:31–32), child-like (Mark 10:15), chosen 
(Mark 13:27), Gentiles or Diaspora Jews. Luke and Matthew do not cla-
rify on what grounds “the many” or “they” are entering from around the 
compass into the banquet. Are they coming because they are faithful to 
Jesus’ words or because they believe in him or for some other reason? In 
scholarly discussions those admitted have been identified as 1) Gentiles, 
2) as Jews living in the Diaspora, or as sinful Jews – i.e. as Jews who 
were publicly regarded as sinners, and therefore their Jewishness was 
questioned (Matt 18:17). And lastly, 3) the many have been understood 
as referring to both Jews and Gentiles.686 The third option is the most 
plausible for this saying. In accordance to the Synoptics Jesus spoke 
about the banquet in the kingdom of God, but noteworthy this banquet is 
never connected to a geographical destination (Matt 8:11–12; Luke 
14:15–24; Mark 14:25). The absence of any explicit references to Zion 
in the whole of the Gospels’ Jesus traditions is astonishing, particularly 
since in the OT and the Jewish writings of the second temple period the 
gathering of the scattered Jews and the pilgrimage of the nations are 
often connected with Zion-eschatology.687 

The main reason for claiming that the arrivals refer solely to Jews 
is based on the words avnatolw/n kai. dusmw/n, which appear identically in 
LXX Ps 106:3 and Pss. Sol. 11:2. Verses such as Ps 107:3, Isa 43:5, Bar 
4:37 and 5:5 clearly connect the word-pair avnatolw/n kai. dusmw/n with 
the far-lands from where the scattered Jews return to the promised 

                                                           
 
684 Meier, 1994, 310–311, 314. 
685 Horsley, 1993, 174. 
686 For a short overview of scholars’ interpretations, see Allison, 1997, 177. 
687 Sanders, 1993, 185–186. 
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land.688 This interpretation is, however, only partly correct. The OT and 
the second temple literature contain several passages in which the cru-
cial compass points are connected to the promise that God will regather 
the scattered Jews, accompanied with some Gentiles, from east and 
west, north and south.689 The reference to the Diaspora Jews in the con-
text of the eschatological ingathering need not be seen in contradiction 
with the arrival of some Gentiles. The arrival of the Gentiles is, as Bird 
clearly states, part of the greater narrative of Israel’s restoration.690  

It is problematic to identify the “many” of Matt 8:11–12 as 
strictly Diaspora Jews, since it would mean that they would, for some 
reason, have a privileged position in comparison with the Palestinian 
Jews – i.e. the sons of the kingdom. The Synoptics give no hint that 
Jesus would have regarded the Diaspora Jews in a better position than 
the Jews of the Land.691 There are no indications to suggest that Jesus 
assumed that the Diaspora Jews would have been more open to his mes-
sage than the Jews of Palestine. There are sayings in the Synoptics 
which give the impression that Jesus thought that the Gentiles from out-
side the Land of Israel would be open to his message once they heard 
it.692 According to Matthew and Luke (Q) Jesus compared the Jewish 

                                                           
 
688 Allison, 1998, 144. See LXX Deut 30:4; Zech 2:6; 8:7–8: Bar 4:36–37; 5:5; 1 En. 57:1; 
Isa 49:12; Jer 3:18. Allison (Allison, 1997, 180) states the following: “In Jewish tradition 
‘east and west’ first calls to mind not the Gentile world but the Jewish Diaspora. This is 
because, from a Palestinian perspective, Assyria and Babylonia, where there was a con-
centration of exiled Jews, were to the east while Egypt, which was also a center of the Dia-
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689 Bird, 2006, 90–92. Theissen, 1991, 45–46. See Jer 3:17–18; T. Benj. 9:2; Isa 66:20–21; 
Zech 8:7–8, 20–23; 1 En. 90:33; Ps. Sol. 17:26, 31; Tob 13:5, 11; 14:5–7.  
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context of the kingdom of God.” See also Theissen, 1991, 46. 
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archs. On the other hand the mention of the Gentiles at the table with the Patriarchs would 
have been surprising. Kloppenborg states that “there is nothing at all in Q to suggest that 
its framers were interested in Diaspora Judaism.” 
692 Luke 11:30–32/Matt 12:41–42; Luke 10:13/Matt 11:21–24; Luke 4:25–27. 
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Galilean villages to Gentile metropolises such as Tyre and Sidon. This 
comparison is to the advantage of the Gentile cities. Noteworthy, not 
one of the Twelve disciples of Jesus are said to have come from the Dia-
spora. They were all Judeans or Galileans.693 Unlike Saul from Tarsus, 
the Twelve disciples of Jesus are not said to have had any Diaspora 
identity. Admittedly in the OT the exiled Judeans are occasionally seen 
in a better light than those Judeans who remained in the Land. In Jer 
24:4–10 Jeremiah declares that the exiled Judeans are “good figs,” and 
that God has set for them a blessed future, while the Judeans who have 
remained in the Land of Judah or who have escaped to Egypt, are “bad 
figs,” ripe for God’s doom (24:8–10).694 However, these kinds of ideas, 
which compare the Diaspora Jews with the Jews of Palestine, are not 
found in the Jesus traditions. In light of Matt 19:28/Luke 22:29–30 and 
Matt 10:5–6 Jesus envisioned an eschatological gathering, and thus we 
cannot totally exclude the Diaspora reference in the saying of the royal 
banquet. This conclusion is further strengthened by the allusion to LXX 
Ps 106:3, which regards the lost Jews, and not the Gentiles. 

The reference to the patriarchs has rightly been understood by 
some as reflecting universal aims of the saying.695 Thus Freyne states 
that “the presence of Abraham at the banquet could scarcely be con-
structed as signifying anything other than a gathering from many na-
tions.”696 The mention of the patriarchs can be understood as a strong 
underlining of Israel’s forefathers’ eschatological relevance. This is sup-
ported by the fact that the saying of the royal banquet refers to the 
future, to the eschatological banquet. At that time, in accordance with 
the belief stated in Mark 12:26, the long-dead patriarchs would be resur-
rected to the banquet in the kingdom, with the many coming from the 

                                                           
 
693 Gnilka, 1997, 187. 
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east and west to join them.697 This eschatological context, which impli-
citly includes the resurrection of the dead and the final doom and the full 
realization of the kingdom of God, supports the expectation that the ban-
quet would also be open to some Gentiles. The appearance of Abraham 
in this context is significant, because in Jewish thought Abraham had a 
universal mission and role (Gen 12:2–3; Jub. 15:7–8; Sir 44:19–23).698 

The Torah had explicitly made Abraham heir of an enlarged Pro-
mised Land stretching from the river of Egypt to the river of Euphrates 
(Gen 15:18–21). In Gen 27:29 God gave Jacob a promise of his forthco-
ming reign over the nations. Abraham’s significance for the world (Gen 
12:2–3) was remembered during the second temple period, for example 
in Jub. 15:7-8 Abraham is depicted as the “father of many nations.” Al-
though the OT does not explicitly state that God promised the whole 
world to Abraham, but only the Land, in later Jewish writings the focus 
at least partly and occasionally changes from the land to the whole 
world.699 In accordance to Paul, the righteous Abraham and his seed 
were to inherit the world (ko,smoj), Rom 4:13. 

Finally, we can conclude that the saying juxtaposes the “sons of 
the kingdom” and “the many coming from the east and the west.” The 
saying itself does not clearly discern, who the “sons of the kingdom” are 
or the “you” who are left outside the banquet. Plausibly the ones threate-
ned to be left outside the banquet are Jewish groupings which opposed 
Jesus’ message and which saw themselves as obvious heirs of the king-
dom. In my view the “many” that will come from the “east and west” 
signify Jews in general – these include outcasts, sinners, publicans, and 
possibly also sick people. The saying makes an allusion to LXX Ps 
106:3 and it is credible to claim that originally Jesus’ saying had an im-
plicit reference to the Jews of the Diaspora. Evidently the saying Luke 
22:29–30/Matt 19:28–29 and the fact that Jesus gathered a group of 
twelve close disciples promote a prophetic message of gathering the 
scattered people of God – presumably the lost tribes from the Dia-
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spora.700 In the light of the hopes of restoration eschatology and because 
of Jesus’ message and mission, which contained positive acts and say-
ings regarding the Gentiles (Luke 7:1–10; Mark 7:15–24; Mark 5:1–20; 
Luke 11:29–32), it can be assumed that the many would also have inclu-
ded Gentiles. As we noted the eschatological gathering of Israel is often 
accompanied with references to the pilgrimage of the Gentiles. This 
saying of Jesus is, however, more a warning of exclusion for the Jews 
than a promise to the Jews of the Diaspora or to the Gentiles. Despite 
this we can note that the saying of Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29 con-
tains the promise of Israel’s eschatological restoration, and arguably the 
arrival of the Gentiles would complete this restoration. 
 

7.5 The parable about the Great Banquet: Luke 
14:15–24 and Matthew 22:1–14 

7.5.1 The scheme of the parable of the Great Banquet 
The parable about the great banquet in the kingdom of God is found in 
Luke 14:15–24, Matt 22:1–14 and GThom 64. The basic plot of the pa-
rables is the same: A banquet is prepared and ready. The guests have 
been invited to join the feast. The host of the banquet sends his servant/ 
servants to invite the guests. One by one the invited make excuses and 
decide not to attend. The host who has prepared the banquet becomes 
angry, but he does not cancel the banquet. He sends his servants to urge 
people to join the feast. The outcasts are welcomed and they enter into 
the banquet while the ones who were first invited are left outside. 

Jeremias and Beasley-Murray, among others, interpret the pa-
rable as an urgent call for the kingdom of God, for the great banquet, 
which is now ready (Luke 14:17; Matt 22:4, 8). The ones who were first 
invited fail to realize the crucial hour and the fulfillment of time.701 
Horsley emphasizes that this parable is not about a future eschatological 
feast in the kingdom. Nevertheless the parable is about the feast in the 
kingdom of God, but the emphasis is on the claim that the feast is now 
ready and served. The many have been invited, and surprisingly they 
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have refused to join the feast. Therefore the unfortunate have been cal-
led, gathered and compelled to join the feast. Ironically the Lukan 
“crippled, the blind and the lame,” the ones excluded from the Qumran 
community (1QSa 2:6–10; 1QM 7:4–6), have taken the places of the 
“many” who were originally invited.702 This parable has a twofold mes-
sage: it conveys a warning to those who refuse to enter into the banquet, 
and a message of redemption to the ones who take their place. I maintain 
with Dunn that this parable follows a pattern of reversal. Dunn calls this 
and other similar parables “reversal parables.” Among these reversal pa-
rables or sayings Dunn mentions the account of the royal banquet (Matt 
8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29), the parable of the rich man and the poor Laza-
rus (Luke 16:19–31) and the parable of the labourers in the vineyard 
(Matt 20:1–15).703 

The theme of eschatological consummation is central for our sub-
ject, which concerns Jesus’ attitudes towards the Gentiles. The Jewish 
eschatological hopes were always, in some way, connected with the fate 
of the Gentiles. We have so far concluded that in accordance with escha-
tological views the meal as such, and the festal meals in particular, could 
be associated with the eschatological anticipation. Israel’s restoration 
and eschatological redemption was sometimes symbolized with a festal 
banquet. In the Qumran community the present table-fellowship mirro-
red the eschatological messianic feast. 
 

7.5.2 Question of source 
Determining the source or the sources of the parable of the great banquet 
is a complex issue. Most scholars argue that the parable derives from 
Q.704 Others suggest that both Luke and Matthew knew this parable from 
separate sources (L and M). The latter solution is more plausible. We are 
dealing with one parable, but it has come to us through two separate 
sources. The differences between Luke and Matthew can hardly be ex-
plained solely by the evangelists’ redactional activity. Davies, Allison 
and Luz claim that Matt 22:1–10 derives from an oral source, not from a 
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written Q-source. I maintain with Luz that Luke 14:16–24 is to be seen 
as an independent version of the parable.705 The parables share only a 
few similar words and structures, and the contexts of these parables are 
different. However the similarities between the two versions of the pa-
rable, the Lukan and the Matthean, indicate that the two different sour-
ces of the parable are based on one and the same parable. 
 

7.5.3 Textual considerations 
Despite the similarities in the main plot of the parable transmitted by 
Luke, Matthew and the Gospel of Thomas, there are nevertheless clear 
differences between them. To begin with, the longest verbal connection 
between Luke 14:15–24 and Matt 22:1–10 consists only of the words eivj 
ta.j òdou.j (Luke 14:23/Matt 22:10).706 Both Luke and Matthew empha-
size that the banquet is ready. According to Matt 22:4 “everything is 
ready” (pa,nta e[toima), while according to Luke 14:17 the banquet “is 

already ready” (h;dh e[toima, evstin). The idea of the banquet being ready, 
as expressed especially in Matt 22:4, recalls the words of R. Aqiba: 
“And everything is ready for the meal”, m. ʾ Abot 3:16. Both Luke and 
Matthew underline that the straightforward intention of the host is to get 
the house/wedding hall full of guests, and moreover, both versions of the 
parable notice the anger of the host (Matt 22:7/Luke 14:21, ovrgízw) due 
to some of the called ones refusing to attend the banquet. In Luke this 
parable is told in the context of a Sabbath meal and as part of the travel 
narrative leading to Jerusalem (14:1–24). In Matthew the parable is 
taught in the temple of Jerusalem as 21:23 indicates. Both the Lukan and 
the Matthean versions of the parable are connected to its preceding con-
text. In the case of Luke the parable is strongly linked with Jesus’ tea-
ching on humility and hospitality (14:7–14) around the table. The Mat-
thean version of the parable leans, in certain aspects, on the preceding 
parable of the wicked tenants (21:33–46).707 Davies and Allison suggest 
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that the Matthean version of the parable (Matt 22:1–10) has been re-
dacted extensively in order for it to resemble verses 21:33–34. These 
verses are at the beginning of the parable of the wicked tenants. The 
links between the parable of the wicked tenants (Matt 21:33-46) and the 
banquet of the king’s son (Matt 22:1–10) are apparent. In both parables 
the Son is a central character. In 21:37–39 the Son is killed, in 22:3–7 
the ones who are first invited to the Son’s wedding refuse to come.708 

The anger of the king is expressed forcefully: he sent his army 
troops, executed the murderers of his servants and burnt their city (th.n 
po,lin auvtw/n evne,prhsen) 22:7. Matthew explains the king’s anger by 
mentioning that some of the invited guests, who made excuses not to at-
tend the wedding, had beaten the king’s servants and killed them, 22:6. 
Again this Matthean speciality resembles a similar idea in the parable of 
the wicked tenants (Matt 21:35). Luz concludes that Matt 22:7, referring 
to the burning of the city, must be post-70. According to Luz the refe-
rence to the burning of the city (22:7) reflects the destruction of Jeru-
salem in 70 CE. If Luz is correct,709 then verses Matt 22:6–7 are to be 
regarded as redactional. Luz’s view can be doubted due to verse 22:7 
speaking about the burning of the city, and according to Josephus the 
Romans burnt only the temple, not the city. Moreover, Jesus almost cer-
tainly said something critical against the temple and doomed it to de-
struction,710 and therefore it is totally plausible that Jesus would have re-

                                                                                                                     
 
king” (avnqrw,pw| basilei). Luke deals with a great feast (dei/pnon me,ga), while Matthew 
deals with the wedding of the king’s son (ga,moj). The words a;nqrwpo,j tij is clearly Lu-
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1:2; Luke 10:30; 14:2; 16; 15:11; 16:1; 19:12; 20:9; Rom 7:24. The expression avnqrw,pw| 
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her than these places there are no parallels in the Bible. 
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2001, 323. Horsley, 1993, 300. Bryan, 2002, 229. Dunn, 2003, 514–515, 631–633. 
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ferred to these ideas of judgment and destruction in his parables.711 The 
end of the Matthean parable, verses Matt 22:11–14, finds no equivalents 
in the Lukan parable of the great banquet. Moreover, verses Matt 22:10–
14 are pointedly Matthean in their wording.712 The phrase in 22:13 (eivj 
to. sko,toj to. evxw,teron\ evkei/ e;stai ò klauqmo.j kai. ò brugmo.j tw/n 

ovdo,ntwn) is Matthean and recurs in Matt 8:12 and 25:30. In 22:10 the 
servants go out and invite everybody, both the good and the bad 
(ponhrou,j te kai. avgaqou,j, 22:10; 5:45; 13:48), to join the wedding of 
the king’s son. The good and bad resemble the parable of the fishnet 
(Matt 13:47–48). The net captures all kinds of fish and comparably also 
all kinds of people are invited to the wedding. On the Day of Judgment 
the good and the bad are separated. For the bad ones there will be, once 
again, “weeping and gnashing of teeth” (ò brugmo.j tw/n ovdo,ntwn), 
13:50/22:13.713 

The Lukan version of the parable has certainly many intertextual 
resonances in Luke’s Gospel.714 Luz states that the Lukan redactional 
elements are concentrated in Luke 14:21b–22.715 The links between 
Luke 14:7–14 and 14:15–24 are obvious. Those admitted to the feast, 
i.e. the poor, crippled, blind and lame, are those whom Jesus urged his 
disciples to invite to a feast (14:13/21b–22). The uniting theme of Luke 
14:7–24 is the feast and the invitation. The verb “invite” (kale,w) appears 
repeatedly in verses 12, 13, 16, 17 and 24. The noun “blessed” (maka,-
rioj) functions as a link between 14:7–14 and 14:15–24, thus maka,rioj 

appears identically in verses 14 and 15.716 The word maka,rioj, however, 
appears also in Luke 7:23 and 12:43. In the overall context of the Lukan 
Gospel the noun maka,rioj gives rather a clear hint of who the final 
guests in the kingdom of God, at the great banquet, will be. The phrase 
evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ qeou/ is clearly Lukan. It appears as such six times in 
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the Greek Bible. It is found five times in Luke (7:28; 13:28, 29; 14:15; 
22:16) and once in Mark (14:25). Interestingly Luke 13:28–29; 14:15 
and 22:16/ Mark 14:25 mention these words in connection with the hope 
of dining in the kingdom of God. The parable of the great banquet 
parallels the saying of the great banquet in Luke 13:28–29/Matt 8:11–
12. Both texts are connected with the idea of surprising eschatological 
reversal. The ones coming from afar, from all the corners of the com-
pass, Luke 13:29, take the places of “you”, 13:24–28, who were close to 
“the Lord”, 25–26 – i.e. Jesus. In the parable of the great banquet the 
outsiders on the roads and hedges (òdou.j kai. fragmou.j) and who are 
compelled to come, take the places of those who were invited first, 
14:23–24.717 

In Luke 14:15–24 the servants are sent three times, whereas in 
Matt 22:1–10 they are sent only twice.718 However if the indirect notion 
of a calling in Matt 22:3 is counted, then also the Matthean version con-
tains three callings. In GThom 64 the servants are sent four times. In 
Luke 14:21 the servant stays within the limits of the city. He goes to the 
broad streets and into the narrow alleys of the city in search of the city’s 
unfortunate persons (eivj ta.j platei,aj kai. r`u,maj th/j po,lewj). It is note-
worthy that he is not told of searching for the sinners, but rather for the 
poor and handicapped. The unfortunate whom the servant is to invite, 
are reminiscent of the group of people to whom Jesus’ mission is aimed 
according to Luke 7:22.719 The saying of Luke 10:10 gives the impres-
sion that by proclaiming on the broad streets of the city, the whole city 
was reached with the message.720 After compelling the unfortunate of 
the city, the servant is subsequently sent, 14:23, outside the city, into the 
roads and hedges (eivj ta.j òdou.j kai. fragmou.j). In Matt 22:9 the ser-
vants are sent to the “entry points of the streets”: evpi. ta.j diexo,douj tw/n 

òdw/n. Luz clarifies that the word die,xodoj means “a starting point or en-
ding point, for example, the most distant part of a territory.” In the LXX 
the word die,xodoj appears frequently. The words, diexo,douj tw/n o`dw/n, 
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cannot, as Luz confirms, be translated as “crossroads.” Matt 22:9 com-
pels the servants to go out of their city and continue all the way to the 
end of their kingdom, to its boundaries.721 In Matthew the third calling 
would indicate travel beyond the borders and into Gentile lands. Perhaps 
the third calling is missing because in Matt 10:5 the disciples are prohi-
bited from traveling on a road leading into a Gentile city (eivj òdo.n 

evqnw/n mh. avpe,lqhte). If the actual parable contained three callings, as 
Luke’s version has it, then the fact that the third group of people are not 
defined in any other way than by noting that they were found around 
roads and hedges (òdou.j kai. fragmou.j, Luke 14:23), can be seen as im-
plicitly supporting the Gentile reference. It is of course possible that 
Luke created a third calling in order to make an implicit reference to the 
Gentiles. It is possible that Matthew has abbreviated the number of calls 
to two. The four calls of GThom 64 seem implausible. Bird suggests that 
the three calls recall the original number of calls in the parable as it was 
told by Jesus. Bird supports this claim by noting that a triplet is common 
in other parables.722 Notably Luke has not redacted the last call to inclu-
de an explicit reference to the Gentiles. 
 

7.5.4 The core of the parable of the Great Banquet 
The question about what in particular constituted the historical core of 
the parable is difficult to solve. Our survey of the textual details of the 
parable in L, M and GThom suggest the following solution. In principle 
we can plausibly claim that at its core the original parable contained the 
idea that the meal is ready and served, and therefore the elected were 
called to enter into the banquet. As previously noted, the triple call of 
Luke reflects the original number of the invitation. The ones who were 
first called refused to come by offering excuses. The excuses noted in 
Luke 14:18–20 and Matt 22:5 were quite certainly part of the original 
parable. They indicate that the ones who were initially invited did not 
consist of a religious group or religious people as such, but of rich and 
well-to-do people. The anger of the host is attested to by Luke and Mat-
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thew. The host’s persistent desire to fill his house was most probably 
part of the original parable. 

It is attested indirectly in both Luke and Matthew’s versions of 
the parable that in the end the house/the wedding hall was filled (Matt 
22:10; Luke 14:22–23). To be sure Luke 14:22–24 does not explicitly 
state that the house became full, but it certainly was the intention of the 
host. The sending of the servant to gather and compel the poor and sick, 
everybody, the good and the bad, to enter the banquet, is clearly motiva-
ted by the host’s desire to fill the house/wedding hall. This central theme 
of the parable was arguably in the parable in its original form: the ban-
quet is not cancelled or delayed, and all the places around the table are 
to be taken. This point is crucial for the understanding the parable and 
its implications. The banquet is ready, there is still room because the 
ones who were first invited refused to come, therefore the poor and the 
sick, are all invited. Outcasts from the country’s frontiers and possibly 
even beyond them are searched for and compelled to attend. The parable 
considers that the kingdom of God has come near – it has been inaugu-
rated (Mark 1:15; Matt 12:28; 17:20–21). The consummation of the 
kingdom of God is symbolized by the meal which is ready to be served, 
and thus the host has an urgent need to fill the house/wedding hall with 
guests. The urgency, the host’s desire to get the house full and the con-
text of eschatological consummation were features which were part of 
the original parable of the great banquet. 
 

7.6 Who will be at the Great Banquet and who 
will not? 

7.6.1 The rich and the poor 
In the parable, we are faced with two pressing questions for our concern. 
Who are those who refuse to join the feast? Who are those who surpri-
singly fill the house? Traditionally it has been argued that the ones who 
are first invited are the Pharisees and the religious establishment, while 
the ones who fill the house are the sinners and publicans, and perhaps 
even some Gentiles. This view maintains that the parable explains Jesus’ 
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own practice of dining with the sinners and publicans (Mark 2:16–
17).723 As Luz points out, this understanding does not make sense when 
the excuses of the ones who are first invited are taken into account. The 
excuses (Luke 14:18–20; Matt 22:5; GThom 64) are not in any way reli-
gious. Luke 14:18–20 states that the ones who were first invited, had 
bought a piece of land, five oxen and one of them had just got mar-
ried.724 This is an important point of fact, and notably Luke’s Gospel 
contains parables in which the Pharisees and the priests are explicitly 
mentioned (Luke 10:31–32; 18:10–12) in a negative manner. However 
such critique against these religious groups is not found in the parable 
about the great banquet. According to Matt 22:5 the ones who excused 
themselves from attending the banquet went to their farms and to their 
businesses. In GThom 64 the parable ends with the following words: 
“But buyers and sellers shall not come into the places of my Father.” 

I maintain with Fitzmyer that the parable of the great banquet is a 
caution for the rich.725 Also Luz and Horsley emphasize that the out-
siders who enter into the banquet are poor people. This is the case parti-
cularly in Luke’s version of the parable. The excuses of those who were 
first invited, indicate that they were well-to-do people. The landowner 
must have been rich, and five oxen were capable of working a large 
piece of land. Of course, the third excuse mentioned in Luke 14:20, the 
marriage, does not presuppose that the man was rich. On the basis of the 
parable, as told by Matthew, Luke and the Gospel of Thomas, it is cre-
dible that those who made the excuses were first and foremost rich 
people.726 The Jesus traditions contain several sayings which put the 
poor in a favourable position (Luke 6:20),727 and on the other hand, the 
fate of the rich is difficult (Luke 6:24; Mark 4:19; 10:25). The warning 
against the rich and the promise to the poor and sick, which is apparent 
in the parable of the great banquet, coheres with several of Jesus’ say-

                                                           
 
723 Dodd, 1935, 121. 
724 Luz, 2005, 50–51. 
725 Fitzmyer, 1985, 1051. Fitzmyer notes that two parables (Luke 12:16–21 and 14:15–24) 
are especially critical towards the rich. 
726 Jeremias, 2003, 176–177. Horsley, 1993, 180. 
727 Evans, 2001, 175. Dunn, 1992, 266–267. See: Matt 6:19–34; Mark 10:21; 12:42–43; 
Luke 6:20/Matt 5:3; 11:5/Luke 7:22; Luke 4:18; 12:15–21; 14:13, 21; 16:19–31; 19:8. 
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ings, parables and practises attested in the Jesus traditions. According to 
Luz’s argumentation those brought and compelled to the banquet from 
the roads, streets and hedges are likely to be poor. As they are not 
brought from their work, they can be imagined to be unemployed, poor 
and beggars. The words of Luke 14:21, mentioning the “poor, the crip-
pled, the blind, and the lame”, might reflect the original message of the 
parable.728 

Those who are subsequently invited in the Lukan version (Luke 
14:21) partly resemble the list of people who could not enter the Qum-
ran community as full members (1QSa 2:6–10; 1QM 7:4–6). Additio-
nally, the list in Luke 14:21 is reminiscent of the list in m. Ḥag. 1:1, 
which restricts entrance into the temple from certain groups of per-
sons:729 

 
“All are liable for an appearance offering [before the Lord] 
(Exod 23:14, Deut 16:16) except for (1) a deaf-mute, (2) an 
idiot, (3) a minor, (4) one without pronounced sexual characte-
ristics, (5) one who exhibits the sexual traits of both sexes, (6) 
women, (7) slaves who have not been freed, (8) the lame, (9) the 
blind, (10) the sick, (11) the old, (12) and one who cannot go up 
on foot.” 
 

The mention of the crippled, blind and lame in these writings (Luke 14; 
1QSa 2:6–10; 1QM 7:4–6; m. Ḥag. 1:1; Lev 21:17–21) suggests that 
these kinds of people were regarded as unable to join the people of Israel 
fully in its worship. As this kind of a categorizing of people is found in 
several sources (Luke 14; 1QSa 2; 1QM 7; m. Ḥag. 1:1) it is possible 
that Jesus could have reacted against a similar type of restriction. The 
clear contra-parallels of Luke 14:21 with the ideas of the Qumran com-
munity might indicate that Jesus was intentionally contradicting his 
practice of public table-fellowship (Mark 2:15–16) and his message, as 

                                                           
 
728 Luz, 2005, 51. See also: Luke 17:27–28/Matt 24:38–39. 
729 See also Bell. 6:425–427. Josephus mentions that only the Jews, except for “those who 
have the lepprosy, or the gonorrhea, or women that have their monthly courses, or such as 
are otherwise polluted”, can join the Passover meal and eat the cult offering, i.e. the lamb. 
This meal was not open for the Gentiles who were currently worshiping in Jerusalem. Jo-
sephus states that only the ones who had made themselves “pure and holy”, the Jews, who 
numbered about 2.7 million, took part in the sacrifice. 
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expressed in his parables and sayings about the banquet in the kingdom 
of God (Matt 8:11–13/Luke 14:16–24), with that the Qumran commu-
nity and their pure meals (1QS 6) which mirrored the expected messia-
nic meal (1QSa 2).730 

It is noteworthy that in Luke 14:16 actually “the many” (polloi,) 
had been invited, but only three excuses are noted. “The many” has cal-
led for a variety of interpretations. According to Bird “the many” is to 
be understood as an all-inclusive Semitism, which means “all Israel.” 
Bird is correct in his defination that the banquet is to be understood as 
an apocalyptic symbol about the vindication of Israel,731 but it is not 
convincing to claim that the “many” are to be understood as “all Israel.” 
James Sanders argues that the polloi, denotes the Hebrew expression 

~ybrh in a similar fashion as it appears in the Qumran texts.732 In the 
Qumran, “the many”, ~ybrh, was used as a technical term to define the 
full members of the Qumran community (1QS 6:8; 7:25). This was the 
designation for the Qumran in-group. As Dunn states, in the Qumran 
community only full members of the sect, ~ybrh, were allowed to take 
part in the pure meals (1QS 6:2, 4–5, 16–17, 20–21).733 The Qumran 
community explicitly excluded the blind, the lame and the crippled 
(1QSa 2:4–9) from their congregation and thus also from their table-fel-
lowship (1QSa 2:17–21; 1QS 6:4–5).734 The problem with understan-
ding the polloi, (Luke 14:16) as referring to all Israel is simple: the first 
invitation excluded the “poor, crippled, blind and lame”, although they 
certainly belonged to all Israel. It seems that the “many” in Luke 14:16 
does not have any implicit or explicit reference to the Qumran commu-
nity or to “all Israel” as a religious epithet.735 In the minds of the Jews of 
the late second temple period the vague epithet “the many” would have 
had religious, sectarian, national and even universal connotations. Con-
                                                           
 
730 Dunn, 1992, 265–268. 
731 Bird, 2006, 80. Bird refers to the following passages in support for the claim that the 
full banquet symbolizes the restored Israel: Isa 25:6–8; Ezek 39:19–20; Matt 25:10; Rev 
19:7–9; 4 Ezra 2:37–41; 1 En. 62; 2 Bar. 29; 1QSa 2:11–22; m. Abot. 3:16–17. 
732 Sanders, 1974, 260. In contrast with Fitzmyer: Fitzmyer, 1985, 1055. 
733 Dunn, 1992, 262. 
734 Dunn, 1992, 263–268. Sanders, 1974, 261–264. 
735 ”The many” (polloi, / ~ybrh) can also simply be referring to “all” the people. See Isa 
53:12; Mark 10:45; 14:24. 
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sequently we are incapable of determining who “the many” of Luke 
14:16 are. However, their excuses reveal that they were rich and privile-
ged men.  
 

7.6.2 The Great Banquet in a context of eschatological ful-
fillment 

At first glance it seems that the parable of the great banquet does not 
refer to the Gentiles, but to the whole of Israel, even to her unprivileged 
members, the poor and the handicapped. Luke 14:21–23 and Matt 22:9 
do not explicitly state that the guests would be Gentiles. Recently Bird 
has argued that the parable – as told and intended by Jesus – can be un-
derstood in a way which makes the reference to Gentiles possible.736 Ad-
mittedly in the context of the Gospels both Luke 14:23 and Matt 22:9 
can be understood as implicitly referring to the Gentiles.737 But such a 
reading of the Gospel, which is affected by the theological composition 
of the evangelist, does not necessary reveal the views of the historical 
Jesus. The claim that Jesus actually referred implicitly to Gentiles in this 
parable (Luke 14:15–24/Matt 22:1–10) is based on interpretations and 
assumptions, which are dependent on the scholar’s views of Jesus’ mis-
sion. The claim is dependent on the argument according to which Jesus 
saw that the eschatological consummation was in a state of being reali-
zed through his mission and person. 

It is clear that in Luke 14:16–24 the first and second calling are 
for Jews: first for the privileged, then for the unprivileged. The third cal-
ling is practiced outside the city, and because the recipients are not spe-
cified in any way, it has been argued that they could even have been 
Gentiles. Jeremias states that Luke would have understood the third cal-
ling as a calling for the Gentiles. He claims that the early Church eagerly 
took this interpretation as support for its Gentile mission. Jeremias in-
sists that this was not, however, Jesus’ intention. According to Jeremias 
Jesus did not predict or launch a Gentile mission, but rather looked for-
ward to the pilgrimage of the Gentiles into the kingdom at the eschatolo-

                                                           
 
736 Bird, 2006, 82–83. 
737 Bird, 2006, 80. Perrin, 1967, 112. 
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gical hour (Matt 8:11).738 Bird contends that the parable of the great ban-
quet deals with the themes of Israel’s restoration, mission and Gen-
tiles.739 Bird maintains that the parable, rightly as it is a parable of resto-
ration, opens the possibility that the third ones to be invited (Luke 
14:23) are Gentiles. This idea finds support from the motivation of the 
third call which is due to the host’s persistent desire to fill the House 
with guests. I agree with Bird in the matter that “the House” (ò oi=koj) is 
a frequently used name of the temple of Jerusalem.740 This is the case 
also in the preceding chapter, Luke 13:35/Matt 23:38: ivdou. avfi,etai 

ùmi/n ò oi=koj ùmw/n. In the context of eschatological fulfillment the mis-
sion of filling the House can certainly be understood as referring to Jews 
and Gentiles coming to the House of the Lord.741 The possible Gentile 
reference in this parable is, as we have noted, dependent on the assump-
tion that Jesus thought that the kingdom of God, i.e. the eschatological 
fulfillment, had arrived. In chapter 4.4 we noted that the traditions sug-
gest, credibly, that Jesus regarded the kingdom of God to have arrived in 
some manner – be it mystically or partially. As this premise of realized 
eschatology is affirmed, the Gentile reference is possible. 
 

7.6.3 The Great Banquet in a context of eschatological re-
versal 

Lastly, it is worthwhile surveying the saying and the parable of the great 
banquet in the light of “eschatological reversal,” which is a wide-spread 
theme embracing itself over the Jesus traditions. Bird and Dunn correc-
tly argue that the saying of Matt 8:11–12 resembles Jesus’ message con-
cerning the eschatological reversal, which is firmly rooted in the mes-
sage of Jesus.742 The eschatological reversal is apparent in different 
sources in the Gospels, and it is expressed in different ways, in word 
(Matt 8:11–12; 21:32), in parable (Luke 14:15–24) and in action (Mark 

                                                           
 
738 Jeremias, 2003, 64–65. 
739 Bird, 2006, 83. 
740 Bird, 2006, 81. See: 1 Sam 1:7; Ezra 1:2–7; 2:68; 3:8–9; 11–12; 4:3, 24; Neh 10:32–39; 
Pss 26:8; 42:4; 65:4; 66:13; Isa 2–3; 5–6; 56; 66:20; Jer 7; 19:14; Mic 4:1. 
741 Bird, 2006, 82. See: Isa 2:2–4; 56:3-8; 1 Kgs 8:41–43; 2 Chr 6:32; Mic 4:1–4; C. Ap. 
2:193; Sib. Or. 3:565–569, 616–634, 715–720; 1 En. 90:32–33; 2 Bar. 68:5–8; T. Ben. 9:2. 
742 Bird, 2006, 86. Dunn, 2003, 415, 538. 
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2:15–17). Dunn emphasizes that “a persistent theme in the Jesus tradi-
tion is that of eschatological reversal.” In the Jesus tradition it is empha-
sized that the poor, the meek, the children, the small, and the sinners, the 
sick and the despised in many ways are often connected with positive 
hopes of inheriting the kingdom of God and of receiving God’s comfort 
and a great reward for their sufferings and sacrifices. The saying and the 
parable of the great banquet (Matt 8:11–12; Luke 14:15–24) is to be 
seen in this context of reversal. The idea of eschatological reversal is 
also apparent in the sayings, which compare the exemplary Gentiles 
with this wicked generation (Matt 12:41–42/Luke 11:31–32).743 The pa-
rable of the great banquet (Luke 14:15–24) reflects the idea of eschato-
logical reversal: those who are called first neglect the call. They make 
excuses not to enter into the banquet prepared for them. Therefore the 
lord of the banquet calls and compels the sick, poor, lame and perhaps 
even Gentiles to join the banquet. The “sons of the kingdom” are left 
out, while the “many” from the east and west enter into the company of 
Israel’s founding fathers.744 
 

7.7 Authenticity of the parable of the Great 
Banquet 

The parable of the great banquet is quite widely held as reflecting an ac-
tual parable of Jesus.745 The authenticity of the parable can be supported 
on several accounts. First, the parable has most probably reached us 
through two separate sources in Matthew and Luke. Secondly, as Jesus 
was certainly famous for his practice of dining with all kinds of people, 
a parable, concerning the great banquet, suits into this generally ac-
knowledged practice of his. Thirdly, the parable coheres with other tra-
ditions of eschatological reversal. The idea of an eschatological reversal 
is well rooted in the sayings, actions and parables of Jesus. The parable 
of the great banquet suits Jesus’ style of likening salvation with a ban-

                                                           
 
743 Dunn, 2003, 412–417. The quotation of Dunn is from p. 412. 
744 See Borg, 1998, 219–221. 
745 Dunn, 2003, 427, n. 236. Bird, 2006, 79–80. Hultgren, 2000, 339, n. 28. Luz, 2005, 50. 
Bryan, 2002, 76. Concerning the parable of the great banquet Bryan (Bryan, 2002, 76.) sta-
tes that “its authenticity in some form is rarely questioned.” 
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quet or feast.746 The two-fold message of the parable, the message of re-
demption and doom, coheres with Jesus’ other sayings and parables, 
which clearly contained this double-edged message of redemption and 
doom. The Lukan table-context for the parable is more plausible than 
the Matthean temple-context. If m. ʾAbot 3:3 can be taken to describe 
the table-setting of early first century Jewish Galilee, discussions and 
teachings around the table would have been normal. The parable testifies 
to Jesus’ urgent appeal. The parable transfers the urgent message of con-
sumed time: e;rcesqe( o[ti h;dh e[toima, evstin. Thus the parable fits into 
the eschatological context of Jesus’ mission and message. I maintain that 
the parable of the great banquet derives its core from Jesus. Luke’s ver-
sion of the parable, as it seems to be less redacted, has more truthfully 
preserved the original parable. 
 

7.8 The parable of the mustard seed: Mark 4:30–
32 

The parable of the mustard seed does not deal with the banquet or with 
an eschatological meal, however this parable coheres with the central 
idea apparent in the saying and parable of the great banquet (Matt 8:11–
12/par., Luke 14:15–24/par.). With this central idea I refer to the theme 
of gathering the outsiders inside the kingdom of God. In the parable and 
saying of the banquet the outsiders, the outcasts, are gathered around the 
table, while in the parable of the mustard seed the birds of the air find 
their rest in the shades of the shrub’s branches. The eschatological cli-
max of the kingdom of God seems to be the fact that it somehow results 
in the gathering of outcasts inside of it. The parable of the mustard seed 
has often been understood as referring to the inclusion of Gentiles 
(=birds) into the restored kingdom of God.747 

The parable of the mustard seed is found in all the Synoptics 
(Matt 13:31–32/Luke 13:18–19) and the Gospel of Thomas (GThom 
20). Scholars tend to argue that the parable derives from two or even 
three sources – from Mark, Q and possibly from GThom. All our sour-

                                                           
 
746 Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29, Mark 14:25. 
747 Marcus, 2000, 330–331. Bird, 2006, 71–77. Jeremias, 1981, 68–69. Allison, 1997, 183. 
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ces – be they two or three – emphasize that the kingdom of God grows 
from a tiny start to a magnificent fulfillment, from a tiny seed into a 
sizeable tree or shrub in the shade of which the birds find their rest.748  
 
Mark 4:30–32 
Kai. e;legen pw/j òmoiw,swmen th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/ h' evn ti,ni auvth.n 

parabolh/| qw/menÈ 31 w`j ko,kkw| sina,pewj( o]j o[tan sparh/| evpi. th/j gh/j( 

mikro,teron o'n pa,ntwn tw/n sperma,twn tw/n evpi. th/j gh/j( 32 kai. o[tan 
sparh/|( avnabai,nei kai. gi,netai mei/zon pa,ntwn tw/n laca,nwn kai. poiei/ 
kla,douj mega,louj( w[ste du,nasqai ùpo. th.n skia.n auvtou/ ta. peteina. tou/ 
ouvranou/ kataskhnou/nÅ 

 
The parable itself does not quote any explicit OT passage, although the 
parable (in all of its versions) recalls the image of a kingdom-tree in the 
OT (LXX Ps 103:12; Dan 4:10–12, 17–18; LXX Ezek 17:22–24; 31:3–
7).749 For our concern the parable is especially important due to its pos-
sible Gentile reference. Admittedly the parable does not solely relate 
about the birds who build their nests in the shrub-like kingdom of God. 
The emphasis of the parable is on the great growth of the kingdom of 
God. Notably the climax of the kingdom’s growth is the arrival of the 
birds. In the Jesus tradition the idea of growth from small to great is ap-
parent.750 Obviously the aspect of growth and the birds are joined toget-
her in this parable. The great growth of the kingdom is highlighted by 
the fact that ultimately the birds of the sky settle on the branches of the 
shrub-tree.751 The seed’s growth into a great shrub evokes the idea of the 
eschatological consummation of the kingdom of God, and thus the pa-
rable indicates that the arrival of the birds belong to the era of 
eschatological fulfillment. As we have noted, in accordance with Jewish 

                                                           
 
748 For the discussion concerning the sources see Bird, 2006, 73. Davies & Allison, 1991, 
416. Crossan, 1991, 276–278. Meadors, 1995, 204–206. On the differences between Mark 
and Q see Meadors, 1995, 271–272. 
749 Meadors, 1995, 206. Davies & Allison, 1991, 420. 
750 See Bird, 2006, 73. Dunn, 2003, 461–465. The parable of the leaven underlines this 
same message of growth: Luke 13:20–21/Matt 13:33–34; GThom 96. 
751 Bird, 2006, 73. The mustard seed certainly and explicitly underlines the humble begin-
ning with the kingdom of God: See Marcus, 2000, 330. Marcus notes that the mustard seed 
as such was proverbial for its smallness as m. Nid. 5:2 and b. Ber. 31a indicate. 
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visions the possible salvation of the Gentiles was considered to be reali-
zed in the eschaton. The saying of the royal banquet in the kingdom of 
God also alludes to the eschatological future when the many Jews and 
Gentiles would arrive at the festive banquet (Matt 8:11–12). 

Our crucial question is: To whom do the birds refer to? Of course 
in the light of Jesus’ mission they could denote Jewish sinners and pub-
licans, to the blind, lame and poor, and the scattered Jews around the 
Diaspora. Jeremias notes that in the Midrashic literature the birds of the 
heaven could mean the Gentiles,752 and that the “verb kataskhnou/n… is 
often used as an eschatological technical term.”753 Notably in LXX Ezek 
31:6 the birds of heaven refer to all great nations, and in later Jewish 
texts such as 4 Ezra 5:26 and 1 En. 90:30 the birds symbolize Gentile 
nations as well as individual Gentiles. The verb kataskhno,w appears in 
Mark 4:32, Matt 13:32 and in Luke 13:19. The verb means to “dwell in” 
and to “nest.” Jeremias’ claim, that the verb kataskhnou/n was under-
stood as a “technical term” denoting the Gentiles who are seeking refuge 
in the eschatological city of God, is not convincing because the claim is 
based on only two examples where this verb is used in such a fashion: 
Jos. Asen. 15:7 and LXX Zech 2:11. Moreover as Bird notes the verb 
kataskhno,w is frequently associated with Jews in the LXX.754 Despite 
this there are plausible reasons to assume that the birds nesting in the 
shadows of the branches refer to Gentiles. The parable as told by all our 
sources – Q, Mark and possibly GThom – has, in its center, the great 
tree or shrub on the branches of which the birds build their nests. This 
image is found in the OT and in the writings of the second temple pe-
riod, and in these writings the respective image concerns the Gentiles 
(Ezek 31:6 LXX; (Ezek 17:23 LXX); Dan 4:18; 1 En. 90:30; Midr. Ps. 

                                                           
 
752 See Jeremias, 1981, 69. Jeremias lists the following passages: Midr. Ps. 104 § 13 on Ps 
104:12; 1 En. 90:33; b. Aboda Zara 41a; j. Abod. Z. III, 42c. 44; Num. R. 13 on Num 7:13. 
753 Jeremias, 1981, 69. See also Jeremias, 2003, 147–148. 
754 Bird, 2006, 75–76. See Num 14:30; 35:34; Deut 33:28; Judg 5:17; 2 Sam 7:10. See also 
Marcus, 2000, 324–325. Marcus too doubts that kataskhno,w is to be understood as an es-
chatological technical term. Marcus states that “it is true that the later rabbis spoke of Gen-
tile converts to Judaism as people who had come to dwell ‘under the wings of the Shechi-
nah’. This image goes back to Ps 91:1–4, which may be in the background, since that 
psalm, like our parable, speaks of dwelling beneath God’s shadow as a symbol of divine 
protection.” 
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104:10). The fact that the parable of the mustard seed and the passages 
of the kingdom-tree in the OT and in Jewish writings use similar words 
and images, suggests that our parable is to be understood in the light of 
the OT images presented by Ezek 17 and Dan 4. In these passages the 
kingdom is portrayed as a tree on which branches the Gentiles, like 
birds, find their refuge. This connection suggests that the birds of the pa-
rable of the mustard seed are to be understood as Gentiles.755 

Lastly, we are to address the question of the parable’s authenti-
city. Davies and Allison state that “the parable in one form or the other 
is universally reckoned to Jesus.”756 This claim is supported by more re-
cent scholars too.757 The authenticity of the parable of the mustard seed 
can be supported by the fact that it has reached us through at least two 
independent sources – Mark and Q, but possibly also through GThom as 
Crossan insists.758 The parables concerning rural themes of the sowing 
of the seed and its growing are apparent in the Jesus traditions. I main-
tain that the parable of the mustard seed is authentic, and that although it 
does not explicitly refer to the Gentiles, the imaginary in the parable in 
the light of the OT and the eschatological message of the parable con-
cerning the growth of the kingdom of God, makes the Gentile reference 
highly possible and presumable. 
 

7.9 Conclusion 
During the late second temple period dining had become a religious and 
ethnical symbol. The table-fellowship of the religious Jews posed a so-
cial claim, and thus their meals were not open to everyone. In the few 
references to the eschatological meal from the second temple period the 
Gentiles are never explicitly mentioned (1 En. 62:12–16; 2 Bar. 29:1–8; 

                                                           
 
755 Marcus, 2000, 330–331. Bird, 2006, 76. Catchpole, 2006, 138–140. Catchpole states 
the following: “A tree with nesting birds is the biblical symbol of one nation’s sovereignty 
over all others, whether of Israel over all the non-Israelites, or Assyria over the non-Assy-
rians, or Babylon over the non-Babylonians (cf. Ezek 17:22–24; 31:5–7; Dan 4:10–12). Je-
sus argues from that remarkable occurrence and declares that the fulfillment of the hope of 
the Jewish people is the means whereby God’s rule touches the world.” 
756 Davies & Allison, 1991, 416. 
757 Bird, 2006, 73. Allison, 1997, 183. Funk & Hoover, 1993, 59–60 . Lüdemann, 2000, 
32. Dunn, 2003, 462.  
758 Crossan, 1991, 276–277. 
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1QSa 2:17–22). The parable and the saying of the great banquet (Luke 
14:15–24/Matt 8:11–13) contain implicit openness to Gentiles. In the 
case of the account of the royal banquet the mention of Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob are noteworthy. These patriarchs evoked universal hopes for 
the eschatological consummation and therefore their presence around 
the table in Jesus’ saying is interesting (Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29). It 
is to be noted that they are absent in the passages of 1 En 62:12–16; 2 
Bar. 29:1–8 and 1QSa 2:17–22, which relate to the eschatological meal. 
Most plausibly both the saying and the parable about the great banquet 
contained no reference to Christ or to the Son of God in their original 
form. This is curious since the early Christians would certainly have ex-
pected to see Jesus as the Messiah around the table (Mark 14:25). More-
over it is worth noting that in the few passages known to us which de-
scribe the eschatological feast as envisioned by the Jews of the late se-
cond temple period, the Messiah (2 Bar. 29; 1QSa 2) and the Son of 
Man (1 En. 62) are explicitly mentioned, but not the patriarchs. 

The parable of the mustard seed and the parable and the saying of 
the great banquet share certain themes. In all of them eschatological arri-
val of the kingdom of God is at the center and in all of these respective 
passages the ultimate climax is the arrival of the outsiders to become in-
siders. In none of these passages are Gentiles explicitly mentioned, but 
in the light of the eschatological fulfillment the Gentile reference is 
highly likely, at least in the cases of the parable of the mustard seed and 
the saying of the great banquet.  
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8 Jesus’ positive comparisons of the Gen-
tiles 

 
In this chapter we will investigate the Galilean woes in which Jesus pro-
claims a devastating doom on Capernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida 
(Luke 10:13–15/Matt 11:20–24). According to the Galilean woes these 
small villages will have a more severe judgement than the worst Gentile 
cities in biblical history. We shall also concentrate on the double saying 
in which Jesus compares “this generation” with the Queen of Sheba and 
with the people of Nineveh (Luke 11:29–32/Matt 12:41–42). 
 

8.1 The Galilean woes 
8.1.1 Luke 10:13–15 and Matthew 11:21–23 
Due to the many verbal similarities between the Galilean woes as repre-
sented in Luke and Matthew, it has been argued credibly that they (i.e. 
Luke 10:12-15 and Matt 11:21–24) derive from one source – Q.759 The 
verbal identical parallels concern mostly verses Luke 10:13–15 and Matt 
11:21–23. It is to be noted that “forty-five words of Matt 11:21–23a are 
found to be identical in Luke 10:13–15”, as Fitzmyer notes.760 I have 
outlined the identical verbal parallels. The verbal similarities with gram-
matical differences are put in italics. 
 
 
Luke 10:13–15 Matt 11:21–23 
Ouvai, soi( Corazi,n( ouvai, soi( 
Bhqsai?da,\ o[ti eiv evn Tu,rw| kai. 
Sidw/ni evgenh,qhsan aì duna,meij 
aì geno,menai evn ùmi/n( pa,lai a'n 
evn sa,kkw| kai. spodw/| kaqh,menoi 
meteno,hsanÅ 

ouvai, soi( Corazi,n( ouvai, soi( 
Bhqsai?da,\ o[ti eiv evn Tu,rw| kai. 
Sidw/ni evge,nonto aì duna,meij aì 
geno,menai evn ùmi/n( pa,lai a'n evn 
sa,kkw| kai. spodw/| meteno,hsanÅ 

                                                           
 
759 Fitzmyer, 1985, 851–852. Fitzmyer, 1981, 76. Davies & Allison, 1991, 265. Funk & 
Hoover, 1993, 181. Lüdemann, 2000, 173–174. Hagner, 1993, 312. 
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 14 plh.n Tu,rw| kai. Sidw/ni 
avnekto,teron e;stai evn th/| kri,sei h' 
ùmi/nÅ 

 15 kai. su,( Kafarnaou,m( mh. e[wj 
ouvranou/ ùywqh,sh|È e[wj tou/ a[|dou 
katabh,sh|Å 

 22 plh.n le,gw ùmi/n( Tu,rw| kai. 
Sidw/ni avnekto,teron e;stai evn 
h`me,ra| kri,sewj h' ùmi/nÅ 

 23 kai. su,( Kafarnaou,m( mh. e[wj 
ouvranou/ ùywqh,sh|È e[wj a[|dou kata-
bh,sh|\ o[ti eiv evn Sodo,moij evgen-
h,qhsan aì duna,meij aì geno,menai 
evn soi,( e;meinen a'n me,cri th/j 
sh,meronÅ 

 

8.1.2 Jesus’ “dashed expectations” 
Despite the impression that Jesus was quite popular among the small 
Galilean villages and towns,761 we encounter a harsh message of doom 
in the Synoptics due to the lack of repentance and acceptance of Jesus’ 
message among those who heard Jesus. At face value this picture might 
create a confusing picture. The synoptics have preserved several sayings 
which reflect the Jewish people in Galilee and Judea failing to respond 
to Jesus’ message in an appropriate manner. Due to this failure, the Syn-
optics’ Jesus tradition is embraced with predictions of eschatological 
doom. Small Galilean villages, Capernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida, are 
threatened with a doom more severe than the OT promises to the grea-
test national enemies of Israel, namely Tyre and Sidon. These two cities 
are doomed in a horrible manner in the prophetic traditions of the OT 
(Jer 47:4; Joel 4:4; Zech 9:2).762 The relatively small villages of Galilee, 
at the heartland of Jesus’ mission, seem to be incomparable with these 
international polises. Certainly the alarming warnings to the Galilean 
villages for their failure to respond correctly to Jesus’ mission (Matt 
11:20–24/Luke 10:13–15) seems to override all proportions. 

Davies and Allison claim that Jesus experienced a deep disap-
pointment and frustration in Galilee. We can assume that Jesus expected 
to be heard and understood in the midst of the people of Galilee. Assu-
medly he expected that the villages and “this generation” would react 
with repentance to his message accompanied by miracles. According to 

                                                           
 
761 Sanders, 1993, 103. 
762 Uro, 1987, 163–164. See Ezek 26–28; Isa 23; Amos 1:9–10. 
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Davies and Allison Matt 11:21–23a is a testimony of “dashed expecta-
tions” which flung Jesus into the pit of “Galilean crisis.” 763 This reaso-
ning suggests that the hard words of Matt 11:21–23 could be understood 
as Jesus’ disappointed reaction to the unbelief of the Galilean villages 
and towns in which he, for the most, drew his mission. It is noteworthy 
that Jesus is not told to have launched or even predicted any mission to 
the Gentile cities on this occasion (compare Acts 13:46–47) – in the 
midst of his “dashed expectations.” The Galilean woes insist that the tra-
ditionally most sinful Gentile cities would have repented if they had ex-
perienced the “great works” of Jesus. These Gentile cities are told to 
have it more tolerable in the final judgment than the three Galilean 
towns. Interestingly in the Galilean woes Jesus is not reported to have 
referred to the persistent belief of the Syrophoenician woman in the dis-
trict of Tyre (Mark 7:24/Matt 15:21). As we concluded in chapter 5.2 
Jesus only hesitantly helped the Syrophoenician woman’s daughter, and 
he had no intentions of visiting the Gentile polises of Tyre and Sidon in 
order to drive his mission in them. 

 

8.1.3 The Galilean woes in context: the Church 
The historicity of the Galilean woes has been debated extensively. It has 
been argued that the “great works” (duna,meij), which summarize Jesus’ 
mission (Matt 11:20/Luke 10:13), actually refer to the early Christians’ 
failed mission in the area around the northern corner of the Galilean 
Lake. Thus the Galilean woes would recall the fierce polemic between 
the Jews and the early Christians. Sanders claims that the Galilean woes 
(Matt 11:20–24/Luke 10:13–15) “reflect the Gentile mission, as does the 
saying about this generation and the Ninevites” (Matt 12:41–42/Luke 
11:31–32).764 Bultmann maintains that the passage of the Galilean woes 
(Matt 11:20/Luke 10:13) looks back into Jesus’ mission in these towns 
as a completed event. Bultamann argues that the saying (Matt 11:20) is a 

                                                           
 
763 Davies & Allison, 1991, 270. 
764 Sanders, 1985, 110, 114. Sanders’ quotation is from p. 114. Bultmann, 1963, 112. Funk 
& Hoover, 1993, 181, 320. Lüdemann, 2000, 174. Funk and Hoover state on p. 181 that 
the curses of Matt 11:20–24/Luke 10:13–15 “are inspired, consequently, by the failure of 
the Christian mission in those towns.” 
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community formulation of the early Church, and that it actually signifies 
the failed Christian mission in these Galilean towns.765 Moreover some 
scholars have doubted that Jesus claimed that Capernaum would be 
exalted to heaven (Matt 11:23/Luke 10:15). According to my stance the 
claim that the Galilean woes indicate that Jesus’ mission in these towns 
was considered as completed, is not convincing. Matt 11:20-24 is in the 
middle of Matthew’s Galilean period, and thus it is apparent that at least 
Matthew would not have held the Galilean mission as a completed event 
at this stage.766 

Theissen and Bird argue that Matt 11:20–24/par. contradicts the 
reality of the early Church due to the fact that there was a Christians 
community in Tyre and Sidon already in the 50s (Acts 21:3–6; 27:3). 
Matt 11:21–22 does not presuppose that there were Christians in Tyre 
and Sidon. Additionally, the saying does not contain any indication that 
the disciples should drive a mission in these Gentile polises in order that 
they would repent. These notions, Bird and Theissen suggest, support 
the primitiveness of the saying. Admittedly it is plausible to maintain 
that Matt 11:20–24 predated the Christian communities in Tyre and 
Sidon.767 It is noteworthy that these two cities, although they had a 
Christian community at least as early as the 50s, are not mentioned in 
the NT as exemplary cities for actually making repentance. Antiochia 
(Acts 11:19–27), the Judean congregations (1 Thess 2:14), Ephesus 
(Acts 19), Thessalonica (1 Thess 1:7) and Rome (Rom 1:8) are all city-
congregations which were exemplary in love, faith and repentance. In 
the whole of NT the Christians of Tyre and Sidon are only referred to in 
passing in Acts 21:3–6 and 27:3. 

Dunn insists that there is no evidence for the early Church’s mis-
sion in the area of Galilee. Acts and every other early source is silent 

                                                           
 
765 Bultmann, 1963, 112. For a discussion concerning the woes on the Galilean towns 
(Luke 10:13–15) see Uro, 1987, 163–168. Uro is however hesitant in giving his absolute 
judgment on whether or not the Galilean woes derive from Jesus. On p. 165 Uro maintains 
that “one can hardly deny that Jesus himself could proclaim in a prophetic style and use 
OT images and allusions in his preaching. It is not impossible that he uttered a prophetic 
threat like Luke 10:13–15, had he felt that his message did not meet a response by the resi-
dents of his home district.” 
766 Davies & Allison, 1991, 270. Bird, 2006, 62. 
767 Bird, 2006, 62. Theissen, 1991, 51–52. 
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about the Christian’s mission, accompanied with “great works” in Ca-
pernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida.768 Capernaum is well attested in the 
Gospels’ miracle-stories, but there is no mention of Chorazin apart from 
Matt 11:21/Luke 10:13. In the earliest sources Bethsaida is connected 
with only one clear miracle story: i.e. the healing of the blind man (Mark 
8:22–26). In Luke 9:10 (see Mark 6:45) the feeding of the multitudes is 
located close to Bethsaida. The Lukan location of this miracle is most 
probably not traditional.769 Matthew does not, even in passing, mention 
Chorazin or Bethsaida before the Galilean woes, and thus he does not in 
any way prepare the reader with the doom of Matt 11:20–24/par.770 The 
presumption that the woes against Chorazin, Bethsaida and Capernaum 
reflect the failed mission of the early Christians is based on non-existing 
evidence.771 

Davies and Allison, as well as Dunn, conclude that the Galilean 
woes, resulting from the Galilean villages’ hardheartedness towards 
“great works,” suit better into the ministry of Jesus than into the ministry 
of the early Church.772 A strong argument for this is the fact that we do 
not have any evidence that the three towns of Capernaum, Chorazin or 
Bethsaida functioned as centers of Christian mission during the follo-
wing decades after Jesus’ death. Moreover, we have even less evidence 
to suggest that such a Christian mission would have been accompanied 
by “great works.” I maintain that the early Christians’ assumed mission 
in the three towns does not introduce a plausible explanation for the for-
mation of the Galilean woes.  
 

                                                           
 
768 Dunn, 2003, 421. 
769 Nolland, 1993, 548. Nolland states the following: “…the materials of vv. 13–15 (i.e. 
Luke 10:13–15) have a strong claim to historicity precisely because of the failure of the 
tradition to report any might works of Jesus in Chorazin or Bethsaida (Luke locates the 
feeding of the five thousand there [9:10], but that is hardly original, and does not, in any 
case, function as a mighty work of which the people of the city are aware). Chorazin is not 
mentioned elsewhere in the NT.” 
770 Davies & Allison, 1991, 266–267. 
771 Davies & Allison, 1991, 270. Dunn, 2003, 421. Bird, 2006, 62. 
772 Davies & Allison, 1991, 270. Dunn, 2003, 421. 
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8.1.4 The Galilean woes and Jesus’ message of doom 
In the Synoptics the unrepentant Galilean Jews’ attitude is compared to 
the admiring, obeying and trusting attitude of some gentiles towards the 
biblical heroes of Israel’s biblical history (Matt 12:40–42/Luke 11:29–
32; Luke 4:25–27). The idea of eschatological reversal is apparent in 
Matt 12:40–42/Luke 11:29–32 and in Luke 10:12–15/Matt 11:21–24. 
Due to the Galileans’ failure to recognize Jesus, even Sodom will have it 
more tolerable on the Day of Judgment than they will. 

The Galilean woes are prophetic oracles of doom addressed to 
the three towns.773 If Jesus’ message was embraced with love, healing 
and forgiveness, is it then possible that Jesus could have spoken in such 
a judgmental manner as Luke 10:13–15/Matt 11:21–23 and Luke 11:29–
32/Matt 12:41–42 imply? Did Jesus’ message contain doom and judg-
ment? The doom for Capernaum has verbal connections with Isa 14:13–
15, which concerns the sinful pride of Babylon. The city of Babylon has 
boasted in her heart that she will “ascend to the tops of the clouds; I will 
make myself like the Most High,” Isa 14:14. In Isa 14:15 and Matt 
11:23/Luke 10:15 the texts conclude that the prideful city will be 
“brought down to Hades.”774 Why would Capernaum have boasted of its 
status? The reference to Capernaum being exalted into heaven does not 
necessarily refer to an actual belief or anything concrete, but it can be 
understood as a hyperbolic rhetorical device which aims at introducing 
the town’s abasement.775 Scholars have, nevertheless, suggested diffe-
rent reasons for Capernaum’s assumed boasting. The synoptics indicate 
that Capernaum was the center of Jesus’ Galilean mission (Matt 4:13; 
8:5; 9:1; 17:24; Mark 2:1), and of course this can be understood as a 
great privylege and a reason for boasting. Perhaps, as Hagner suggests, 
the words of Matt 11:23/Luke 10:15 – “Will you be exalted to heaven?”, 
which borrow Isa 14:13–15 – refer to Capernaum’s “unwarranted, pride-

                                                           
 
773 Davies & Allison, 1991, 265. See Isa 5:11–17; 29:15–21; 33:1; Mic 2:1–5; Hab 2:9–11; 
1 En. 94:8; 95:7; 96:4, 8; 98:9–11; 100:7–9. 
774 Evans, 2006, 216. Hagner, 1993, 314. Theissen, 1991, 51. Nolland, 1993, 557, 560. 
Fitzmyer, 1985, 852, 855. 
775 Davies & Allison, 1991, 268–269. 
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ful confidence in an exceptional degree of eschatological blessing.”776 
Capernaum might also have boasted due to her prosperity, geographical 
location and fertility. Despite the fact that the northern corner of the Ga-
lilean Sea was an enormously fertile area (Bell. 3:42–43), there is no 
evidence that the residents of Capernaum would have dwelled in excep-
tional pride due to the town’s prosperity. Most plausibly the boasting of 
Capernaum in Matt 11:23 and Luke 10:15 serves as a rhetorical device. 
However if the boasting relies on a concrete matter, then, it would most 
probably refer to Jesus’ extended presence in the village. After all Ca-
pernaum was privileged to serve as Jesus’ hometown and as the arena 
for several of his “great works.” 

The Galilean woes are to be seen in the context of other doom 
prophecies attributed to Jesus. Jesus almost certainly said something cri-
tical regarding the temple and predicted its destructtion. Predicting the 
destruction of the temple would have touched on the fate of the nation, 
the city of Jerusalem and the people as a whole.777 In both the Galilean 
woes, as well as in the double saying, Jesus is remembered as speaking 
collectively. This kind of “communal judgment” where the community, 
and not only certain sinful individuals, is judged, has somewhat close 
parallels in the OT, from the Judaism of the second temple period and 
from the later rabbinic period.778 I agree with Wright, Dunn and Borg in 
their claim that the element of eschatological warning and the oracles of 
judgment were prominent in Jesus’ message. Borg states that “Jesus ac-
cepted the expectation of a final judgment” and he believed that “when-

                                                           
 
776 Hagner, 1993, 314. See also: Davies & Allison, 1991, 268–269. Davies and Allison dis-
cuss the verse Matt 11:23 in some length. According to them it might be too much to read 
the saying of Matt 11:23 in the light of Isa 14:13. As they suggest “the phrase under dis-
cussion might be wholly rhetorical; that is, Capernaum’s exaltation may not be concrete 
but rather hypothetical, serving simply to introduce her abasement: ‘You shall be brought 
down to Hades’.” The citation is from Davies & Allison, 1991, 269. 
777 Holmén, 2001, 278, 295. 
778 According to the Synoptics Jesus posed his judgment on whole villages (Chorazin, 
Bethsaida and Capernaum), cities (Jerusalem) and on “this generation”. In Mishnah San-
hedrin 10:4–6 we find this same collective sentiment. “The townsfolk of an apostate town 
had no portion in the world to come.” Other collective statements are in the same tract 
Mishnah Sanhedrin 10: “All Israelites have a share in the world to come” (10:1). “The 
generation of the flood has no share in the world to come” (10:3, I) nor the “generation of 
the dispersion” (10:3, II), nor “the men of Sodom” (10:3, III). “The generation of the wil-
derness has no portion in the world to come” (10:3, V). 
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ever that judgment did come, that generation would discover to its shock 
that Gentiles of the past were less culpable than it was.”779 Allison notes 
that as Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist (Mark 1:9), and as Jesus 
regarded John as the greatest of the prophets (Matt 11:9–15/Luke 7:26–
28), it is plausible that Jesus was greatly influenced by John’s message 
which had the warning of doom and judgment at its core.780 Sanders, 
too, admits that “Jesus was not opposed to the idea of judgment.” He 
however insists that, as Matt 11:21–24/Luke 10:13–15 and Matt 12:42 
compare Galilean Jewish villages and “this generation” in a very nega-
tive manner with Israel’s worst biblical enemies, Tyre and Sidon, and 
with a city as sinful as Sodom, these comparisons cannot have derived 
from Jesus, but rather they are expressions of the early Church’s mission 
theology.781 Sanders’ assumption, that Jesus would not have compared 
the Galilean towns with Israel’s worst enemies and sinners in the bibli-
cal history, is not convincing because the OT and the writings of the se-
cond temple period do indeed contain such comparisons as we shall see.  
 

8.1.5 Israel compared with the worst Gentiles in eschato-
logical discourses 

By comparing the people of God with Tyre, Sidon and Sodom the Gali-
lean woes are not unique. The great prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah and Eze-
kiel compared Israel to its Gentile neighbours to Israel’s disadvantage. 
According to Isa 1:9–10, Jerusalem’s leaders were like the leaders of 
Sodom. Ezekiel, perhaps the most radical of all the prophets, proclaims 
that Jerusalem and Judah broke the will of God more severely than its 
surrounding Gentile nations (Ezek 5:5–7). Ezek 3:5–7 states that if the 
prophet Ezekiel were to be sent to proclaim his message to the foreign 
nations, they would listen to him, but the people of Israel do not listen to 
him and hence they do not listen to their God. In Jer 23:14 the prophet 
Jeremiah proclaims in the name of God that the prophets of Jerusalem 

                                                           
 
779 Borg, 1998, 222. Wright, 1996, 182–186, 322–336. Dunn, 2003, 420–425.  
780 Allison, 1998, 103–105. See Räisänen, 2010, 88. 
781 Sanders, 1985, 114–115. Along the same lines of arguments, see: Lüdemann, 2000, 
173–174. “The threats are to be derived from the situation of later communities, all the 
more so as they look back on the completion of Jesus’ activity”, p. 174.  
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“have become like Sodom to me, and its inhabitants like Gomorrah.” 
Lam 4:6 looks at the destruction of Jerusalem in a devastating manner: 
“For the chastisement of my people has been greater than the punish-
ment of Sodom, which was overthrown in a moment, though no hand 
was laid on it.” In Deut 29:22 it is stated that in the later days the Promi-
sed Land will be entirely devastated so that it will become like the land 
of Sodom and Gomorrah. This devastation was owing to the people 
having forsaken the covenant of the Lord (Deut 29:23–26). In Ezek 
16:48–57 the prophet compares the wicked Jerusalem with the cities of 
Sodom and Samaria. According to Ezek 16:52 Sodom and Samaria will 
look innocent when they stand by the side of the sinful Jerusalem on 
Judgment Day. Despite the harsh comparisons the message of forgive-
ness is, in the end, finally offered to Jerusalem (Ezek 16:60–63). The re-
ferences to Sodomites are extensively doomful because in the OT and in 
the second temple Jewish writings Sodom as itself stands as the incarna-
tion of wickedness. 

Josephus also offers us somewhat comparable sayings with the 
Galilean woes. Immediately prior to the Roman destruction and burning 
of the temple of Jerusalem, Josephus – according to his own testimony, 
which of course may be doubted – gives a speech to the rebel leader 
John of Gischala and to the Jerusalemites. He urges them to surrender 
themselves to the Romans and thus save the temple from destruction. In 
his powerful and emotional speech he states that John of Gischala, as a 
Jew, committed worse sins than the Romans (Bell. 6:99–101).782 Else-
where, in another context, Josephus attests that the generation which re-
belled and fought against the Romans in Jerusalem, was the most god-
less ever. Josephus compares the Jews fighting against the Romans with 
the Sodomites (Bell. 5:442, 566).783 Josephus admittedly had his reasons 

                                                           
 
782 Winninge, 1995, 194. See: Pss. Sol. 1:8; 2:11–12, 16; 8:13; 17:15. Winninge notes that 
the idea, expressed occasionally in Pss. Sol. and in Bell. 6:99–102, claims that momenta-
rily the Jews of Jerusalem extended the sinfulness of the Gentiles. 
783 Bell. 5:442–443: “It is, therefore, impossible to go distinctly over every instance of 
these men's iniquity. I shall, therefore, speak my mind here at once briefly:--That neither 
did any other city ever suffer such miseries, nor did any age ever breed a generation more 
fruitful in wickedness than this was, from the beginning of the world. Finally, they brought 
the Hebrew nation into contempt, that they might themselves appear comparatively less 
impious with regard to strangers.” Bell. 5:566: “I suppose, that had the Romans made any 
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for condemning the hotheaded Jews for revolting against the Romans, as 
he was on the Roman side and as the Romans won the war and as the 
temple was destroyed. Despite his subjective and biased viewpoint, Jo-
sephus’ views are important. The above mentioned passages show that a 
tradition of comparing Israel with the Gentiles was known to the Jews 
and that this tradition can be traced to the OT particularly the prophetic 
books. Such comparison of Israel with the worst Gentiles was often part 
of a doom-filled prophetic criticism against Israel. 

Winninge has noticed that in the Pss. Sol. some Jews are occasio-
nally said to be as sinful as the Gentiles, and according to some passages 
the Jewish sinners are said to be even more sinful than the Gentiles.784 In 
the book of Jubilees, the sinners of the Jewish people are called sons of 
Belial (15:33–34).785 In addition to this, Abraham warns his sons that if 
they do not keep the Torah, they will, in the end, become like the citi-
zens of Sodom and Gomorrah (20:6). Pss. Sol. 1:3–8 is similar to Jesus’ 
judgment of Capernaum (Matt 11:23/Luke 10:15). As we have noted the 
judgment on Capernaum recalls Isa 14 and the destruction and doom of 
Babylon. In Pss. Sol. 1:3–8 the implied writer of the psalm boasts that 
he is full of righteousness, and as a sign of this he is rich in children. 
“Their wealth spread to the whole earth, and their glory unto the end of 
the earth. They were exalted unto the stars. They said they would never 
fall”, (1:4–5). This passage portrays the golden age of Solomon which 
resulted in pride and became the false trust of the descendants of the one 
who was “full of righteousness” (1:3). The descendants are in reality 
sinners, though in secret (1:6–7). “Their transgressions (went) beyond 
those of the heathen before them” (1:8). Their self-exaltation and their 
self-assurance lack all solid bases. Instead of being exalted unto the stars 
they are doomed by the Lord. This passage of Pss. Sol. 1 has a clear pa-
rallel idea with the idea apparent in Jesus’ woe on Capernaum. More-
                                                                                                                     
 
longer delay in coming against these villains, that the city (Jerusalem) would either have 
been swallowed up by the ground opening upon them, or been overflowed by water, or 
else been destroyed by such thunder as the country of Sodom perished by, for it had 
brought forth a generation of men much more atheistic than were those who suffered such 
punishments; for by their madness it was that all the people came to be killed.” 
784 Winninge, 1995, 194. Pss. Sol. 1:8; 2:11–12, 16; 8:13; 17:15. 
785 In the Dead Sea Scrolls the sinners of Israel are called ”sons of Darkness” and they be-
long to the lot of Belial (1QS 3:13–4:25). 
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over both passages are reminscent of the similar features of Isa 14:13. 
The falsely assured sinners, who think that they will be or are exalted 
into heaven, find themselves under God’s fierce judgment with Babylon. 

In the light of the OT and the writings of the second temple pe-
riod we can state that the Galilean woes would not have been totally ex-
ceptional and unique in the Jewish circles of the first century. Jesus’ 
message contained warnings, judgment and doom. Furthermore the 
Galilean woes suit the context of Jewish religion of the late second 
temple period.786 Jesus believed quite certainly that a crucial time was at 
hand, the kingdom of God had arrived/come near. His mission was 
marked by eschatological urgency.787 Jesus’ high expectations of natio-
nal revival and restoration failed, and certainly this could have resulted 
in Jesus proclaiming the Galilean woes as well as the doomful words 
against “this generation.” It is understandable that the evangelists Mat-
thew and Luke, who supported the Gentile mission of the Church, wil-
lingly preserved these saying precisely due to their positive view of the 
Gentiles. 
 

8.2 Authenticity of the Galilean woes 
As we have seen, there is no explicit evidence of a Christian mission in 
the three villages of Capernaum, Bethsaida and Chorazin. Despite this, it 
is practically assumable that the early Christians preached the Gospel in 
Galilee (Mark 14:28; 16:7; Matt 26:32; 28:7–10, 16; John 21:1). It is in-
teresting that the devastating history of the Jewish war in Galilee does 
not emphasize the destruction of these three villages – they were not 
central strongholds like Gamla and Yotapata. Raising the question as to 

                                                           
 
786 Witherington, 1990, 166. Fitzmyer, 1985, 851. See: Amos 6:4–7; Mic 2:1; Hab 2:6–7; 
Zeph 2:5. 
787 See Meyer, 1979, 204–205. The motif of urgency surely marked Jesus’ mission as the 
following passages bear witness: Luke 10:9/Matt 10:7; Matt 10:23. The urgency and short-
ness of time expressed in the Jesus traditions can be supported by the criterion of embar-
rassment as the statements of Mark 9:1 and Matt 10:23 did not obviously get fulfilled. 
Reiser (Reiser, 2001, 234.) emphasizes the urgency of Jesus’ mission. He maintains that 
the call to forgive your opponents (Matt 5:25/Luke 12:57–59), the saying about the Flood 
(Matt 24:37/Luke 17:26–27), the demand for repentance, and several other sayings and pa-
rables (Luke 14:15-24) express the idea that the people should repent and believe, and so 
prepare themselves for the judgment, which would come very soon. 
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why the Romans’ defeat of Gamla is not apparent in any way in the 
Gospels is revealing. The Jewish town of Gamla, embraced with a natio-
nalistic and religious ethos, joined the Jewish war. The town was attac-
ked and destroyed by the Roman legions at the beginning of the war, 67 
CE (Bell. 4:1–83).788 The defeat was overwhelming: 10 000 Jews died. 
This strategically crucial fall of Gamla was not reflected back into the 
mouth of Jesus as if he had prophetically doomed this evidently Jewish 
town. No Christian prophet recalled the “words of the Lord” in the Gos-
pels concerning this town, whose condemnation would seem perhaps 
just as natural as the condemnation of Chorazin, Bethsaida and Caper-
naum. It is also worth noting that Jesus is not explicitly told of visiting 
Gamla, or other highly important cities or towns of the Jewish war: Jota-
pata (Yodefat), Arbela and Kefar Hananyah. The Gospels do not expli-
citly state that Jesus would have preached the Gospel of God’s kingdom 
in these crucial towns. Both Jotapata and Gamla were significant Jewish 
towns and both of them were destroyed by the Romans at the beginning 
of the war (67 CE). The devastation of these towns is not noted – as far 
as we know – in the early Christian literature and in the NT. 

The Galilean woes (Matt 11:20–24/par.) threaten the Galilean 
town of Capernaum with a harsher doom than that of Sodom. As pre-
viously noticed, in the context of OT and the writings of the second 
temple period (Ps. Sol. 1), Jesus’ harshness is not totally exceptional and 
is not inconsistent with his religious Jewish context. Moreover the Gali-
lean woes concern towns which most plausibly, in the light of our expli-
cit evidence from the Gospels, are connected with Jesus, and not with 
the mission of the early Christians. I maintain that Jesus called for ur-
gent repentance and that the message of doom and judgment was also 
part of his message. I concur with scholars such as Meier, Bird, Jeremias 
and Witherington who support the authenticity of the Galilean woes.789 I 
maintain that the likeliest conclusion is that the harsh words of Q recall 
Jesus’ words and frustration regarding the heartlands of his Galilean 
mission. 
 

                                                           
 
788 Chancey, 2002, 129–130. 
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8.3 “This generation” in comparison with the 
Queen of Sheba and with the people of Ni-
neveh: Luke 11:29–32 and Matthew 12:41–42 

In Matt 12:39–42 Jesus is told to have answered negatively to the Pha-
risees and the scribes, or as Luke 11:29–32 has it, this generation’s, re-
quest for a sign. Both Matthew and Luke clearly use the same source. 
This is obvious because of the many verbal parallels. Verse Luke 11:32 
and Matt 12:41, which state how the Ninevites will stand to judge this 
generation on Judgment Day, are identical. Also the claims stated in 
Luke 11:31 and Matt 12:42 are identical. Out of the fifty-five words of 
Luke 11:31–32 and Matt 12:41–42 fifty-three are the same.790 
 
Luke 11:29–32 Matthew 12:39–42 
Tw/n de. o;clwn evpaqroizome,nwn 
h;rxato le,gein\ h` genea. au[th 
genea. ponhra, evstin\ shmei/on 
zhtei/( kai. shmei/on ouv doqh,setai 
auvth/| eiv mh. to. shmei/on VIwna/Å 

 30  kaqw.j ga.r evge,neto VIwna/j 
toi/j Nineui,taij shmei/on( ou[twj 
e;stai kai. ò uìo.j tou/ avnqrw,pou 
th/| genea/| tau,th|Å 

 31 basi,lissa no,tou evgerqh,setai 
evn th/| kri,sei meta. tw/n avndrw/n 
th/j genea/j tau,thj kai. katakrinei/ 
auvtou,j( o[ti h=lqen evk tw/n 
pera,twn th/j gh/j avkou/sai th.n 
sofi,an Solomw/noj( kai. ivdou. 
plei/on Solomw/noj w-deÅ 
32 a;ndrej Nineui/tai avnasth,sontai 
evn th/| kri,sei meta. th/j genea/j 
tau,thj kai. katakrinou/sin auvth,n\ 
o[ti meteno,hsan eivj to. kh,rugma 

ò de. avpokriqei.j ei=pen auvtoi/j\ 
genea. ponhra. kai. moicali.j 
shmei/on evpizhtei/( kai. shmei/on ouv 
doqh,setai auvth/| eiv mh. to. shmei/on 
VIwna/ tou/ profh,touÅ 
40 w[sper ga.r h=n VIwna/j evn th/| 
koili,a| tou/ kh,touj trei/j h`me,raj 
kai. trei/j nu,ktaj( ou[twj e;stai ò 
uìo.j tou/ avnqrw,pou evn th/| kardi,a| 
th/j gh/j trei/j h`me,raj kai. trei/j 
nu,ktajÅ 
41 a;ndrej Nineui/tai avnasth,sontai 
evn th/| kri,sei meta. th/j genea/j 
tau,thj kai. katakrinou/sin auvth,n( 
o[ti meteno,hsan eivj to. kh,rugma 
VIwna/( kai. ivdou. plei/on VIwna/ w-deÅ 
42 basi,lissa no,tou evgerqh,setai 
evn th/| kri,sei meta. th/j genea/j 
tau,thj kai. katakrinei/ auvth,n( o[ti 
h=lqen evk tw/n pera,twn th/j gh/j 
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VIwna/( kai. ivdou. plei/on VIwna/ w-deÅ avkou/sai th.n sofi,an Solomw/noj( 
kai. ivdou. plei/on Solomw/noj w-deÅ 

 
The double sayings concerning the Queen of the South and the Ninevites 
derive from the Q source.791 This conclusion is suggested by the verbal 
similarities, although in both Matthew and Luke’s versions the sayings 
are in a different order. In Luke the Queen of the South (11:31) precedes 
the phrase of the exemplary Ninevites (11:32). In Matthew the exem-
plary Ninevites (12:41) are mentioned prior to the Queen of South 
(12:42). Mark 8:11–12 states that Pharisees came to request a sign from 
Jesus and Jesus refused: ti, h` genea. au[th zhtei/ shmei/onÈ avmh.n le,gw 

ùmi/n( eiv doqh,setai th/| genea/| tau,th| shmei/onÅ Q mentions the sign of 
Jonah (Matt 12:39/Luke 11:29–30).792 Matthew (12:40) is the only one 
who reports that Jesus explained the sign of Jonah by referring to the 
three days which the Son of Man would be in the heart of the land (evn th/| 
kardi,a| th/j gh/j). This explanation refers to the three days and nights 

which Jonah spent in the belly of the sea-monster (evn th/| koili,a| tou/ 

kh,touj). The explanation, as it is found only from Matthew, and as it ex-
plains the unclear sign of Jonah, is most often attributed to Matthew and 
not to the historical Jesus.793 

The majority of scholars maintain that the request of a sign (Matt 
12:38–39/16:1/Mark 8:11) did not originally belong together with the 
saying about the Queen of the South and with the Ninevites (Matt 
12:41–42/Luke 11:31–32). This sounds reasonable to me. It seems that 
Matthew has placed the saying of the Queen of the South and the Nine-
vites in the context of Mark 8:11, where the Pharisees ask Jesus for a 
sign. This context of Pharisees requesting and pressing Jesus is absent 
from the Lukan version of the logion.794 

During the early first century CE the biblical characters of Jonah 
and Solomon as well as the Ninevites and the Queen of the South were 
all well known to the Jews. Solomon in particular was glorified for his 
                                                           
 
791 Davies & Allison, 1991, 351. Hagner, 1993, 352–353. Meier, 2001, 440. Fitzmyer, 
1985, 930–931. 
792 The sign of Jonah appears also in Matt 16:4.  
793 Davies & Allison, 1991, 352. 
794 Davies & Allison, 1991, 351. Theissen, 1991, 44. 
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wisdom. Several psalms and proverbs, and cures against illnesses and 
spells against demons had been attributed to his person as Josephus cla-
rifies in Ant. 8:42–49. Josephus claims that Solomon surpassed all wise 
men, even the ancient wise men of Egypt, in understanding and wisdom, 
Ant. 8:42–44. This fame for wisdom is clearly connected to Solomon in 
Jewish writings from the OT to the writings of the second temple pe-
riod.795 In the ears of the Jewish hearers “the wisdom of Solomon” (th.n 
sofi,an Solomw/noj, Luke 11:31/Matt 12:42) would have recalled the 
fame of the greatest symbol of Jewish wisdom.796 The “wisdom of Solo-
mon” is mentioned with awe in Ant. 8:49, 168 and 182. It is noted in 
Ant. 8:165–168 that the “Queen of Egypt and Ethiopia” came to see So-
lomon and was amazed by his wisdom (8:168). Josephus also claims 
that “there went a great fame all around the neighbouring countries, 
which proclaimed the virtue and wisdom of Solomon, insomuch that all 
the kings desired to see him,” Ant. 8:182. “Solomon had a divine wis-
dom in all things” (Ant. 8:187). 

In this double saying we encounter the epithet “this generation” 
twice. On the Day of Judgment the exemplary Gentiles of Israel’s his-
tory will be in a position of judging “this generation.” The epithet h` 
genea. au[th appears several times in the Synoptics, in the mouth of 
Jesus, but elsewhere in the NT it is barely mentioned at all. Jesus is re-
called criticizing “this generation” severely (Mark 9:19). “This gene-
ration” will reject the Son of Man (Luke 17:25–26/Matt 24:34–35). 
“This generation” has no faith in Jesus (Matt 11:16–17/Luke 7:31–32) 
and she requests for a sign, which will not be given to her (Mark 8:12).  
“This generation” will be doomed fiercely: Matt 12:41–42/Luke 11:30–
32 and Matt 23:36/Luke 11:50–51.797 In the Synoptics “this generation” 
functions clearly as an epithet. The epithet “this generation” refers al-
most certainly to the Galilean and Judean Jewish contemporaries of 
Jesus – i.e. to Jesus’ generation – and not to the Jewish people or huma-

                                                           
 
795 See Catchpole, 1993, 242. 1 Kgs 5:12; Wis 6:1–11; 11:23; 12:10, 19; Sir 17:24; 44:16; 
48:15. 
796 Lövestam, 1995, 33–34. 
797 Lövestam, 1995, 18–20. Davies & Allison, 1991, 260. Outside the Synoptics “this 
generation” is found only twice: Acts 2:40 and Heb 3:10. Cf. Phil 2:15.  
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nity as a whole.798 The term has its roots in the OT: Gen 7:1; Deut 1:35; 
32:5, 20. In these passages “this generation” refers to the generations 
which lived during the Flood and the Exodus.799 As a term this gene-
ration (hzh rwdh) appears in the Mishnah and other rabbinic writings. In-
terestingly in the OT and in the Mishnah, as well as in the Synoptics 
“this generation” is connected with wickedness and sinful people. More 
particularly, in all of these three sources “this generation” is associated 
with the generation of the Flood (Gen 7:1; m. Sanh. 10:3; Luke 17:25–
26). Apparently in Q “this generation” and the unrepentant representa-
tives of Israel are compared to the Gentiles of the past (Luke 11:30–32) 
and future (Luke 10:11–15, 13:28–30). This comparison is made for the 
Gentiles’ advantage, in order to put “this generation” and the unrepen-
tant Jews to shame for their tough-heartedness. Kloppenborg has studied 
how these sayings of “this generation” work within Q. He states the fol-
lowing: 

 
“The rhetorical strategy at work is shaming. In an agonistic cul-
ture such as that of ancient Palestine, to point out the exemplary 
faith of a non-Israelite is a way of shaming Israelites.”800 
 
Bryan states that “by most accounts Jesus’ rhetoric against ‘this genera-

tion’ forms part of the bedrock of Jesus tradition.”801 Josephus curiously uses 
“this generation” when he describes the sinfulness of the generation 
which was under siege in Jerusalem during its destruction. According to 
Josephus’ description no other age ever, Bell. 5:442, “from the begin-
ning of the world” had produced “a generation more fruitful in wicked-
ness than this was.”802 In the book of Jubilees we find a description of 
the miseries of the end time. Jub. 23 predicts that in the end time a gene-
ration will arise, which bears the epithet “this generation” and the “evil 
generation” (23:14–16, 22). In the context of eschatological disaster and 
hope of restoration and deliverance, this “evil generation” is portrayed 

                                                           
 
798 Davies & Allison, 1991, 260–261. 
799 Bryan, 2002, 81–82. 
800 Kloppenborg Verbin, 2000, 191–193. 
801 Bryan, 2002, 81. 
802 See Davies & Allison, 1991, 261. See also: Bell. 5:566, 6:408. 
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as severely wicked. “This generation” will live in the midst of wars, 
famine, strife, death, sorrow and disaster as Jub. 23:14–16 attests. 
Finally God’s judgment will face “this generation” (Jub. 23:22).803 
Arguably Jesus used the epithet “this generation” and applied it to his 
own contemporaries among whom he drove his mission. On the basis of 
what we have noted, it is highly possible that the contemporary Jews of 
the late second temple period would have understood the epithet “this 
generation” in a negative manner. “This generation” recalled the 
harshest sinners of Israel’s history. In accordance with Jub. 23 “this 
generation”, which is portrayed severely sinful, would appear again in 
the end-time. 
 

8.4 The authenticity of the double saying 
According to Bultmann the saying of Luke 11:31–32, as well as the 
saying of Luke 10:13–15, “have been constructed according to ‘a sche-
me of early Christian polemic’.”804 Bultmann’s conclusion can be ques-
tioned on several points. The authenticity of this saying can be suppor-
ted by noting that it coheres with the Galilean woes (Matt 11:20–24/ 
Luke 10:13–15), which I regard as having an authentic core. According 
to the saying of the Galilean woes (Matt 11:20–24/Luke 10:13–15) Jesus 
held that the worst Gentiles of biblical history would have been more 
ready for repentance than the Jewish towns of Capernaum, Bethsaida 
and Chorazin.805 Additional Jesus traditions contain sayings (Luke 4:25–
27; 10:30–37) which raise the Gentiles as examples of faith and repen-
tance. We are to note that the historicity of these sayings is highly dispu-
ted, and the majority of scholars regard them as redactional creations of 
Luke. 

                                                           
 
803 See Davies & Allison, 1991, 354–355. In 1QSb 3:7 the “generation of falsehood” is 
mentioned and its end is desired. 
804 Bultmann, 1963, 113. 
805 See Nolland, 1993, 651. Concerning the Gospel of Luke Nolland states the following: 
“Of the materials here, it is the basic content of Luke 11:29 that we can with the greatest 
confidence trace back to the historical Jesus. There is, however, a good coherence between 
the materials of vv 31-32 and those of 10:13-15, a text that constitutes something of a 
middle term between 11:31–32 and 11:20. This suggests that also in vv 31–32 we are dea-
ling with materials that may be traced to the historical Jesus.” 
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The double saying (Luke 11:31–32) coheres with the idea of es-
chatological reversal which is widely represented in the Jesus traditions. 
Perrin notes that the double saying also resembles the message emphasi-
zed in several of Jesus parables, namely the theme of warning in the face 
of a major challenge.806 We may recall that in the parable of the great 
banquet the first ones invited refuse to enter and therefore they end up 
staying outside. Several of the original outsiders, the sick and the poor, 
and perhaps even some total strangers such as the Gentiles, accept the 
urgent call and attend the Banquet actually taking the places of the ones 
who were first invited (Luke 14:15–24/Matt 22:1–10; GThom 64). The 
saying of the great banquet (Matt 8:11–12/Luke 13:28–29) is most likely 
authentic and it is to be understood as referring to Jews and Gentiles joi-
ning the feast in the kingdom of God/ heaven, while some of the Jews, 
i.e. the “sons of the kingdom” are, surprisingly, left outside. Thus also 
this saying (Matt 8:11–12) supports the conclusion that Jesus regarded 
that some Gentiles would end up better than some Jews. Moreover the 
worst of the Gentiles, i.e. Tyre, Sidon and Sodom, would have repented 
if they only had seen what “this generation” – Capernaum, Bethsaida 
and Chorazin – had indeed seen and experienced. 

In support of the primitiveness of the double saying we may state 
that the Christological aspects of the saying are not opened in any 
way.807 It should be noticed that the words refer to “something greater,” 
not to “someone greater.” According to Meier, this manner of speech re-
flects the “indirect, enigmatic style of Jesus.” Meier is right in his claim 
that the “something” greater (plei/on) here (w-de) is to be understood as 
the kingdom of God present in Jesus’ words and works. The “some-
thing” does not refer to the person of Jesus, but to the kingdom of God. 
The early Church did not proclaim the Christology of Jesus in this indi-
rect manner.808 Catchpole also rejects the direct indication to Jesus’ per-
son in this double saying. He claims the following: 

 

                                                           
 
806 Perrin, 1967, 195. 

807 Davies & Allison, 1991, 357. Bird, 2006, 59. Lövestam, 1995, 35. 
808 Meier, 2001, 440–441. 
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“The neuter form plei/on suggests that the specialness of the 
contemporary situation is not understood christologically, nor in 
the present (but not new) preaching of judgment and call for 
repentance, but rather in the accompanying duna,meij which 
anticipate the dawning new era.”809 
 

The double saying strikes with originality, which suits the message of 
Jesus. Nowhere else in the NT is it stated that the Gentile-believers 
would judge the non-believing Jews, and nowhere else in the NT are the 
Ninevites and the Queen of South taken as exemplary representatives of 
honour and repentance. Conclusively, I maintain that the double saying 
is to be regarded as authentic. This view is shared by scholars such as 
Reiser, Perrin, Davies, Allison, Catchpole and Bird.810 
 

8.5 Conclusions 
Jesus arguably warned “this generation” and the Galilean Jews that if 
they would not repent after seeing and hearing about the kingdom of 
God and the “great works,” they would face severe doom on the Day of 
Judgment. In this case even the sinful city of Sodom would end up better 
in the final Judgment. “Something greater” than Solomon and Jonah “is 
here” – i.e. the kingdom of God. The Queen of South and the people of 
Nineveh will judge this unrepentant generation. I do not see it as a cre-
dible argument that the Gospel writers would have, in its entirety, crea-
ted the scheme which highlights exemplary Gentiles from Israel’s past 
history,811 and from the current time,812 and which has positive hopes re-
garding the Gentiles’ fate in the eschatological future.813 We can confi-
dently conclude that the idea of an eschatological reversal, hinting occa-
sionally that some Gentiles would inherit the blessed and privileged 

                                                           
 
809 Catchpole, 1993, 242. 
810 Reiser, 2001, 235–236. Perrin, 1967, 195. Davies & Allison, 1991, 357. Catchpole, 
1993, 243. Bird, 2006, 59. 
811 Matt 12:41–42/Luke 11:30–32: The people of Nineveh and the Queen of Sheba. Luke 
4:25–27: The widow at Zarephath in Sidon and Naaman the Syrian. 
812 Matt 8:5–10/Luke 7:1–10: The Centurion from Capernaum. Mark 7:24–30/Matt 15:21–
28: The Syrophoenician woman. 
813 Matt 11:21–24/Luke 10:13–15: Tyre, Sidon and Sodom. See also Matt 8:11–12/Luke 
13:28–29. 
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places in the kingdom of God from the wicked members of “this genera-
tion” – i.e. from many Galilean and Judean Jews – has its roots in Jesus.  
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9 Summary and conclusions 
 
The purpose of this study has been to contribute to our understanding re-
garding Jesus’ attitudes towards the Gentiles. We have clarified the his-
torical, geographical, ideological and religious context of Jesus’ mission. 
As we are investigating Jesus’ attitudes towards ethnic outsiders, the 
context of Jesus has been especially crucial and important. In this work 
the context of Galilee, as revealed by archaeological and written sour-
ces, is taken into serious consideration. 

In chapter two we noted that in accordance to the writings of the 
second temple period it is evident that the eschatological fulfillment, Is-
rael’s eschatological restoration, would always affect the Gentiles and 
the world in some manner. The possible salvation or damnation of the 
Gentiles and the nations would belong to the eschatological era. The res-
toration of Israel would not be solely nationalistic and particularistic but 
would also have universal consequences. Jesus can be associated with 
the belief of realized eschatology (chapter 4.4), and thus it is interesting 
that despite this belief Jesus did not promote the salvation of the Gen-
tiles in a more engaging manner. Jesus admittedly drove his mission so-
lely for the Jews. Only occasionally did he aid individual Gentiles who 
sought his help. Nonetheless, Jesus implicitly addressed universal aspi-
rations from time to time (Matt 8:11–12; Mark 4:31–32). 

In chapter three we concentrated on the questions how Jewish 
was Galilee, and whether there were Gentiles residing in the neighbour-
hoods, towns and villages in which Jesus drove his mission. Both our 
written and archaeological sources suggest that Galilee was populated 
by Jews and that only a small minority of Gentiles resided there perma-
nently. The context of Galilee, therefore could at least partly explain 
why Jesus rarely met and helped Gentiles. Notably two of the three of 
Jesus’ contacts with a Gentile occurred outside Galilee and Judea, in the 
district of Tyre (Mark 7:24–30) and in the country of the Gerasenes 
(Mark 5:1-20). This outlook from the Synoptics suits with the impres-
sion reflected in the archaeological excavations and in the written 
sources: Galilee was Jewish although it was surrounded by areas where 
the population was strongly Gentile. The Jesus tradition indicates that 
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Jesus intentionally restricted his and his disciples’ current mission to the 
Jews (Mark 7:27; Matt 10:5–6; 15:24). For Jesus the mission to the Jews 
was not merely a preliminary and obligatory phase which would lead 
ultimately to universalism. For Jesus the mission to the Jews, the resto-
ration of the twelve tribes and the search for the lost sheep was central in 
itself. Jesus was searching and calling for Jews in general and these in-
cluded even sinners and publicans. Even when Jesus had fellowship with 
the sinners, he did not turn to the Gentiles. 

In chapter four we concluded that despite the fact that Jesus re-
stricted his mission to the Jews, he occasionally healed Gentiles who re-
quested his help. These healings were rare and it is crucial to note that 
Jesus himself did not take the initiative to heal the Gentile individuals. 
The healing stories do not reflect Jesus’ openness towards the Gentiles; 
on the contrary, they indicate that Jesus thought he was not sent for the 
Gentiles but for the Jews. According to my view the stories of the Syro-
phoenician woman, the centurion and the Gerasene demoniac all derive 
from a historical core. 

I maintain with Bird that Jesus’ mission is to be understood in the 
context of partly realized eschatology. Jesus regarded that the kingdom 
of God, the eschatological era, had somehow begun, but simultaneously 
he hoped for the kingdom to come in the near future. For the most part 
the eschatological salvation for the Gentiles was looming in the eschato-
logical future, but already through Jesus’ mission certain individual 
Gentiles became partakers of the eschatological reality which was cur-
rently in a state of partial realization. The account of the royal banquet 
(Matt 8:11–12; Luke 13:28–30) awaits the eschatological banquet in the 
kingdom of God. In this saying a reference to the Gentiles who would 
come from around the compass is quite plausible, although only impli-
cit. In the parable of the great banquet (Matt 22:1–10; Luke 14:15–24; 
GThom 64) the emphasis is on the claim that the meal is now ready and 
served, the eschatological salvation is now a reality. An implicit Gentile 
reference is possible in the Lukan version of the parable, and it is pos-
sible that such a reference also belonged to the core of the original pa-
rable told by Jesus. However the Gentile reference is uncertain and un-
emphasized in all versions of the parable. 
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It is noteworthy that the sayings and parables which emphasize 
an eschatological gathering (Matt 8:11–12; Luke 14:15–24; Mark 4:31–
32; 13:26–27) do not explicitly mention the Gentiles. In these sayings 
and parables Jesus evidently did not address the question of who the ent-
rees would be in a straightforward manner. These sayings and parables 
support the claim that Jesus primarily drove a Jewish mission. Admitting 
this, we are to note that the outcome of this mission could, in the light of 
Jewish ideas of eschatology, lead ultimately to universalism. Thus there 
is the plausible possibility that the sayings and parables concerning the 
eschatological gathering implicitly referred to Gentiles in accordance 
with Jesus’ intentions. I maintain that at least the saying of the great 
banquet (Matt 8:11–12) and the parable of the mustard seed (Mark 4:31–
32) are to be understood as containing an implicit reference to the Gen-
tiles. 

I follow Jeremias’ main claim according to which Jesus antici-
pated the Gentiles’ arrival at the kingdom feast in the end of days. Ac-
cording to my view Jesus, however, believed that the eschatological ful-
fillment was already partially realized and that the salvation of the Gen-
tiles would mark the eschatological climax. Jesus arguably believed that 
this eschatological salvation of the Gentiles was naturally to follow as 
the aftermath of Israel’s salvation. The proclamation of the arrival of 
God’s kingdom, the gathering of the Twelve disciples and the healings 
transmitted a message of Israel’s eschatological restoration. I maintain 
with Bird that the few individual Gentiles whom Jesus helped are to be 
understood as first representatives, first fruits of the eschatological bles-
sings which are now being delivered for Israel, but very soon also for 
the Gentiles. Such an interpretation is dependent on our general view of 
Jesus. This view becomes tenable if Jesus and his mission are seen in the 
context of partially realized eschatology, and when the hopes of Israel’s 
eschatological restoration are taken into consideration. Jeremias claimed 
that Jesus did not envision the Gentile mission of the disciples because 
he believed that God would, in a sovereign manner, gather the Gentiles 
at the eschatological banquet. This view is contested by the fact that, ac-
cording to writings of the OT and second temple period, God often ful-
fills his eschatological mission by acting through and with human 
agents, Israel and his servants. Bird has highlighted this aspect: the early 
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Christians interpreted the sacred writings with the conviction that the es-
chatological era had began, and thus God or the resurrected Christ spred 
the Gospel through the Jewish-Christians. 

Jesus’ open table fellowship constituted a central element in his 
mission. The vast majority of scholars maintain that Jesus did not dine 
with Gentiles although he is recorded as having dined with sinners and 
publicans. Jesus’ openness towards all kinds of Jews, but his refrainment 
from dining with Gentiles is noteworthy. This can be explained as a 
practical reason: there was only a small minority of Gentiles residing in 
Galilee. On the other hand an intentional explanation is also reasonable: 
Jesus did not dine with Gentiles because the eschatological fulfillment 
had not yet fully arrived – the restoration of Israel, which was Jesus’ pri-
mary focus, was yet to be fulfilled. For the moment Jesus’ mission was 
solely for the Jews. Despite this, Jesus envisioned that in the eschatolo-
gical consummation, which still was in the future, the Gentiles would 
have a share in the kingdom of God (Matt 8:11–12). Jesus gave the dis-
ciples no indication by what means this inclusion would take place. The 
early Christians were confused as to whether or not the Christ-believing 
Gentiles should obey the Torah and be circumcised (Gal 2; Acts 15). 

In chapter eight we argued that both the Galilean woes (Luke 
10:13–15/Matt 11:20–24) and the double saying (Luke 11:29–32/Matt 
12:41–42) derive from Q and reflect Jesus’ compelling words. In these 
sayings it is apparent that the contemporary Jews, “this generation”, Ca-
pernaum, Chorazin and Bethsaida, are put to shame when they are com-
pared with the Gentiles. In these provocative and polemical accounts, 
the unrepentant contemporary Jews are never compared with those Gen-
tiles who had accepted Jesus’ message and repented. This once again 
strengthens the claim that Jesus did not practice his mission among the 
Gentiles, but rather that he assumed that in the end of days, at the final 
judgment, some Gentiles would end up better than his own contempo-
raries among whom he practiced his mission. These sayings are also to 
be seen as part of Jesus’ hyperbolic rhetoric which aimed at pressing his 
contemporaries to repentance. Shocking comparisons between Jews and 
Gentiles are found in the OT and in the writings of the second temple 
Judaism, and often these comparisons are part of eschatological dis-
courses and crucial historical shifts (Isa 1:9-10; Ezek 3:5–7; 5:5–7; Jer 
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23:14; Bell. 6:99–101). Jesus arguably believed that he and his contem-
poraries lived at the moment of an epoch shift, and thus it is plausible 
that he used shocking rhetoric to convey his urgent message concerning 
the kingdom of God.  

The astonishing fact that as early as in the 40s the Christians 
began their Gentile mission requires a historical explanation. During his 
mission Jesus did not explicitly command the disciples to proclaim the 
Gospel to the Gentiles. Yet it seems that the early Christians’ Gentile 
mission was rooted in their beliefs regarding the mission and person of 
Jesus, whom they believed to be Christ, the Messiah. The early Chris-
tians and the apostles’ belief was that Jesus had risen from the dead and 
the eschatological time had arrived. In the light of the Jewish aspirations 
of eschatological consummation and Israel’s restoration, Jesus’ Jewish 
disciples would have reasoned that the Gospel was to be preached to the 
Gentiles because the eschatological time had arrived. In the context of 
Jewish eschatological visions the salvation of the Gentiles belonged to 
the era of eschaton. Jesus had convinced his disciples through words and 
deeds that the eschatological era was about to begin, and that it was ac-
tually already partially realized, but soon it would be realized comple-
tely. By practicing Gentile mission the early Church stated its belief in 
Jesus as Christ, and its belief that a new era, the eschatological era, had 
arrived. This, according to my view, it the most plausible reason to ex-
plain how the Jewish Jesus, who almost exclusively drove his mission 
among the Palestinian Jews, who lived among Galilean Jews and who, 
as far as we are aware, did not visit far off Gentile areas and cities such 
as Caesarea Maritima, the polises of Tyre and Sidon, or even Scytho-
polis and Tiberias, came to inaugurate a movement which felt itself obli-
gated to practice Gentile mission to the ends of the world. 
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